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CHAPTER I

THE "CONTEXTUAL' APPROACH TO LEGISLATIVE BEHAVIOR:
INTRODU TION, PROSPECTS, PROBLEMS

The Congressm n as a "decision-making actor" with regard to -

recorded, roll call floor votes has persistently been a topic of interest

among congressional scholars. A steady effort has been made to identify

the various forces, f ctors, actors, and decision rules that influence

congressional decisio -making.

Students of C ngress .'recently have engaged in developing what might

best be called "conte tual" or "conditional" or "metronomic" perspectives

on legislative decisitn-making. This research constitutes a new emphasis

and a new direction i the study of Congress. In contrast to the'con-

ventional practice of formulating general propositions with which to

explain legislative d cision-making, the newer vein of research has sought

to identify differenticontextual patterns of the legislative process.

This dissertation haW two purposes: 1) to better explicate the

conditional theory of micro (individual level) legislative behavior that

seems to underlie this recent work and 2)}to test it among. three hundred

and sixty-one interview protocals gathered from members of the U.S. House

of Representatives dubing a four month period (MLrch--July, 1977) of the

first session of the 5th Congress.

This chapter qill review literature that is distinctive in its

conditional approach ind identify both the benefits and problems of the.

approach.

-. 00



2

A. Introduction: The New Contextual Emphasis in the
Study of Congressional Decision-Making

The study of legislative behavior seems to have evolved in the

fashion of intellectual advancement as described by Thomas.S. Kuhn in The

Structure of Scientific Revolution. 1  Kuhn contends that knowledge of a

particular topic advances through the dialectical development and refine-

ment of paradigms. With regard to the post World War II empirical study

of- legislative decision-making, three major phases or stages of para-

digmatic advancement can be detected: (1) the legislator as "participant,"

(2). the legislator as a "determined actor," and (3) the legislator as a

"contextual decision-maker." 2 Each stage offers a distinctive construct

for viewing the legislator as a decision-making actor. Each succeeding

,stage aspires to a higher level of generalization, and attempts to over-

C come the perceived shortcomings of the preceding stage.

Before proceeding, two points of clarification should be made.

First, common to any classification scheme, the problem here is that not

all works on congressional decision-makiig neatly fit into one or the

other of the three categories. In classifying decision-making literature,

however, an attempt will be made to do so on the basis, of a work's major thrust.

In other words, it is assumed here that major works concerning congressional

decision-making can be categorized on the basis-of the paradigmatic con-•*---

struct that, in the main, they seem to offer. Second, there is no neat

separation among the levels on the basis of a time chronology. Although

each succeeding stage in many ways was developed from reactions to the

preceding one, the contemporary period finds examples of all three.

The first, and most.rudimentary, stage views the legislator as a

"participant" in political combat. It is the approach notably developed

in Bertram Gross's The Legislative Struggle 3 and in case studies such as
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4Bailey's Congress Makes a Law and Berman's A Bill Becomes a Law. The

crux of this model is a focus on the _legislator as one of several competitors

in the legislative process. It focuses attention on the role of external

actors-President, Bureaucrats, interest grcups. constituents, courts--in

legislative decision-making. Although a humber of important contributions

have been made by this view--most notably the notions that the legislative

process is a tremendously complex labyrinth and that all competitors

engage in various strategies and tactics--the case study approach was

strongly criticized for its limited generality and applicability. Scholars

became aware that the findings of a case study do not necessarily trans-

cend the specifics of the case at hand.

In reaction to the criticism of limited generality, coupled with

a desire to become more scientific, legislative process scholars began to

intensely study roll-call data and to collect attitudinal data from the

legislators themselves. This work constitutes the second major stage of

paradigmatic development where the legislator is depicted as a "deter-

mined" actor.

Two major characteristics are present in this ;econd approach.

The first is the notion that legislative decision-maký s are determined

or predisposed to vote in a given way because of eith_ certain charac-

teristics of demography, party, constituency and region, or a common,

universal decision process. The second is an attempt to construct a

general model with which to analyze the totality of legislative decision-

making. Almost all of the major research efforts of the last two decades

seem to posit this kind of "general," "determined actor" paradigm in that

they seem to be searching for the primary determinant of "typical"

legislative behavior. In this category are Turner and Schneler's Party

I
S- .,fa. .a.-S .t a r na aS.
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and Constituency, 6 Truman's The Congressional Party, 7 Davidson's The Role

of the Congressman, 8 Kingdon's Congressmen's Voting Decisions, 9 Matthews

and Stimson's Yeas and Nays,10 Cherryholmes and Shapiro's Representatives

and Roll Calls,11 Jackson's Constituencies and Leaders In Congress,12 and

Mayhew's Congress: the Electoral Connections13 Each employs congressional

decision-making as a dependent variable and then seeks to discover various

independent variables that best explain the dependent vwriable of dectsionn

making. More significantly, each provides an overall model--implicitly,

perhaps, a "grand theory"--with which to explain congressional decision.

making. For the roll call studies of Turner and Truman, the model is one

of party loyalty with deviations based on constituency. For Davidson, it

is persistent role orientations. Kingdon offers two models; 61) a 'con,-

sensus decision mode" whereby Congressmen follow the path of least resist-

ance and (b1 a rank ordering of the relative influ@nce of various internal

and external actors on congressional decision-making. For Matthew-s and

Stimson, the norm of congressional decision-making is "cue-taking"--tIe.,

an expertise-based short-cut by which a member "follows" the lead of

another Congressman, usually a member of the decision-maker's state

delegation who serves on the relevant committee. For Cherryholmes and

Shapiro, ideological predisposition and communications best explain

congressional voting. Jackson offers a weighted, multiple actor input

model. Mayhew presents an "economic incentives" model that stresses the

membe-'s drive for reelection.

To reiterate, literature classified at this stage of paradigmatic

development (a) views the Congressman as a determined actor and thus

............



(jb) attempts to provide a "general" construct which best explains that

determination, Thro.ughout, there is an emphasis on general propositions.

,Wjor findings are expressed in the following general form:

-party affiliation is the factor most strongly related to congressional
vottng

-memBers base most votes on ideology,

-most members have a "politico" style of representation and a district
focus

-Congressmen generally are not well informed when voting

-members hear from few actors when making a decision

-fellow members are the most consistently consulted information source.

The third level of development holds the legislative decision-

maker to be a "contextual" actor. This stage of paradigmatic thinking is

a reaction to the plethora of competing models and generalizations. It

rejects the notion that any one model of the legislative decision process

can have.*a monopoly on truth. It emphasizes different decision tracks or

modes within the-Congress.

The distinguishing characteristics of the third leyel of para-

digmatic construction are (a) the identification of different contexts and

conditions of legislative decision-making, (b)'the formulation of classi-

fication schemes or typologies that attempt to capture the essence of

issue-based behavioral variations within the Congress, and (c) the utiliza-

tion of contextually qualified generalizations.

The conditional approach has gained prominence in the works of Lowi. 1 5

Lowi provides a framework within which various case studies can be inte-

grated. His basic premise is that the U.S. policy process is comprised

of different policy arenas. Different areas of governmental activity

constitute different arenas of power. In his words, "Each arena tends to

.. . .. ,..-eR.r'.tll WJL ff- nrgvr r.s,-r W l.r*fW
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develop Its own characteristic political structure, political process,

elites, and group'relations." 1 6  He then distinguishes arong "distribu-

tive,* "regulatory,* and "redistributive" policy arenas. Table 1.1 is

Lowi's summary of the major patterns found in these different arenas.

Other works that can be classified at the third level of para-

digmatic thinking include Clausenbs RowCongressmen Decide: A Policy

Focus, 17 Cob and Elder's Participationin American Politics, 18 Froman

and Ripley's "Conditions for Party Leadership," 19 C. 0. Jones's

"Speculative Augmentation in Federal Air Pollution Policy-Making," 20

Miller and Stokes's "Constituency Influence in Congress," Price's

"Policy-Making in Congressional Committees: The Impact of Environmental
Factors,"22 Presthus' Public Administration, 2 3 Ripley's American Natona_

Government and Public Policy,24 Congress: Process and Policy, 2 5 and

"Congressional Party Leaders and Standing Comnittees," 26 Ripley and

Franklin's Congress, the Bureaucracy and Public Policy, 27 Wilson's

Political Organizations, 28 and Vogler's The Politics of Congress. 29  Like

Lowi, each stresses conditional patterns of influence and decision-making

S• in Congress.

Some conditional studies merely call attention to legislative process

variations, and patterns. Miller and Stokesidentify "several distinct patterns

of representation" that "vary according to the'type of policy at hand":

civil rights, government regulation, and foreign affairs. In their words,

"no single tradition of representation fully accords with the reality

of American legislative politics."'3 0  Similarly, Clausen searches for

differential influence in certain "policy domains." In his investigation

of five such "domains" or issue areas--government management, social

welfare, international involvement, civil liberties, and agricultural

assistance--he discovers various "patterns of influence." For government

• L /•. . . .. '". 'S"
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management, he finds a party influence. For social welfare and agricultural

assistance, he identifies a "party-constituency" influence. A constituency

influence dominates legislation involving civil liberties, while both

constituency and presidential influences are salient for international

involvemen't. 3 1 Froman and Ripley emphasize the variability of, party

leadership influence. According to them, "the extent of party leadership

. . is itself variable." 32  Specifically, they contend that party

leadership is most likely to influence legislative outcomes when the

following conditions are present: (a) low visibility, (b) procedural

question and (c) the absence of counter pressure from constituencies and

state delegations.33 Ripley also emphasizes the conditional nature of the

influence exerted by various actors. The visibility of an issue, he finds,

will determine the relative influence of outside actors (constituency,

interest groupt, bureaucrats, and the President) on congressional decision 4

Concerning inside actors, he stpoulates varying conditions under which

35party leaders will be influiential vis-a-vis committee eaders. Price

makes the distinction between "clientele-centered" issues and those that

are "publicly salient." He suggests that legislative decision-making

varies according to the degree of conflict, public salience, and presi-

dential involvement on a given issue.36

Other conditional studies make use of the Lowi typology to highlight

variations in the legislative process and legislative behavior. Vogler uses

the Lowi scheme to illustrate the variable influence of lobbyists, the

Presidtntand public opinion in the Congress. In Vogler's words,

On some types of issues pressure groups do seem to be able to
influence the votes of legislators and the eventual policy
outcome; on others, special interests, pressure groups and
lobbyists are relatively ineffective. The same sort of dis-
crepancies that we find in the literature on lobbies exist in
studies of the influence of the President and tte executive
branch, and other outside actors on legislative policy-making.
Consideration of the different types of policies is useful for

XAAAAAAAAMX M I
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some understanding of the role of the President in legislative
pl icy-ona ktng. 3 7

Ripley and Franklin focus on policy relationships. Utilizing the Lowi

typology, they argue that *. . . different relationships have varying

degrees of tmportance In determining final policy actions . . . .,38

Table 1.2 is their summary of the different policy relationships and

influence patterns that appear to follow different "policy types." Also

utilizing the Lowi classification, Presthus calls attention to variable,

demand patterns and decision costs. 39

Finally, some conditional studies posit distitnctve y-ypolOgcal -sche'mes for

classifying various conditions and contexts of legislative decision-making.

In a variation of Braybrooke and Lindblom, Jones identifies *four quadrants

of decision-making," each involving a different kind of decision process,

decision style and analytical method, and each varying, from the others in

terms of both the degree of understanding and the degree of change in-

volved in the-decision. Wilson notes the variable nature of interest

group involvement in the legislative process. He argues that,".., the

substance of a policy influences the role of organizations in its adoption
S,41 To him, "The extent and nature of organizational activity in an

issue area will also depend onthe incidence of costs and benefits. 42  He

then identifies four mixes of costs and benefits that affect group involve-

ment: distributed benefits and distributed costs, concentrated benefits

. and concentrated costs, concentrated benefits and distributed costs, and

distributed benefits and concentrated costs. Finally, Cobb and Elder

argue that the scope of political conflict varies according to a host of

certain issue characteristics. They suggest-that variations in legis-

lative behavior will follow variations in the following issue character-

istics: (a) the degree of specificity, (b) the scope of social significance,
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(;~1 the extent of tem~poral relevance, (0d) the degree of complexity, and

(el the degree'of categorical precedenc'e.43

Although there is variation in Jargon, focus, and the level of

conceptualization of different works that can be classified at this third

----level of paradigmatic development, each work makes the same basic assump-

tion: the legislative process is hiqhly~conditional.- Each calls attention

* to patterned, issue-based variability in Congress.

Given the conditional/contextual/variability orientation of these--

recent works and their use of typologies, a "metronomic" metaphor or

analogy is most appropriate for illustrating the characteristics and the

unique contributions of this newer orientation. As all "aspired" child

music prodigies know, a metronome is "a clockwork device with an inverted

pendulum that beats time at a-rate determined by the po'sition of a sliding

weight on the pendulum." 4 Although some may be struck by the variable

speed of thle metronome, most would agree that its distinctive character-

istic Is variable, repetitive regularity. Due to the sliding pendulum,

* the metronome functions with conditional regularity. It beats at a very

rapid or very slow rate and has numerous moderate gradations, depending

on the sliding weight. As such, the metronome is helpful in distinguishing

the third level~of paradigmatic thinking from the first two. In fact, the

major difference between third and second level thinking is best captured

with the distinction between "metronomic" and "static"' designs. As noted

above, those works which can be classified at the second level are dis-

tinctively static in that they offer parsimonious theories concerning

what are perceived to be the dominant characteristics or modes of legis-

lative behavior. Third level literature, on the other hand, assumes that

the legislative process is very much like the metronome: highly variable,
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highly contextual, conditionalrepetitlve regularity. It emphasizes

multiple-patterned dynamics of decision-making.

According to the newer approach, research that attempts to

generalize about the legislative rrocess or to identify its defining or

"*most typical* characteristics, although making a contribution, overlooks

and oversimplifies contextual variations in congressional decision-making.

To the proponents of this new emphasis in the study of the Congress,

congressional decision-making is best understood, not with a series of

static propositions that purport to summarize a process "in general,",

4 but, rather, through the identification of recurring variations and the

constructions of typologies which like the metronome acquaint the student

with the nuances of a complex, multifaceted phenomenon. As the metronome

illustrates to the student of music the various kinds of repetitive varia-'

tions that characterize his subject, so too third level paradigmatic con-

structs sensitize the student of congressional decision-making to the notion

of conditional regularity--i.e. that there are different decision contexts

in Congress and that Congressmen behave differently in different contexts.

Congressional decision-making is best understood with a number of different

models rather than with one model, with the appropriateness of each of the

various models depending on the presence of certaincondttons.

By way of summary, Table 1.3 contrasts the three levels of para-

digmatic development of congressional decision-making theory. As has been

noted throughout this chapter (and as shown in the figure), contextual work

is distinctive in that it presupposes a construct that emphasizes variable,

"dynamic patterns of legislative behavior. Although some second level

literature implies variations in legislative behavior at the "actor" level

(for example, It is assumed that meaningful differences occur between
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Republicans and Democrats or between 'unior"and "senior" legislators),

third level literature presumes that a meaningful differential primarily

exists at the "issue" level (i.e., distinctive patterns are based on the

kind of poltf' y issue and type of decision at hand). In metronomic lit-

erature, thei-a is a strong assumption that legislative decision-making

is best understood in terms of issue variations, not actor variations,

though to be sure actor differences are acknowledged as important.

It is perhaps simplistic to argue that only those works we have

classified at the third stage take an issue-based contextual approach.

Truman, for example, acknowledges the conditional nature of the legisla-

tive process with his introductory statement that "no study that is

limited to a single two year period and is focused upon one set of

primary data can produce unqualified conclusions." 4 5 Turner, as revised

by Schneier, employ a contextual approach of sorts by noting that dif-

ferent substantive issues produce variable patterns of partisan voting

in Congress. 36 Both Kingdon, and Matthews and Stimson employ a loose

metronomic scheme. Kingdon examines the variable influence of constituency

and interest groups under different conditions of issue salience. 4 7 Matthews

and Stimson stipulate the conditions under which members are likely to

.engage in "cue-taking" and contend that OcUe-taking" applies mainly to

"normal decisions."4 But as noted above, these works, as well as the

others in level tvo, attempt in the main to provide a general model at

the actor level. When they deal with "issue contexts," they do so in an

incidental fashion. What is unique about the most recent body of litera-

ture (and why it must be considered a new emphasis in the study of legis-

lative behaviori is the exp~licitness, formality, sophistication; primacy

,of purpose, and research orientation with which it attempts to discern
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Sdifferent contextual patterns and to utilize them as the basis for formu-

lati.ng conditional theory of the legislative process. In the remainder of

this chapter, wi will seek to identify Ca) the advantages such a theory

offers legislativa process scholars and (5) the limitations of contextual

--------- _--litterature. given the current state of Its development. ..

B. The Advantages of a *Developed" Contextual Theory

.. .. The development of a contextual theory of Jthe legislative process

offers congressional scholars several distinct pa ffs. First, contextual

theory affords the opportunity for the integration of contending models of

the legislative process. Second, .it provides the potential for trans-

cending "static" research designs. Third, it offers the opportunity for

the integration of contending theories of American democracy. Fourth, it

provides the basis for constructing an analytical theory of the legisla-

tive process.. Fifth, it provides the basis for formulating sophisticated

"policy-oriented" manipulation of the legislative process. Although some
overlap seems to exist among these, each merits a separate emphasis.

.1. The Integration of Contending Models of the Legislative Process

--....... Presently, legislative process studies are plagued by numerous

competing models. On both the macro and the micro level, there are

various contending perspectives or explanations. Each offers an "in

general" view of the legislative process and legislative behavior, that,.

as most students of Congress would be quick to note, is neither totally

right nor totally wrong. In Kingdon's words, "If we were to be able

somehow to arrive at a way to fit important aspects of these models

together, our theoretical thinking about legislatie behavior might be

advanced considerably. 49
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At the macro or "organizational" level, one finds three yery

prominent-perspectives on how Congress processes issues, They are:

LI} the "suhgoverument" (whirlpool/triangle/subsystem) approach, (2) the

"Mayhew thesis," and (3) the "traditional" model.

The subgovernment approach has been made popular by Griffith's

Congress: Its Contemporary Role, 5 0 Cater'sPower in Washington,51 and

Freeman's The Political Process. 5 2 The essence of this perspective, as

Schneier notes, is that "The legislature, executive and private institu-

tions that are immediately concerned with a given policy-set make policy

In this arena."53 In other words, most congressional policy decisions

are thrashed out among "proximate policy-makers": relevant congressional

subcommittees, the bureau with assigned administrative responsibility, and

an "affected.public."

* The Mayhew thesis, classically expressed in Congress: the Electoral

Connection, argues that congressional policy-making, as the result of the

micro motives of members for reelection, reflects "assembly coherence"--

delay, particularism, servicing of the organized, and symbolism. 54

The traditional perspective, which is best expressed in Polsby's

Congress and the Presidency, argues that Congress 'functions as the "forge"

or "anvil" of democracy--i.e., it is the place where accoinm dations are

fashioned and hammered out, and where bargains are struck and interests

are brokered. 55

At the micro level, as emphasized above, there is no dearth of

alternative schemes for explaining the behavior of individual legislators.

Jackson5 6 and Matthews and Stimson5 7 attempt to summarize the major micro

theories of legislative behavior. Combining the efforts of both works

results in a list of four different theories purporting to explain why
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Congressmen vote as they do. They are: (a) a "trustee" or "public-

Interest-statesman" model, (b)an "instructed delegate" or "representa-

tional" model, (c) an "ideologist" or "policy predispositions" theory and

Cd( a cue-taking or "organizational" explanation.

An obvious advantage of the metronomic construct is that it

acknowledges the conditional appropriateness of various models. For

example, the Lowi scheme, although significantly flawed as we shall sub-

sequently argue, does integrate several models of legislative decision-

making: distributive issues are "subgovernment" decisions; regulatory

issues are decided on the basis of "policy coalitions" and reflect Congress

in its "traditional" sense; redistributive issues invoke "ideological"

responses. Thus, there is every reason to expect that developed contextual

thEory would afford students of Congress the opportunity to specify the

conditions under which each major macro and micro perspective is likely to

be valid. The. metronomic line of reasoning alerts us to the'probability

that there is no one "best" explanation of legislative outcomes; there are

several.

2. The Transcendence of "Static" Research Designs

This second advantage is closely related to the first, but relates

more directly to the manner in which legislative behavior research is under-

taken. Specifically, by developing a conditional/contextual framework,

legislative process scholars will be able to overcome the problem of

"staticness" that many consider to be the major limitation of role theory,

the policy predispositions approach nr~d cue-taking research.

Students of legislative behavior have expended enormous effort in

order to ascertain various conceptions and orientations of legislative role.
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These are -ost not,!:y contained in Wahlke, et al's The Legislative

"•Sytt, Day1dson'sTMi'Role0of'the COg tman,5 and numerous spinoffs

from them. Although these studies have been most useful in providing

data on how legislators view and define their job, they have been faulted

-,for falling to take into account the contextual nature ofrole orienta-.

tions. When gathering answers to the question "How do you define the job

of a legislator," there is a strong presumption on the researcher's part

that role is a basic decision premise that directs, guides, and struc-

tures the 1jislator's behavior. As Jewell and Patterson state,

A specific role orientation means a predisposition or inclination
to act In a part 4cular way. ... With enough Information about the
legislator's role orientations, it should be possible to predict
more accurately how he will respond to demands, that is, how he
will vote or. otherwise act as a representative. 60

True, different kinds of orientations are acknowledged, but it is presumed

that an actor is primarily one type or the other. Thus, trustees are

considered to be oriented to the public interest and to make decisions

on the basis of self Judgment; delegates or tribunes are held to follow

constituency sentiment In making decisions; and politicos are thought to

be constantly balancing self judgment against constituency sentiment. For

researchers, the task has been to determine If different "kinds" of legis-

lators adhere to different orientations.

As Jones argues, however, a legislator's representative role

definition is not a static orientation that is universally applied. It

is, rather, a conception that varies from issue to issue.and, in addition,

varies according to the legislative process stage involved. In Jones's

words,

If a representative has a multiplicity of conflicting demands upon
him in any series of actions on policy, he can satisfy many of
them, over a period of time, because of the multiplicity of action
points at successive stages in the legislative process.bl

A/
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Thenewer policy predispositions/domains literature, pioneered

62 63 64by Cherryholmes and Shapiro and Clausen, Kingdon's consensus deci-"

sion-making theory, and cue-taking research as typified by Matthews and

Stimson,65 also presuppose a static construct in principal, and therefore

are.vulnerable to the Jones critique. As noted above, each of these

works presumes that their research provides the "best" possible explanation

of legislative decision-making. As with role research, each of these works

employs a design which predicates that the basic decision process identi-

fied by the authors will structure most of a Congressmar's voting decisions.

For example, for-Matthews and Stimson, a Congressman's cue network will

dominate his decision-making process. If one can identify a legislator's

cue network, he presumably can predict his voting behavior. The same

kind of assumption is present in Kingdon, Cherryholmes and Shapiro and,

to some extent, even in Clausen. For Kingdon, a researcher need only

know the compatibility of demands surrounding a legislator on a given

vote to accurately forecast his decision. And, for both Clausen and for

Cherryholmes and Shapiro, a Congressman's decisions can be reasonably

Sknown and predicted if his/her policy predispositions and communications

are known. The problem with each scheme is that the basic decision process

of an individual Congressman, as identified, while perhaps accounting for

a sizable share of his legislative behavior, leaves unexplained numerous

variations and deviations. Members do not reach decisions in the same

way or on the same basis on all votes.

For our purposes, then, the strength of a developed contextual

theory is that it would offer a way around the Jones' criticisms by

providing the framework for developing contextual interpretations of

role orientations, policy domains and cue-taking. It would allow the
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specificationt of the conditions under which each orientation and each

decision mode (including the so.called atypical or deviating ones) is

likely to shape the behavior of individual members.

In sum, a developed metronomic approach would lead to the abandon-

ment of research designs that: presume persistent decision behavior. It

would encourage research designs which acknowledge that individual legis-

lators may utilize various role orientations and decision short cuts de-

pending.on the type of legislation and the kind of decision at hand. 'It

would encourage the development of sophisticated questionnaires that. ask

members about their decision processes with open-ended questions that

accept multiple responses (for example, When are you a delegate? a

trustee? or, _hen'do you engage in cue-taking? In policy decision voting?)

This is in sharp contrast with conventional questionnaires that investigate

decision-making with mutually exclusive responses (for example, How do you

generally define your role? Do you take cues? or, Do you vote on the basis

of policy positions?) Such improved questionnaires would further the

sophisticated view that variations in legislative behavior are not so

much a matter of member preference as a matter of contextual appro',riate-

ness.

"3. The Integration of Contending Theories of American Democracy

This third potential payoff of a contextual theory Is similar to

the first, but relates to the more profound question of "How democratic

is America?" Specifically, a developed contextual theory of the legis-

lative process would provide the basis for formulating a sharper concep-

tion of democratic pluralism that could take into account some of the

more recent revisionist critiques.

/

/
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'Led by Robert Dahl, 6 6 V. 0. Key, Jr. 6 7 and David Truman,8

political scientists in the post-World War II era have tried to define

the essence and sou'ces Of "democracy" (succinctly defined as elite

responsiveness to mass preferences) in the American political process.

Their most important contribution has been the formulation of a theory

of democratic pluralism--a theory that attempts to develop a sophisticated

understanding of actual political practice, This theory constitutes a

more realistic, empirically-based interpretation of American democracy

than conventional Madisonlan and Jeffersonian "textbook" theories.

The writings of Dahl, Key, and Truman reveal two major character-

istics of American democracy. Thky are: (1) the election of represen-

tatives that assures a scheme of mass/elites linkages and L2) a situation

of elite competition/opposition concerning major policy questions that

assures the availability of meaningful choices and alternatives at the

mass level and a system of countervailing powers at the elite level.

Although the American political system fails to measure up in ,many ways

to classical electoral notions of democracy, democracy is sustained by

the pluralistic competition between different political interests and by

the capacity of elected public officials to broker and alter the outcomes

of this competition. Stability, the peaceful resolution of conflict, open

participation, and potential, if not actual, responsiveness are held to be

the major assets of such a system.

In elaborating the tenets of pluralism, Key, Dahl, Truman, and

others have specified the contribution to democratic practice of the

institutions and processes of the American political system. Specifically,

.with regard to the Congress, pluralist theorists contend that Congress

contributes to democracy by (a) serving as a representative forum, (b) pro-

viding a deliberative forum, Cc) providing a competitive forum, (d)

,%Nr. V " x x 'A %k
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facilitating bargaining, and, most-relevan in contemporary society, Cel

cbecki.ng and restraining Bureaucrats, spec alists and technicrats through

the exercise of both manifest and latent olersight.69

As with all aspects of pluralism, its legislative tenets have been

criticized recently by those offering a re isionist perspective on the

Congress. The revisionist authors 7 0 attemp to show instances where t.ie

tenets and expectations of pluralism are not met in practice. 'pecificdlly,

they attack the pluralists' contention that the Congress provides a dem-

ocratic process. They point to numerous ca es involving the breakdown

Sof mass/elite nkages and the absence of aningful competition. They

identify cases where both choices and count.rvailing opposition are non-

existent.

The relevant point to be made here--which, incidentally, is not

incompatible with the positions of either tJe pluralists or the revision-

ists--is that a developed contextual theory would specify the conditions

and contexts unjer which the empirical oropositions of pluralists are

likely to be valid and those under which th contentions of the revision-

Ists are apt to be appropriate.

4. The Construction of an "Analytical Theo ," of the Legislative Process

A consistent theme of those works that attempt to develop an "epis-

temological" inventory, of the legislative process field is the need for a

theoretical framework or overarching theory With which various studies and

research efforts can be synthesized. Meller notes that

Like raindrops on a dirty windowpane, legislative-behavior studies
afford brief-glimpses at a b•oader vision of the legislative
process, but have failed to furnish a framework enabling its
full comprehension. Studies are yet too disperse and lack repli-
cation; conflicting findings have not always served as stimuli for

I ' /
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subsequent clarificatory research. Also, there has been too
ready a subsuming of the basic unity of the legislative
process and too littjj attention given to the generation of
an inclusive theory.''

Nahlke notes that

S. . the problems most immediately facing such analyses involve
articulating *psychologist" and decision-process studies into a
coherent attack on questions about the institutional character
of representative bodies, a contribution to development of a
general theory of representative bodies. . . . progress toward
such a theory requires articulation of behavioral analyes with
political theory in a still more general sense....2

Eulau and Hinckley argue that "... legislative research, despite much

"73progress in recent years, remains in infancy.. . They dall for

"accelerated theoretical advance" through a strengthening of the "con-

verging tendencies in theory construction." For Fenno, our understanding

of Congress is "bereft of theory." -In his words, . . . we cannot com-

Zak ,74, inicate our understanding in the language of generalization." For

Peabody, "the critical need is for theory at several levels for, quite

clearly, in congressional research the generation of data has proceeded

much more rapidly than the accu-nulation of theory." 7 5 He argues that

.... the search must intensify for a general, or overarching, theory of

congressional behavior." 76 Tidmarch laments that "... the most serious

,,77lacuna in the literature is in the area of middle-range theories...

Finally, Shannon notes that

If social research is conceiyed as an individual exercise of
competence and an occasional thrust of brilliant imagination,
there is some of each to be found here. If, on the other hand,
it is conceived as a quest for highly reliable generalizations
and causal explanations that culminate in nicely integrated
theoretical structures, this literature, collectively, leaves
much to be desired. If the latter is to be ýhe goal that we
seek, we had better get our heads together.7

A developed contextual approach to the legislative process would

be a step tcward the kind of "theory" called for by these authors.
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Specifically, a contextual scheme would advance theory In two ways. First,

as noted above, by providing the basis for the integration of contending

theories, the metronomic model would offer the opportunity for an Inclu-

sive theory of 'converging tendencies.w Second, and more important,

through the use of typologies, acontextual scheme would provide the basis

for developing what Nagel refers to as "nomothetic" propositions. As he

notes, nomethetic statenents are "... general in farm, and contain few

if any references to specific objects, places, and times. - They

are general statements in which, as Przeworski and Teune note in their

Logic of Comparative Social Inquiry, the proper names of countries,

personalities, and inst'Itutions are replaced by references to abstract

variables. 8 0 Also, as Przeworski and Teune emphasize, the goal of all

social science endeavors should be formulation of nomothetic statements.

Such statements provide the basis for analytical theories of social

phenomena.

For students of Congress, the typologies of the contextual approach

offer the opportunity for providing nomothetic propositions. Such pro

positions can lead to the analytical theory of the legislative process for

which epistemological works on congressional research are calling. Th

Sche~is--fL6wi•-Il-o hes, -ec. proVidei the basis-for examining ci-

textual variations in the legislative process in terms of general variables

such as policy types, policy arenas, issue characteristics, extent of

information, changes, burdens and benefits, rather than In terms of sub-

stantive, proper names such as "civil rights," "law enforcement," "foreign

policy."

In sum, a sophisticated contextual perspective would be a major

advancement toward the development of analytical theory--i.e., theory in

the sense of Nagel, Przeworski end Teune--of the legislative process.
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5. The Formulation of a Basis for Sophisticated "Policy-Oriented"
M anipulations of the Legislative Process

Presumably, if one specifies the conditions and contexts of dif-

ferences in legislative behavior, one affords the opportunity for "inducing'

certain desired forms of behavior. A sophisticated theory of why Congress-,

men vote as they do and why they rely on certain decision modes, in one

situation and other modes in other situations would be of great value to

those various actors-party leaders, Presidents, interest groups--intent

on influencing legislative outcomes.

Huitt's discussion of Lyndon Johnson's tenure as Senate majority

leader serves as a relevant example of the pragmatic uses to which

sophisticated knowledge of Congress can be put. Huitt emphasizes Johnson's

adroitness in promoting Democratic party cohesion in the Senate by mani-

pulating the definition of an issue. To secure maximum party support,

Johnson attempted to represent issues as "procedural" or "party" votes.

In Huitt's words, " ... important as a leadership technique was the

manipulation of the role perceptions of other Senators .... he

exploited every ,pportunity to get his colleagues to think, not as

Northerners or Southerners, Liberals or Conservatives, but as Democrats:'8 1

Votes were defined as party vote-. This example shows how contestants in

the legislative process might employ a contextual perspective as the basis

for sophisticated issue definition strategies with which to shape con-

gressional decision-making.

In his study, "Policy Analysis in Congress," Polsby suggests an

application of conditional theory. Polsby notes that coalitions for or

against certain proposals are constructed through a variety of means:

invocation of party loyalty, promises of future help, log-rolling,
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the sacrificing of certain provisions, etc." 8 2 What a developed .contextual

perspective may offer lobbyists is the knowledge of (a) which of these

means is likely to be relevant in a given situation and (b) what one must

do in a given context to'activate the necessary means.

On a larger scale, a developed conditional theory can perhaps be

used to promote particular normative conceptions of the Congress. David-

son, et al. 83 and Saloma84 identify major normative models of the Congress.

A concatenation of these models reveals at least five different perspec-

Stives: -the Literary (Whig/Congressional Supremacy) Theory, the Presi-

dential Supremacy Theory, the Constitutional Balance Theory, the Party-

Government Theory, and the Presidential-Pluralistic Model. They differ'

with regard to the major functions of Congress. A contextual theory, in

addition to specifying the conditions under which each model is likely to

'' be approximated, can be employed to enhance the probability that a given

model will be approximated. In this respect, a contextual approach can

contribute to a goal-oriented, policy science of-Congress that Ripley

employs in his study "The Impact of Congress on Public Policy.' 8 5 Ripley

argues that normative prescriptions concerning the role of Congress in

public policy-making should be based on well developed, empirical notions

of how Congress functions and what the probable effects of desired reforms

are likely to be. Surely, a developed contextual approach with substan-

tiated "cause and effect" propositions could enhance the prospects for

realistic reform.

C. Problem: The Undeveloped State of Contextual Schemes

Contextual schemes can contribute much to sophisticated notions of

the legislative process, legislative behavior, and democratic process.
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Thei offeriht potential for' nomethetic propositions concerning legislatiye
behayior and have important policy implications. It is very disappointing,

therefore, :o discover, upon closer scrutiny, that, with few exceptions,
those writti gs that are considered to be the crux of.contextual literature

S......fai1 to bot, address major questions of democratic, theory and to conform............ ..

to the requisites of social science theorizing and research. With the

exception o' Lowil's.initial study, nowhere among the major works that use
"condtiona analysis Is there any effort to relate a metronomic scheme

to the ques~ions of democratic theory. Instead, most research is pre-

occupied wi:h the more mundane topics of decision-making arenas and

patterns of influence.

Mos disheartening, however, is the primitive state of theorizing.

Specificall asa body of literature, all of the major works that employ

a contextua approach suffer from three major deficiencies: (1) the lack
of develope(, coherent, explicit conceptualization, (2.) the lack of

direct, additive, systematic research, and (3) the absence of true

nomothetic concepts.

1. The Lac of Developed, Coherent, Ex'plicit Conceptualization.

Cont xtual schemes suffer from three specific problems of concept-

ualization.

First, no standard language has developed. As noted above, met-

ronomic research has evolved along two major-lines. One involves the

writings of Lowi and subsequent attempts by Ripley, 8 7 Ripley and Franklin, 88

Vogler,89 Salisbury, and Presthus gto either refine or revise the basic

distinction among distributive, regulatory, and redistributive arenas of

- •
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92 93interaction. The other includes works by Jones, Price, Cobb and
94 9Elder, and Wilson. 95 This latter course seems to accept Lowi's assump-

tion that the legislative process is conditional, but looks for patterns

different from those suggested by the Lowt typology (although in fairness

to Lowi, it should be noted that these patterns are quite possibly im-

plied by him). The result is a plethora of typologies, each attempting

to link a different bundle of dependent variables to a different bundle

of independent variables. For Lowi and subsequent refinements of his

scheme, policy content determines the diversity and intensity of the

policy arena within which legislators function, the relationship among

legislators and other actors, the loci of decision (influence patterns)

within the legislature, and the nature of both the policy decision and

the implementation structure. 96 For Jones, utilizing Braybrooke and

Lindblom, the extent of available knowledge and the scope of change associ-

ated with a given policy issue are related to the kinds of actors who get

Involved in congressional policy-making and the analytical method used by

Congress in responding to the issue. 97 For Wilson, costs and benefits of

• a policy affect the intensity and diversity of congressional policy

arenas. 98 For both Price, and Cobb and Elder,'different configurations

of different "issue characteristics" are associated with different

decision referents.9 The result of this multiplicity of jargon and

typologies is, of course, the lack of a standardized scheme, for the

only tie that binds is adherence to the implied metronomic model.

Second, contextual literature lacks an explicit rationale for

explaining the identified relationships. None of the authors who use a

metronomic approach spell out the causal schemes impled in their writings.

They fail to explain the theoretical basis of relationships between
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independent and dependent variables. For example, Lowi in his pioneering

work suggests broad patterns of legislative decision-making, but he does

not provide a succinct explanation of suspected relationships. He does

not directly tell us why different types of bills are related to differ-

ences in legislative behavior. Subsequent studies~which might be classi-

fied as spinoffs or derivatives of Lowi because they are predicated on his

distributive/regulatory/redistributive typology, do no better. For example,

although Ripley and Franklin do much to identify and differentiate vari-

ables and to clarify causal schemes, they do not provide a sharp explana-

tion that suggests why different policy types are associated with different

kinds of decision processes. These criticisms also apply to those con-

textual approaches that do not build on Lowi's typology.

Third, contextual literature fails to distinguish between macro

and micro levels of analysis or to specify how they are linked together.

Although certain ratterns are discerned at the macro level, there has been

no attemot to specify precisely how these macro variations translate to

the micro level. Authors utilizing a contextual aoproach fail to pro-

vide us with a standard, operationable set o° benchmarks at which we can

observe predicted patterns of legislative beh vior. What is different

about the decision environment of distributiv-, regulatory, and redis-

tributive issues that leads legislators to emp oy different kinds of.

decision processes? What happens with regard to a member's decision-

making behavior on distributive issues that is different from redistribu-

tive issues? These concerns are simply not addressed in current research.

There has been some progress in the conceptual development of

conditional schemes, especially the works of Jones, Cobb and Elder, and

Price. In these it is argued that "issue characteristics" and not policy

4
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Stypes are related to legislative process patterns. Generally speaking,

however, metronomic approaches because of the lack of standardization,

the lack of explicitness concerning causal schemes and independent and

dependent variables, the absence of a compelling rationale, and the

failure to link macro and micro phenomena, must be considered at best

conceptually primitive.

2. The Lack of Direct, Additive, Systematic Research

Contextual literature also suffers from the absence of rigorous

-. empirical scrutiny. As Hdfferbert notes, "to date, little empirical

work has been fruitfully conducted with any of these typologies .... The

evidence is not yet in concerning the typologies. . . but it is dis-

turbing that. . . the bait has not been taken by other researchers." 1 0 0

No doubt this state of affairs is the result of the general conceptual

fuzziness of contextual schemes noted previously. Indeed Cobb and Elder1 Ol

102 103 10410Froman, Dornan, Wilson, and Greenberg et al!05 argue that, at

least with regard to the Lowi scheme, a contextual approach is unopera-

tionable because the policy types are not mutually exclusive--that is,

ll policies have some distributive, regulatory, and redistributive

aspects. Therefore, it is most difficult to establish an objective

classification of policies. To decide whether a policy is mainly dis-

tributive, regulatory, or redistributive would require, as Greenberg et

al;argue, an enormous study of policy impacts, that in itself would

involve highly "subjective" types of assessments on the part of the

researcher. 106

Lowi10 7 tries to empirically "test" for some of his expected

patterns. Ripley and Franklin attempt a test of the Lowi scheme with a

series of disparate case studies. Yet, Lowi has not been examined in the

a., C, rr," n~e . n I-*. .I .~.* ia. AN "lA" M.A, te wrc. u trrJVpa wVrrýtW J r~sVV .WV W.MV WV 1.WV V V MV
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fashion legislative process scholars traditionally test their schemes:

in a single session of Congress where various factors internal (e.g.,

leadership, member composition, party control of the Presidency, party

alignmentl to the legislature can be held constant. Metronomic schemes

other than Lowi also generally lack broad-based research. Jones verifies

his scheme with only case studies of congressional responses to the envi-

ronmental movement. Both Cobb and Elder and Wilson are limited to anec-

dotal examples in support of their schemes. Price relies on impressionis-

tic views of commerce policy-making over a period of several Congresses.

As a body of literature, contextual approaches to the study of Congress

have not been examined nor researched in keeping with the high standards

and precepts of scientific method and the demands of generality.

3. The Absence of True Nomothetic Concepts

There have been several attempts to uncover conditions and varia-

tions in the legislative process through empirical research. The most

noteworthy are Miller and Stokes's "Constituency Influence in Congress,'108

Clausen's How Congressmen Decide, 109 and Clausen and Cheney's "A Compara-

tive Analysis of Senate-House Voting on Economic and Welfare Policy, 1953-

19642.10 The third and final criticism that can be made Of contextual

literature is that even those few works that have employed rigorous

methodologies have not been truly nomothetic. Although the Miller and

Stokes and Clausen works empirically demonstrate a metronomic working of

Congress, the4r models do not utilize general variables, relying instead

on substantive policy categories or issue domains. Miller and Stokes

use "civil rights," "foreign policy" and "social welfare;" Clausen focuses

on "government management," "social welfare," "international involvement,"

-V N. .... %'WX
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S"ciyil liberties" and "agricultural assistance;" and Clausen and Cheney

use "economic policy" and "welfare policy."

To summarize, those works that can be considered "contextual"

are either conceptually fuzzy or unsystematic, on the one hand, or lack

the true nomothetic qualIty necessary for useful and sophisticated

theorizing, on the other hand. These deficiencies may be a reflection

of the relative newness of literature that stresses a metronomic working

of the Congress. Nevertheless, given the potential advantages to be

gained from the study of legislative contexts, there can be no doubt that

attempts to improve on the metronomic model are worthwhile and signifi-

cant. This is especially so because numerous textbook approaches and

spinoff studies have been stimulated by the various contextual schemes,

especially Lowi. In fact, so great is contemporary interest in contextual

schemes that they may very well have become the new fad of legislative

process scholars, succeeding such topics as legislative process, case

studies, roll-call analysis, legislative behavior, small group decision-

making, and comparative legislative policies. Yet, we have yet to demon-

strate the validity of a metronomic effect in an acceptable fashion.

D. Summary and Conclusions

Floor voting in the U. S. Congress generally has been considered

an important act of legitimation in the American political system. Polit-

ical scientists have devoted much time and energy to explaining the

decision behavior of Congressmen. Their works have addressed major

questions such as how do Congressmen decide? Who influences Congressmen?

How do they define their job? Who do they hear from when making a decision?
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Now do they inform themselves? What kind of representation is afforded

by Congress? How does Congress, as an institution, function and how does

It process issues? And, what contributions does Congress make to

national policy?

Traditionally, students of Congress have employed static research

designs to answer these questions. Static studies use general propositiens

to understand legislative behavior, such as "Congressmen hear from few

actors when making a decision" or "fellow members are the most consistently

consulted information source." Staticmodels generalize about legislative

decision-making by focusing on a single factor that is presumed to account

for most voting decisions. Some studies alert us to party as the basis

of decision-making. Others emphasize cue-taking, policy positions, con-

stituency, or consensus decision-making. The result has been a plethora

of competing models.

A review of legislative process literature has allowed us to dif-

ferentiate a new line of contextual or metronomic research from the

more traditional, static models of legislative behavior. The newer pers-

pective calls attention to different decision settings within the legislature,

such as with' the distinction between distributive, regulatory, and

- redistributive arenas. The essence of this newer thrust is a firm em-

phasis on contextual patterns in legislative behavior. It employs issue-

based qualifications when diseussing how Congressmen decide. While static

theories implicitly stress patterns of decision-making based on differences

in party, constituency, and background characteristics such as length of

service, the metronomic model emphasizes issue-based variations.

Static designs imply that the legislative actor goes through'the

same intellectual processes and steps and exhibis the same behavior when

, ~ ~~ .!• 
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making *each and every decision. Although the premises on which decisions

are based may vary, the process remains the same. Thus, according to those

who utilize this type of construct, legislative decision-making is best

explained by a parsimonious theory based on general propositions. Con-

versely, metronomic constructs depict the legislator as one who utilizes

.. various processes and exhibits different behaviors depending on the kind

of issue at hand. Authors who utilize a contextual perspective emphasize

the applicability of multiple models. According to metronomic literature,

,,,. if one desires a sophisticated perspective on legislative decision-making,

he is better served by an approach that acknowledges various decision

contexts/conditions/tracks/arenas of the legislative process than by a

static/general/grand theory/all-inclusive model that stresses typicalness,

r generality, normality, or universality.

Although the notion of contextually dynamic decision-making offers

a promising line of investigation, It is not well developed. It has not

"been formulated, operationalized,nor researched in keeping with'the '

l ,i standards of the discipline, nor has it been used to address central

questions of democratic theory.

It is the goal of this dissertation-to coherently explicate the

micro theory underlying,or at least implied bymetronomic schemes and to

offer a design that. operationalizes the theory with nomothetic concepts,
! provides an acceptable empirical test of propositions logically deduced

from said theory, and attempts to link the findings of the, research to

literature concerning the democratic process and democratic linkages in

* America.



CHAPTER II

CONTEXTUAL THEORY: AN EXPLICATION, RATIONALE,
AND OPERATIONALiZATION

This chapter will attempt to improve the contemporary state of

contextual approaches to legislative d0cision-making. Specifically it

will (a) formally and explicitly state the major propositions that inhere

in contextual approaches and discuss them in terms of democratic theory,,

(b) elaborate on the reasons why the stated relationships can be expected,

"`(c) provide a research design with which to operationalize and test major

hypotheses drawn from the formally stated theory, and (d) doscribe the

procedures through which the research design was implemented and data

actually collected.

A. Theoretical Explication: Issue-based Variations
in Legislative Decision-Making

The basic intellectual construct of the contextual approach is

• •that legislative decision-making is a highly variable task that is best

understood as a process involving several different patterns of behavior.

In other words, Congressmen reach decisions by employing and relying on

a variety of decision processes, rules and aids that vary by circumstances,

conditions and contexts. Thus, for those who use this approach, the

- . .. study of congressional behavior and decision-making is better served by

a dynamic or metronomic approach that synthesizes several different

models than by a static model that stresses generalizations.

-As noted in chapter I, a major limitation of the contextual

approach is the lack of explicated theory. The contemporary contextual

35
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approach is more a framework that emphasizes issue-based variations than

a theory. This section will attempt to formally state the theory implied

by contextual approaches.

Sa The specific theory C'theory: taken in the strict sense to mean

an explanation of directional relationships among several variables1 ) which

is implicit in the major contextual schemes is, succinctly stated, that

"issue characteristics" strongly affect the decision-making process in

Coar..ess, with issues having characteristics commonly considered to make

for low grade problems (e.g., technicality, complexity, low visibility,

• "low conflict, low salience, routineness) being associated w4th narrow

decision referents and specialist-dominated decision-making processes,

while issues with the opposite characteristics (e.g., non-technical, non-

routine, high conflict, high visibility, high salience, comprehensive:iess)

are associated with broad, or expanded, forms and stylas of legislative

behavior.

This theory is not, of course, explicitly stated in a single

piece. But, despite the enormous diversity of work in the contextual

school, 1ýis clear that the basic approach of most scholars who have a con-.

ditional per}pective at least implicitly posits the theory that the "issuek,

characte -stics" of a bill will determine bot', (a) how it is handled and

responde to by the legislature (macro aspect) and (b) how individual

legislators reach a decision on it (micro aspect). True, Lowi posits a

link between policy and political arena. Subsequent critiques by Ripley

and Franklin, Vogler, Jones, CobL iýnd Elder, and Price make it clear,

however, that the major link in metronomic schemes is one between issue

characteristics, and policy relationships. Riplcy and Franklin conclude

that "The argument has been made . . . that different relationships have

WV- /P.j
?
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varying degrees of importance in determining final policy actions de-

pending on the kind of issue at stake.0 2 Vogler discusses how "on some

types of issues . . ." pressure groups and their lobbyists are influ-

ential; on others they are not. 3 Jones draws relationships among "issue-

area characteristics$* on one hand, and "institutional characteristics,"

"decision-making characteristics' and "policy characteristics." 4 Thus,

most contextual literature Implies that how decision-makers define an issue

will determine how they will react to it. Few authors follow the Lowi scheme

which holds that decision-making is affected by policy substance. In

S-.....fairness to Lowi, however, his three-fold scheme does imply, an issue-

based model. Certainly, distributive, regulatory, and redistritbutive

policies can be distinguished in terms of issue dimensions. Lowi's

distributive issues are very similar to low grade Issues, While redis-

tributive issues might be considered hot, with regulatory issues some-

where in between.

The clearest expression of the proposition that the characteris-

tics of an issue will sharply influence how a member makes up his mind is

found in both Cobb and Elder and in Price. Both state the theory in

terms reminiscent of the Schattschneider thesis concerning the "scope of

conflict." For Cobb and Elder, the less routine, technical, complex,,

specific, and immediately relevant an issue is, and the more visible,

controversial, costly, comprehensive, and significant it is, the more

likely the issue will be resolved in an expanded or larger public. 5

When the opposite conditions are present, the decision is likely to be

thrashed out within a narrow or specific public comprised primarily of

those affected or those for whom the decision is immediately relevant.

In Price's wo'ds, "... the degree of conflict an issue is thought to
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entail and its perceived salience to the electorate . . . influence both

the distribution of legislators' policy-making in\testments' and the

extent to which they take their bearings from broader interests." 6

The propositions that can be garnered from various contextual

schemes thus suggest the Issue characteristics mod~l depicted in Table 2.1.

Prom Lowl and other works based on his model, we get the basic construct

that there are different contexts of legislative decision-making. From

Jones, Cobb. and Elder, and Price, we get the notion that behavioral,. ,

variations are related to issue characteristics.

__ Link A of Table 2.1 posits that issue characteristics and legis-

.lative backgrounds are reciprocally influential. How an issue is defined

will influence (a) the division of the committee vote, (b) whether or not

a minority report is issued,(c) whether or not the committee will be the

locus of the decision, and (d) whether or not what Froman calls "alter-

native procedures" 7 (Discharge petition, calendar Wednesday, and cloture).,_"'

are invoked. For instance, legislation that is considered hot, contro-

versial, and visible will be decided in comnittee. Likewise, hot legis-

lation is likely to be handled in an extraordinary fashion (i.e.,.with a

highly divided committee and with floor attempts to override the committee).

Link B is a macro one and involves the impact _ofCongress, as an____

institution, on public policy. This link, which will be of only tangential

interest in this dissertation, is classically expressed by Huntington in

his "Congressional Responses to the Twentieth Century." 8  He notes that

the more complex and technical an issue is the more likely it is that

Congress will defer to the executive's expertise.8 For Huntington, the

implication of this relationship Cgiven the increasing level of technology

and the government's involvement in it) is that Congress will have to
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"adapt" by, de-emphasizing Its "law-making" responsibilities in favor of

oversight functions or "delaying" powers. 9  Numerous commentators have

likewise posited the macro proposition that high levels of political

conflict concerning legislation will also lead Congress to defer to the

Presidency in an effort to "pass the buck* or find a "heat shield."

Linkage C, the micro propositions of the model--i.e., those con-

cerned with the behavior of individual Congressmen--will serve as the

"".ajor focal point of this dissertation. The contextual approach argues that

the decision benavior of individual members is related to issue charac-

*•• teristics, thus affecting the probability that subgovernment decision-

making will occur (i.e., that committee members will be deferred to) or,

conversely, that Congressmen will decide in a fashion approximating the

classic model Ci.e., balancing particular needs with the general good,

assessing alternatives, responding to broader publics, and countervailing

expertise).

For democratic theory, the implications of contextual theory are

to reaffirm the contention of Schattschneider,lO Key, l Truman,12 and
Dahl13 that the American system, if not always actually democratic, is

democratic on important or hot issues and, more importantly, potentially

so on almost all issues.- True, certain ktinds of l9_ow grade decisions may ......... .-_._•....

be reached with reference to only those who are most immediately affected

and choice and countervailing pressure are not always available. But

contextual theory assumes checks will become available if dissatisfaction

with prevailing policies escalates controversy to the extent that
"potential" or "latent" groups are activated and mobilized and that, to

paraphrase Dahl, "homo civici" become "homne politici."14 In sum, America

is democratic not because all eisiorns are made according to the precepts

I
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of democratic pluralism, but because Cal the widespread and diyerse nature

of polttical resources makes it possible to resolve issues in a compett tive

manner if sufficient opposition should develop and Cb) political elites

are retrained by the political power of broader publicsin that elites

- -must constantly anticipate the reactions of broader publics when making

narrow or specific policy.

SB. Theoretical Rationale: Variable Decision Modes as a

Strategy for Coping with "Constfainedl-Rationality

Atheory is more an a statement of relationship among variables.

It is an explanation of the relationship. It offers the reasons why

certain relationships should be expected. As noted in Chapter I, contextual

literature lacks a formal theoretical rationale. The purp,)se of this

section is to formulate a theoretical justification for the contextual

approach to the legislative process.

A theoretical rationale for the metronomic scheme of legislative

behavior and its predicted relationships is provided by four different

literatures: (1) organization decision-mpking theory, (2) legislative

behavior,O3) democratic theory, and (4) micro economic investment theory.

Each provides justification for the expected metronomic patterns. The

specific rationale, as gleaned from these literatures, is as follows:

decision-making constraints within Congress lead members to employ various

decision rules that vary according to the inducements to participation

present in different decision arenas.

From organization and decision-making theory, two notions help.

explain the posited relationships of the contextual approach: (a) thai

decision-makers utilize decision shortcuts and Wb) that different kinds,

of shortcuts are used under different cirumstances.
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If any one major theme is present in organization theory, it is,

as Palumbo notes in his review of the literature, that there are limits

i5to rationality in all decision settings. In what has Been alternatively

called "the Carnegie Model." "Bounded rationality," "muddling through,"

"mutual adjustment," "limited successive comparisons," "incrementalism"

and "satistrcing!-perspectiyes developed by such organizational "realists"

as Simon, 16 March and Simon, 17 Cyert and March, 1 8 March and Olsen,.

Braybrooke and Lindblom, 20 Lindblom,21 Wildavsky, 22 and Crecine 23 --there

is a contention that decision-making actors, when faced with a multitude

- of choices, are forced to make compromises with the purely rational com-

prehensive model. The rational model--or what is sometimes called the

"ideal" or "synoptic approach"-holds that all decisions should be made

only after a consideration of all alternatives and their expected can-

sequences. Each decision is an attempt to fit means to ends In order to

derive maximum or optimum benefits. The realists argue, however, that

the ideal process cannot be followed due to the constraints imposed by

time and the lack of knowle('e, information, and clearly annunciated,

agreed upon goals. To cope with the large volume, of decisions that must

be made concerning a multitude of policy qoestions, decision-makers rely

on "decision rules" or what Sharkansky appropriately calls the "routines

of politics." 2 4 In other words, all decision-makers--legislators included--

cope with dissensus and high levels of ambiguity and uncertainty by using

intellectual shortcuts that become part of routine behavior. As Edwards

and Sharkansky note, ". . . they rely on decision rules, rules of thumb

or standard operating procedures that make policy-making manageable and

keep decisions within the bounds of political and economic feasib1ility." 2 5

I
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Moreover, as organizational theorist James 0. Thompson emphasizes, decision

rules are variable. There are different "types of decision issues" and "it

seems clear that each type of decision issue calls for a different strat-

egy.u26 Thus, for the purposes of the contextual theory of legislative

behavior, the basic contribution of theories of decision-making in large,

complex organizations is to give credibility to the expectation that

Congressmen will employ "variable decision rules," "different" routines,

"different shortcuts and strategies."

- Students of legislative behavior have recently begun to adapt the

.. "bounded rationality" approach to decision-making in order to learn how

Congressmen cope'with complexity and uncertainty within the legislature.

This literature Justifies the notion of variable legislative decision rules.

Specifically, this literature gives support by arguing (a) that legislators

use decision shortcuts as a way of "rationally" working around constraints,

(b) that these shortcuts are patterned, and (c) that the particular short-

cut employed depends on issue contexts. Matthews and Stimson identify

major cognitive and structural constraints affecting floor voting, the

most important being the large number of decisions, the varied scope of

these decisions, the technical complexity of many bills, the presence of

time limitations, and tne existence of limited staff assistance. 27  In

summarizing the contributions of cue-taking research, Ripley argues that

"decision rules" are the legislator's way of contending with these con-

straints. As he notes, "obviously, no single individual can become even

semi-expert in everything on the governmental agenda. Therefore, members

seek shortcuts as they try to make up their minds. They seek cues for how

to behave and how to vote on a great variety of policy matters.'" 28 He

concludes that "... cue taking is not a random matter in Congress but
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that patterns of regularity and predictability do exist . . . [and involveJ.

. . . varying sources of influence. ... *29 Cleaveland emphasizes the

patterned variability of these decision rules. For him, variations can be

accounted for by different "Issue contexts." "Issue contexts" are

the way members of Congress perceive a policy proposal that comes. before-

them, how they consciously or unconsciously classify it for study, and what

group of policies they believe it related to." 30  To Cleaveland, "such issue

contexts strongly influence' legislatitve outcomes because their structure

S helps determine the approach for analysis . . . as well as the advice and

*...expertise that enjoys privileged access.",3 1 Thus, contextual theory receives

Justification from the general literit,,re of legislative behavior.

The theory of democracy as formulated by Schattschneider provides

the rationale for the specific configurations predicted by contextual theory.

• Schattschneider argues that

. . . the basic pattern of all politics . . . is that the outcome
of every conflict is determined by the extent to which the audience
becomes involved in it. That is, the outcome of all conflict is
determined by the scope of its contagion. The number of people
involved in any conflict determines what happens; every change in
the number of participants, every increase or reduction in the
number of participants affects the results. 32

In other words, the-e are different decision arenas in politics; these

arenas can be differentiated on the basis of the degree of conflict and the

number of actors involved; and the degree of conflict on an issue and the

number of people involved will affect how the issue is resolved. What this

means is that on non-controversial legislation only a relatively fe' actors

will get involved, and-the outcome will likely reflect the preferences of

affected publics and those considered to be "specialists" or "experts."

SOn "controversial issues," more people will be involved and, therefore, the

decision will reflect this "expanded" input. In the opinion of one inter-

preter of Schattschneider,

- - - --'i* ~ l A~NT.MP. L A~I . ~ b~1 W~
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To a large degree the actions of the audier!ce would determine the
strategies that the original parties would adopt to seek resolution
of the conflict. If additional parties get involved in the actual
conflict, the scog of the conflict changes and so might itspossible outcome.J 1

In their application of Schattschneider to the legislative arena, Keefe

and Ogul provide a Justification of the contextual theory on this point.

In their words,

The more controversial the issue, the greater the possibility
that the processes of legislative bargaining and adjustment will
be exposed to public view and consideration. Where the stakes
are large, the contestants vocal and insistent, and a test of
strength desired, it is difficult to keep the attentive public
from getting clear views of the struggle. In addition, the more
the. burden of decisions can be transferred to the floor, the
greater the possibility that larger portions of the public.will
be attracted by the contagiousness of conflict and stimulated to
become involved in its resolution. 34

Thus, it seems reasonable to conclude that the democratic theory of

. Schattschneider explains the contextual theory by distinguishing between

"controversial" and "uncontroversial" political arenas and by implicitly

arguing that, because of the different sizes of the audience, uncontro-

versial arenaswill be considered narrow, while controversial ones will be

broad.

Finally, the investment theory of micro economics provides both

support and explanation for the contextual approach by arguing that dif-

ferent categories ofdecisions provide decision-makers with varying induce-

ments for participation and involv-mcnt. In an adaptation of investment

* theory to the study of legislative behavior,,Ogul notes that mem~bers con-

sider some activities more important than others.

Each member is faced with a variety of obligations that are legitimate,
important, and demanding of time and energy. In principle, he should
be working hard at all of them. In fact, since he does not weigh them
equally, he is unlikely to give them attention. He may attend to all
of the areas that he is supposed to cover, but he probably will not
handle all of thei well. 35

To cope, members must prioritize. As Ogul states, "In making their choices
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about what to do, members of Congress will do thingL considered important

to them at the time." 3 6  For our purposes, what this means is that some

issues will be considered important, some will not. Some issues provide

incentives for involvement, others do not. Combining this approach with

Schatteschneider's provides a partial explanation-for the contextual theory. .

The reason that non-controversial, low-grade decisions will be based on

narrow or specialist referents while broad decision referents will

provide bearings for controversial, hot issues, is that only a few actors

are involved in non-controversial issues, but many actors are involved in

..- montroversial.ones. Presumably, on low grade issues that do not interest

a member, do not entail political pressure and high decision costs, and gener-

aily-are not w'll known, the member is willing to base the decision on the

"specialist" or on "narrow" criteria. So-called hot issues, in comparison,

provide sufficient incentives for "broader" behavior. In other words, on

controversial issues, Congressmen, reflecting expanded inputs and knowing

"* $het mnany are watching, feel compelled to base their vote decisions in terms.

of broader, perhaps more political, criteria. On the other hand, on non-

controversial issues, where few are heard from and few are watching, defer-

ence to specialists or r-Prrow criteria may be appropriate. This definitely

seems to be the basic position,but not the emphasis, of the Matthews and

Stimson cue-takir.j theory. To them, for the vast majority of items Congress-

men must vote on--nominally "low visible" votes--Congressmen engage in the

specialist-dominated process of cue-taking. They take their bearings from

a trusted, rpspected and informed colleague. "On the handful of abnormally

visible decisions members record each year,"37 the more political decision

rules of "voting the district," "personal precedent," and "ideology" are

employed.38
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To conclude this discussion, contextual theory receives justifica-

tion from the literatures of organization theory, legislative behavior,

democratic theory, and investment theory. Combining the concepts of

"decision constraints," ".wriable decision rules," "the contagion of con-

flict theory," and "investment incentives" provides a strong rationale for

the theoretical expectations of the metronomic approach. A

It should be noted that, throughout this dissertation, there is a

strong assumption that the legislative decision-maker is a rational, pur-

posive actor. 37  It is presumed that the scheme of contextually appropriate

.. decision rules as outlined here constitutes the member's patterned way of

* rationally coping with the situation within which he finds himself with

regard to the large volume and diversified scope of floor votes. On

those issues on which he does not care, is not pressured, and is not

informed, it is logical to defer to an "expert." On those issues on which

he is pressured, does care, and is informed, a "broader" more "political"

response is appropriate. It should also be noted that this dissertation

is predicated on the hunch that decision rules constitute different types

of decision processes--i.e., a specialist-oriented strategy involves

behavioral and decision processes very different from a "broader" rule--

and therefore decision-making is best understood not as universal process

but as multiple-patterned modes. Subsequent chapters will investigate the

validity of this idea.

I/
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C. Theoretical Operationr.iza ion: A Variation on a Theme
of John W. Kingdon's Congr ssmen's Voting Decisions

The ultimate validity of an- nalytical theory is determined by the

extent to which it predicts reality. To insure that this criterion of

"egistemic correlation"40 is satisfi• d, it is imperative that all analytical

theories be operationalized and tested with "hard" data. This section will

relate the procedures with which the contextual theory of legislative

decision-making was operationalized and tested.

The hypothesis that can be rasonably deduced from the contextual

'..theory n• that guided this research is: Patterned differences in issue

: characteristics are associated with patterned differences on the micro

level in c:ongressional behavior and decision-making, with low-grade issues

related to narrow and "specialist-oriented" behavior and decision-making,

Swhile hot or high-profile questions are related to broader behavi'oral

responses. The nul hypothesis Is that there are no meaningful differences

in legisletive behavior and decision-making per issue contexts. Although

all the works identified in Chapter I as presuming a "static" construct
impllcily posit this null proposition, it is explicitly put forth by

"Jackson ln his'study of U.S. Senators. He concludes that."it does not

appear that they (senators) are influ nced by one person or one set of

influences on one bill and an entirel: different person or set on the next
invarint1,41

This routine is largely invarl nt with the type of legislation.

Jackson thus provides a denial of contextual theory. From his perspective,

students of legislative decision-maki ig are better served with a par-

simonious, all encompassing decision Wodel than with contextually based,

multir' decision models. He emphasizes general propositions in contrast

to those of the contingent, contextuai variety that are featured as the

hallmarkl of the metronomic approach.

( .
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The unit of analysis of this study is recorded floor votes in the

U.S, House. The appropriateness of studying floor votes and their

validity as indicators of the congressional decision-making process has

been a topic of some contention in the literature. The implication of

Chamberlain 42 and of Huntington43 is that, because of a general decline

in the power of Congrass vis-a-vis-the presidency, congressional roll

call votes are not an important locus of policy-making in the American

system. Less extreme, but nonetheless damaging, are criticisms which

contend that roll calls reflect very little about the Congress.- There

are three very formidable arguments along these lines. First is the

position that seems to inhere in "policy* case studies. It is that

struggles at the subcommittee and committee levels concerning the wording

of a particular bill are more important in determining congressional

output than a floor vote. Second, as T. V. Smith emphasizes, each bill

involves a number of "issues" and it is difficult to determine which

issue Is decisive for the member. In his words,

The predicament of the legislator is that every vote is a dozen
votes upon as many issues all wrapped up together. and given
a single number. ... to deci-' what issue of the many hidden in
each bill one wants to vote upon is delicate, but to make certain
that the vote will be actually on that rather than upon another
issue is indelicate presumption. 44

J iThird, as Anderson, et al. note in their Legislative Roil-Call Analysis,

focusing-on the final vote of a member on a given bill may mask some

very important and relevant legislative activity on the part of that

member,.activity that may in fact be at variance with his roll call

commi tment.

Although methods of roll call analysis provide information 'about
the voting behaviors of legislators, one cannot with confidence

W04 infer from information about voting behavior to information about

/ I.
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the behavior of legislators in other phases of the legislative
process. For example, the fact that a legislator is discerned
to vote in a highly partisan way does not necessarily• indicate
anything about the partisanship of his behavior off the floor
of the legislative chamber. 4 5

Despite these criticisms, this dissertation will be based on

recorded floor votes. In doing so, two assumptions are made. First,

reflecting a sizable literature contributed to by Polsby, 4 6 Sundquist, 47

48 49 soOrfield, Moe and Teel, and Johannes,0 it is assumed that Congress

makes important contributions to the incubation and formulation; of public

A...... policy in the-Aeric-&n- ystem, and therefore-congressional actions are

appropriate subjects of inquiry. Second, it is assumed that the floor

voate although obviously an incomplete and imperfect data source, merits

the attention of students of legislative decision-making, because it is

a publicly recorded decision point that, In Jones parlance, is used to

* legitimate" public policies.SI As Truman notes, "Like statistics on

elections, they [the roll call votesl represent discrete acts the fact

of whose occurrence is not subject to dispute." 52 Although an articulate

member of Congress did offer

W6 are you studying floor votes? I don't think they reflect the
V. things thought to be important around here. You should be asking

about subcommittee and committee participation and how offices are
set up to handle constituent services. Those things reflect real
mcnber priorities.

And although some recent e4pfrical ev c~ ndlca-tes-that meinbers-spe

less time on lawmaking than on constituency service,3the nearly 1,300

recorded votes that members are now asked to make each Congress and the

318 hours the House devotes to them (approximately one-sixth of the total

time in session) 54 must loom as an important concern for the individual

Congressman. The importance of roll calls to members is certainly indi-

cated by the awareness of menbers that their votes are monitored and by

Sd -
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their efforts to achieve a certain kind of record. Moreover, on close

votes, floor decisions determine the direction of public policy. Thus,

although the student of legislative decision-making should not relegate

Shimself exclusively to floor decisions, roll call floor votes provide a

..-salient data source. At the very least, they constitute a hard decision

point at which all members, regardless of committee assignment, must

commit thmselves.

The instrument employed for gathering data to test the guiding

hypothesis of this dissertation is a variation of the interview question-

naire used by Kingdon in Congressman's Voting Decisions. 5 5 Kingdon asked

rotating, stratified, random samples of House members how they reached a

decision on specific floor "otes cast within the past week--i.e., members

were asked to reconstruct the various factors and forces that led to

their eventual decision. At least three distinct advantages seem to be

offered by Kingdon's research'approach.

First, in comparison with roll-call analysis (previously, the

major source of legislative behavior data),'the Kingdon method presents

a most direct way of observing congressional decision-making. As

Anderson, et al. note "... techniques of roll call analysis themselves

do not explain to the researcher the patterns he may discern in voting.

. .. , They do not provide information about the factors or variables

operating in a situation that explain or account for these variations." 56

In Ripley's words,

Typically, these studies examine the relationship between potential
cues and roll call voting on the floor. They do not prove causality
in the sense that a member consciously searches for a cue, receives
it, and behaves accordingly; instead they infer that patterns of
behavior reflect patterns of cue-giving and cue-taking. 57
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In contrast, Kingdon's cue study provides an instrument for obtaining

data firsthand from decision-makers themselves concerning how they made

up their minds. As such, it avoids the risky enterprise of roll call

studies of attempting to infer, extrapolate, or second-guess on questions

pertaining to legislator decision processes and cognitive map. - -----

A second advantage of the Kingdon approach stems from its "issue-

by-issue" orientation. By studying aspects of legislator cognitive map

on a vote-by-vote basis with open-ended questions, Kingdon overcomes the

major weaknesses of static designs that,, as noted in Chapter I, plague

.•ww legislative behavior research of role conceptions and decision modes.

Third, the Kingdon approach affords the opportunity fbr the re-

searcher to tap salient aspects of the political culture of political

leaders and elites as related and reconstructed by leaders and elites.

The fact that scholars have failed to do this in the past is seen by

some as an inherent weakness of political science research on Capitol

Hill. As James S. Young notes in his The Washington Community,

Political science has yet to confront squarely the proposition
that the governing group in Washington . . .,has an inner life
of its own--a special culture which carries with it prescriptions
and cues for behavior that may be far more explicit than those
originating outside the group, and no less consequential for the
conduct of government. 58

S .The advantage of Kingdon's data collection procedure is that it provides

glimpses into their world in the words of members, By interviewing the

member in a face to face situation, the researcher 'has an opportunity

to tap the member's attitudes, certainly a better opportunity than with

mailed or "dropped off" questionnaires that members routinely delegate

Ato staffers.

*V
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S.4 Despite these major assets, a close inspection of Kingdon's.

wrk reveals, at least for our purposes, three shortcomings that limit

s utility in a search for issue-based patterns of legislative

de:Iison-making.'

The first problem pertains to the nature of the questions-King- .

don asked and the nature of the inferences he drew from them. Table 2.2

displays Kingdon's interview schedule. As can be seen, it appears .that

Kingdon is asking questions about information sources, communications,

and cognitive procedures.. In his text, however, he draws conclusions

abbt the relative influence of various actors operating within the

le islator's "force field." This poses several problems. "Information,"

"communications* and "influence" constitute very different aspects of

cognitive map. The fact that a Congressman agrees with an actor who has

access to him and gives him information is no indication of the actor's

influence (as Dahl uses the concept591 on the Congressman. Also, some

actors (e.g., groups, parties) can be influential via other agents (e.g.,

coistituency). For example, "party," although not frequently mentioned

as a decision-making influence in the Kingdon study, 60 may nonetheless be

influential through the medium of state delegation.. State delegations,

wh ch are frequently cited as an influence, are in fact party groupings

of representatives from the same state. The fact that they are influ---

ential indicates that party as a label has an impact on voting, although

not necessarily through leaders. Likewise, the position of interest

gr ups, which is also not frequently mentioned, may be "carried" into

decision-making through other members who lobby on behalf of group

inierests. Finally, the questionnaire fails to distinguish between what
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Table 2.2

Kingdon questionnaire

1. CCtte the vote picked.) How did you go about making up your mind?.
What steps did you go through?

2. Were there any fellow congressmen that you paid attention to? If no:
I don't mean just following them; I mean looking to them for inTno-r"a-
tion and guidance. If yes: Who? Why them?

3. What did the party leadership do? How about informal groups within
the party? (e.g., Democratic Study Group)

S •.A. Did you talk to staff people about this?

5. What do you think your constituents wanted you to do on this? How
was your mail?

.6. Did anyone In the administration or executive branch contact you.?

G7. Did you hear anything from any organizations?

8. Was there anything that you read that affected how you saw it?

9. At any point along the way, were you ever uncertain about how to vote?

Source: Kingdon's Congressmen's Voting Decisions, p. 287,!°
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Kovenock, echoing Simon, refers to in his "Communications Audit" as

information for "factual premises" and information for "evaluative

premises., 61

A second problem which limits the use of Kingdon for a contextual

study is that no systematic data is provided on--how Congressmen perceived

or defined the Issue._.ith the exception of Kingdon's own perceptions

concerning the relative public salience of the various pieces of legis-

.l:ation studied,62 _ no attention is given to the characteristics of dif,

ferent Issues. Moreover, Kingdon chose only those votes that were (to

himt) politically "important" and "interesting." All of these were, in

Kingdon's words, "big votes." There was no attempt to insure a repre-

sentative sample of legislation. As he notes, deliberately excluded were

". . . the vast number [of votes) that appeared to be noncontroversial

and routine.. ,,63

A third limitation is the absence of a formal analysis of the

legislative hackgrounds of the sampled legislation (e.g., committee

vote, type of rule, amendments over committee objections, party leader-

2 ship activity, other House action, gree and kind of presidential

involvement). At the very least, such information is required to

identifyvarious patterns of legisla 'ive decision-making. If the

contextual theory is valid, it is reasonable to expect that differences

in legislative backgrounds will be related to differences in micro de-

cision processes.

Table 2.3 presents the questionnaire used here in our study of

the conditional nature of congressional decision-making. It differs

from Kingdon's decision-making approach in two respects. First, various

components of actor cognitive map are separated rather than intertwined.
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Table 2.3

Questionnaire
1. Re th. vote, who did you hear from or talk to concerning

how to vote?

2. Was there anyone else you paid attention to?

3. 1 imagine that these kinds of communications and information sources
are helpful to you in different ways.

-a) Who was helpful in informing you about the facts of the bill?

b) In your estimation who/what was most decisive in helping you
make up your mind?

4. What kind of issue do you feel this is?

a Do you feel it is complex? y n
b Do you feel it is technical? y n
c Is there a lot of conflict and disagreement. on this bill? y n
d Is it major legislation? y n
el I Is this legislation important to the people of your district? y n

2 Are they aware of it? y n
f) Did you receive a lot of mail on it? y n
g) Do you feel that your vote on this could affect (1) your renomination?

y n
(2) your reelection?

y n
h) Do you feel that this is a routine matter? y n
i) How strongly do you personally feel on this issue? 1 2 3
J) When did you make up your mind on this issue?
k Is it a tough decision? y n

5. When making up your mind on this piece of legislation What did you rely on:
constituency wishes, _your own opinion, or something else

6. Was your focus the national interest, local interest, both?

7. How informed do you feel about the issues raised in this legislation?
1 not at all 2 somewhat 3 very well

8. Did you put much thought into it?
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Second, actors are asked to define the characteristics of the issue on

whch they made a decision.

To operationalize the dependent variable of legislator behavior

and decision-making process, a distinction was made among four components

of the member's cognitive map: (11 force field/policy arena, C2) informa-

tion sources, C3) decision rules and premises/rationales/determinants/

explanations, and 04) role conception. Each refers to a different

aspect of micro decision-making. Each has Been used in-various studies

of decision-making and, therefore, each seems appropriate for an inves-

tigation for a "metronomic" effect within the Congress.

Force fields, or "field of forces" as Kingdon refers to them, 64

dewcribe who the member heard from/paid attention to in the course of the-

decision. This concept is similar to that of "policy arena" as used by

Lowl. Both focus on the input a member receives on a given issue. Both,

refer to those actors a legislative decision-maker feels were relevant

to his decision--i.e., those whose position he actively considered when

making up his mind. To tap this notion of force field, policy arena,.

relevant actor, questions #1 (Re the vote, who did you hear from

or talk to concerning this vote?) and #2 (Was there anyone else you paid

attention to?) were employed.

Information sources, as used here, pertain directly to what

Kovenock refers to as "factual premises."' 65 They are communications and

contacts that provide information about the specific wording and facts of

a bill and the issue raised by them. To study this component of cognitive

map question #3a was used: "Who was helpful in informing you about the

facts of the bill?"
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- As an aspect of cognitive map,,"decision rules" or "deter-

minants" refer to those forces, factors, and actors that were decisive

in leading a member to make up his mind. They are the "evaluative,

premises" in Kovenock's Lexicon. They are the "shortcuts" or "rules"

that the member uses when reaching a decision. Question #3b (Inyour

estimation who/what was most decisive in helping you make up your mind?)

was used.to study this aspect of decision-making. Although it is beyond

the scope of this inquiry to assess patterns of "influence,* this question

seems to probe influence in a more direct fashion than Kingdon's correla-

-. atlons of member-actor agreement.

• ' Role conceptions are broad orientations members have toward the

legislative system and their place in it. They are the basic perspectives

with which legislators view their decision processes. Questions #5 C"When

making up your mind on this piece of legislation what did you rely on:

constituency wishes, your own opinion, perhaps a combination of both, or

something else?" 6 6) and #6 ("Was your focus the national interest, local

interest,.both?") were.used to gather data on congressional role percep-

tions.

The real advantage of using four different components of decision-

makers' cognitive map is that it affords the opportunity to identify actor

irvolvement and importance more fully, Kingdon's general model looks at

actor influence in a general way, 6 . It seems reasonable to expect, how-

ever, that the importance of various actors may vary according to different

aspects of cognitive map--i.e,, actors who may not serve as a decision

cue may nonetheless be important as an information source, The four

fold distinction employed here is capable of detecting the range of
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contributions each actor makes to legislative decision-making.

To operationalize the independent variable of "issue contexts"

in a "nomotheticm fashion--i.e., with maximum generality--questions #4

(a through k) and #8 were used to obtain the member's definitic'. 4nd

perception-of the "issue-characteristics" of the particula*. ;ýte at hand.

This follows Cobb and Elder's position that "issue dimensions" can be

studied with perceptual, attitudinal data collected from among political.

elites 
..

68

Several prominent attempts have been made to differentiate

-various issue dimensions. Cobb and Elder identify the dimensions of

(a) specificity (the abstractness or concreteness of an issue), (b) scope

of social significance, (c) extent of tempural relevance, (d)- degree of

complexity and technicality, and (e) degree of categorical precedent

(routineness). 69  Froman and Ripley identify: (a) visibility, (b) pro-

cedurality (as opposed to substantiveness), (c) "constituency pressured,"

and (d) actor relevant (the fact that actors such as party leaders and

state delegations are interested in and concerned with the outcome). 70

Price highlights (a) controversiality, (b) electoral salience, and (c)

executive involvement.71 Finally, Miller and Stokes imply, in the case

of civil rights legislation, an issue dimension of'"political or decision" -......

costs as conveyed by their concept of "reward or punishment at the polls

for legislative stands... .,,72 An integration of all of these works

reveals at least ten dimensions on which issues are thought to vary:

(1) technicality, (2) complexity, (3) specificity, (4) routineness,

(5) visibility, (6) temporal relevance, (7) controversiality (which

includes actor involvement), (8) social significance, (9) decision costs,

a
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* and (10) electoral salience. In this study, there was an attempt to

"operationalize all ten dimensions.

"Complexity" was measured with #4a: "Do you feel it is complex?"

"Technicality" was covered with #4b: "Do yoý feel it is technical?" 7 3

Controversality" was investigated with #4: "Is there a. lot of conflict - --------

and disagreement on this bill?" "Salience" was tapped with #4e(l) "Is

this legislation important to the people of your district?"; and #41 "How

strongly do you personally feel on this issue?" Question #4d "Is it

* major legislation?" attempted to gain data on social significance.

,VJsibility" was tapped with #4f "Did you receive a lot of mail on it?"

and #4e(2) "Are they (constituents) aware of it?" To obtain perceptual

data on decision cost, the following questions were deemed appropriate:

#4g(l) "Do you feel that your vote on this could affect your renomination?";

#4g(2) "Do you feel that your vote on this could affect your reelection?";

#4k "Is it a tough decision?"; and #8 "Did you put much thought into it?"

It was presumed that the "proceduralnesO of Froman and Ripley 'is covered

by the questions on technicality, routineness, and visibility.

SIn addition to the subjective, perceptual data from members con-

cerning their definition of the issue- both "objective," and "re-

searcher subjective" data were collected in order to study "issue con-

texts." These supplerrnts were used (a) to provide indicators for

"temporal relevance" and "specificity" that were not deemed appropriate

for an attitudinal question and (b) as alternative indicators for dimensions

operationalized with perceptual, subjective questions.

Objective characteristics refer to various parliamentary and non-

parliamentary aspects of a bill obtained.from documents and other public

o .. •VW
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sources. Source material includes committee report, Congressional

Record for the day of debate, Congressional Quarterly and National

Journal coverage, -copies of the bill and its rule, 'and personal

reearch. Legislative background data coded for each examined vote are:

type of rule, margin of rule adoption, type of vote, margin of passage,

party unity for both-Democrats and Republicans, index of party like-!,

ness, number of amendments passed over committee objections, committee

vote, and party endorsements. Other examples of objective indicators

are: mention as a story in the Washington Post and Congressional

Quarterly, amount of money involved and projected time as obtained from

the committee report on each bill, the President's position on the

legislation as obtained from Congressional Quarterly, and listing as a

"main issue facing the country today" in a Yandelovich poll. 7 4

"Researcher subjective" characteristics are those traits attributed

to-the vote by the researcher on the basis of interview sessions with a

committee staff person close to the bill. Specific characteristics In- /

vestigated in this fashion were the role of Congress vis-a-vis the

presidency on the issue (i.e., initiator, modifier/broker, or facilitator/

ratifier75 ), the repetitiveness of the issue, the specificity of the issue,

and the degree of policy change that will result from the bill.- Although - .....

categorizations of this type are strictly judgmental, they have been

commonly accepted by students of the policy process. 76  It is hoped that

this use of standardized benchmarks for the collection of subjective data

on each vote studied will, In the words of Yin and Heald, " . . enable

aggregate reviews (and com.arisons) of individual case studies to be

undertaken with scientific rigor." 77

2Y-' ,-, ., -F tf .tlAFt U.Y JFA' " V 'h J'N I P' NUV
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Table 2.4 presents a summary of the indicators of issue character-

istics employed in this study. Indicators are displayed by type, issue

dimension measured, and data source.

This research design al:o employed controls for member backgrounds

and constituency characteristics.-

Background characteristics used were party, regional section,

length of service,78 membership on the Republican policy committee or

- -:Democratic steering and policy committee, 7 9 ratings by certain intirest
77: .,.groups (ADA, ACA, CORE, and Chamber of Commerce) for the second se sion

of the 94th Congress, party unity scores, bipartisan support sco1,

conservative coalition score for both the second session of the 94th8 1

and the first session of the 95th, 8 2 and presidential support scores for

the first session of the 95th.83

Constituency characteristics employed were percent of the con-

stituency that is urban, the percent of the population that falls

within a standard metropolitan statistical area (SMSA), the percentonon

white, the percent of families earning $15,000 or more, the percent of

_imilies below the low income level, the percent of white collar workers,

d the percent of owner occupied units. 8 4  Also used were political

Saracteristics of the district such as the percentage with which the

mber won the last election and whether or not, in the case of freshmen,

the district was a "switch" type--i.e., if party control of the district

changed hands. 85

Each of these legislator and constituency characteristics will

be entertained as possible, alternative explanations to the contextual

theory. As noted in Chapter I, the basic thrust of static research

designs implicitly seems to be that the most meaningful variations in

.q<1 7
S / /
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Table 2,4

Sumuiary of Issue Characteristics Indicators

Type of Issue Dimension
Indicators Mesd red- Data Source

"Perceptual Complexity Question M4a (complexity)
(questionnaire] Technicality Question f4b (technicality).

Controversiality Question 14c (conflict)
Salience Questions #4el (constituency

importancel and #41 (personal.
feelings)

Social Question #4d (major status)
Significance .

Routineness Question #4h (routine matter)
Visibility Questions #4f (mail) and #4e2

(constituency awareness)
Decision Cost Questions #4gl (renomination

effect) #4g2 (reelection
effect), and #8 .(thought)

Objective, Political Heat Type of Rule (e.o., closed,
Legislative modified open, open)
Background Rule Margin (C)

Democratic Unity ) Computed from
Republican Unity d
Index of Likeness ) __Q* data
Amendment over Committee

Objections (interviews)
Committee Vote (committee

report)
Minority Report (committee

report)
Presidential Involvement (CQ)
Democratic Policy

Endorsement (policy
commi ttee)

Republican Policy Endorsement
(policy ccmmittee)

Role of Congress
(legislative history)

~~~~r r~~r fFsA r 0. '. .- W~ AF !%h Pd- I~* )~ ,. 7*M 'lk*
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Table 2 . 4 --Continued

Type of
Ddicator 'Dimention Data Source

YVstbit"ity _ Box Score

~jStory,__
.ashin!2ton Post Box Score
Washington Post Story

Standing in Polls as a Major
- sue Facing the Country

Social (.Yankelovtch Poll) ....

Significance Money (Committee report)
-Time Frame (Couslttee report)

Researcher Newness/ Interviews with Committee Staff
Subjective Recurringness

Change Interviews with Committee Staff

SSpecificity Interviews with Comnittee Staff

%-rV
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leqislative behavior occur among different types of legislators. In,

other words, all legislators utilize the same basic process. But, for

reasons that can be attributed to tIfferences'in background, different

kinds o/f legislators will have different kinds of normative-premises and

therefore they will make different decisions, although the basic decision

process itself is universal. If the static approach is valid, we should

expect these control variables to account for most of the meaningful

variance in decision-making behavior. If, on the other hand, the metro-

"nomic construct is valid, most variance should occur according to differ-

ences in issue contexts.

0. Data Collection Procedures: An Inside Strategy

0 Data was collected over a four month period beginning the first

week of March 1977 and ending the first week of July 1977. Allowing for

-two, week long recess periods (Easter and Memorial Day), sixteen weeks

of intensive interviewing was undertaken. In that period eighty-one

different members were interviewed, thirty-one different floor votes were

studied, ard 361 questionnaires were completed.

The most formidable problem confronted was that of gaining access

to members. There are several reasons why it is difficult to obtain

interviews. First, members receive numerous requests for meetings by

those seeking to influence or sell, by those with a problem to solve, or

by those just wanting to visit. Second, there are enormous institu-

tionalized demands on the time of members. As several prominent c.ongres-

sional scholars noted in conversations with this author, within the last

St se aa 86S ten years these demands have increased iflensely. Third, within the
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last decade, political scientists and their students have flocked to the

Hill, resulting in an often outworn welcome for political researchers

bent on gathering attitudinal data from members. 8 7 Finally, as Kingdon

emphasizes "Asking a Congressman to divulge how he went about casting a

vote In a specific instance is a potentially touchy subject."88 To cope

with the problem of access, an inside strategy within the U.S. House was

pursued.

For two reasons, it was decided to focus solely on the House

rather than on both the House and the Senate. First, it was felt that

Senators, as the result of state-wide responsibilities, greater visibility,

n more committee assignments, would simply be more difficult to see.

Second, the House and Senate are so different as institutions that compari-

Sons would be extremely difficult if data were collected from both houses.

89After consultation with several experienced researchers, it was

decided that having a member sponsor the researcher would minimize the

risks of being turned down or referred to staff. Accordingly, the support

of Congressman Jim Lloyd (D, Calif.), a professional acquaintance, was

requested and gracio-sly granted. Congressman Lloyd made office facilities

available and, most importantly, had a member of his staff--Marsaleete

Harmon--make appointments with members in the Congressman's name. Although

it might be logically argued that Mr. Lloyd's sponsorship might have con-

taminated the sample by yielding responses mainly from his friends and

ideological counterparts, his moderate Democrat stance, position as zone

whip for California, and his status as an officer within both his class and

state delegation seem to assure and in fact did provide balanced access.

In undertaking the research, two very critical sampling procedures

were performed: (a) the sampling of members and (b) the sampling of

decisions or votes.

To sample members, Kingdon's strategy of rotating sub-samples was

closely followed. Kingdon used four samples of fifteen members each,
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rotated on a weekly basis. Three advantages are present in his

procedure. First, fifteen interviews seem to be all a resear her can

hope to accomplish within a week. Second, byrotating weekly, no member

will be interviewed more than once a month. In Kingdon's worls, "Under

such conditions, very little response'fatigue--innoyance, contamination,

interviewer effects--was in evidence.'"90  Third, frequent brif visit:;

develop a sense of familiarity and trust with the respondent hat may

produce a higher response rate for appointments and greater cindor in

subsequent interview sessions.

Four sub-samples were chuen on a stratified, random basis. As

" -..-.- with the Kingdon study, the House membership was stratified on the basis

of variables thought to reflect a cross section of members: ] arty, 'North/

South91 region within the Democratic party, and length of service. That

these distinctions are important is generally supported by lelislative

behavior research. Following Kingdon, 9 2 members thought to b• too busy

to respond were excluded from theosample. These were (a) par y leaders

(Speaker, floor leaders, major whip officials), (b) chairmen and ranking

minority members of exclusive coimittees and chairmen of othei "major"

ON committees, 9 3 and (c) several members who were in the media I melight and

thus were presumed to be unavailable. The total number of su h exclusions

numbered twenty-two. In addition, at the time of the samplin three

seats were vacant. Table 2 ' presents the stratification of the remaining

410 Congressmen in te-mb of party and length of service. These zomprise

our universe. A imparable percentage stratification of the esired

sample size (N-15) is offered in Table 2.6. The raw numbers in each

cell were the desired distribution for each of the four samples. For

. each of the samples, the representatives for each of the strata were

randomly chosen from among all the members of the whole HKse in that
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strata. If a randomly chosen member was unwilling or unable to be inter-

vtewed, be was replaced in accordance with Kingdon, with a substitution

also randomly drawn from the strata. 94 Finally, also following Kindon, 9 5

several members whom the author knew were used as representatives of

their respective strata. Six non-randomly chosen members were used in

this way--three Democrats and three RepuBlicans.

Requests for interviews were made to one hundred and thirty-one

members, substitutions included. Of that num5er, interviews were

granted by eighty-one. Thus, the study yielded a response rate of

sixty-two percent.' The stratified distribution of these respondents

is displayed In Table 2.7. As can be seen there, in contrast with

Table 2.5, Northern Democrats with short tenure were substantially over-

represented (plus nine percenti while Northern Democrats with long

service were substantially under-represented (minus five percenti. With

these exceptions, the respondents are relatively equivalent to the strat-

ification of the universe. Because decisions or votes are the concern

of this study, the stratified distribution of the 361 questionnaire

responses is a more appropriate measure of sample representativeness.

Table 2.8 presents this distribution. In comparison with Table 2.5, it

can be seen that Northern Democrats with short tenure were substantially

over-represented (plus eleven percent), while Northern Democrats with

long tenure were substantially under-represented (minus eight percenti,

and "long" Republicans and "short" Southern Democrats were moderately

v• under-represented (minus three percent for both). The stratified dis-

tribution for each of the study votes is contained in Appendix A.

Eyery effort was made to retain the integrity of the four samples.

Ideally, four samples would be chosen. The plan was that throughout the
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sixteen week period of data gathering, each sample would be used four

times., Eack week an attempt would be made to inverview respondents con-

cerning two pieces of legislation acted on the preceding week. Thus,

optimally, each sample would be interviewed four times and would yteld

data on eight votes with a total of thirty-two different votes from all

four samples.

Holdlng-to the plan was not possible .however. For two reasons,

the substitution process, thought to be valid by Kingdon, was by necessity

frequently employed here,.detracting somewhat from the integrity of the

samples. First, not all members of a given sample were available within

a week of the vote on which the sample was being interviewed, the time

frame within which, Kingdon argues, members are able to accurately recall

and reconstruct their decision processes. During certain busy weeks in

Congress, it was difficult to obtain more than ten appointments. Second,

not all sampled members were able to or desired to continue on a regular

basis. Of the eighty-one members interviewed, thirty completed less than

four protocals, while the desired number was.eight protocals. Table 2.9

V. displays the number of questionnaires completed by different numbers of

Congressmen. As can be seen, only fourteen Congressmen (one-fourth as

many- as desired) completed the optimum number of seven to eight question-

naires. Thus, in order to have an adequate number of interviewees on each

vote, liberal substitutions had to be made. Often, in accordance with

Ktngdon, members used in a particular sample in one month became substi-Stutions in another sample the next month.

One final point should be emphasized concerning the sampling of

Smembers. The sample is randomly chosen and stratified, but no pretense

of representativeness is made. It is not a probabilistic sample, and
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Table 2.9

Pistribution of Frequency of
Questionna ire Responses

Nwmber Jf ept:-.,I Number of
Questiu.'nalres Congressmen

1 5 6

210, 12

3 1519

4 14 17

5 14 17

6 9 1

S7 4 5

8 19 12

N-81 99%
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therefore, in the process of data analysis, the usual "inferential"

measures and statistical manipulations do not apply. Data will be

analyzed, however, in the tradition of great classics in legislative

behavior research by Kingdon, Fenno,g6 and Deckard:97 impressionistic

searches for *the feel" and "the blood" of Congress on the basis of

summary statistics that. measure for broad tendencies.

To sample votes an effort was made to obtain as much diversity

as possible. As notedabove, Kingdon excluded "non-controversial" and

"routine" votes. As he stated, his study is based on",'.,some of the major

issues of the decade." 9 8 Here, because of the desire to test the notion

that different kinds of issues are associated with different micro

decision processes, it was necessary to obtain a diversified assortment . 7

of votes. To promote, a mix, a member of Mr. Lloyd's staff--Ms. Lisa

Phillips--was consulted each week. On each Friday, Ms. Phillips, who

assists the Congressman in his performance of zone whip duties, would

recommend one controversial or major or important vote and one routine

matter from the past week's schedule. These would then be the subject

of the next week's interviews. Two pieces of legislation were studied

for each of the sixteen weeks during which research was conducted,with

-the exception of one week cut short by a-recess-...... In- that- case only-

one vote was studied. This yielded a sample of thirty-one different

votes. Table 2.10 displays a synopsis of the sampled votes together

with the number of interviews collected fo- each vote. Those votes

classified as "major" or "important" wc..e the Ethics Code, Tax Cuts,

Rhodesian Chrome, Common Situt. .icketing, Strip Mining, Budop.t Targets,

Clean Air, Energy Department, and the Hyde Amendment. The remaining

twenty-two votes were considered less important.

.... ,-1'*

- . ..
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Table 2.10

Synopsis of Sampled Yotes

1-. H Res 287. -House Ethics Code (14 Interviews). Adoption of the --------...-
resolution to require comprehensive financial disclosure by House
members, ban private office accounts, increase office allowances, ban
gifts from lobbyists, limit outside earned income and impose other
financial restrictions on members. Accepted 402-22. March 2, 1977.

2. .HR 3839. Second Budget Rescission, Fiscal 1977 (10 interviews).
Chappel1 (D Fla.) amendment to the committee amendment to restore
$81.6 million in the previously appropriated long-lead-time funds for
a Nimitz-class nuclear aircraft carrier. Rejected 161-252. March 3,
1977.

3. KR 3477. Stimulus Tax Cuts (10 interviews). Passage of the bill to
provide for a refund of 1976 individual income taxes and other pay-
ments, to reduce individual and business income taxes, to increase
the individual standard deduction, and to simplify tax preparation.

-• Passed 282-137. March 8, 1977.

4. HR 3843. Supplemental Housing Authorization CIO interviews). Goldwater
amendment to delete Title II of the bill establishing a National Com-

,.-mission on Neighborhoods. Adopted 243-166. March 10, 1977.

5. HR 1746. Rhodesian Chrome Imports (11 interviews). Passage of the
bill to halt the importation of Rhodesian Chrome in order to bring
the U.S. into crmpliance with U.N. economic sanctiuns mposed on
Rhodesia in 1966 (repeals Bryd Amendment). Adopted 25 p146. March
14, 1977.

6. HR 4088. NASA Authorization (10 interviews). Passage if the bill to
authorize $4.05 billion for NASA for fiscal 1978. Acc pted 338-44.

- _- March 17 -1977-

7. HR 4250. Coaeon-Site Picketing (11 interviews). Passage of the bill
to permit a labor union with a grievance with one contractor to picket
all contractors on the same construction site and to establish a
construction industry collective bargaining committee. Rejected
205-217. March 23, 1977.

8. HR 3965. FAA Authorization (10 interviews). Passage of the bill to
aithorize $85 million for research and development programs for
fiscal 1978. Accepted 402-6. March 24, 1977.

9. HR 5045. Executive Branch Reorganization Authority (13 interviews).
Passage of the bill to extend for 3 years Presidential authority,
which expired in 1973, to transmit to Congress plans for reorganiza-
tion of agencies in the Executive Branch. Accepted 395-22. March
29, 1977.
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Table 2 .10--Continued

10. H Res 433. House Assassination Commnittee (13 interviews). Adoption
of the resolution to continue the Select Commiittee on Assassinations.
Adopted 230-181. March 30, 1977.

11. HR 5294. Consumer Credit Protection (1ll interviews). Pa:sage of the
- hill to prohibit debt collection agencies from engaging in certain

-practices alleged to be unfair to consumers.- Passed 199-198.
April 4, 1977;

12. HR 5717. Romnanian Earthquake Relief (9 interviews). Motion to suspend
the rules and pass the bill to authorize $120 million for the relief
and rehabilitation of refugees and other-victims of the March 4, 1977
earthquake in Romania. Passed 322-90. April 18, 1977.

13. HR 5101. EnviouNmental Protection Agency Research and Development
(6 interv'ews). Passage of the bill to authorize $313 million for

____ fiscal IS78 research and development activities of the EPA and to
promote coordination of eny 4ronmental research and development.
Accepted 358-31. April 19, 1977.

1.HR 5840. Export Administratlon Act (10 interviews). Passage of the
bill to revise U.S. export controls on sensitive materials and to
prohibit U.S. firms from complying with certain aspects of the Arab
Boycott against Israel. Passed 364-43. April 20, 1977.

15. -HR 4877. First Regul *ar Supplemiental Appropriation, Fiscal 1977 (11
interviews). Bradenas (D Ind.) motion that the House recede and
concur with a Senate amendment to provide an additional $20 million
to reimburse state and local governments for the cqstaý of snow
removal incurred during the 1976-77 winter emergency. Defeated 124-
279. April 21, 1977.

16. H Con Res 195. Fiscal 1978 Budget Targets (12 interviews). Passage
of the resolution, as amended, providing for fiscal 1978 budget
targets of revenues of $398.1 billion, budget authority of $505.7
billion, outlays of $466.7 billion and a deficit of $68.6 billion.

-Rejected 84-320. April 27, 1977.-1--

17. HR 2. Strip Mini ng Regulation (13 interviews). Passage of the bill
to regulate surface coal mining operators and to acquire and reclaim
abandoned mines. Passed 241-64. April 29, 1977.

18. HR l1.Public Works Jobs Programs (9 interviews). Adoption of thE
conference report for the bill to authorize an additional $4 billion
for the emergency public works employment program as requested in
President Carter's Economic Stimulus Package. Accepted 335-77.
May 3, 1977.

19. H Con Res 2 14. Fiscal 1978 Budget Targets (7 interviews). Adoption
of the budget resolution setting fiscal 1978 targets of revenues of
$398.1 billion, budget authority of W1P.3 billion, outlays of $464.5
billion and a deficit of $66.4 billion and binding limits for fiscal
1977. Adopted 213-179. May 5, 1977.
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Table 2.10--Continued

20. HR 6655. Housing and Community Develipmcnt Programs (12 Interviews).
Passage of the Bill to authorize $12.45 tillion for the Commuunity
Development Block Grant Program for fisckl 1978-80 and to authorize
more than $2 billion for federally assisted, public and rural housing
and to continue FHA mortgage and flood insurance programs. Passed
369-20. May 11, 1977.

21. HR 6810. Countercyclical Assistance Authorization (13 interviews),
Passage of the bill to extend for an additional year, through fiscal
1918, a program of countercyclical grants to help state and local
,governments avoid cutbacks in employment and public services and to
authorize a maximum of $2.25 billion for the five quarters beginning
Ju~'i 1, 1977. Passed 243-94. May 13, 1977.

22. HR 1139. Child Nutrition Programs (19 interv~iews). Passage of the
bill to extend through fiscal 1979 the Sumiier Food Program and to

*-~'" make other changes in the School Lunch and Child Nutrition Programs.
Passed 393-1g. May 18, 1977.

23. HR 6161. Clean Air Act Amendments (15 interviews). Dingell (D Mich.)
substitute for Title Il to delay and relax automobile *emissions
standrads, to reduce the wiarranties for emissions control devices,
and make other changes in existing law regarding mobile sources of air
pollution. Adopted 255-139. May 26, 1977.

24. HR 6970. Tuna-Dolphin Protec-tion (12 interviews). Passage of the bill
to limit thle total number of dolphins that could be accidentally taken
during the 1977 commnercial tuna fishing operations, to authorize
ýsignificant further reductions after 1977, to establish a 100,percent
federal observer program on tuna boats,-and to establish certain
incentives and penalties to encourage conservation of dolphins. Adopted
334-20. June 1, 1977.

25. HR 6804. Federal Energy Departnent (16 interviews). Passage of the
bill creating a cabinet level Department of Energy by combining all
powers currently held by the FKC, FEA, ERDA, and various other
energy authorities and programs currently scattered throughoutth
federal bureaucracy. Passed 3111-20.. June 3, 1977.

2.HR 10. Hatch Act Am-,ndments (12 Interviews). Passage of the bill to
revise the Hatch Act to allow federal civilian and postal employees
to participate in political activities and to protect such employees
from improper solicitations. Approved 244-164. June 7, 1977.

27. HR 7553. Public Works-ERDA Appropriations, Fiscal 1978 (16 interviews).
Conte (R Mass.)-Derrick (D S.C.) amendment to delete funding for 16
water projects and reduce funding for one more project, but to retain
the total appropriations amount in the bill. Rejected 194-218.

~.1 June 14, 1977.

28. HR 7555. Labor-HEW Appropriation, Fiscal 1978 (14 interviews).
Hyde CR 1ll.) amend~m~t to prohibit the use of federal funds to
finance or encourage abortions. Adopted 201-155. June 17, 1977.
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29. I3R 7558. Agriculture Appropriations, Fiscal 1978 (12 interviews).
Voice vote to delay for one year the HEW proposed saccharin ban.
June 21, 1977.,

30. HR 7797. Foreign Aid Appropriations, Fiscal 1978 (11 interviews).
Miller (R Ohio) amendment to cut 5 percent from the $7,046,454,000
recommended by the Appropriations Committee for Foreign aid programs.
Adopted 2144168. June 23, 1977.

31, HR 7932. Legislative Branch Appropriations, Fiscal 1978 (18 interviews)
Grassley (R Iowa) amendment to prohibit use of funds appropriated in
the bill for the 29 percent pay increase for high-level federal
officials that took effect March 1, 1977. Rejected 181-241. June
29, 1977.

I

::
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E. Summary and Conclusions

A recent emphasis in legislative behavior literature contends

that Congressmen reach decisions differently in different kinds Of

situations. It is the notion that there are different decision "tracks"

or *arenas" in Congress that are related to different patterns of

decision-making behavior. A close review of .-this work, which can be

considered "metronomic," reveals serious lac -e-in-both-conc eptu- .

alization and research. The purpose of thls chapter has been to form-

ally state the contextual theory and to provide a research design for

operationalizing and[ testing it. If the basic assumptions of the

metronomic scheme are correct, legislative behavior is best understood

not with a general/static model but with a contextual/conditional per-

spective that is (a) based on an issue-by-issue approach and (bi

grounded in an appreciation of "nomothetic" i4sue characteristics.

Table 2.11 highlights the major feat of the research design.

As noted there, the major theory with which a:earch for a metronomic

effect will be made is one of varying specialist influence. It hypothe-

sizes that low grade issues will involve narrow-ý*pollcy arenas" and

specialist or- sba veriiient dominated iec s ioidki- processes, while

hot issues will involve "broad" or "expanded".. islative behavior

responses. Hot issues, high in political incenoives, provide sufficient

inducements for member involvement. Under hot"cOnditions, members arr

likely to make a decision on the basis of theirideology. Conversely,

low grade issues, lacking incentives, are apt to be based on shortcuts,.

such as deference to the perceived knowledge &nd'expertise of others.
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Table 2.11

Synopsis of Research Design

Topic: The contextual aspects of Congressional decision-
making. - -

SProblem: -immediate-Replication of Kingdon's btudy employing
revised questionnaire in order to search for possible
metronomic effect in the Congress.

Theoretical (place to return)--Conditional nature of
the democratic process in the U.S. Congress.

Imprtance of Re the functioning of the democratic process, the con-
the Toptc: ditions under which the legislature functions in its

classic sense of debating, deliberating, checkitng and
balancing specialists, utilizing expanded cue and in-
formation networks and broadened -role conceptions.

* Focus: Patterned differences in issue characterist,'cs, legis-
lative backgrounds, force fields, information and cue
networks, decision processes, and role conceptions.

Theory: A legislator's policy relationships are a function of
issue contexts. Issues are said to vary on the following
dimensions: technicality, complexity, specificity, routine-
ness, visibility, temporal relevance, controversiality,
decision cost, and social significance. The more routine,
technical, complex, specific, and the less visible, con-
troversial, costly, and significant an iss~ie is, the
more likely legislators are to depend on. spetialists.
This is because, in the absence of strong political
pressure,, legislators will defer to specialist!, thin
and outside the legislature) as a deaisiOn short Cut.
When the opposite issue characteristics are present, we
expect low specialist dependence, an expanded policy arena,
and a broader role conception.

Centrai Research Do issue characteristics affect the policy arenas, informa-
*ion: tion sources, decision modes, and role conceptions of

legislators?

Hypothesis: Variations in the configuration of issue characteristics
will be related to differences in force fields, informa-
tion sources, decision processes, and role conceptions,
with low grade issues associated with narrow forms of
legislative behavior and hot issues associated with
expanded or broad behavior.
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Table 2.11--Continued

Null Jackson: "Decision-making is largely invariant by
Egothesis: type of legislation."

Alternative Actor differences, not issue dlfferjces, account for
Hypothesis: major variations in legislative beh,-,ior.

Variables: 1. Dependent--Decision-making processes as observed in
force fields, information sources, decision modes,
role conceptions.

2. Independent--Issue characteristics (objective and
subjective measures), legislativ. backgrounds.

3. Control-Menber and constituency characteristics,
majority/minority status.

Data: Interviews, documents and records.

Method: Investigate the extent to which patterns of the dependent
variable are associated with patterns of the independent
variable. Examine which of the objective and subjective
issue characteristics are mo!. associated with variations
In the independent variable

Possible Policy Specify the conditions under which Congressmen exhibit
Reilevance: various forms of legislative behavior.

Unit of Recorded floor votes, U.S. House of Representatives.
Analysis:

Task: To determine if our undc.tanding of legislative be-
havior, as derived frnin static models and general
propositions, Is enhanced by a contextual, "issue-
based" approach.

.*John E. Jackson, "Statistical Models of Senate Role Call Vnting,"
American Political Science Review, 65 (1971), 468.

I
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The theoretical rationale for the contextual scheme of legislative

behavior and its predicted relationships is provided by four different

literatures: (1) organization decision-making theoe, (2) legislative

behavior, (3) democratic theory and (4) micro investment theory.

Specifically, the rationale is as follows: because of decision-making

constraints, legislators employ various decision rules that vary ac-

cording to the incentives for involvement present Ir different political

arenas.

* This study wil týest the contextual theory imth data provided

through a research str tegy patterned after John KI gdon's. Kingdon

obtained data directly from members. They were ask d to reconstruct

their decision process on specific'votes. The ques ionnaire used here

differs from Kingdon's in two respects. First, data were collected on

four different aspects of decision-making behavior: communications,

information sources, decision rules, and role orien ations. Second,

issue characteristics were systematically studied. Various perceptual,

objective, and subjective data sources were used as nomothetic indicators

of issue characteristTis.

Subsequent chapters will analyze interview ata collected Using'

four rotating, stratified samples. Chapter III will examine member

perceptions of issue characteristics. Chapters IV through VII will

Mnalyze findings pertaining to the four asoects of ognitive map. Chap-

ter IV will focus on force fields, Chapter V on inf rmation sources,

Chapter VI on determinants and decision proce!.ses, rodes and shortcuts/

rules, and Chapter VII on role orientations.

If the hypothesis is true, the expectation here is that on low

grade issues (i.e., issues that are technical, compiex, specific,
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routine, non-visible, temporally relevant, non-controversial, non-

socially significant, low in decision cost, and low in electoral sali-

encel Congressmen Cal will have narrow, specialist-dominated force

fields, 10 will have low information as a result of perfunctory scan

and a low volume of information, (c) will rely on specialists, and (dl

will employ a trustee orientation. On hot issues (i.e., votes that are

non-technical, non-complex, non--specific, non-routine, visible, non-

temporally relevant, controversial, socially significant, high in deci-

Ssion cost, and electorally salient) Congressmen (a) will have full and

-. broad force fields, (b) will have high level of information resulting

from extraordinary search and high information volume, Cc) will employ

ideological decision rules and (d) will have a district role orientation.

The rationale for each of these specific expectations will be detaile

in subsequent chapters. For now, it is sufficient to say that it is

felt that each proposition constitutes a reasonable deduction from the

contextual theory.

Although this research will be "hypothesis-oriented" in that a

search for the hypothesized directional relationships will guide data

analysis, it should be mentioned in concluding this chapter that the

study wt111 also be explorative. Throughout, our guiding questions will........ I I

be: (1) Does legislative behavior vary according to issues? (2) Do

decision-making modes differ from issue type to issue type? In sum,

what follows will be a search for "Issue-based" patterns of legislative

behavior and decision-making.

,I
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CHAPTER Int

MEMBER PERCEPTIONS OF ISSUE CHARACTERISTICS
AND CONTEXTS

The theory that different kinds of issues are related to

differences in decision-making behavior has an important implied ancil-

lary hypothesis: that legislative decision-makers uniformally perceive

different decision contexts. The purpose of this chapter is to investi-

gate this theoretical corollary and its major, underpinning assumptions.

Subsequent chapters will address the relationship between contexts and

decision-making.

The basic thrust of the conditional/contextual approach is that

there are different, patterned decision contexts or "arenas" in Congress,

each involving very distinct forms and manners of legislative behavior.

Thus, according to Lowi, Wilson, Jones, Price, Cobb and Elder, and others

who write from this perspective, congressional scholars should go beyond

constructs that attempt to generalize about congressional decision-making

as a whole. They should s~t their sights on constructs that attempt to

capture the major contextualty patterned variations in behavior and

decision-making. This line of re..soning posits three implicit assumptions

with regard to member perceptions of issue characteristics and contexts.

The first assumption is that legislators themselves think in

terms of issue contexts and characteristics. When Lowi writes of dis-

tributive, regulatory, and redistributive decision arenas and when

Wilson discusses various combinations of benefits and burdens, there is

Sa strong inference that members recognize these distinctions as salient

~ and adapt their behavior accordingly. In other words, the theory that

85
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different issu, conditions will lead to differences in legislative

Biehavior carries with it the notion that different issue contexts will

register in the cognitive map of members. Members will think in terms

of different kinds of decisions and different issue characteristics and

will act differently on the basis of them. Although no one author fully

develops this point (and hence we should consider it a basic flaw in

existing conditional/contextual theory), Cobb and Elder strongly infer

it when advocating that researchers interested in issue characteristics

study the perceptions of decision-makers. 1  To be sure, such a recom-

-mendation assumes that legislators perceive categories of issues..

The second assumption concerning member perceptions of issue

characteristics is that different categories of legislators will similarly

perceive different kinds of issues. Unlike the more traditional, static

studies that .foo:nd it use.ful to qualify their findings on the basis of

the background characteristics of legislators, conditional/contextual

schemes do not consider demographic factors pertinent, at least not with

regard to member perception of issue characteristics. Lowi's typology

seems to presume that Republican and Democratic legislators'will make the

same distinction among distributive, regulatory, and redistributive policy

Issues. Likewise, Cobb and Elder seem to imp.iy _that mostlegislators will

discern the same degree of specificity, social, significance, complexity,

etc. In any given issue, 2although to be sure disputants will define an

issue differently. Thus, a major feature of -the-conditional construct is

Its assumption that legislators will uniformly perceive or define an

issue, with little variation occuring according to member backgrounds".

All legislators, regardless of demography, wil'l similarly recognize and

differentiate "hot" vs. "routine" issues.
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The third and final assumption is that certain issue character-

istics will factor together. This presupposition is rather obvious in

metronomic literature. Froman and Ripley seem to assume that low

visibility, technicality or procedurality,. and low controversiality

occur concomitantly.4 Likewise, Cobb and Elder implicitly maintain

that the issue dimensions of specificity, social significance, termporal

relevance, complexity, and categorical precedence can be considered

natural correlates--i.e., non-specific legislation will tend to be

socially significant, have extended temporal relevance, be non-technical,

and constitute a precedent, while specific-legislation will be ambiguous,

complex, non-significant, temporally relevant, and non-precedent

making. 5 Price, although acknowledging differpnt mixes of salience

and controversiality, expects that high salience issues will also be

highly controversial. In sum, contextual perspectives hold that various

issue characteristics cluster together in a dichotomized fashion as

either a) "hot," "high profile," "emotional" issues or as b) "low

grade," "low profile" or "routine" issues.

These three assumptions--that legislators perceive different

kinds of issues and decisions, that different legislators will define

- issues similarly, and that various issue dimensions are highly inter- .......... .

correlated--constitute three major propositions that can be empirically

examined. The remainder of this chapter explores the validity of

these propositions among data collected from the questionnaire study.
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A. PROPOSITION 1;-Legislators Perceive Different
"-KThds of Issues

Data for investigating the validity of this proposition are

provided by two questionnaire sources. The first is a general, open-

ended question that broadly asked the member to describe in his own words

what kind of issue he felt was at stake. The question is #4 in the

* questionnaire and was worded as follows: *What kind of issue do you

feel this is?" The second data source is the series of short, closed-

answer questions that appear as #4a-i, and 4k and #7. Data yielded from

both sources reveal that members do distinguish among issues.

1. A Test Among General Responses

Although not every interview session afforded the opportunity and

time to ask the general question, most Congressmen were able to respond,

and their responses allow us to draw some generalizations. Table 3.1

displays members' descriptions of the "kind of issue at stake" on sampled

votes. These comments, displayed by the vote in question, clearly show

that members think in terms of different categories of issues and deci-

sions. Specifically, a review of that table reveals that members cldssify

or typologize.votes on at least the following bases: locus of controversy,

topic of controversy, legislative setting, importance, emotionality,

controversiality, normative judgments, toughness, level of intellectualiza-

tion, impacts, visibility, intensity of pressure, typicality, recurringness,

and time frama allowed for decision.

Examplesof how members differentiate on the basis of locus of

controversy are comments by members that the Public Works Conference vote

and the School Lunch Bill were "committee votes" involving conflict
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among committee members that -was carried to the floor; comments that

the Water Projects vote was a "President vs. Congress" issue; and members'

statements that votes like the Nuclear Navy one, Renewal of the House

Select Panel on Assassinations, and the Saccharin Ban involved conflicts,

among personalities (Chappel vs. the Budget Committee, the Select Committee

vs. Special Counsel Sprague, and Delaney vs. other members of Congress,

respectively).

Examples of classifications on the basis of topicof controversy

are: a member's perceptions of the Nuclear Navy vote as "a fundamental

clash between the President and Rickover concerning nuclear surface

fleets," the Clean Air Act Amendments seen by one member as "Jobs vs.

the environment" or by another as "economics vs. energy and environment,"

perceptions that the School Lunch vote involved a debate over a "cash vs

Scomnodities policy strategy," and perceptions that the Water Project

vote stems from a conflict between "fiscal responsibility vs. pork barrel."

Differences in legislative setting are highlighted by statements

that votes such as Government Reorganizatfion and the Arab Boycott involve

"compromises" and "deals," while votes like the House Assassinations

Committee are "not compromises." Also, the Hatch vote is an attempt to

perform a "balancing act" among conflicting policy -goals, while_ the

Budget Act is a "test" vote.

Throughout Table 3.l,.there are references to the varying degrees

of importance. Votes like the Ethics one, Rhodesian Chrome, Strip Mining,

and the Budget are considered "major," "important" and "real issues,"

The Goldwater Amendment is considered "non-monumental," NASA is considered

"a "non-issue," and the FAA and Snow Removal votes and the "Debt Collection

Practices" are called "minor" and "not a life or death matter." Romanian
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E.arthquake Relief is "not major" and Marine Mammal Protection is "not

important.*

Emiotion~ality seems to he an missue dimension" on which many

Congressmen contrast legislation. Legislation is ecidasn-
emotional,"Onot-burningN and, conversely,''explosive,"# 1"hasty;"t "symbolic,"

and, in the case of the Pay Raise vote, involving a "fist fight*

mentality.

Controversiality is seen as a variable issue trait. Votes such

as.Rhodesian Chrome, Common Situs Picketing, and House Assassinations are

_ .,vconsidered *controversial* ones, and the Hyde Amendment is described as

a "passionate" issue, while the Go'dwater Amendment and the FAA vote are

called "noncontroversial."

Members' perception~s of various votes also differ according to

Gvariou~s normative assessments -that are made about bills. Obviously, on

some bills, members do not feel strongly and therefore pass no Judgment

when describing the vote. On other issues such as the Ethics vote, the

Hyde Amendment, Camon Situs PicketLing, or the Foreign Aid Reduction,

member~t-are aroused enough to employ such phrases as "hypocritical,"

"Press fabricated,' "farce,' "sham," -political ploy," "good bill," "bad

* - bill," and "a nothing."

Pecceptions of varying degrees of toughness seem to be conveyed

with the classification of votes as "basic," "simple," "easy," "not

difficult," "one-sided," "no big deal," "tough," "toss up," "ambiguous,"

* "difficult," or as one member described the Clean Air Act decision, "a

non-knee-jerk decision, unlike busing and abortion."

The statements in Table 3.1 also reveal that members distinguish

votes on the basis of the level of intellectualization involved in the
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decision, Some yotes, such••s Public Works Conference, are "straight

up or down" votes that you are either automatically for or against.'

Because suck decisions are relatively snap judgments, they entail little

intellectualization on the member's part. The member does not relate

them to an abstract doctrine. Other votes involve intellectualization.

Members consider votes such as Debt Collection Practices and Countercycli-

cal "policy votes" because they involve ideological preference for or

against a certain program approach. On these, the task for the member is

to discover how his ideological predispositions apply. Others, like

SEthics and the Hyde Amendment, are defined by members as "philosophical"

or "moral" votes. They involve considerations of conscience.

Members appear to feel that policy impacts or consequences also

offer grounds for classifying votes. Along these lines, the Ethics and

Pay Raise votes are seen as "affecting us;" Strip Mining is a "regulation

issue;" Snow Removal is parochial and a "special interest matter;"

Marine Mammal Protection is "industry-specific;" the Water Projects vote

is one of "pork;" and the Arab Boycott Prohibition is one of "far reaching
S~~implications.".

Congressmen allude to different degrees of visibility. Votes

.-like Snow Removal for Congressmen in the affected region, -Debt Collection, . - .

the Pay Raise and the Hyde Amendment are considered "politically visible,"

"high profile" or "window-dressing" issues. Conversely, the School.Lunch

Program is held to be a'hon-,visible" issue.

The intensi.ty of heat generated by a vote is also a basis for

differentiation. The Hyde Amendment and the Arab Boycott vote are viewed

as issues that involve a "lot of heat" and "high pressure." On the other

hand, the Debt Collection vote was described as "a low pressure" one.
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Typicality, as an issue dimension on which votes vary, seems to

he Illustrated with comments that the Second Budget vote, and votes on

the Nuclear Navy, House Assassinations Committee, FAA, and Rhodesian

Chrome are "not typical," "esoteric,* "unusual, "not usual,R and

.routine."-The -Arab Boycott,-the-First Budget, Countercyclical Aid,--

and HUD votes are referred to as "run of the mil1." Member statements

concerning the Budget and HUD are most 'relevant here. One member said

of the Budget, "This is onne of 600 money bills you see a session. You

Just handle them the same." Regarding the HUD vote, one member noted,

"This is a typical social program vote."

Recurringness as a dimension for contrasting issues is a 'theme

one finds running-through Table 3.1.. Government Reorganization Authority

is referred to as "a recurring question, an historic pattern." Both

Comnion Situs and Clean Air are described as "old issues." As one

member noted with regard to Common Situs, "There is nothing new here."

Or, as one member noted on the Hyde Abortion Amendment, "This isn't the

first (nor the ast) time I've faced this one."

Finall the time frame a vote allows for decision can be pin-

pointed as a ýis for differentiating issues. This is specifically
emphasized n bers' statements concerning both the Goldwater and

Budget Resolutions, both of which involved "short time frame issues that

permit little time for thought or deliberation."

In sum, the comments and statements arrayed in Table 3.1 provide

strong eviderce that the actual lexicon of various members evidences cate-

gores for differentiating types of decisions. But, although the language

listed In TaBle 3.1 is a rich original source, this table by itself is not

I
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sufficient for empirically examining the first proposition. The general

statements reveal, Broadly, that members do indeed employ distinctions

among votes. But, their general commnents lack equivalenc~e and standard-

izations. Not every respondent reflected on the same issue dimensions.

Th=z, the short, closed-answer' questions are, for our purposes, a more

valid and thorough test of the first proposition. With these questions,

each respondtent was asked to define the issue at hand on the basis of

certain standardized dimensions.

2. A Test Among Specific questions.

As noted in Chapter II1, very specific questions were asked on

each sampled vote to gain, in the style of Cobb and Elder, members'

perceptions of the issue dimensions of complexity, technicality, con-

troversiality, salience, political cost, visibili~ty, and routineness.

Additionally, after pretesting the questionnaire and after a number of

In-depth conversations with members, it was felt that Inclusion of

questions concerning constituency awareness, intensity of member feelings,

major/minor status, toughness, and degree of thought put into the vote

by the member was advisable given that members themselves seem to dif-

ferentiate on the basis of these dimensions.

The aggregate responses to the specific questions for the sampled

votes are displayed in Table 3.2. As can be noted, there are a number

of missing cases with regard to each dimension. This is especially true

with regard to dimensions concerning major status, constituency awareness,

toughness, and thought, all of which were added after the study was under-

hway. These were Included, however, because members kept using them to
distinguish votes.
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Table 3.2

Member Aggregate Responses to Specific Questions Concerning Their
Perceptions of Issue Characteristics

For All Sampled Votes

a) Do you feel this is a cornplex issue?
No 63% Yes 31% ON -346)

b) Do you feel this is a ý,'echnical issue?
No 63% Yas 37% (N- 343)

A, c) is there a lot of conflict and disagreement on this?
No 47% Yei 53 (N -347)

d) Is thisa maorvote?
No 33% Yes 67% aN 210)

e)' Is this vote imrtn to the people of your-district?
No 49% Yes51% (N n 335)

f) Are your constituents aware of it?
No 57% Yes 43 -~Mass electorate--39%, affected only--4%)

g) Did you get a lot of mail on it?

No 876% Yes I4% (N a348)

I) is this something which might affect your reelecntion?
No 76% Yes 25% (N a 339)

J) Is, this something on which you have strong eelings?
---- --- No 53% Yes 47% __(N -21"_ ________

k) Is this a routine issue for you?
No 31 %_ _T~es 69% (N u347)

1.) Did you put a lot of thuh into it?
No 56% Yes 44f N 4

m) Is this a tough decisiorn?
No 79% Yes 21% (N -248)
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In a general way, responses to the specific questions show that

most members are able to differentiate among issues on the basis of

these dimensions. Throughout the interviews, most members were able to

understand the bases of comparison and to use them in distinguishing

..issues. The distributions in Table 3.2 reveal that members feel that some

decisions have certain characteristics, while others do not. For example,

sixty-three percent of all decisions were considered complex, while, in

thirty-seven percent of the interviews, members defined a vote as non-

complex. Such findings seem to i:dicate that specific questions tap

meaningful issue dimensions within the Congress.

When the responses to the specific questions are arrayed by the

different votes covered by this study, as displayed in Table 3.3, it is

clear that members do indeed differentiate among votes with perceptual

issue characteristics. There, the percent responding yes to questions

concerning specific "issue characteristics" is arrayed according to the

studied votes. Questions for which insufficient data are available due

'.to either late inclusion of the question or lack of response during inter-

view sessions are labeled N/A for 'not applicable."

The data in Table 3.3 show that on each dimension, members rated

some votes high and some low. For example, with regard to complexity,

votes on the EPA, Arab Boycott, Energy Department, Countercyclical,

the Budget Resolution, and Clean Air were perceived as complex by at least

sixty percent of the respondents, while ten percent or less rated
The House Assassination Committee, Snow Removal, Foreign Aid Amendment,

and Pay Raise votes as complex. With regard to conflict, certain votes

were perceived as highly controversial (Ethics, Common Situs, House

IA
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Assassinations, Debt Coilection, Energy Department, Budget I, Clean Air,

H•yde, Hatch, Water Projects and Pay Raise). Other votes were low in

conflict, such as those that underwent prefloor compromising CTax,

Rhodesian Chrome, Goverment Reorganization, Arab Boycott, and Budget I1),

those votes that appeared to be uncontroversial at the committee level

(NASA, FAA, EPA, Romanian Earthquake, Public Works, Community Development,

and School Lunch), and those that appeared to be widely supported floor

changes to committee bills (the Goldwater Amendment, Miller Amendment,

and Saccharin).

At the very least Table 3.3 reveals that, in a political sense,

members distinguish between votes such as VLhics, Common Situs, Strip

Mining, Public Works, Community Development, the Budget, Clean Air, Hyde,

Hatch, Water Projects, and Pay Raise, which they rate high-on salience,

major status, conflict, renomination and reelection potential, awareness,

mail, toughness, and thought; and votes such as the Nuclear Navy, Goldwater

Amendment, NASA, FAA, Romanian Earthquake, Debt Collection, Snow Removal,

Marine Mammal, Foreign Aid, and School Lunch -that are not rated high on

those characteristics.

A problem with issue characteristics, however, is that not all

dimensions mean the same to all members. Some dimensions are plagued by

potential problems of reliability. Some members found it difficult to

determine If they were being asked to describe their own experience with

the bill or to define the issue "in general." For example, with regard

to "conflict," members asked "in what way?" "Do you mean is it controversial

with me or was it controversial in the House?" Thus with regard to each

dimension It was most important for the interviewer to be as precise as
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possible in order to insure standardization and equivalence. Despite the

effort, each. dimension emerged with a number of slightly different, albeit

related, meanings. To fully explicate member perceptions on each dimension,

Appendix K contains a dimension by dimension discussion.

To conclude the discussion of proposition one, the responses and

data displayed in Table 3.1, Table 3.2 and Table 3.3 strongly argue that

members do indeed perceive *issue differentials" in congressional decision-

making. Thety recognize different kinds of issue characteristics and.

dimensions when discussing votes, verbalize these distinctions, think in

terms of them, and apparently use the distinctions to differentiate

among various votes and decisions. Therefore, we can accept the first

proposition.

B. PROPOSITION 2: Different Legislators Similarly
Perceive Different Kinds of Issues

Data to test this proposition are provided by three sources, two

indirect and one direct. All offer qualified validation of the second

, ~ proposition. They show that members usually define an issue with a high

degree of consensus.

Tables 3.1 and 3.3 permit an indirect test of this proposition.

Table 3.1 reveals that in some instances different legislators

do indeed have the opposite impression of the "issue characteristics" of

the same vote. The Goldwater Amendment is alternatively, but conflictually,

described as "not significant" and "important," Rhodesian Chrome as."simple"

and "technical," Common Situs as "an either for or against issue" and

"complicated--difficult," Debt Collection as "politically visible" and

"low pressure," the Budget as "politically tough" and "simple," Clean Air
/
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as *emotional" and "not emotional,* and the Pay Raise as "not a life and

death matter" and "a fist fight situation." As noted earlier, Congressmen

frequently define a vote in highly partisan terms with such emotionally

charged phrases as "hypocritical," "farce," and "media fabricated," and

------ perhaps it is the case here thata memrber-s stand on a given vote may color

his perception of "the kind of issue at hand." In any event, these general

descriptions gleaned from the open-ended question indicate that some

members will often be at odds in terms of how they describe the issue

characteristics of given votes. But, the point to be emphasized and the

major generalization which can be drawn from Table 3.1 is that,in most

.instances, most members tend to use language that indicates a standardized

conception of the issue.

Table 3.3 provides additional but indirect evidence of some actor

disagrmeeent amidst general concensus concerning issue characteristics.

As noted above, the table displays the percent responding "yes" on various

issue dimensions for each vote studied. By noting the degree of consensus

present in members' perceptions, Table 3.3 can be used to examine the

second proposition. A preponderance of responses that display a greater

than two-thirds/one-thirds split among respondents would provide support

for the second proposition by showing majority agreement concerning -the

description of an issue. A preponderance of close divisions (i.e., those

that approach a fifty-fifty split) would detract from the proposition by

indicating severe disagreement concerning issue definition.

Table 3.3 offers the possibility of 403 cells: thirteen perceptual

questions concerning issue characteristics for each of the thirty-one

studied votes., As noted above, several cells are empty due to either
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late inclusion of a question or insufficient responses to the question

durt.ng interview sessions. The total number of those Blank and labeled

not/applicahle Is fifty-nine. Subtracting these from the potential of

403, leaves 349 cells. Of those, ninety-four, or twenty-three percent,

involve a split closer than two-thirds/one-third, while seventy-seven

percent of the cells Involve at least a two-thirds/one-third split with

many displaying a unanimous response rate. This warrants the conclusion

that in an overwhelming majority of cases (more than three-fourths of the

cells) members exhibited a strong rate of cohesion concerning the specific

characteristics of the issue at hand. Yet almost one-fourth-of the cells

do display a lack of consensus. Agreement in issue definition is present

most often on low-grade issues (Romanian Earthquake, Snow Removal, and

School Lunch) and leasit on hot issues (Saccharin) and those issues that

differentially affected members' districts (Community Development, Water

Projects). Evidently, members are likely to agree concerning what consti-

tutes a low profile issue but disagree as to what constitutes a hot vote.

The specific questions that display the greatest amount of disagreement

are technicality, complexity, and routineness, perhaps indicating dif-

ferences of opinion based on experience and involvement with the issue.

There are few instances of disagreement concerning major status,- awareness,---

mail, and thought, indicating that most members tend to similarly perceive

the configuration of these characteristics 'on the examined issues.

A more direct test of the second proposition is afforded by control

procedures. Employing various background, political situation,

and constituency variables allows for a test of the notion that different

kinds of legislators will have the same perceptions of issue characteristics.

If perceptions are indeed independent of control variables, sufficient
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support would exist for the acceptance-b~f the second proposition. An

opposite finding--t.e., legislator differences strongly related to or

"*-explaintng" perceptions--would strongl militate in favor of this

proposition 's rejection.

-The three Broad categories of c ntrol variables utilized here--

legislator backgrounds, constituency ch racteristics, and member's

political situation--provide a total of twenty different controls. There

are ten ba'kground variables, eight con tituency characteristics, and

three poll ical variables. Table 3.4 1 sts these controls by type and

how they wire operationalized. On the iasis of past legislative research

and/or common sense, each variable seem to offer a possible explanation

of issue characteristic perception.

Relationships between controls 1nd issue characteristics were

C computed on an issue-by-issue basis rather than directly with all responses.

Although the issue-by-issue control pro edure has the dual drawbacks of

large cell numbers and low numbers of respondents in each cell, it offers

a more thorough test of the second proposition.

Control procedures provided an enormity of data. The 403 cells

in Table 3.4, yielded as the product of thirteen questions on each of

S_._.__thirty-one votes, renders a total of 8, 60 tables when controlled by the

twenty variables. Neither space nor em1hasis permit the exhibition of

these displays. A summary of the data Is provided, however, by relying

on the statistic lambda CX 1. Lambda i s a measure of association

for crosstabulations based on nominal-I vel variables." It is an "error

reduction statistic in that it measures the percentage of improvement in

our ability to predict the value of theldependent variable once we know

the value of the independent variable.,' As such, Lambda seems well suited
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Table 3.4

Control Variables and Their Operationalization

Controls Operationalization

(Background variables)

1) party Nnrthern Democrat_
Southern Democrata
Republican

2) length of service Freshman to five years6
Six to eleven years
Twelve years plus

3) Membership on Party Policy Committee Yes
No

4) Americans for Democratic Action (ADA) Scorec Above the mean
Below.the mean

5) Americans for Constitutional Action (ACA) Above the mean
Scoresc Below the mean

6) AFL-CIO Committee on Political Education Above tha mean
(COPE) Scoresc Below the mean

7) Cliamber of Commerce of the United States Above the mean
(CCUS) Scorec Below the mean

8) party unityc'd Above the mean
Below the mean

9) bipartisan supportc'd Above the mean
Below the mean

10) conservative coalitionc'd Above the mean
_Bel o-w the -me-a n

(Constituency Characteristics)

11) percent white collar Above the mean
Below the mean

12) percent owner occupied housing Above the mean
Below the mean

13) percent urban population Above the mean
Below the mean
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Table 3.4--Continued

14) percent of population within Above the mean
metropolitan area (SMSA) Below the mean

15) percent black Above the mean
Below the mean

16) percent earning above $15,000 Above the mean
Below the mean

17) percent earning below low-income level Above the mean
Below the mean

(Political Variables)

18) 1976 election resultse Close
Marginal
Safe

19) switched district status Switch'of party control
No switch of party Control

20) Yea or Nay vote1  Yea
Nay

aThe South is definel as the eleven! states of the confederacy.
b.'rhese categories correspond to Kingdon'sdistinctions. Congressmen's, 291.

CFor the second session of the ninety-fifth Congress.
dFor the first session of the ninety-fifth Congress.

eThere Is no firmly agreed upon measure of what constitutes a "safe,"

"marglnal," and "close" election. Cover and Mayhew in "Congressional
Dynamics" define marginal as a victory under 60%. For our purposes,
the categorizations were based on the distribution of the victory margins
of sampled legislators. A close result is from fifty to fifty-two per-
cent of the vote; marginal is from fifty-two to fifty-five; and safe is
fifty-si-x percent plus. __............___.......

f.ea or nay were coded from the Congressional quarterly Weekly Report of
House, roll call votes. The sources of data for these controls can be
found on pp. 63-64 of this dissertation.
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to a test of proposition 2 in that a) the data from the questionnaire,

the votes, and the ctegorized control variables are nominal level data

and El to test proposition 2 it is necessary to know the extent to which

knowledge of a member's background, constituency, or political charac-

teristics will predict his responses to questions concerning the issue

characteristics of each vote.

The only drawback in using Lambda--or for that matter any cor-

relation coefficient-'as a control for issue definition when arrayed by

votes with small sample sizes is that many cells will be blank. Indeed

twenty-nine percent of the possible 8,000 tables are blank--i.e., the

small sample numbers when controlled left this many cells vacant due to

the lack of representatives having the ascriptive qualities for which

control was made. Although these Lambda controls employed by vote may be

an imperfect test for intervening effects, they seem to be the only

possible ones. At the very least they give a rough measure of basic

tendencies in control variable influence.

Lambda coefficients range from 1.00 "which occurs when prediction

can be made without error, i.e., when each independent variable category

is associated with a single category on the independent variable," to zero

which signifies . no Improvement in prediction." 8

-Here, the computed Lambda are quite low. They show that for most . .

control distributions, different categories of members perceive an issue

similarly. When using the rather low figure of .50 as the "bottom line"

coefficient of significant relationships (i.e., half the configuration in

the dependent variable is accounted for by the independen': variable) only

six percent of the 5,723 resulting tables have a Lambda of .50 or above.

The overwhelming majority of tables have a zero coefficient. Few have one
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of 1.aa. What this indicates, by way of generalization, is that in

* ninety-four percent of.the tables yielded from the cross-tabulation of

issue characteristic questions on each of the thirty-one votes, with
twenty variables controlled for, members' definitions of the kind of

issue at hand are independent of various distinctions among legislators

allowed for by these controls. In other words, different kinds of members

do not substantially define votes differently. Predictions of how a

member will define an issue are not measurably improved by knowing 'his

background, constituency, or district political situation.

Although these findings give overwhelming support to the second

proposition, they do not warrant its complete acceptance. Of the twenty

controls, the ones having the greatest number of significant Lambda are

party, length of service, election results, Switch status, percent SMSA,

Sand policy committee membership. Twenty-two percent of all available

distributions by length of service. havet-Lambda ranginj from

.50 to 1.00. Nine percent of the party and policy committee member

arrays, eight percent of those controlled by election result and percent

SMSA, and seven percent of those controlled for switch status also have

significant coefficients. In comparison, the other controls have only a

handful (six percent or less) of significant Lambda out of all possible

distributions. What this means is that party, policy member status,

election results, switch status, percentage SMSA, and especially length

of service sometimes do exert an influence on how a member perceives the

kind of issue a given vote involves.

It should be noted that the issue dimensions on which significant

Lambda were most frequently observed are complexity, technicality, thought,

and .3eling, indicating that differences in the perception of these charac-

teristics are somewhat attributable to control variables. The fewest
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relationships with controls were observed with regard to mail and major

status. Evidently, members' perceptions of the volume of inail and major

status are unrelated to the control variables. The votes on which signifi-

cant Lambda were most frequently observed are EPA, FAA, Romanian Earth-

quake, Strip Mining, and Hatch. On these votes there was the highest

degree of unanimity concerning issue definition. On the Hyde vote and

House Assassinations, Miller Amendment, Marine Mammal Protection, and the

Water Projects, control variables accoufted for the fewest differences.

S--Before concluding the discussion of proposition 2, severol sub-

_.ypotheses should be entertained as a tangential test of the proposition.

The general literature of legislative behavior and legislative decision-

making, conversations with members, and common sense imply some basic

relationships between certain background, constituency and political

G variables and issue definition. These hypotheses might be grouped as

follows: Those involving the position of the member within Congress, those

Involving ideological extremity of members, those involving the situation

of electoral security within which the legislator finds himself, and those

involving the legislator's stand on the issue.

There are two reasonable hypotheses concerning the status of

members within the Congress. First, members serving on the parent com-

mittee of a piece of legislation, due to their expertise and involvement,

will define issues differently in comparison to those not on the committee.

Second, new members, having less experience in legislative matters and

perhaps reflecting more recent electoral trends, will look at issues dif-

ferently than more experienced Congressmen.
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It also seems reasonable to expect that legislators with greater

.ideological extremity will define issues differently than those not

exhibiting such excessiveness, the reason being that extreme or "avid"

legislators might tend to see more issues as "hot" or "high profile."

A reasonable hypothesis regarding the political security of

Congressmen is that those experiencing such insecurity might perceive

constituency salience, awareness, mail, and renomination and reelection

effects at a higher rate than those not suffering from such insecurity.

Finally, it seems reasonable to expect that whether a member

votes yea or nay on a given vote will affect how he thinks of it, especially

its major status, how tough he thinks it is, and how much thought he puts

into it.

To test these hypotheses, the responses on perceptual issue char-

acteristics were cross-tabulated according to whether or not the member

was on the committee, member length of service, mean-based dichotomization

of ADA and ACA scores for Second Session of the Ninety-fourth Congress,

trichotomized results from the 1976 elections, switch district status, and

yea or nay voting position. The cross-tabulations were made regardless

of vote, the rationale being that a straight test of these hypotheses

did not require "vote controls" for a direct examination. 1<
None of the Lambda for these cross-tabulations proved significant.

None even reached the .50 level, indicating that these various independent

variables had little explanatory impact in accounting for dependent

variable configuration. Yet, a close look at the distribution of percent-

ages In the cross-tabulations reveals several tendencies that offer

pause in completely rejecting the impact of these variables on issue per-

ception and definition.
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Table 3.5, A through F list the more noteworthy displays. These

re eal that there are linear relationships In the directions predicted

by the hypotfieses.

Part A of Table 3.5 shows the breakdown of responses by committee

me bership. As can be s3en there, committee members are more likely than

th se not on the committee to view legislation that emerges from the

mi•ttee as complex and technical, and as involving conflict, salience,

c stituency awareness, non-routineness, and thought. Thus, membership on

t relev, ant committee does affect the way a member views legislation before

hin on the floor.

Part B reveals that the longer one is in Congress the more often

he will view legislation as being non-complex and non-technical, non-

cr flictual, and as lacking constituency awareness, mail, reelection

effects, anJ toughness. Obviously, members feel that the more issues are

seen and grappled with the easier they are. Salience presents an inter-i • I
esting curvilinear relationship. Both freshmen and seniors seem to

co sidtr legislation as salient at a higher rate than those with moderate

lengths of service. Regardless of linearity or curvilinearity, these

distributions, show some influence of length of service on issue definition.

"The displays in part C exhibit several instances in which ACA

scores are related to issue definition. Although there are only a few

instances of relationship and although no relationships were found -

between ADA scores and issue definition, these data show that those with

less avidness (below the ACA mean for sampled votes) define legislation,

less frequently in terms of salience, awareness, mail, and thought but,

paradoxically, more in terms of personal feeling.
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Table 3.5

Cross-tabulation of Responses to Questions Concerning Issue
Characteristics with Selected Control Variables

A. Noteworthy Cross-tabui'tWons of Issue Characteristics with Comnittee
Membership

Cofrinittee Member
All Respondents

Yes No

% Yes Complexity 50% 35% 37%
% Yes Technicality 50 -37 ---- 37

% Yes Conflict 29 56 53
% Yes Salience 75 58 51
% Yes Aware 100 47 43
% Yes Routine 50 72 69
% Yes Thought 100 39 44

B. Noteworthy Cross-tabulations of Issue Characteristics with Length

of Service

Freshman 2-5 Years 6-11 years 12+ years All
% Yes Conplexity 53% 49% 16% 10% 37%

% Yes Technicality 51 41 26 27 37
% Yes Conflict 61 54 49 46 53
% Salience 61 44 54 57 51
% Yes Aware --- 59 .... 43 43. 4t 25 43
% Yes Mail 22 10 19 04 13
% Yes Reelection 34 22 27 16 25
% Yes Routine 55 71 68 77 69
% Yes Tough 29 22 19 13 21

PA" oe w I
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Table 3.5--Continued

C. Noteworthy Cross-tabulations of Issue Characteristics with Mean-Based
Dichotomization of ACA Scores, 2nd Session, 94th Congress

ACA Scores
All Respondents

Below Average -_Above Average .

% Yes Salience .44% 57% 51%
% Yes Aware .36 48 43
% Yes Mail 09 16 13

1 %Yes -Feeling 51 44 -. 47
% Yes Thought 40 49 44

D. Noteworthy Cross-Tabulations of Issue Characteristics with Trichot-
"omization of Election Results

Election Results'
All Respondents

Close Marginal Safe

% Yes Conflict 70% 57% 51% 53%
% Yes Major 77 71 66 67
% Yes Salience 60 41 52 51
% Yes Routine 55 67 70 69
% Yes Feeling 72 39 46 47
% Yes Thought 100 00 47 44

@U
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Table 3.5--Continued

E. Noteworthy Cross-tabulations of Issue Characteristics with "Switch"
District Status

S... . ... ... . .. .... .......................... .t Switch District . .. .. . . . ... ...................... .SwteDs trAll Respondents
,Yes No

% Yes Major. 85% 66% 67%
I Yes Salience 72 50 51
%.Yes Aare 67 41 43
% Yes Mail 38 12 13
% Yes Renomination 52 22 24
% Yes Reelection 52 29 25
% Yes Feeling 63 46 47
% Yes Thought 17 47 44

F. Noteworthy Cross-tabulations of Issue Characteristics with "Yay or Nay"
Position

Position. " • ~All Respondents

Nay Yay

% Yes Conflict 65% 48% 53%
% Yes Feeling 52 43 47
% Yes Thought 57. 39 44

"J

/Classification by election result is based on 1976 election results ac-
cording to the following categories: Close = 50% to 52% of the vote,
marginal is from 52% to 55%; and safe is 56% plus.
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The cross-tabulations in part D are most interesting. They show

that those experiencing a close raca in the last election define issues'

more In terms of conflict, major status, feeling, and thought, and less in

terms of routineness than those from safe districts. With regard to

salience, a curvilinear relationship exists revealing that salience is

perceived by legislators from both close and safe districts.

The data in part E show that there are meaningful differences in

issue definition between those representing a "switch" district and those

serving a district in which there has been no change In party control.

Those from switch districts are more likely to see legislation as major,

salient, and involving constituency awareness, mail, renomination and re-

election effects, and personal feeling. These arrays substantiate the

thesis put forth by Strain, Keefe and Ogul, 10 Fiorina, 11 and Brady and

Lynn 12 that legislators from a "switch" district are very different in

their behavior and, implicitly, outlook than those not from such a district.

Most telling are responses on feeling and thought which show that members

from "switch" districts exhibit a) stronger feelings on legislation than

those from continuously controlled districts and b) less thought (or

perhaps more knee jerk reaction), perhaps indicating that marginal repre-

sentatives do not ". -.. adopt moderate, compromise -positions aimed at------

pleasing all sorts of the constituency."13 Instead, to reiterate Fiorina,

". .. the data support the argument based on the model . . . that marginal

Srepresentatives align with the stronger group." 14

Finally, section F shows three noteworthy relationships between

nay/yea position and issue definition. Members voting nay tend to ascribe

conflict, feeling, and thought at a higher rate than those who vote yea.
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To conclude the discussion of.proposition 2, the foregoing

analysis indicates that, on the basis of data gathered by the questions

of this study, how a member perceives and defines an issue is strongly

determined by the kind of vote at hand rather týan by various background,

constituency and district political character stics. Most members view

the same kind of issue similarly. Yet, the data show evidence that

several variables--most notably length of service, committee membership,

* party, and electoral security--have some impact on issue definition. Thus,

Salthough most Congressmen will tend to see the same issue in the same way--

indicating different patterns of Issue characteristics--how a specific

member defines a vote may be colored not only by issue contexts in .Congress

but also, at times, by his partisanship, status in the legislature, dis- .

trict political situation, and involvement with the bill itself. With

C this qualification, proposition 2 can be accepted.

C. PROPOSITION 3: Issue Characteristics Will Factor Together

Interviews with members reveal that they often link certain

issue characteristics with other issue characteristics, with a strong

underlying inference that various characteristics cluster together along

the lines of hot and low profile dimensions. Indicative of this are the

quotations exhibited in Table 3.6.

To examine the veracity of the relationships posited by proposi-

tion 3 and, as noted above, implied both in writings that emphasize

the contextual nature of decisioh-making and by statements such as

"Kingdon's that "... the volume of the mail is clearly related to issue

salience . .. , a series of correlations were run among various

indicators of issue characteristics. As noted in Chapter II, three
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Table 3.6

Members' Quotations Concerning Relationships
Between Issue Characteristics

"Major legislation is always controversial."
"Controversial votes are ones that are close."
"Usually if they're not controversial, there are not strong feelings on it."
"Because it's not controversial it can't affect rnelection."
"New directions in policy are 'major' and a 'major issue can cause you

election problems."
"A non-routine issue is one. that gets a lot of attention."
"Tough votes are those involving policy changes."
"Tough votes have a lot of technical provisions."
"Tough votes are emotional and conflictual."
"A routine vote is not major."
"A minor issue is routine."
"Routineness and publicity are inversely related, because nonpublicized

issues are routine."
"Anon-routine issue is an emotional one."
"Constituents are usually aware of Issues that are important to them."
"The Budget is too complex a matter for Congressmen to be aware of."
"Anytime a lot of money is involved it is major."
"Saccharin is major, because it was publicized."
"Old issues don't seem as complex and technical, because we have already

seen them."

------
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broad categories of issue characteristics indicators were employed:

"perceptual," "objective, legislative background," and "researcher

subjective." As will be recalled, perceptual indicators are those

utilized as questions in the questionnaire. "Objective, legislative

background" indicators are those gleaned from public documents and other

printed sources. "Researcher subjective" indicators are subjective

Judgments made by the researcher concerning the degree of change, newness

and specificity an issue is thought to entail. By way of summary, Table

3.7 lists the various indicators and how they were operationalized. Tje

precise classification of each of the sampled votes on each of the obj

tive and subjective dimensions is contained in Appendix C.

The correlations of issue characteristics involved six separate

comparisons: (1) intercorrelations of perceptual indicators, (2) inter-

correlations of objective indicators (3) intercorrelations of subjective

indicators, (4) correlations of perceptual and subjective indicators,

(5) correlations of subjective and objective indicators, and (6) cor-

relations of perceptual and objective characteristics.

If the third proposition is valid, there should be strong,

posi Ye correlations among the indicators, signifying a high degree of

Ssymmery along the lines of a hot/low profile continuum. In other words,

" the presumed hot values of all indicators should be highly intercor-

related and the presumed low profile values of ali indicators should be

highly intercorrelated. For example, complexity should correlate highly

with technicality, no mail, and non-major status, while non-complexity

should be associated with non-technicality, mail, and major status. A

vote that passes by a slim margin should be related to a close committee

vote, a minority report, mention in CQ, disunity in the House Democratic

ai,

I ____
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-Table 3.7 .

Issue Characteristics and Their Operationalizationa

,Characteristic Operationalization

(Perceptual Dimensions)
Complexity Yes .LP)b

No H)c
Technicality Yes CLP)

No (H)
Conflict Yes --.(pH) .

No (LP)
MaJor Status Yes (H)

No (LP)
Salience Yes (H)

No VIP1
Aware Yes &)

No (LP)
SMail Yes H)

No LiP)

Renomination Yes (H)
No (LP)

Reelection Yes H
No )

Routine Yes (H)
No (LP)

Feeling Yes ,H)
No (LP)

Tough Yes (H)
.. No (.....

Thought Yes (H)
No (LP)

(ObJective Dimensions)
Type of Ruled Open (LP)

Modified open U
Closed CH)

Margin of Rule Adoption Below Average (H)t Above Average LP)
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Table 3.7-:-Continued

Margin of Final Passage Defeated (0-49% of the Vote) (H)
Close (tO% to 68% of the Vote (H)
Comfortable (69%+ of the Vote (LP)

Margin of Committee Passage Below Average (H)
Above Average LP)

Presence of a Minority Report Yes (H)
NO (LP)

Ment-ion in PtxBox Score Yes
No )

Mention as n Story Yes ()
No LP)

Mention in Washington Post Box Score Yes(H
No (LP)

Story in Washington Post Yes H

Rolt of Congress InitiationH(ModificationRatification ILP)

Time of Policy Coverage Below Average EL?)
"Above Average -"

Democratic Party Unity Below Average (H)
Above Average{LP)

Republican Party Unity Below Average ýL)
Above Average P)

Index of Likeness Below Average (H)
Above Average (LP)

. Amendment Over Conmi•ttee Objection No (LP)Yes (H)

Democratic Policy Coamittee Endorsements No LP)
Yes (H)

Republican Policy Committee Endorsements No (LP)
Yes (H)

Mention as Major Issue in the Polls No (LP)
Yes (H)

Amount of Money Involved Below Average (LP)
Above Average(H)

Presidential Involvement No (LP)
Yes (H)
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Table 3.7-.Continued

(Researcher/Subjective Dimensions)

Newness Yes H)
No (LP)

Specificity Yes (LP)
- No )

K. Change Yes (H)
No LP)

aRefer to Table 2., (p. ) for elaboration concerning .......
Indications of issue characteristics

b LP a Presumed low profile characteristic

CH a Presumed not characteristic

dclosed - no amendments allowed

Modified open - only committee member can offer amendments or
only entire sections, no provisions can be substituted.

Open = no restrictions on source or object of amendment

k"Npl i r"1I I01
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party, and a large policy change. A vote that passes by a comfortable

margin should be related to a wide margin in the committee, no minority

report, no mention in ýq, and a relatively high degree of cohesion among

House Democrats.

The resulting correlations do not provide-support for the third

proposition. The intercorrelations among all Issue characteristics and

the procedures through which they were computed are presented in

Appendix 0.

These results detract from proposition 3 in two ways.

First, only a fraction of the correlations are significant. Only

nineteen percent of all the correlations are of moderate (.30) strength

or above. Table 3.8 presents the significant intercorrelations among

perceptual characteristics. Table 3.9 presents the significant inter-

correlations among objective characteristics. The significant correlations

between objective and subjective characteristics are displayed in Table

3.10,while Table 3.11 exhibits correlations between perceptual and ob-

jective issue characteristics. Only twenty-six percent of the inter-

correlations among perceptual indicators are significant. Thirty-seven

percent of the intercorrelations among objective indicators are signifi-

cant. Twenty-one percent of the correlations between objective and sub-

.ective indicators are significant,* while only six percent of the correla- --

tions between perceptual and objective indicators are meaningful. There

are no significant intercorrelatlons among subjective indicators nor any

significant correlations between perceptual and subjective indicators.

These scant findings do not indicate a high level of multicollinearity

among various indicators of issue characteristics. Issue characteristics

are only infrequently associated. Members' perceptions of one charac-

teristic are unrelated to their perceptions of other characteristics.
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Table 3.8

Significant Intercorrelations Among Perceptual Characteristics

Confirming Proposition 3 Disconfirming Proposition 3
/

Strong Positive Correlations (.50+): Strong Negative Correlations (-.50+):
Complex and Technical Routine and Complex
Salience and Reelection Routine and Technical
Renomination and Reelection

Moderate Correlations (.30 to .49): Moderate Corrlations C-.3. to .491:
* Major Status and Conflict Thought and Complex

Tough and Conflict Thought and Routine
Salience and Major
Reelection and Salience
Renomination and Aware
Mail and Aware Low Correlations Among Hot
Reelection and Aware Characteristics
Thought and.Aware Major and Tough
Renomination and Mail Mail and Major
Reelection and Mail Tough and Salience
Thought and Mall
Reelection and Renomination
Thought and Renomination

, Thought and Reelection
Thought and Tough

Weak Correlations Between Hot and
Low Profile Characteristics

/
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Table 3.9

Significant Intercorrelations Among
Objective Characteristics

Confirming Proposition 3 Disconfirming Proposition 3

Strong Positive Correlations (.5L:): Strong Negative Correlations (-.50+):
Rule and Rule Margin Rule and Republican Unity
Democratic Unity and Margin of Rule and Time Frame

Passage. CO Box Score and Margin of
'.-Committee Vote and Margin of, Passage

Passage Amendment over Committee and
CO Story and Margin of Passage Republican Unity.
$_shington Post Story and Rule and Presidential Involvement

Margin of assage Margin of Passage and
Committee Vote and Index of Presidential Involvement

Likeness
Washlngton Post Story and CQ Story
Washngton Post Box Score and Money
CQ Box Score and Democratic Policy

AML Endorsements Moderate Negative Correlations
Rule and Republican Policy C-.30 to .491:

Endorsements CO Story and Rule
Democratic Policy and Republican Rshington Post Story and Rule

Policy Endorsements _.ox Score and Index of
Washington Post Story and Likeness

Washington Post Box Score Margin of Passage and Money
Index of Likeness and Money
Conittee Vote and Money
Democratic Unity and Presidential

Involvement
Amendment over Committee and

Presidential Involvement
Polls and Presidential

Involvement

-Large Number of Small Correlations
-Thirty low, Negative Correlations
-Positive Relationship Between
Time frame and Rule Margin

4,r
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Table 3.9--Continued

*Confthmin• Prop~osition 3

Moderate Correlations (.30-to .49): -

Margin of Passage and Rule CO Story and Democratic Policy
Republican Unity and Rule Margin -Endorsement
Committee Vote and Rule Margin Washington Post Box Score and

.Washinton Post Box Si.'ce and Democratic Policy Endorsement
Rul1e argin. Rule Margin and Republican Policy

Index of Likeness and Margin of Endorsement
Passage Minority Report and Rep blican Party

Index of Likeness and Democratic Endorsement
Unity Rule and Mention in Polls

Committee Vote and Democratic Unit, -,Index of Likeness and M ntion in Polls
SC Story and Committee Vote Minority Report and Nen ion in Polls.

Story and Minority Report Presidential Involvemen and Money
WVshington Post Story and Minority Democratic Policy Endorsement and Money

Report Republican Policy Endorsement and Money
-c Box Score and Washington Post Box Polls and Democratic Policy Endorsement

Score Washington Post Story an~d Democrat ic
Washington Post Story and ýj Box Score Policy Endorsement
Time Frame and CQ Box Score
Washinton Post Box Score and aQ. Story
minority Report and Money
CO Story and Money
Republican Unity and Presidential

Involvement
Washington Post Box Score and Presiden-tial Invol'vement ' p
Time Frame and Pres 4dential Involvement
Rule and Steering and Policy Endorsement
Committee Vote - Democratic Policy

Endorsements
Minority Report and Steering

and Policy Endorsements
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Table 3.10

Significant Correlations Between Objective and
Subjective Issue Characteristics

Confirming Proposition 3 Disconfirming Proposition 3

String Positive Correlations (.50+): Moderate Negative Correlations
(-,.30 to .49):

Rule and Specificity Margin of Passage and Newness
Change and Washington Post Story Democratic Unity and Newness

CO Box Score and Specificity
-M4oderate Positive Correlations Democratic Policy Eadorsement

(.30 to .49): and Specificity
Democratic Policy Endorsemeit. Republican Policy Endorsement

and Newness and Specificity
CaStory and Change
ashington Post Story and Change

Democratic Policy Endorsement
and Change
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Table 3.11

Significant Correlations between Perceptual and
O5Jective Issue Characteristics

Confttming Proposition 3 Disconfirming Proposition 3

Strong Positive Correlations (.50+): Many Low Correlations

Conflict and Margin of Passage
Mail and Margin of Passage
Tough and Margin of Passage

Moderate Positive Correlations (.30
to .49)

Salience and Rule
Reelection and Rule
Aware and Margin of Passage
Reelection and Margin of Passage
Feeling and Margit of Passage
Tough and Democratic Unity
Major and Minority Report
Conflict and Washington Post

Box Score
Conflict and Washington Post Story
Major and Money
Major and Presidential Involvement -"'

Major and Democratic Policy Endorsement
Mail and Rule

Negative Correlations between Objective
Indicators and a) Complexity,
b) Technicality, and c) Routineness

-- - -- -
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Objective characteristics do not neatly factor together. Perceptions

are not strongly related to objective and subjective characteristics.

Second, the significant correlations yield contradictory evidence.

Tables 3.8 through 3.11 show that although there are many findings that

confirm proposition 3 , many'of thesignificant findingsare discdnfirmlng, in*.----,--

that they show relationships between presumably hot and low profile

categories.

To conclude the discussion of proposition 3, no definite synoptic,

issue characteristics differential was discovered. Perceptual, objective,

and subjective indicators do not neatly clump together in arrays of hot

and low-grade dimensions. Many of the relationships are configured in

the direction predicted by proposition 3, but many are not. This argues

that, although there are obviously some relationships among some indi-

Scators, most indicators should be considered separately. Thus, the third

proposition is rejected. Yet, this does not preclude testing for a

conditional effect among member decision behavior. Following in the

footsteps of Froman and Ripley, in our subsequent searches for variation.

in cognitive map, each issue characteristic "for analytical purposes will

be considered . . . in isolation." 16  But also like Froman and Ripley,

an effort will be made at the conclusion of this work to specify the

interrelationships among the various factors.

0. Summary and Conclusion

Each year, members of Congress face at least 750 roll call votes

on the floor of the U.S. House. What this chapter conclusively demon-

strates is that memfbers.neither lump all of these issues together by

viewing each in the same fashion nor consider each vote a separate,
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discrete, unique occurrence, Instead, they develop categorizations and

classificatory schemes with which they differentiate among various

broad types of legislation. [In other words, they identify different

decision settings. Some votes are controversial;'others are non-conflictual.

Some votes are tough; others are simple. Some votes are emotional, visible,

and atypical; others ar non-emotional, non-visible, and typical. Some

votes Involve intense political pressure; others are devoid of pressure.

There are routine votes, recurring votes, monumental and watershed votes,

and votes of conscience~.

Students of liglslative behavior have long hinted at the fact *that

legislators may ve~ry, '.iell view different kinds of legislation differently,

but, for the most p:rt, these differences have been-linked to~differences

~ in the formal legislative backgrounds of bills and are usually captured

by analysts with parliamentary distinctions such as private bill, unani-.

mous consent agreement, public bill, revenue bill, et~c.* However, recent

/ authors, such as McFarland who differentiates between critical and routine
issues,1  call attention to distinctions among pieces of legislation in

terms of the issue characteristics with which votes are perceived and

defined.

What this chapter shows is that members themselves differentiate

among votes with general conceptions, or what have been referred to as

nomothetic concepts. This has been demonstrated by both responses to a

general question asking members to describe the kind of issue at hand

and in their differentiation of votes on the basis of various, specific

perceptual dimensions. Although not all members were in agreement con-

cerning the specific characteristics of each vote, most defined the issue

similarly. This chapter has also shown, howeve.r, that a member's background,
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experience in the legislature a d with the bill, and district political

situation may color and affect-tis perception of issues. But, in most

cases, issue definition is inde endent of such intervening variables.

Contrary to the expecta ions of many conditional authors, data

displayed here do not show a hi h degree of interrelationship among issue

characteristics. Indicators do not linearly clump together in neat

clusters of issue contexts as many authors have presumed. Evidently,

i......-ers -perceptions of one dimension are unrelated to their perceptions

of 6thers. Although there is some relationship among characteristics in

_terms of a hot/low profile contituum, there are numerous instances where

a relationship does not appear or where there is association in the

direction opposite our expectations. As such, subsequent analysis will

treat each indicator as a separate factor.

The task at hand, then, is to determine if the variations in issue

defitition noted here in the test of ancillary hypotheses are meaning-

fully associated with patterned 1ifferences in members' cognitive map.

In essence, what follows is the use of issue characteristics as indepen-

dent,.variables. The fact that different members will often perceive

issues differently provides Justification for examining the relationships

between perceptual characteristi s and decision-making behavior. By

correlating perceptual characteristics with decision-making behavior, one

is actually searching for decisin-making patterns on the basis of the

member's definition of the kind f issues at hand.

Although beyond the scopf of this investigation, it is strongly

felt here that attention also should be placed on the importance of

employing and understanding issue dimensions as dependent variables. Al-

thoqgh we tangentially explored for correlates and mediating factors of
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issue definition, much needs to be done along these lines so that students

of Congress will have a better understanding of how members come to

classify legislation.

Finally, our examination of Intercorrelations among indicators

has afforded a unique opportunity, albeit a limited one, for utilizing

.congressional documents and publications. Such resources appear pregnant

with possibilities for the -congressional researcher.



CHAPTER IV

THE CONDITIONAL NATURE OF CONGRESSIONAL
COMMUNICATIONS

Actors both external and internal to the legislature attempt to

influence congressional decision-.making. Congressional party leaders,

interest groups, the President, bureaucrats, staff members, and constit-

uents, as well as other members, make deliberate attempts to shape

congressional outcomes. In an effort to study lobbying, political

scientists have focused on communications within the Congress. They

have examined who Congressmen hear from or pay attention to as they

attempt to reach a decision on a floor vote. Their research has sup-

ported two major conclusions. First, for most votes, Congressmen hear

from few sources to which they actually pay attention. As Dexter has

emphasized, "A Congressman hears most often from those who agree with

him." 2 Second, In Kingdon's words, ... fellow Congressmen appear to

be the most important influence on voting decision, followed by )nstit-

uency.*
3

The purpose of this chapter is to investigate the condit nal

nature of these conclusions. First, there will be a brief intro uction

that will distinguish between communications and other aspects of member

decision-making. This will be followed by a series of general statements,

supported by this research, concerning congressional communications.

Finally, in an effort to test the conditional theory, members' communica-

tions will be examined both on a vote-by-vote basis and according to

variations in issue characteristics.

137
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Two propositions will he tested in this chapter. The first,

proposition 4, is: The volume (number) of dnumunications a member receives

varies according to the kind of issue at hand. Hot political issues are

related to a high volume of communications, while low profile decisions involve

low volume communications. The second, proposition 5, is: the actors

from whom a member hears vary according to the kind of decision at hand.

Low profile issues generate input from very narrow sources, usually only

those affected by the decision. Hot issues involve broader input from

many different actors. Both propositions are reasonable deductions from

the contextual approach to legislative decision-making.

A. Congressional Communications:
The Member's Force Field

To understand congressional communications, political scientists

have used Kingdon's concept of "field of forces," Lowi's notion of "policy

arenas," and Ripley and Franklin's "policy relationships." All of these

focus on who members hear from or turn to in the course of making up their

minds on floor votes.

The force field or policy arena of a member refers to incoming

communications received by the member from the political environment. As

a concept, force field focuses on all the meaningful inputs a member con-

siders on a policy question.

A member's force field connotes an aspect of a member's decision

process that is different from information sources, decision rules, and

role. As a measure of input, force field is the component of a member's

cognitive map that gives the broadest possible picture of a Congressman's

policy relationships. It refers to all those people that the member feels

7

7
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made an attempt to influence him and to whom he paid attention when de-

ciding. It includes all the:fattors relevant to the member's'decision. Also,

force field is a good indication of lobbying activity in Congress. In

comparison, information sources and decision rules, as components of

cognitive map, pertain to the member's selective use of other actors.

Information sources are those actors that members rely on for learning

the facts of i. bill. Determinants are those actors that a member relies

on as a decision aid or shortcut. Role is the member's'general conception

of bow a particular decision relates to the member's overall perspective

on representation. Table 4.1 summarizes the differences between force

field and these other components of cognitive map.

General Observations

On the basis ofthis research, two general conclusions can be

r drawn with regard to the communications that members receive ccncerning

legislative matters.

First, the average volume of communications that a member can

recall paying attention to on given votes is quite low. For the 361

x decisions studied here, the average was three contacts per vote. Table

•- .- 4.21s a frequency distribution of the volume of communications. As

noted there, for eight percent of the decisions studied, members did not

receive any input. For only a small proportion of decisions did members

recall more than six communications.

Second, staff, constituents and other members are the actors

most frequently mentioned by members as providing noteworthy input to

congressional decision-making. Provided in Table 4.3 are the percentage
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Table 4.1

Four Components of the Member's Cognitive Map

-Component Decision-Making Aspect

Force Field/Policy Arena Communications Input--Attempts
to influence to. which member
pays attention in making a.
decision

Information Sources Actors/Sources from which member
learns about the factual aspect
of a bill

Determinants Actors/Decision Rules on which
members rely when making a
decision

Role Broad Philosophical Perspective
with which members observe the
representational aspects of
a bill

......
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Table 4.2

Frequency Distribution of Volume of Communications: the Percentage of
Interviews in which MemBers Mentioned Various Numbers

of Communications

.NumBer of Communications Percent of Total

0 8%
_ 1 15

2 17
"3 19

4 14
S5 .15

6 8

7 1
8 1

91

/
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Tahle 4.3

Percentage of the Interviews in which Each Actor was M4entioned by
Members in Response to the Question *Who Did You Hear

From, fty Attention to. Consider Concerning
This Decision?*

'ActorResponses

'Conjittee Chairman 20%
Ranking Minority 3
Commuittee Members '36
State Delegation 31
Party Leader 13
Other Congressmen 36
Commtittee Staff 5
Personal Staff 42

ALIndividu 'al Constituents 37
Inspired Mail 8
Group Constituents 26
Private Groups -22
Public Interest Groups5
Public Groups 3
Bureaucrats 3
White House- 14
Media 1
N 361
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of times each of the major potential communicators was listed by members

as they responded to the question, "Who did you hear from, pay attention

to, in making this decision?* It can be seen there that, contrary to

Kingdon, a member's personal staff was the most frequent source of

input.. Staff was followed by individual constituents (as distinguished

from organized interest groups in the district and inspired mail) and

then by other Congressmen, both those on the committee and those from

the ranks of the general membership.

The following are general findings concerning each potential.

source of decision input.

Coemmittee Chairman

Although many members acknowledged that the chairman of the

committee from which legislation originated does exercise enormous in-

fluence over a bill,for only twenty percent of the decisions studied did

members cite the chairman as a relevant input. This rather low level of

input may reflect increasing subcommittee dominance. Although the ques-

tion was not asked, conversations with members revealad that they often

paid more attention to the chairman of the parent subcommittee than the

chairman of the full committee.

Ranking Minority

The position of ranking minority member on a congressional panel

has assumed great importance in recent years. The last few Congresses

have witnessed much wrangling in the ranks of the Republican party con-

cerning how the ranking minority member should be selected. Yet, those

interviewed in this study mentioned the ranking minority only three per-

cent of the time.
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•Caraittee Hembers

The rank and file members of the parent committee were mentioned

as an input thirty-six percent of the time.

Congressmen noted that their contacts with those on the committee

are both antecedent from and proximate to the actual vote, as committt•e

members attempt to influence the floor member both in advance of the

vote and on the floor immediately prior to the vote.

In Advance of the vote, non-committee members bear from committee

members through three means. First, members hear from those on committee

via a dear colleague letter. Through these communications, committee

members attempt to lobby others concerning a piece of legislation just

completed or still being processed in committee. Second, the committee

report, forwarded to all members prior to the time of the vote, lists

the positions of committee members. This offers the member the opportu-

nity to learn the stand of committee members. But, as one member noted,

"Usually, you'll already know. You'll hear about a committee member's

position either through a dear colleague or tnformal talk," Third,

A. Acommittee members make cont at through informal, ad hoc groups. Numerous

members noted that they heal from committee members at weekly or biweekly

meetings of their class (i. ., members of the same party elected to

Congress the same year), state delegation, or ideological clique (e.g.,

Society of Statesmen).

Committee members are heard from at times more proximate to the

vote through either debate or an institutionalized advocacyladversary

system at the doors leading to the House floor. As seyeral members con-

tended, if a member is present during debate, he will hear from committee

members, because they normally dominate debate. If he is not present for

(1. I-
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debate but comes to the floor to cast a vote when the hells beckon, he

*will encounter coiwnitteeimem bers at the doors. Committee members pro and

con are usually-present at the doors and in the cloak rooms to lobby

members. Several moembers described this setting in detail. One noted

that *On each. side of the hallway, commnittee proponents and opponents

willine up.* For tills reason alone, he noted, "Predictably you will

hear from those ori comnittee."

-Two versions of the ne*"re of these proximate contacts at the

door were presented by interviewees.

One version describes the commnittee members as low-key advocates,

As one member noted, 'They don't tell you how to vote. They just discuss."

As another added, *They talk to you In a general way~.' They don't advise."

A freshmnan Republican's recollections serve to illustrate. "When you come

~ffjin, commnittee members, sponsors, and one of the whips will be at the'door

to tell you the argumensts. They give you both sides."

The second version depicts a system of intense pressure devoid

of arguments. "You come, in and these guys give a sign of either thumbs

up or down. They kind of rely on the trust and confidence members have

in them."

State Delegation

Recently, political scientists have examined the role of state

delegations in tongressional decision-making.4 hey have discovered that

state delegati.is are a major influence. The interviews here also found

state delegativas to be important. For thirty-one percent of the decisions

studied, state delegation members made an input.

In line with studies of state delegations, these interviews re-

vealed an enormous variety of practices through which delegation members
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communicate. For some of the larger delegations, a formal meeting is

held and presided over by the most senior member, commonly referred to

as *the dean.* The dean establishes an agenda, and various matters of

interest to the delegation are brought up. Other delegations enjoy 51

more informal conclave-perhaps over lunch in the House dining room.

Smaller, two or three member delegations are often involved in steady

communications. As a member of a two-man delegation noted, "We talk

about everything., If we can, we walk over to the floor together and I

think we really shape each other's decisions."

Party Leaders

In some cases, those interviewed had difficulty determining who

specifically is a party leader. One member stated that "John Moss and

No Udall are leaders in our party." However, for our purposes, a party

leader is thought to be a member in the formal, official party hierarchy.

For only thirteen percent of the decisions studied here did

members mention that party leaders provided an input to which they paid

notice. This is extremely low and, as will be argued subsequently,

really does not give an accurat, indication of the extent of party In-

fluence in Congress. Although many members acknowledged that they heard from

party whips who are stationed at the House doors along with committee ........ -

members to provide the party's position on a vote, few.members define

this as input to their decision. When leaders were mentioned, those

who were most conmcly mentioned were the Speaker, zone whip, and, for

Republicans, the chairman of the Republican Policy Committee. Contacts

occurred through. both face to face and written communications.

me1P
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Other' Herders,

Thirty-six percent of the time, wmbers mentioned that Congress-

men other than those on committee, in the leadership structure, or in

the state dolegation made an input to them. -

The occasions for member/ communications and interactions are .

lunch, dear colleague letters, walks to the floor, class meeting, debate,

cloakroom and floor conversations, and discussions with others with whom

"the member serves on committee.

The input of members to other members is a natural occurrence

within the Congress. As one member noted, N•e know each other well

enough that we know where a colleague's coming from.." Or, as another

argued, "We talk informally so often that it's hard not to pay attention

"to another member."

There are two occasions when other members are likely to be

considered an input to decision-making. The first occurs when certain

members, although not on a committee, are considered to have expertisek

on an issue (0On technology I turn to Lloydw on Energy I go to Emery and

on something like Saccharin I talk to several of the members who are

doctors"'). The second involves the politics of pork ("Pork will put the

pressure on. You'll hear from them all")...

Committee Staff

Committee staff was mentioned on only five percent of the
decision.q. Several members mentioned that committee staff was a potential

source of input for members, since on each bill committee staff are

present for the floor vcte to answer questions during debate.
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One Interesting fact concerning the input of committee staff

came to light during interviews with members serving on Appropriations,

Ways and Means, Rules, and Budget committees. Several members on these

committees noted that staffs on these committees were influential in

their decisions on a spate of floor votes not necessarily related to

committee jurisdiction.

Personal Staff

As the largest single input (forty-two percent mention), personal

staff seemed pervasive in congressional decision-making.

For floor votes, the staff position most often referenced was

the legislative assistant or ILA.*

There seemed to be two major ways in which staff provides an

input for decision-making.

First, for a few, staff is a definite lobbying force. Illus-

trating this were conments to the effect "I was lobbied hard on this by

my staff" and "The staff gets their say like, anyone else at the legis-

lative meeting. They are frequen-ly advocates."

Second, and what seems to be the most prevalent approach, staff

-.. . acts as an Information conduit for the member. - Ex•mpTes Ofthis were

the statements "I don't debate with my staff," "My staff's job is not to

argue with me but for me," "Staff boils it down for me and tries to give

me both sides," and "Staff's job is to tell me what people are saying."

Which staff syle is utilized seems to depend on the individual

member's conception of the role of staff in his decision process,

,/
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Constituents

Individual constituents, as opposed to constituent groups and

inspired mail from the constituency, were mentioned thirty-seven percent

of the time.

The most frequently mentioned means of citizen input were the

mail. calls, personal visits, and informal conversations. Also mentioned

as sources of citizen input to decision-making were al polls through

-which the member solicits communications from the district and B- em-pathy

the member has for district interests and iisue positions. !'tith regard
to the latter, members noted that because of their contacts with their

constituents, they can generally predict what people want and they take

this into consideration. "When you talk to people on weekends all year,

you can tell what they are for or against. You know them and it impacts

on you.*

Members made seven points concerning general constituency Input.

First, few issues really activate constituents. In the words of one

Congressman, "Most legislation is non-material for the average citizen.

, 01. I hear very little from them." Members noted that most often they hear

from segments of the electorate--those with a special interest in a given

piece of legislation. Second, the more the member is committed to a vote

and the more his position is known, the less he will hear from constltu-a

ents. Third, even when citizen contacts and mail are low, members still

pay attention. As one member noted, "Even when there are a few letters,

if it's not organized I'll pay attention." Fourth, mail is usually

processed by personal staff. The usual procedure is for staff to open
and handle it and forward representative samplings to the member. Fifth,

when ordinary citizen contacts are high, in the words of a wnember, "Real
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pressure is on.0 Sixth, most of the contact members have with con-

stituents concerning legislation is only indirectly related to specific

votes. For example, as one member stated, 'The Pay Raise and Ethics

votes are referenced only in passing as constituents talk about corrup-

tion in government, excessive benefits, and Wayne Hays. Likewise those

who made an input on Reorganization Authority and the Ethics vote linked

it to the broader question of red tape in goverment." Finally, not

hearing from constituents is disconcerting for many'members, Several

noted that they try to stimulate constituent contacts. One confessed

that "I don't hear much and I'n troubled. All of us in this office feel

that something should be done on this."

Inspired Communications

Jewell and Patterson have noted the high volume of Inspired mail

received by members. These kinds of communications are instigated by

organized interests and are usually in the form of a post card. 5 In

only eight percent of the decisions studied here did members acknowledge

paying attention to or turning to such communications.6

The reason why so few mentioned inspired mail is the general

aversion one finds in Congress to this form of political comnunication.....

Members offered that they made an effort to guess the source of communi-

cations. In the words of a freshman Democrat, "I must pay attention to

who is sending this stuff." For some it seems easy. "I can tell if it's

generated," one member stated. Another allowed, however, that "It's

hard to do. I find it difficult to tell letter-writing campaigns from

letters. Not all organized campaigns are post cards." When they do
pc".-
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detect an organized effort, members maintained they ignore it. A

Republican st',ted, "That Junk from the John Birch Society and other

issue-orient.d stuff is generally dismissed.*

anspired mail presents an interesting example of what Keefe and

Ogul refer to as an indirect strategy. 7 On the Common Situs Picketing

gill, construction companies that opposed it attempted to generate

pressure on memibers By stimulating letter-writing campaigns in the

district.

Group Constituents

In twenty-six percent of the cases covered, members acknowledged

an input from an organized interest in the constituency. Members said

that they heard from the Chamber of Commerce on Strip Mining, from

environmentalists on Tuna/Porpoise, from producers of chrome products

on Rhodesian Chrome, and from bill collectors in their district on Debt

Collection Practices. Several alluded to a general "corporate" mall

that they receive from the district.

Many members noted that a lot of lobbying is done by municipal

officers who serve in communities affected by a vote. A good example

is the School Lunch vote. As one member noted,"We all heard from the

school lunchpe•ople-n districts ."* -Seveamemtsoff-eiredthat-

groups in the district are often contacted on the member's initiative.

"We'll often call interest groups and public officials to find out what

they want and how they feel they will be impacted."

Private Interest Groups

Private, n~tional interest groups were mentioned as having made

an input to which the member actually paid attention on twenty-two

percent of the decisions studied.
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Most of the contacts Involved Issue specific groups; home

Bitlders on WlD, NOW and AM on the Hyde Amendment, UAW and auto dealers

on Clean Air, steel companies on Rhodesian Chrome, tuna men on the Marine

Mammal Protection Bill, pharmaceutical houses on Saccharin, and AFL-CIO

on Batch and Common Situs.

Members made three points concerning national interest groups.

First, national interests usually make only subtle contact. As one

member emphasized, "Interest groups don't make a strong push." Second,

groups target for pressure those members thought to be uncommitted or

wavering. According to one member, "You don't get pressure if they know

where you stand. If you're a swing vote, they'll zero in on you."

Finally, members noted that an often used strategy by national interest

groups is to approach Congressmen through groups in the constituency.

In this vein, Congressmen noted that they were approached by tuna producers

in their district with regard to the Marine Mammal Protection Act, by

district auto dealers on the Clean Air Act, and By groups of workers on

Common Situs Picketing. In each of these instances, those interviewed

felt that these locally initiated contacts were the result of a concerted

national effort. The wisdom of doing this seems verified by one member's

statement that "I don't pay attention to any of these interest groups

unless they are in my district."

Public Interest Groups

Much has been made of the emergence of public interest groups,

such as the Ralph Nader organization and Common Cause, as a formidable

political force. Surprisingly, for only five percent of the cases did
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meabers recollect an input from these kinds of groups. When a public

interest group was mentioned, it was usually a Common Cause chapter in

the district.

Public Group

btlL Suzanne Farkas's-,fteirBsn L-Obbdsts8 and Ralder's-__.en

Governments Come to Washing:ton. document the increased logEoyng activity

of public sector lobbyists-i.e., national representatives of subnational

goverments and organizations of public employees and local govermnent

officials. Several such contacts were r.,entioned in this study, Several

mentioned being approached Uy public employee and postal unions on the

Hatch Act. Others recalled communications from city and county organiza-

tions of mayors and managers with regard to the HUD and Countercyclical

Svotes. Generally, contact from such groups was minimal. Only three

percent of :hose interviewed recalled a public group input on the examined

decision.

SBureaucrats

Despite the growth. of legislatiye liaison activities of federal

agencies, few members mentioned bureaucratic input.I 0 On only three percent

of the decisions was the input of bureaucrats recalled. When bureau-

crats were mentioned, it was frequently in connection with a visible

political appointee whose testimony during committee hearings was re-

called. Examples of this are former Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld

on the Nuclear Navy and Energy Secretary James Schlesinger on the new

Departmnent of Energy. Sometimes, however, an agency position was men-

tioned, as with the Army, Corp of Engineers on the Water Projects vote

and HEW on the School Lunch Bill,

- I
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White House

The President and his White House apparatus was Judged to be an

input on only fourteen percent of the votes that were studied, Most

often, the input was through White House legislative liaison staff. Not

infrequently, however, members did acknowledge that the President's

position was considered, because they '... paid attention to major

aspects of'his program." For example, a member noted that he related

President Carter's human rights position to the Rhodesian Chrome vote.

Others related the energy and tax votes to the Carter platform.

The relatively infrequtht' mention of the President as a decision

input runs counter to past scholarly assessments that there is increasing

presidential hegemony on Capitol Hill, 11  Yet several members, including

a member of the majority party leadership, argued that the President was

still getting organized and for that reason the role of the White House

in congressional decision-making is probably underestimated by data col-

lected at the outset of a new administration.

Media

Recently, media influence on the affairs of government has been

a much discussed topic. 1 2 In fourteen percent of the interviews, members

mentioned the media as a force to which they paid attention. When dis-

cussing the media, Congressmen acknowledged that contact occurs primarily

as the result of members "following issues in the press or on TV."

Miscellaneous CommunicationstInruts

In addition to the traditional list of actor influences, this

study uncovered a number of miscellaneous sources of input. They are:

S• • /+ .+ - •; ' . ">. .
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The General Accounting Office, Library of Congress, Congressional Budget

Office, famtly and friends, The Brookings Institution, the Coalition of

Industrial/Northeastern States, Sup'reme Court rulings, and a member's past

experience or own posititon the last time the legislation was handled by

Congress. Although none of these miscellaneous inputs were mentioned

more than one percent of the time, they do illustrate the plethora of

forces to whtctt a member pays attention when reaching' a decision.

Types of Comunications

To conclude this section on general observations, interviews

revealed two ways in which communications can be differentiated. First,

a distinction can be made on the basis of when the input was received.

There are inputs proximate to the time of. the vote, such as the partisan members

"who man the doorways, and inputs more antecedent to Zhe decision, such as

constituency mail, staff briefing, and correspondence from interest groups.

Second, communications vary according to whether or not there Is an attempt

to exert pressure. Some inputs involve active attempts to sway and influ-

ence. Examples are lobbying activities by those competing for a member's

attention, such as other members, the President, constituents, and inter-

est groups. Other inputs do not involve intense pressure. Rather, they

are best thought of as a member's self referents for decision-making.

Examples are perceptions of constituency interests, opinions obtained

through member sponsored polls, inquiries a member makes to a trusted

colleague, staff work on an issue, and communications received from con-

gressional agencies such as Library of Congress, Congressional Budget

Office, and General Accounting Office.
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"B. PROPOSITION 4: The Volume (Number) of C nicatlons

a Member Receives Varies According toT

the Kind of Issue at Hand j
The Lowi scheme and other contextual approachei assume that

congressional inputs are bettee described with conditi nal propositions

than with individual generalizations. With regard to he volume of com-

munications a member receives,' it is inferred that mor actors are heard

from on politically hot issues than on those of a low rofile variety. For

example, for Lowi, distriutive issues constitute a ve y narrow policy

arena in which only those affected communicate. For Cobb and Elder, 1 3

and for Price, 1 4 hot issues will involve "expanded publics" and "broader"

inputs.

A test of this proposition is based on the mea number of communi-

cations for all decisions in this study (i.e., an average of three inputs

for each decision). For each vote and for each value of the perceptual,

objective, and researcher/tubjective indicators, the p rcentage of res-

pondents with contacts above the mean was computed. Bath tests support

the fourth proposition.

"Volume by Vote

Table 4.4 contains the percentage of communica ions above the

mean for each of the sampled thirty-one votes. It shows that the volume

of communications does vary by vote. Many of the hot issues--Ethics, Tax,

Common Situs, Clean Air, Hatch Act, Saccharin, Water Projects, and Pay Raise--

involve at least sixty percent above mean contacts. For six low key votes--

Supplemental Housing, FAA, Romanian Earthquake, EPA, Sr Removal, School

Lunch--all contacts are below the mean. For another filic--NASA, Government

Reorganization, Debt Collection, Marine Mammal, and Foreign Aid--the
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Table 4.4

Dtstribution of the Yolume of Communications by Vote

Ethics 79%

. . . .Nuclear -v 46Navy

Tax 70

Supplemental Housing 0

Rhodesian Chrome 55

NASA .20
SFAA 0

Common Situs 62

Government Reorganization 23

House Assassination 39

Romanian Earthquake 0

EPA 0
Debt Collection 18

Arab Boycott 50

Strip Mining 31

Energy Department 31

Snow Removal 0

Public Works Conference 33

Countercycl ical 39
HUD Authority 58

Marine Mammal 17

Budget I . 46 . .. .

Budget II 50

Foreign Aid 9

Clean Air 73

Hyde 43

Hatch 62

School Lunch 0
Saccharin 64

Water Projects 77

Pay Raise 83
*Proportion represents percentage of respondents who reported four or
more contacts.
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percentage of communications volume above the mean is below twenty per-

cent. These votes are perhaps good examples of.what one member described

as Nquiet issues.* *You hear from nobody. You usually go to the floor

and shoot from the hip.*

Thus, the breakdown of the volume of communications by vote does

generally support proposition 4. There are several exceptions. Two hot

issues--Strip Mining and the Energy Department votes--had only thirty-

one percent above the mean input. The highly emotional Hyde Amendment

had less than fifty percent above the mean.- The low profile,-routine HUD

Authorization had a surprisingly high fifty-eight percent of the respon-

dents with above mean contacts. Evidently, an Intense dispute on HUD concerning

the specific provisions of the distribution formula was associated with

above average communications. In general, however, hot issues are

associated with above average contacts, while low profile votes have

relatively empty force fields.

Volume by Issue Characteristics

* Table 4.5 contains the breakdown of volume of communidations by

issue characteristics. It supports two conclusions.

First, the volume of communications a member receives markedly

-varies according to issue charactiristics.Seitob pretfte

distributions in Table 4.5 involve variations of nine percent or more

among issue characteristicst values Ci.e., there is at least a nine per-

centage variation in the percent of members with above average contacts

on, for example, votes defined as "complex" in contrast with those de-

fined as "non-complex").

V(
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Second, he variations In the volume of communications generally

confom to thel ipectations of proposition 4. Under most hot conditions,

members receive iore input whilO under most low profile Conditions they

receive less,

There art several findings in TaBle 4.5 contrary to proposition 4.

For instance, members receive more communications on issues that are

constdered compl and technical than they do on hot issues (i.e., those

Snon-clex" ad "non-technical.). Decisions considered complex and

technical have a higher percentage of members with above mean communications

than those consicered "not complex" and "not technical," indicating that

-more actors try to influence members on complex and technical decisions than

When the opposite is true. Those votes not mentioned in the polls as an

important national Issue actually have sl.ightly more above average contacts

"than those mentioned. Also, some distinctions on the basis of issue charac-

teristics fail to produce any meaningful variations in congressional input' .

For example, none of the subjective indicators reveal a meaningful dif-) !

*'ference. There are minimal diffarences when communications volume is
arrayed by salience, feeling, party unity, index of difference, amendment
over committee obhection, commlit"ee vote, minority report, and time frame.,

Most of t c distinctions, however, support qualifications concerning

congressional commijunications in the predicted direction.

With rega~d to perceptual indicators, a substantially higher pro-

portion of member! have above mean volume of communications when the mail
1is when the decision is tough and non-routine and when it involvesi high,whntedcsoistuhadnnruieadweitIvls

renomination and reelection effects, conflict, and thought. Less than

forty percent havd contacts exceeding the mean when there is no conflict,

V
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constituency awareness, mail* renomination and reelection effects,

feeling, toughness and thought and when the decision is thought to he

hon-conflictual, non-maJor, non-salient, and routine.

With regard to objective indicators. important variations In the

volume of inputs that members receive occur according to distinctions made

In margin of rule'ar~d f inal passage, coverage .firv'9and JAW#9-hij, 'Post,

role of Congress, presidential involvement, party endorsemient, and amount

of money involved. Specifically, a much higher percentage of memibers

reporting above average contacts is found when: the margin of both a

vote's rule and final passage Is above average, the vote is covered in

both a box score and story iteif in both'CjandW'ashiogton Post, Congress

*initiates the policy decision, the President Is involved, both congres-

sional parties make endorsements, and above average sums of money are at

stake. Wlhen the opposite characteristics are present--e.g., no presi-

dential Involvement, Congress as modifier or ratifier, below average sums

of money--the percent with above average contacts is substantially lower.

In stum, Table 4.5 reveals that important qualifications concerning

* h&it many commiunications members receive can be made on the basis of

various indicators of issue characteristics. These data, combined with

those already discussed In Table 4.4, support the conclusion that the

volume of conimunications a member receives concerning a vote is more

precisely described with categorical concepts than with the general pro-

position that "Congressmen hear from few sources." On hot issues they,

hear from more and on low profile issues they hear from less. Certain

hot values of perceptual and objective indicators of-issue characteristics

are associated with relatively full force fields., The opposite is true for

manylow profile values, As.a result, proposition 4 can be accepted.
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C., PROPOSITION 5: The Actors From Whom a Member Hears Vary

According to the Kind or Decision at hand

Contextual approaches posit that low profile Issues involve very

narwpol icy- arenas in which members hear from only those affected -by

the vote. Hot issues involve input from much broader publics.15

Accordingly, for low profile Issues, the expectation is that interest

-groups-and Congressmen on-the relevant commnittee will he the actors most

frequently mentioned.. In contrast, hot issues should involve party leaders,

0M, constituents, and the President.

To test this proposition, the percentage of members mentioning,

each. of the sources of input was arrayed by vote and by issue character-

istics. Both exercises corroborate Proposition 5.

1. Input by Vote

Table 4.6 Is the breakdown of sources of input by vote. It shows

that which actors Congressmen hear from depends on the issue at hand. An

actor by actor description Illustrates variable pat~ ms of congressional'

input.

- -Comumittee -Chainnar ----

* The input of the ctommyittee chairman to the floor voting member's

decision-making process'is highly variable. On some issues such as Ethics,

Nuclear Navy, and Govermuient Reorganization, more than fifty percent men-

tioned the chairman. On fourteen votes.(Rhodesian Chrome, NASA, EPA, Debt

Collection Practices, Arab Boycott, Snow Removal, Countercyclical, Foreign Aid,

-Tax, Hyde, Hatch,. Saccharin, Water Projects,and Pay Raise),the chairman's

Input was ten percent or less,
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Mention of the chairman usually depends on the visibility of his

R inyolyement and his dominance as a competitor. dn Ethics, the Navy vote, and the

Reorgan1zation Acti, he was a major, visible competitor. For example,

on Government Reorganization, one member noted that yr followed closely

the position of Jack Brooks. Re was the President's major adversary on

it, and I looked to him to work things out.* On those issues on which

the chairman is only infrequently mentioned, the chairman was one of

many competitors attempting to shape a piece of legislation on the floor.

Specifie.ally, with regard to Rhodesian Chrome, Debt Collection Practices,

Arab Boycott, Snow Removal, Countercyclical, Foreign Aid, Hyde, Saccharin,

Water Projects, and Pay Raise, controversy primarily involved rank and

file members on and .off committee.

Ranking Minority

Although the ranking minority member is generally not frequently

mentioned, there are certain votes where he made a sizable input. The

bills on which ranking minority members were most mentioned are Ethics

and the Budget. On more than half of the sampled votes, no member listed

the ranking minority. Many of these votes are generally low profile, but

some--such as Clean Air, Hyde Amendment, Water-Projects, Pay Raise,t Strip

Mining--are hot issues.

Committee Members

The input of comnmittee members varies greatly, from an eithty-seven

percent mention on the second Budget vote to mention by no interviewees

on the Snow Remova.l vote. It was highest on two kinds of issues: those

that were hot Eut somewhat technical (Tax, Common Situs, Rouse Assas-

sinations, Energy Department, Budget, HUD, Clean Air, and Water ProJectsl
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and those that were low grade, esoteric, and obscure (NASA, HUD and

r Marine Mammall. Votes on which committee members were infrequently

mentioned are those that came up quickly in a parliamentary fashion and

"the committee was not fully mobilized (Nuclear Navy, Goldwater Amendment,

Romanian Earthquake, Snow Removal, and Put.lic Works Conference) and those

issues that "were around for awhile" (Rhodesian Chrome, Government Re-

organization, EPA, Debt Collection Practices., Strip Mining, HUD, Hiyde

...-Amendment),,---. •

Several members provided an explanation for these patterns. One

* noted that *Committee members must be paid attention to on technical

amendments. After all, they are usually proposed on the floor by

members who get shot down in committee." Another noted that "On Marine

Mammal Protection, r had to pay attention to McCloskey who's on the

committee. He was one of the major contestants." Another noted that

when there is an attempt to significantly amend a bill (an occurrence

for most major bills), the sponsor of the amendment (usually a member of

the comuittee) will approach the floor member. In the member's words,

"On something like the Energy Department bill the sponsor--in this case

John Moss--will talk to me."

State Delegation

The mention of State Delegation as a decision input ranges from

eighty-nine percent on the Pay Raise to no mention on the NASA and FAA

votes. The frequency of communications within state delegations was

"highest on two kinds of bills,: some really hot issues (Ethics, Tax,

Common Situs, the Budget, Clean Air, and the Pay Riasel and those votes

"that involved grants and pork barrel projects (Public Works, Counter-

cyclical, HUD, and Water Projects). With regard to the hot issues,

.- -- .. -. ........................ ........-
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members seem to check how the delegation votes. As one member related,

I On real Issues, I want to see how others in the state voted." For

grant and pork bills, members communicate to maximize the gains for

their state. A member stated, "We talk together to insure a good deal

for the state.'- -State- delegation•was -weakest as an-input on routine

hi1ls (Nartne Mam•mal Protection and authorizations for NASA, FAA, EPA,

2 School Lunch1, bills with short parliamentary suspenses (Goldwater

... endment, Snow Removal, Foreign Aid Amendment), and old bills (Rhodesian

Chrome, Government Reorganization, Debt Collection, Arab. Boycott, and

.Iydel. Members also noted that state delegation is not usually an input

if state Interests are not involved.

Party Leaders

Party leaders were mentioned by as many as eighty-nine percent of
the interviewees on the Pay Raise and by no members on the Goldwater

Amendment. Party leaders were mentioned most on votes on which the

majority party stakd Its prestige: Ethics, the Budget, and the Pay

Raise. As one memb, related, "I really heard from party people on those

j 4votes through the w1 system. They really worked the Pay Raise and the

_ . closed rule for the ;thics vote." A Republican noted that "On a vote like

the Budget, most Republicans will turn to the Republican Policy Committee

to see what they have to say." Party inputs were lowest on routine, low

grade i.ssues (no member mentioned party leaders on Goldwater, NASA, FAA,

House Assassinations, EPA, Debt Collection, Arab Boycott, Snow Removal,

Marirne Mammal, and School Lunch) and, surprisingly, on many hot issues

(no mention of leader input on Rhodesian Chrome, Energy Department, Clean

"Air, Hatch, Hyde, Saccharin, and Water Projectsl. This indicates that

party leaders are very selective when investing their prestige. They

_ J

4 .......... . ' -. . .',. "' L
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provide guidance on only those issues they want to featur'e as the

- partyLs hallmark.

Other MemW-rs

The mention of other members not on the committee or in the state

delegation ranges from a high of seventy-three percent on the Saccharin

vote to a low of no mention on the FAA vote. Other members became an

Input when the issue was extremely hot such as Ethics, Common Situs, the

Budget, Saccharin, and Water Projects. In the words of a member, "When

the heat is on, everybody talks to everyone else to find out what they

are doing." Input from ether members was the lowest on many routine

bills (NASA, FAA, Romanian Earthquake, EPA, Snow Removal, Marine Mammal,

and School Lunchl and bills on which members may already have staked out

a position or conviction (Strip Mining, Hyde, Hatch, and the Pay Raibe).

With regard to this latter category, most members realize that "It's no

use lobbying; most have already made up their minds."

Committee Staff

"Comnittee staff was practically irrelevant on the hot, important

issues. No member mentioned the staff employees of committee on Common

Situs, Strip Mining, the Budget, Clean Air, Hyde, Hatch, Saccharin, Pay

Raise, and Water Projects. Also light input was made on routine issues

(no mention on Nuclear Navy, Goldwater Amendinent, Romanian Earthquake,

EPA, Debt Collection, Marine Mammal, Foreign Aid, and School Lunch) and

older Issues (jno mention on Rhodesian Chrome, Strip Mining and Clean Air).

Several votes did involve above average input from committee staffers:

Tax, House Assassinations, and several grant programs such as Public

Works, Countercyclical, and HUD. Tax was a difficult issue to understand,
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and several members mentioned that they solicited the advice of comm~ittee

staff, House Assassinations was a rare Issue where an imbroglio sur-

rounded staffers. For the grant programs, a member mentioned he talked

to staffers "if I have a problem deciphering how the darn thi~ng will

impact on my district."

Personal" Staff

The' mention of personal staff'ranges from in excess of seventy_

percent on the FAA and Tax votes to less than ten percent on the Goldwater

Amuendment and the Snow Removal Funds vote. The highest incidence of

personal staff input occurred on three kinds of votes. Firsts votes that.

were hot but also complicated tended to involve a lot of'staff Input (Tax,

Budget, Clean Air, Saccharin, Rhodesian Chrome, and Water Projectsl.

Perhaps explaining this is the statement by one member; "On controversial

Issues -that are somewhat complicated, I put staff to work. I want them

to give a briefing on both sides of the issue." Second, staff input was

high on low profile issues that were hard to understand (NASA, EPA, and

Debt Collection Practices). Third, in the words of one member, "'Staff

Sgets put to work on votes that. might specifically affect the district."

Grant programs such as the HUD and Countercyclical votes were Judgedby __-____-

members to Involve a high rate of staff input. Staff input was lowest

on a) votes with little lead time (Goldwater Amendment, Snow-

Removal'and Nuclear NavyiL bi routine bills (FAA, Public Works, Ma rine

Mammal and School Lunch) and cl those hot issues on which the member Is

likely to have a fairly well developed position CGovernmlent Reorganization,

Arab Boycott, Strip Mining, Hyde, Hatchand Pay Raisel.
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Individual Constituents

The mention of individual constituents varies from eighty-nine

percent on the Pay Raise vote to no mention on the School Lunch vote.

Individual constituents were heard from most frequently on certain hot ---

issues: Common Situs Picketing, Arab Boycott, Hyde, Hatch, Water Projects,
Saccharin, and the Pay Raise. This reflects a Congressman's observation

that *If it a vote. gets publicity, you'll hear from people on it."

Citizen input was lowest on routine issues (NASA, FAA, Romnanian Earth-

quake, EPA, Countercyclical, HUDJ, and School Lunchi and short suspenses

(foreign Aid, Snow Removal, Nuclivr 'avy,and Goldwater Amnendmient). Also,

certain hot but -technical issues--perhaps the kind of .issues that do -not generate

* citizen interest-were associated with low citizen input. They were

Govermuent Reorganization, Strip Mining, Budget,and Clean Air.

Members acknowledge that constituency can be a latent input since

members consider how the interest of the constituency will be affected by

a given vote.' As one noted, "On all votes, I ask myself, 'How will this

affect programs and policies in my state?'"

Inspired Mail

Only three votes were associated with any significant degree of

Inspired mail: Commnon Situs Picketing, Hyde Amendment, and Hatch Act.

The rest of the votes did not receive mention of this kind of input.

Group Constituents

Groups within the constituency were mentioned by as many as one-

hundred percent of the interviewees on Clean Air and by no member on the

Nuclear Navy vote. Organized groups of constituents were hea'rd from on

two basic types of legislation: (1) certain "hot" votes (Clean Air, Wate-
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Projectsl Strip fning, Common bitus and Arab Boycott) relevant to

certain local interests and C21 votes affecting grant programs (Goldwater

Aiendment, Public Works, Countercyclical and HID) that have existing con-

stituencies. Group contacts apr.ared less frequently on almost all of

the routine issues and on hot v-1-7 that lacked specific constituencies:

e.g., the Budget and Pay Raise.

Private interest Groups

The input of private national groups varied from fifty-eight

percent mertion on Marine Mammal to no mention on both the Ethics and the

Nuclear Navy vote. The issues on which national private interests were

most frequently heard from are Conmon Situs (*I felt constant pressure

on that one."), Arab Boycott, Strip Mining, Marine Mammal Protection,

Clean Air, H]yde, and Hatch. Most of these were hot issues on which

individual citizens also made significant input. But, on Marine Mammal

there was not significant citizen communication. The tuna lobby was

the only input external to Congress. Interest groups were mentioned

less on many routine bills (NASA, FAA, House Assassinations, Romanian

Earthquake, EPA, Public Works, Countercyclical, HUD, and School Lunch),

bills with short suspenses (Nuclear Navy, Snow Removal, Public Works, and

Foreign Aid) and several hot bills (Ethics, Government Reorganization,

and the Pay Raise) that seemed to lack a defined group interest.

Public Interest Grouos

The input of these associations was generally very low except on

reform (Ethlcsl and environmental legislation (Strip Mining and Clean Air).

,1~, *
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Sublc. GrQups

These groups madei thiemselves felt most often on grants CSchool

Lunch, BUD and Countercyclicall and general governmental issues -Noyern-

ment Reorganization and Hatchj,.

Bureaucrats

fureaucrats were recorded as having the highest frequency.of

contact on two votes: NLclear Navy and Saccharin. In both cases, membe'-s

mentioned that they paid attention to the position of bureaucrats with

expertise on these controversial, technical matters.

White Ho!!se

The input of the President to congressional decision-making varied

from seventy-seven percent mention on the Water Projects vote to no men-

tion on the Ethics vote, It was greatest on those issues on which the

President chose to get involved. The Nuclear Navy, Tax, Rhodesian Chrome,

Government Reorganization, Energy Department, and Water Projects votes

j: c, had above average mention of the President due to the fact that the

Carter Presidency chose to stake its prestige on them, Others had low

presidential involvement because the Presidency was not involved.

Med i_ a

The media was mentioned by fifty-five percent of the interviewees

on Rhodesian Chrome and by no interviewees on eleven votes. Mention of

the media was most prevalent on certain hot issues such as Tax, Rhodesian

Chrome, Government Reorganization, Saccharin and the Pay Raise. On these

issues, members felt that past or future media coverage of an issue was a
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force to he considered. Also, the media was frequently mentioned on one

• ~routine Issue-the Nuclear Navy "ot -- which had been debated in a general

way in the press many times prior to the specific vote. Most hot and

routine votes did not involve significant press coverage.

To conclude the discussion of Table 4.6,-these findings support-.----

the notion that input into member dedislon-making varies according to the

type of legislation at stake. Athough there is not a neat dichotomization

of hot/low profile decisions along the lines predicted by the theory of . ...

major authors who employ a contextual approach, there are general tenden-

cies in this direction. Reading down the columns of Table 4.6, rather

than across the rows, reveals that most of the issues that can be con-

sidered lo--i profile (Nuclear Navy, NASA, FAA, House Assassinations,

Romanian Earthquake, EPA, Debt Collection, Foreign Aid, School Lunch and

Marine Mammall involved sizeable input from committee chalren, committee

members, and personal staff. Many hot issues (Ethics, Tax, Rhodesian-t'

Chrome, Common Situs, Clean Air, Hyde, Hatch, Saccharin, and Pay Raisel

involved Input from broader sources that include individual citizens,

e \ 1.group constituents, interest groups, and, in some cases, party officials

and the White House. This conclusion is strongly supported in Table 4.7

.... .- that -shows the input of each actor-by-volume of comnmunication-.--When .

communications are below average, personal staff and committee member:

were the two most frequent inputs. When commnunications are above average,

individual constituents and state delegation members were the most fre-

quently mentioned actors. Evidently, there are two broad types of

decision arenas in Congress. There ate quiet, internal issues where

members receive input only from staff or committee members, and there

I' are expansive issues that involve input from constituents and state dele-

gaio memblers.•
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Table 4,7

Sources of Congressional Communications Arrayed
by Volume of Contacts

Below '"-rile Contacts/ Above Average'Contacts
Actor

Commiittee Chairman (i 3% 29%1*

Ranking Minority 0 6
Committee Members (.23 54)."
State Delegation (11 59)"
Party Leader C 4 261"

Other Congressmen (21 56)'.
Personal Staff (31 57)."

Individual Constituents (21 59)"
Inspired Mail C 4 14)

Group Constituents (14 41).'

Private Groups (10 33)'
Public Interest Groups > 1 11)I
Bureaucrats 1 5

White House 9 9 21)

_ Media (9 28)

*Proportions represent the percentage of interviews in which members
mentioned contact with the actor
{ ) - A variation of 10% or greater

A variation if 20% or more
• Below and above average contacts were computed on the basis of a

mean of three communications for each decision.
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uA ore precise descrtpi.,- -f the patterns of congressional.input.

uncovered in Table 4.6 maybe pt""J By a four-category classification

schene: routine issues, grant programs, hot issues, and specialized hot

issues. Routine issues primarily involve staff and committee input.

Contrary to the expectations of Proposition 5, those affected do not

make a substantial input on the! ,..es. That is not to say they are

not influential. It is to say, merely, that they do not register in the

component of cognitive map referred to as force field. Grant programs and

public works programs involve staff and state delegation input plus con-

tacts with specific clientele w`*'.i:i the district. Hot issues CHyde,

Hatch, Pay Raise, Ethics and Saccharin) involve input from a variety of

forces including private interest groups, constituents, party leaders, and

the White House. Specialized hot issues are hot issues that are also com-

plex and technical, Examples are Arab Boycott, Eudget, Energy, Clean Air,

Strip Mining, Common Situs. ,These involve expanded input combined with

significant mention of committee members and constituent groups.

I K2. Input by Issue Characteristics

....... The distribution of input sources by issue characteristics reveals

four interesting findings.

First, who Congressmen hear from varies according to issue char-

acteristics. A breakdown of communications by perceptual, objective, and

researcier-subJective indicators of issue characteristics is presented in

Appendix E. In some instances, there is very little variation in actor

input among the issue characteristics. In other instances, meaningful

differences appear. Overall, thirty-three percent of tht distributions
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inyolye meaningful vartations--i.e., variations of nine perce rt or more

in the mention of input sources :,. various values of an s •ue charac-

teristicls indicator. These m.•ningful variations are marked off in

brackets in Appendix E.

--' Second, the characteri.ý. -;st associated with varia Ion in the

mention of various communications" sources is the policy role of Congress,

"Evidently, the contribution Congress makes to a bill--.initiation, modi-

fication, ratlfication--is assoc ated with differences in con ressional

comnunications. YWhen Congress I Itiates, members are more 1i ely to hear

01ý from other members, constituentls, and interest groups. When ongress

'.atifies, chairmen, the White House and the media are more pr minent.

Other characteristics associated with a number of variations re presi-

dential involvement, confli..L, amount of money, constituency wareness,

mail, toughness, thought, type of rule, Ojstory, WashingtonJPost story,

amendment over committee objection, and Democratic party endo 'sements.

The characteristics associated with the fewest amount of varn tions are

complexity, technicality, salience, feeling, Democratic party unity,

Republican policy endorsements, ýnd newness. Overall, thirty-eight per-

cent of the perceptual indicators, forty-one percent of the otiective

-Indicators, and only twenty-four percent of the subjective indicators

are associated with significant variations.

Third, the involvement of each actor in the decision aking

process has certain correlates. Table 4.8 displays the issue character-

istics associated with the mention of variois actors. Althou h the re-

lationships may be minimal in some :ases, this table shows that differ-

ent inputs are more likely to occur under certain issue conditions than

when the opposite conditions are present.
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Fourth., there ts scqe evidence of the configurations predicted

bhyProposition 5, The presentation of force field inputs byissue

characteristics in Tahle 4.8 shows that, under characteristics presumed

to be hot, .members are more likely to mention chairmen, state delegation,

party leaders, other memEers, and constituents. Conimttee members, group--

constituents and private nation," i.tarests make input CI.e., are heard

from and paid attention to and thus are part of the member's decision-

making fid):T. under some low profile condittons--especially complexity

and technicality.

In conclusion, when co•rrr'-*- the arrays of input by issue char-

acteristics with the distribution of communications by vote, basic

tendencies in the direction of Proposition 5 can be observed. Members

mention different sources of decision-making input in different decision

contexts. Under low profile conditions, they have narrow force fields,

hearing rAinly from only those affected. Under hot conditions they

experience broader inputs. One qualification is in order. On low

profile issues, personal staff is mentioned In addition togroups and com-

mitteemembers. *Wth this qualification in mind, Proposition 5is

Sverified.

3. Communications Controlled by Background and Constituency Factors

Background and constituency' factors offer the possibility of

alternative explanations of patterns of input. The control variables

that seem to be most logically related to the volume and sources of com-

munications a member receives are: ideological extremity, party and

presidential loyalty, election results, committee membership, and length

of service.
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Ideological extremity may be related to input because, as several

members noted, "If you have a position on the issues, you won't Be pres-

sured.* Thus we might expect those with above average ADA and ACA scores

to have a low volume of communications.

Loyalty to the party and to the President may be a predictor of

a member's force field inasmuch as high support for the party may indicate

high input from party just as higli ý,-esidential support may indicate high

input from the White House.

Election results may'be related since the more politically vul-

nerable legislators may pay attention to constituents at a higher rate

than those more electorally secure. If this is true, those with a close

margin of victory and those from switch districts might be expected to

hear more frequently from their constituents.

Conmittee membership may be related tc input since those on the

committee may be pressured more than those not directly involved with a

bill.

Finally, length of service might be related to communications since

those relatively new to the legislature, and hence without an established

record, may be lobbied more intensively than those who have prior positions.

To test these alternative hypotheses, both communications' volume

and the input of individual actors were contrrjlled by ACA and ADA rating,

party support in both the second session of the 94th Congress and first

session of the 95th, presidential support, election results and switch

status, committee membership, and length of service.

The control procedures yielded only a few meaningful results, For

the overwhelming majority of distributions, no relationship was found.

ell•
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Several control distributions provide some evidence of background

and constituency impact on input patterns. Table 4.9 displays these

meaningful control results..

Part A shows, contrary to prediction, that those with high ACA

ratings receive more, not less, input (in this case, from conxittee

chairmen) than those with lower .:.

Part B reveals that members with lower ADA ratings pay attention

to chairmen at a slightly higher rate than those with a higher rating.

Part C shows that committee members do receive move staff and

group constituency inpiut than tf'.-- --t on contittee. They also receive

less input from other committee menbers, state delegation members, and

membership in general.

The control for election results shows that those members from

close districts are more likely to mention individual constituents and

less likely to mention groups than those from either marginal or safe

%onstituencies.

The control for switch status shows a meaningful differential.

Those from a switch status district are more likely to hear from other

actors and to mention a high volume of input than those not from such a

. district...

Part F shows that there is a tendency for junior legislators

to mention more frequently conmittee members and other Congressmen,

individual and group constituents, and the White Hcuse than more senior-

members mention these. Also, Junior legislators mention committee

chairmen as a decision input at a much lower rate than their seniors.

• Finally, freshmen members have a much higher Cfifty-eig~t percenti rate

of above mean contact3 than those with more than twelve years of experience

(thirty-one percent),
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STable 4.9

Meaningful Relationships b tween the Mention of Force Field Actors and
Certain Background Characteristics of Members: the Percentage of

Interviews in which Efferent Actors were Significantly
Mentioned Under Various Control Categories

A. Meaningful Distribution of ForceField Actors by ACA Scores

Force Field Actor Control

ACA Sccres

L.......... .Members with 'Members with
High AC., Score Low ACA Score

Committe Chairman 73%* 85%

B. Meaningful Distribution of Force Field Actors h. ADA Scores

Force Field Actor Control

ADA Scores

Members with Members with
High ADA Score Low ADA Score

0 Committee Chairman 86% 75%

C. Meaningful Distribution by Committee Members

Force Field Actor Control
"Committee Membership

Members on Members not
Committee on Committee

Committee Member 25% 39%
State Delegation 25 82
Other Member 25 38
Personal Staff 62 40
Group Constituents 63 '3

I
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0, ean ngf~ D str butions by E lection Results18Force Field Actor 

Cn, 0

Election Results.
Members fromn:Close Marginal afCOnMIittee Chairman lý . 1Seats SfIndividual Constituents 

7%SeatsGroup Constituients 
709477Private Group 
10 64

22 2728 
208.MenI~n1,~fu Distributions by Switch District StatusForce Field Acto

Dis-.rict Party Control Switch S .tatusMembers from Members not from
Above Average vo 

Switch DistrictSw 
thi s r cCommI~ittee Chairman 

62% 
0

Party Leader- 
48 10%

Individual Constituents 
2438

IfisPired Mail 
5 4 72

577

F. Meaningful Distributions 
bY Length Of Servic

FreField Actor

LeghControlFreshma ;.nthr-jvCo2-5te Yearsna 6-11 Ye rs 12+ Ye arsComml~ittee Member 
18% 79%Other Congressmen-4 

36 -
330IdvdaCosiuns 47 38 34--25

Ind viu a Constituents 56 38 3 2 2
27 27Above Mean Volume 25 70 13 7458 

497 314N~ n~ s gnff~~~ # d s r b tOn are omItted from the t b e
w a s m e nt i o re p rsd t e P e r c e n t ; f t h e in t e r y ie sW h h a t o

4 jl as s mentio n e unde r va r io us co n tro l ca tego r ies II du r ing w h c a toaccording to the followingcaeois
ýA' I Close - 50 to' 52% of the Vote;oie.Mirgfnal is from 52ZtSafe is 55% plus t55;and
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In sum, there are some relationships between background/constitu-

eny factors and the force field of Congressmen. These seen to be over-

shadowed, however, By variations in force field that. occur according to

type of vote and Issue characteristics.

..... ...'.... ,4. Summary and Conclusions

Previous.studies of congresstinal communications have yielded two

generalizations commonly cited in the literature of congressional decision-

making. The first can be inferred from Dexter's research, It is that

members receive a low volume cf '-'-.,nications, usually only from those

with whom they already agree. The second is Kingdon's finding that con-

stituents and other members are the actors who most frequently provide

inputs to the decision processes of members.

This chapter has shown that who Congressmen hear from or pay

attention to depends on the kind of.vote involyed. There are multiple

patterns of congressional input.

The volume of communications a member receiv concernng floor

votes is not always low as Dexter Infers. The voluml of input to member

decision-making is highly variable. Some votes invo Je a low volume of

contacts, while others involve a high volume. High j•roFile votes are

acsociated with more input than low profile votes. Variations in volume

are also related to issue characteristics. This evidence helps to ccr-

roborate a member's. view that:

There is no law of congressional communications, If there is
an existence of contrary approaches on a bill, you do talk to
a lot of people on it. When a lot of people are interested,
when the range of opinion is wide, many attempt to talk to you
and you have no alternative but to talk to them. On big,
important bills, you will always hear from people.
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Variations also occur with regard to the specific actors from

whom members bear when making a decision. Contrary to Kingdon~s

findings, the personal staff of members, not other members and constit-

uents, provide the most frequently mentioned input. But input from

staff is Mighly variable. In excess of seventy percent of the respon-

dents mentioned a decision input from staff on the tax and EPA' votes,

while less than ten percent mentioned staff on the Goldwater Amendment

and the Snow Removal Funds vote. This kind of variation was found to

hold true for all communication sources.

Under certain conditions, confirming Kingdon's findings, members

hear mainly fron constituents and other members. Under other conditions

however, they hear from many different actors. The greatest variation in

sources of communication occurs among routine issues, grant programs, hot

issues, and specialized hot issues. Also, each communication source has

certain issue characteristic correlates. For each communication source,

there are certain values of perceptual, objective, and subjective indi-

cators of issue characteristics under which the source is more likely to

nmake an input. These patterns generally conform to the expectations of

those authors who have a conditional approach. Hot characteristics are

* related to broader inputs (party, committee chairman, state delegation,

constituents), while some low profile characteristics (complexity,

technicality) are associated with communications from narrower, more

affected sources (group constituents, national private interests, com-.

mittee members).

All of this suggests that to understand congressional communications,

x •one should have an appreciation for policy differentials in Congress.

There are different arenas of decision-making in Congress. There are

Q
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"quiet internal issues" on which there is little pressure and on which

few are heard. There are also extremely visible decisions that attract

heavy mall, press coverage, and party and presidential involvement.

General propositions about congressional communications necessarily, gloss

over these differences.

Finally, interviews with members reveal two important qualifica-

tions with whic& to' conclude this discussion of members' force fields.

First, "Just because you hear from somebody during the course of a

decision and pay attention to them, doesn't mean you agree with them or

are influenced by them." In other'wnrds, although a member iray mention

an actor as a source of communication or input, that actor may not be

part of the member's decision equation. Second, actors who are influential

in the legislative process are not necessarily present in a member's force

field. As one member stated, "You don't run into much pressure here.

It's exercised subtly and indirectly, frequently down at the subcommittee

level."

V

i
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CHAPTER V

THE CONDITIONAL NATURE OF THE CONGRESSIONAL /
INFORMATION PROCESS

How Congressmen inform themselves on floor votes has been a

matter of recent scholarly interest. Basically, this interest stems

from the realization that, as Saloma states, " ... Information is a

form of power . .

Studies of congressional information flows and information pro-

cessing have yielded several general conclusions. First, Congressmen

have a pressing need for information. As Deckard notes, "All Congressmen,

the most senior as well as the freshmen, are faced with a perpetual need

for information at as cheap a cost in time as possible."2 And, as Con-

gressman Udall has written,

In order to make decisions on increasingly complex and constantly
changing issues, to respond to a melange of requests from con-
stituents, to keep abreast of the activities of the Congress 3
itself--all require constant acquiring and sifting of information,

Second, to cope with information problems, Congressmen devise various

routine shortcuts. Stevens, et al. argue that "The insight gained from

recent research is that certain institutional forms and practices have

developed in the House that provide the Congressman with 'shortcuts'

toward gaining the information he needs." 4 Pelying on various findings

in organization theory, Saloma emphasizes the patterned, routine aspects

Sof congressional information. 5 Third, Congressmen have need for various

types of information. As Ornstein notes, there are five distinct pat-

terns of informationt content-descrtptive, procedural-technical,

institutional-political, constituency-political, and ideological.6

191
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MICth specific regard to the micro aspects of congressional In-

formation gathering-that is to say, the Behavior of the individual

legislatoe as he processes information-important generalizations have

Been drawn concerning information sources, information search, and in-

formation adequacy,.

Concerning Information sources, the major research finding has

been that other members are tfM major source of a. Congressman's informa-

S tion Kovenok discovered that information inputs coming directly from

members of the House were three times as great as from other sources.

Bauer, Pool and Dexter note that "Congressmen develop an implicit

roster of fellow-Congressmen whose Judgment they respect, whose view-

point they normally share, and to whom they can turn for guidance on

particular topics of the colleavae's competence." 8

Concerning the search for information, the finding has been that

most members usually engage in what Kingdon refers to as problemistic

search. "... Congressmen confine their searches for information only

to the most routine and easily available sources."' Usually, they consult

only a few regular sources.

Concerning the adequacy of congressional information, the major

"finding has been that members suffer from a general- shortage or inadequacy._---_-_

of information. Davidson, Kovenock, and O'Leary found that "The most

frequently mentioned problems were associated with the complexity of

decision-making: the lack of information . 10 The problem of defici-

ent information for decision-making was cited by sixty-two pprcent of

their sampie-the most frequently mentioned complaint.II Janda notes

that "Students of the legislative process have identified the information

* problem as a major factor in the decline of modern legislatures." 1 2
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Saloma highlights various problems of information'such as decentralized

control, dependence on the executive, and contradictory information. 13

The purpose of this chapter is to investigate the contextual

applicability of these conclusions concerning Congressmen and information.

To do this, the following three propositiuns--derived from the conditional,

theory of the legislative process--will be examined.

The first--proposition 6--is that "Information sources vary

according to the kind of issue at hand." The thesis of the conditional

scheme is that specialized interests witl dominate on low-grade kinds

of votes, while more visible i..... involve broader political interests.

With regard to the information sources of Congressmen, the inference is

that Congressmen receive information primarily from narrow oraffected

Anb sources on low grade issues, while on hot issues information comes from

broader sources. In sum, information sources vary according to the

kind of vote at hand.

The second is propoo.ition 7: "The volume of information (the

number of sources) a Cong issman refers to varies according to the kind

of issue involved." The niference of the conditional theory is that on

low grade issues; members vily primarily on narrow sources of expertise

and involvement and make only a perfunctory scan of information. They

usually lack sufficient interest to search beyond the few sources of

information providea by those proximately involved. According to this

line of reasoning, scan will be much more intense on major issues. Highly

visible issues wIll infolve extraordinary information searches, with

reference to many sources.

• •Proposition 8, the third proposition to be examined in this

chapter, is as follows: "The member's perception of the adequacy of

information varies according to the kind of issue at hand." On low profile

votes, only those proximately involved are informed. The average floor voting
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member, due to the lack of personal interest, does not feel particularly

well Informed. On hot, burning issues, which are frequently raised In po-

litical discourse, the member will be relatively well informed.

It should fie noted that factual information, or what Truman calls

technical knowledge (in comparison to political knowledge), will be the

14
kind of information emphasized in this chapter.. Focus will be primarily

on how members inform themselves concerning . . . the content of a

policy issue." .'. In sum, .this chapter will stress the sources of factual ,

decision premises while the following one will be devoted to the source

of evaluative, political premises. 16

A. PROPOSITION 6: Information Sourc-es"Vary
According ta ýtha Kind... Issue at and

After a general discussion and a description of the information

sources identified by members, two tests of this proposition will be

made: information sources by vote and information sources by issue

characteristics.

1. General

-- _-.__._--Table 5.1 presents a frequency distribution of sources mentioned .-.--

by members throughout the 361 interviews in response to the question,

"Where did you get your information-i.e., where did you turn to find out

about the facts of the bill." Responses to this question and subsequent

elaborations by members support three conclusions concerning information

sources in general.

First, congressional information stems from what Saloma refers

to as a system of *multiple information channels."17 As displayed
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Table 5.1

Aggregate Frequency Distribution of Information Sources: the
Percentage* of Interviews in which Members Mentioned

Various Information Sources

Commiittee Chairman 5%

Committee Members 13

State Delegation 4.
Party Leader . 4

Party Whip Notice 22
Floor Debate 18

* Committee Report 14
Other Members g

Committee Staff 3
Personal Staff 33
Constituents 5

Interest Groups 5
White House 3
Media/Reading 18
Democratic Study Group (pSG) 30
Republican Ad Hoc Group 1
Steering/Policy Committee Membership 1

Personal Experience/Learning 5
Membership on Other Committee 2
Committee Membership 6
Dear Colleague Letter 5
Environmen'al Study Group (ESG) 2.
Last Time Through 8

*Percentages are based on an N= of 361 interviews.
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in Table 5.1, fourteen oifferent sources were mentionelat least five

percent of the time. Seven were mentioned In more than ten percent of

the interviews. The findings in Table 5.1 corroborate Clapp's finding

that

...... . . . .legislators use many sources in the course of their-
deliberations .*. . such as . . . individual colleagues,
informal organizations of Congressmen to which a legislator
belongs, committee and personal staffs,. the hearings and
reports of committees, pressure groups, executive departments,
the mail, and floor debate.l8

Second, in Kingdon's words, ". . . certain actors in the legis-

lative system are more prominent in the decision-making of Congressmen

than others." 19 The most frequenciy mentioned information source is

personal staff followed by publications of the Democratic Study Group

(JDSG1, party Whip Notices, floor debate, media and general reading,

committee reports, and committee members. These findings provide several

surprises. Contrary to both Kingdon 20 and Matthews and Stimson,P-1 other

members (including both members on the relevant commi.ttee and thos.

not on ItQ are not the most frequently mentioned source of information.

Also, despite the emphasis in recent publications on the information

value of "books and scholarly studies,' 2 2 congressional research and in-

23vestigatory agencies such as General Accounting Office, Congressional

Budget Office, and Office of Technological Assessment), ani Information

Technologies24 (such as the Legislative Reference Service of the

Library of Congress), few members mentioned them as a significant source

of information.

Third, some sources of information such as personal staff, DSG

publication, Whip Notices, and the committee report perform what both

Kingdon 25 and Schneler 2 6 refer to as a filtering or "gate keeper"
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functiQn. These sources act to synthesize and forward information from

a number of diverse sources.

2. Sources

Major congressional information sources can be grouped as follows;

personal contacts with other members, impersonal contact with other mem-

bers, inhouse publications, personal staff, outside sources, and members'

experience and reading. Members provided a number of insights concerning

the utility and contributions of these major sources.

Members as Information Sources

Information concerning a floor vote comes from committee chairmen,

committee members, other members, party leaders, and state delegation

members.

Committee chairmen, cited five percent of the time, were mentioned

as an information source in instances where the chairman was an obvious,

dynamic actor such as Udall on Strip Mining, Thompson on Debt Collection,

$• Brooks on Reorganization Authority and the Energy Department, Gialro on

the Budget, and Stokes on the Assassinations Committee.

- Commi ttee.members were mentioned thirteen percent of the time.

Other members note the information utility of committee members in two

ways. First, those on committee are often turned to for clarification

of bills that originate from their committee. As one member described.

"I'll seek committee people out if I don't understand. If I have no

trouble, no questions-there's no need to visit with them." Another

I noted, *I usually talk to committee proponents to get a clearer view,"

Second, committee members "at the door" often provide information. The
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function of committee members positioned as such is ", to discuss.

They do not tell you how to vote.* One freshman Republican illustrated

the use of committee members at the house door with his reconstruction of

his decision with regard to the FAA Authorization. "I walked on the

floor cold on that one. I got 'all of my Informatlon by asking a corn-.

mittee member at the door.* Many members emphasized the selective use

of committee members. Again and again members noted how they turn to.

committee members in whem they have confidence. rn the words of one

tmaber, "I usually talk to friends on the committee to find out about

the bill."

Other members not on the committee are mentioned in nine percent

of the decision cases. Other members mentioned as an information source

are a) class members, b) those who closely monitor floor debate ("For

Republicans, Bauman of Maryland is very informative-- he practically

lives on the floor"), c) those who offer amendments ("I talked to Baucus

to find out how his amendment would affect the Str'Ip Mining Bill"),

d) those who have pork barrel projects at stake in any given vote Ces-

pecially on Snow Removal and the Water Projects), and e) those with

recognized expertise on an issue (e.g., the Michigan delegation on

Clean Air, doctors on.Saccharin). Many members pointed out that their

fellow members are a natural source of information. As one noted, "You

always survey the guys to find out about things that seem to be ambiguous."

Party leaders are mentioned in only four percent of the cases.'

Three forms of contact were mentioned, One is through official leader-

ship positions issued on major issues. Democrats disseminate leadership

positions in the form of published endorsement, of the Housa Democratic

Steering and Policy Committee. Republican leaders have two forums:

A . - ,. -. , * -
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publications of the House Republican Policy Committee and publications

of the Republican-Research Committee. These endorsements and stands

primarily provide "... general information. They do not advise."

As one Repuhlican described Republican party pronouncements, "They are

factual materials that help a guy make up his mind. Usually you'll

go with them unless there is an overriding philosophical or local

interest."

A second way in which party leaders provide infornation is

meetings with party whips. As a Democratic zone whip noted, "These

meetings are used primarily to get information out through the whip

network."

A third type of party leader information input i- through door-

men and cloakroom recordings. The leadership Of both House parties

station partisan members of the doorkeeper's staff at all entrances to

the House floor. These doorkeeps closely follow parliamentary develop-

ments and are prepared tc qive both a synopsis of the facts of a bill

under consideration and the party's stand on it. Also, both leaderships

provide telephone-accessed inf, .'on lines in their cloakrooms so

members away from the floor at the time of a vote can call to find out

"what is up."

State deiegations are also-reported in fewer-than five-percent-----.

of the interviews, despite the fact that several studies have emphasized

the "information sharing" utility of state delegations, 27 Members men-

tioned several occasions in which delegations provided information:

reliance by delegation members on a member of the delegation ClOn those

kinds of things we all turn to ...... "; delegation meetings where each

• member briefs the o, -- ,fion on developments in his committee C'These

i "
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run-downs by committee are really helpful*l; and, finally, consultation

by delegation members with U.S. Serdtors from tIe same state.

lN.personal Contact with Other Members

..... Ipersonal contact that members have with. other members also

provides inforiration for floor voting. Two very noteworthy impersonal

cantacts are "dear r.olleague" letters and debate.

.. .. ...Dear colleague letters are mentioned overall In approximately---

five percent of the decision cases. These communicatiorn ar sent to

all colleagues by a member--on or of the parent comittde.-concerned

with a particular bill. The letters give a concise, but biased, -tatement

of the issue and the member's position on it. Although some members said

tkit these kinds of communications are "simply too much to read, I don't

have the time," many members mentioned their utility for "getting the

pros and cons." One member stated that "due to their information value

and the political situation around here, I always read them to see who

is doing what."

,VW General floor debate on a tIll is mentioned in efoheen percent

of the interviews as an information source. Academic literature tends to

downplay the importance of debate.. Clapp notes that "Legislators corn-I monly believe that debate is nicre important In terms of public education

than for member education .28 Matthews argue!! that deb~ate "

lacks drara and excitement . ... most members have already made up

their minds . . ., Nevertheless, many members interviewed in this study

stressed the info-mativeness of debate. A freshman Democrat stated that

"Listening to debate affords a way to hear the arguments." A senior

southorn Democratic mentioned the information value of debate as follows:

_____________________
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From debate I learn what a bill and its amendments do. Nine times out

of ten, If you have a question on a bill, someone will answer it during

debate." The information value of debate is also emphasized by wide-

spread support by members for closed circuit telecasting of debate into

House offices. As one member noted, "The TV allows me to conduct business

in my office without missing the value of debate." Finally, it should be

noted that committee members indirectly provide information through

debate, since they usually serve as floor managers for a bill and thus

dominate debate.

In-House Congressional Publications

Members identified three in-house congressional publications that

have an information value: committee reports, party Whip Notices, and

DSG materials.

The report a committee issues on a bill was mentioned as a source

in fourteen percent of the decisions. As Zinn notes,

The report describes the purpose and scope of the bill and the
reasons for its recommended approval. Generally, a section-by-

,!'" section analysis is set forth in detail, explaining precisely what
each section is intended to accomplish." 3 0

Also, the report lists all changes the proposed bill will make in existing

law, cost estimate, and new budget authority. 3 1 Finally, the report

records the views of the committee majority together with any concurring,

dissenting, or minority views.

Many members noted that the report is invaluable as an information

source. "It is just a good background summary of the bill" one member

stated. Several members mentioned that members can determine their need

for further study by examining the report. In one member's words, "If
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there are minority or dissenting views, that indicates to me that there

was trouble in committee and there is likely to be a floor fight. For,

that reason I conscientiously read them." This member also noted that

members probably don~t have to read the report to get the information

from committee. "You11 get the points of view of the committee from------

committee members on the floor."

Party information packets distributed through whip networks are j

mentioned in twenty-two percent of the interviews, the third most fre-

quewtly.mentioned information source. Both parties distribute pack-

ages of information to their members. The Democrats title their packet

"Whip Advisory." It is prepared a week in advance, and members receive

it usually the Friday before each new legislative week. It consists of

a schedule of all bills to be called up to the floor for the following

week, together with'a synopsis of each bill. The synopsis lists the

floor managerof the bill, gives a title by title summary of the bill, a

background of the bill, dissenting views, and estimated cost. Repub-

licans call their notice "Legislative Digest," It is published under the

auspicies of the Hcuse Republican Conference. Like the Democratic"Whip

Advisory," it provides a schedule and summary of bills. The Republicans

supplement the "Legislative Digest"_-with-publicatlons from.the minorlty-

leaders office entitled "Legislative Alert." These are in-depth studies

of major bills prepared by minority counsels to the parent committee.

It should also be noted that the Democratic and Republican packages are
L4 ;•! ~made available on the floor as well as through the mail, Many members-...

especially those who seem to be on the fringes of their parties--acknowl-

edged that they try to read information packages from both parties,
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Publications of the DSG rank as the second most frequently cited

information sources, having been mentioned by thirty percent of the

interviewees.

As both Stevens, et al. 3 2 and Ferber 3 3 have written, the DSG was

originally intended as a counter balance to the conservative coalition.

-The-DS-G constituted an attenpt--and there isý some evidence available to

conclude that it has been moderately successful 34 -- to develop higher

voting cohesion among liberal Democrats. The contemporary DSG, although

continuing these efforts, has also secured a reputation on both sides of

the aisle and among those of all persuasions as the congressional informa-

tion source par excellence. In the firA session of the 95th Congress,

it had approximately 230 members.

DSG distributesfour different publications: '"Legislative Report,"

"Daily Report,n "Special Reports," and "Fact Sheets." "Legislative Report,"

is issued weekly. It gives a complete schedule of the upcoming week's

activities.together with a summary of all bills. The particular utility

of "Legislative Report" in comparison to party publications is that it

anticipates the amendments that are expected to be offered. It also lists

the arguments pro and con for each amenament. In a commentary section,

"Legislative Report" lists the support and opposition of the administration

and-major interest groups. "Daily Report" is issued each day and provides

a detailed, updated schedule for the particular day plus a last minute

listing of possible amendments. "Special Reports" are in-depth discussions

of issues that, although not presently up, are imminent. They are compiled

by the legislative staff of the DSG and are intended to provide background

information on the major bills of the session. "Fact Sheets" are detailed

• • studies of major, controversial pieces of information that are coming up.

V
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Membaers were effusive in their praise of the information value

of DSG. Several Republicans confided that they belonged to DSG solely

to receive the information packets. As one Republican noted, "It's

the best information source up here." A Democrat pointed out that "It

is a quick summary of issues that is put forth without pressure!' Another

Democrat said that "It is Useful in telling us what is coming up, that

it~s coming up, and what consent and suspension stuff and amendments

entail." Of a different order one member observed, "When the membership

of a committee splits, DSG is good for an objective statement of pros

and cons." Members frequently mentioned the information value of the

special reports on the Strip Mining and Clean Air bills, These special

reports seem obligatory readinj, for members. "If it's something I feel

DSG will cover and review, I go to it," one member stated.

Personal Staff

The personal staff of a member was the most frequently cited

source, mentioned inl thirty-three percent of the decision cases.

The interviews revealed three uses of personal staff in informa-

tion gathering: filtering and preparing, researching, and following

debate. .

The usual information input of staff is through the preparation

of information packages and briefing papers. In thisway, staff filters

and distills information received from DSG, committee, other members,

- interest groups, party organizations, the Administration, and constituents.

The following comment from a member serves to illustrate this staff

I ,•function: "The staff breaks down a bill for me. They digest the informa-

tion forwarded from DSG, sponsors, and constituency mail and then synthe-

size it."
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Other members pointed to a research contribution. One member

noted that

I don't get briefed by staff. I pick up basic information on
the floor, especially in conversations with other members and
the party stuff they have on the floor. For me, staff contributes
by looking into questions.

Another member, a Republican, stated that my staff ". . . goes on the

assumption that I've read"Legislative Alert.' Their J b is to get into it.

If there is controversy in'the report, that serves as a red flag to get

---to work on-it,' Another mentioned-that he-used staff to research things

in which-he gets interese and involved. *On those inds of things where

I see a problem, I put them to wovk. On the Pay Rals deal I had them do

research'on salary systems." Several members noted t at staff research

usually involves consultation with committee people aid committee staffs

and the staffs of other members, especially those in he state delegation

and those with whom the member has ideological compat bility.

A final informatipn contribution of staff stems from positioning

staff in the House gallery to follow debate on hotly ontested issues when

the member cannot be'present. Several members noted the utility of doing

this when they are in coimmittee and unable to be on the floor. In one

members words, "This way I can keep abreast of develo ments in the committee

of the whole and the business of amendments."

Outside Sources

Constituents and interest groups con~ztitute the only real outside

actors contributing information, and this contributior must be regarded

as minimal since both were mentioned equally--only five percent of the

4 time, The White Rouse, a potential outside source, is mentioned only

three percent of the time.
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Members noted that information from the constituency Is only

rarely forwarded by average citizens. In fact, the only information

input from individual constituents seems to come through members dis-

trict opinion polls. These tell the member what constituents know and

think about bills. Information from constituents usually comes from

groups In tl district that are somehow affected by the bill in consid-

erJation--e.g,, local public officials on grant programs, district indus-

trial plants. and auto dealers on Clean Air, and postal workers on Hatch

Act revisions.

SAlthough Clapp, 5 Jewell and Patterson, 3 6 Mtlbrath, 3 7 and

Tacheron and Udal138 have written of the information value of interest

groups and lobbyists, It is surprising to discover that groups and their

lobbyists are mentioned for only' five percent of the decisions.

The few who did mention interest groups viewed them as providing

information In one of two ways. First, as a senior Republican noted,

"Pressure groups help by providing background materials." Such background

information on bills is often routinely forwarded to members through the

mail. Second, hearing from competing interest groups on a policy question

provides the pros and *cons 'of an issue. Those situations where groups

were mentioned as information sources mainly involved narrow groups on

specific Issues such as tuna fishermen, grocers, and the Heinz Corpordtlon

on Marine Mammal; "right to work" committees and labor on Common Situs;

coal companies on Strip Mining; government labor anions on the Energy

Department; United Auto Workers on Clean Air; National Organization of

Women (jOWL on Hyde; postal workers on Hatch; and pharmaceutical concerns

and the Anerican Diabetic Association on Saccharin. In commenting on

interest groups and legislation, many members corroborated the notion of

/
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Bauer et al. that interest groups deal only witk legislators who are

already sympathetic with the group's objectives, 3 q

Memher's Experience and Reading

Membrs noted that information is often provided by their general

learning and experience, their experience with a similar bill in a .

previous session of Congress, and their general reading.

Five percent listed personal experience. Personal experience was

felt to be helpful in the following ways, First, "Expertise accumulated

before one comes to Congress can be relied on." Second, experience that

4k,4 results from a mem.ber's following of a policy issue for several years can

be a source of information. In this way, one member felt sufficiently

informed on the FAA vote since he had ". . . followed FAA matters for

years.' Another felt that his interest in foreign policy provided suf-

Sficient background on the Miller Amendment. Finally, a member's invoive-

ment with a hill provides him with information, Several members, not on

the parent committee of a bill, emphasized that, due to constituency or

personal interest, they had become active at the committee stage of a bill

living testimony, debating, following the hearings, etc. This kind of

involvement was felt to provide "all the guidance one needs."

The experience one has with a policy issue "the last time it was

through" w.s cited in eight percent of the interviews. For experienced

members, r)utine authorizations and appropriations and bills such as Strip

Mining, Countercyclical Aid, Common Situs, and the Hyde Amendment that

"have been around for a while" pose no information problems. As one

member noted, "These things tend to be the same as before--I don't have

to look into them again." Another emphasized that "When they have been

around for a few years, r have low information needs, I know what
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the bill is." Even in the case of amendments, prior experience is

helpful. "Itf you've experienced it once before, you know what the major

issues are and you can let your personal experience guide you--even on

the amendments.

Media and general reading were mentioned in eighteen percent of

the interviews. Those who mentioned the media felt that the media pro-

vided them with background information on the Ethics hill and on the

Saccharin debate. The media most frequently mentioned were the Washington

Post, WaliStreet Journal, and Congressional Quarterly.

Miscellaneous.

In addition to the above noted sources, a number of miscellaneous

information sources were identified, although not by any great numbers of

nmembers. These miscellaneous sources of information are: committee

staff ("especially the staffers on subcommittee who wrote the bill--

more than anyone they can help members understand what the bill does"),

membership on another committee (Ways and Means and budget committee

members mentioned they received information on major bills by virtue of

their membership on those committees), copies of the actual bill and

amendments, class organizations, Republican ad hoc groups (such as the

Society of Statesmen and the Republican Study Comnmittee),study organiza-

tions such as the Democratic Research Organization that services southern

Democrats, the bicameral, bipartisan "Snvironmental Study Group," and

the liberal "Members of Congress for Peace through Law." Republicans

noted that their party's practice of scheduling and stationing younger

members on the floor as monitors was an additional source of information

Sfor the monitor and others whio could turn to him.
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AlsQ mentioned were the Wkite House and federal bureaucrats, The

White House was seen as a source of information on the Energy Department

yote and on the HUD vote where the Carter administration provided the

breakdown of aid by states and congressional districts for alternative

allocation formulae. Bureaucrats wete viewed as helpful on School Lunch

([IEWI, Saccharin CHEW, FDA1 and the Water Projects vote CArmy Corp of

Engineers).

Finally, sponsorship of a bill and, more important, membership

on the parent committee is seen as a source of information. Carroll has

argued that less than a majority of the membership of a committee's mem-

bership are "efficient" in terms of the conmmittee's business. 4 0 For

those who are, however, hearinjs and the testimony of witnf:-ses is a

valuable information resource. In the words of one member, "If I pay

attention on committee, I have no reason to read party, committee or

group synopses.*

Two major conclusions can be drawn from .the above general des-

criptions.

First, congressional information sources can be differentiated

on two bases: directness and proximity. With regard to directness,

there are 1) direct contacts that involve a personal, direct face to

face relationship between the member and the source and 2) indirect sources

.that involve impersonal relationships. With regard to proximity, some

sources provide information to the member at a point most proximate to

the point of the decision while others are antecedent. Table 5.2 shows

the classification of major sources according to these two variables.

Second, 6SG publications, Whip Notices, the committee report and

staff inputs act as carriers for information provided by other sources.

./
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Table 5.2

Classification of Major Congressional Informration
Sources bay Proximateness and Directness

Directness

Personal Impersonal

Committee Chairman Doormen
Committee Members Caucus Recording

proximate Other Members Debate
Party Leaders
State Delegation
Personal Staff

Committee Members DSG Publications
Other Members Whip Notice

Antecedent State Delegation Media/Reading
Personal Staff Committee Report
Dear Col1eague Policy Committees
Interest Groups
Constituents

/
-' A_"_
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Both DSG and Whip Notices give the committee position. DSG provides

positions taken by interest groups and by the Administration. The com-

mittee report contains the positions of key Congressmen and interest

groups. Staff input often involves consultation with the committee and

the staffs of other members, constituents, and bureaucrats. As such,

these sources constitute collective channels of information.

Sources by Vote

-Several members argued that they did in fact use the same informa-

tion sources for each and every vote. One member described his standard

procedure: "My staff gives me a packet for each bill that's up. It

contains a copy of the bill, the Report, DSG, and samples of correspon-

dence we've received on it." Another described a routine search process-

"The day before the vote, I'll look at the bill, the Report, the Whip and

DSG summaries, Legislative Staff Summary, a sample of the mail, and staff

assessments of district relatedness."

Other members acknowledged a normal or typical scan for information

but noted that there are some votes that do fall outside the realm of the

routine. As one member emphasized, "Not all votes are normal. You use

different sources on different votes." For another, "Ninety percent of

......... my decisions do not involve substantive information._ But,- ten -percent do."

Table 5.3 is a listing of information source by vote. It clearly

shows that there is a good deal of variation in the mention of sources

from vote to vote. There are votes on which normal sources (i.e., those

most frequently mentioned such as DSG, staff, Whip Notices, and committee

/
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reportL are relied on and other votes where atypical sources come into

play, M~oreoyer, reliance on i.,rmal sources varies from issue to issue.

DSG is mentioned as an information source by sixty-seven percent of the

interviewees on the Clean Air Act and by no member on the Saccharin vote.

The mention of staff varies from a high of. sixty-seven percent on HUJD to

no mention on FAA, Public Works conference, and the Second Budget. Whip

notices t.re mentioned by as many as sixty-three percent on the Second

Budget vote and by no member on the Ethics and the NASA votes. The cont-

mittee report is cited as an information source by fifty percent of the

interviewees on Marine Mammal and by more on Ethics and the Nuclear Navy.

Personal staff, DSG publications, Whip Notices, and committee

reports are mentioned on practically all votes but were cited less on two

types of votes: those that might be considered visible and salient and

those that had been seen before. In both cases members had low informa-

tion needs since they already had something on which to rely.

Whip Notices were mentioned most on fiscal votes (Tax, Budget),

Arab Boycott, and EPA;infrequently on Ethics, Saccharin, the Pay Raise,

Rhodesian Chrome, and amendments (Nuclear Navy, Snow Removal, and Foreign

Aid reductions).

Committee reports were frequently mentioned when the committee

was divided (Common Situs, Public Works, Marine Mam"al, and the Hatch

Actl or when the committee evinced unanimity on a controversial matter

(Arab Boycotti. Reports were not perceived as an important information

source on major issues (Ethics, Rhodesian Chrome, Strip Mining, Energy

Department, Saccharin, Water Projects, and the Pay Raisel on which the

member himself was already likely to be informed and those low-grade
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votes on which he might have received a synopsis of committee action from

"another source (Nuclear Navy, NASA, FAA, EPA, Romanian Earthquake, House

Assassinations, Snow Removal, Countercyclical, HUD, and Foreign Aid).

Personal staff contributed the most o* those votes that were either

extremely controversial and complex (Rhodesian Chrome, Budget I, Foreign

Aid,.Clean Air, Hatch Act, and Saccharin) or low grade and complex (NASA,

EPA, Marine Mammal) or involved grant programs (Countercyclical, HUD, and

School Lunch). Personal staff was mentioned least on votes that members

usually knew something about from conversations with other members (Ethics

Nuclear Navy debate, Government Reorganization, House Assassinations,

Public Works, the second Budget resolution, the Hyde Amendment, and the

Pay Raise).

DSG input Was highest on issues that were hot but complex (Tax,

M Arab Boycott, Clean Air, and the Water Projects) and those low grade votes

for which little information was available (Romanian Earthquake, EPA, and

Foreign Aid). It was lowest on relatively straight forward hot issues and

all types of issues for which information was plentiful.

Other sources, not so prominent In the total breakdown of sources,

" were mentioned with a high frequency on certain bills, indicating that the

information contributions of various atypical sources are highly contextual.

Committee chairmen were mentioned in forty-three percent of the

interviews concerning the Ethics vote.

Committee members were mentioned when they themselves became

major combatants on the floor: House Assassinations, Marine Mammal, and

the second Budget resolution.

State delegation members were most prominent as an information

source on two major grant programs: Countercyclical and HUD.
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Party leaders were perceived By many as informative on the Ethics

vote.

Debate was most mentioned as an information source on those bills

that were handled on short suspenses (amendments such as Nuclear Navy,

Goldwater, and Snow Removall and those bills that tended to involve a

high level of disagreement (Energy Department, the first Budget vote, and

the Hatch Act revisionsi.

Other members not on the committte or in the state delegation were

most prominently mentioned on Both the Clean Air Act and the Goldwater

Amendment-two instances of attempts by floor memEers to override the

committee.

Constituents were mentioned as an information source in forty-

seven percent of the interviews on Saccharin. Constituents were also

E slightly mentioned on other hot bills such as the Energy Department Bill,

Clean Air, and the Hatch revisions.

Interest groups were mentioned by approximately twenty percent on

Common Situs, Marine Mammal, and Clean Air--issues where groups did make

-'J a determined effort to influence Congress.

Media/read'ing was an information factor on the highly visible votes:

Tax, Common Situs, Energy Department, Hyde, Saccharin, Water Projects, and

Pay Raise.

Personal experience was mentioned in approximately one-fifth of

the interviews concerning both Rhodesian Chrome and the Hyde Anti-Abortion

Amendment,-issues that had been faced in the previous Congress,

Dear tolleague letters were Judged as an information source on the

Foreign Aid cut vote.

Experience the last time up was viewed as important by some on four

votes: Rhodesian Chrome, Debt Collection Practices, Strip Mining, and
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the Anti-Abortion Amendment.

To smnmarize the distribution of sources by yote, data presented

in Table S.3 shows that there is significant vari:tion, according to vote,

in member use of various normal as well as atypical information sources.

Normal sources (D05, party-material,-staff, committee report) are used if -

the member has an information need--i.e., if the vote is both unfamiliar

to him and at least somewhat important. These normal sources are sup-

plemented by atypical sources under various special circumstances.

Testing the specific relationships of Proposition 6 (that low-

profile votes will be dominated prim, rily by narrow sources of information,

while hot issues will involve broader input) with Table 5.3 provides

results that are inconclusive. Supportive is the finding that extremely

high profile votes--Strip Mining, Clean Air, Hyde, and Water Projects--

involve high levels of input from the member-s own general reading of

media. Disconfirming is the finding that on low-profile votes such as

NASA, FAA, EPA, HUD, Countercyclical, Marine Manmmal, and School Lunch, in-

formation is provided not by committee members or affected interest groups,

but by DSG, Whip R orts, and staff. Yet, there is the possibility that

these normal sourcl.imay very well be based on subsystem sources.41,

Sources by Is.sue C a.r.acteristics.

Information sources were arrayed by issue characteristic. These

distributions are contained in Appendix F.

These data do not show a marked variation in information sources

by issue characteristics. Only eleven percent of the arrays involve dis-

tributions where the mention of a source varies more than nine percent

under different values uf the same issue characteristic.

[.I I - "
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These variations of nine percent or greater do permit the Identi-

fication of some correlates of information sources--I.e., the values of

issue characteristics under which a source is more likely to be mentioned

than not. Table 5.4 presents these sign'ficant correlates of each i%-

formation source.

The issue characteristic that is associated with the most varia-

tion is type of rule. It is associated'with the variations of four sources,

indicating that, on closed rules, party Whip Notices provide information,

while under more open circumstances the member relies on staff and personal

reading. Other characteristics associated with the variation of at least

three sources are: complexity, constituency awareness, renomination

effects, margin of the rule, and' presidential involvement. Character-

istics not associated with any variations are conflict, major status,'ýQ

Story, Washington Post Box Score, Index of Likeness, and amount of money.

The three categories of indicators--perceptual, objective, and subjective--

are associated with an equal percent of variations.

With regard to the specific relationship between type of source

and kind of vote, the breakdown of sources by issue characteristics offers

only mixed support for proposition 6. Supportive is the fact that commit-

tee members, presumably a narrow information source, are more apt to be

mentioned on complex and technical votes.. Yet, Contrary to proposition- 6,

Whip Notices and DSG Publications, presumably broader sources (although

as mentioned earlier, they may in fact be based on the committee), are

also prevalent in many low profile situations. Also disconfirming are

the following findings: a) Whip notices are more often mentioned on

issues involving low constituency awareness, and the absence of perceived

renomination and reelection effects and b) DSG is mentioned when the issue

is defined as complex, technical, and not involving constituency awareness

or renomination or reelection effects.
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Thus, in sum, the data in Table 5.4 thow that the use of informa-

tion sources yaries according to only some issue characteristics, Variation

-Jn. members' mention of information sources occurs more by vote than by

Issue characteristics.

Controls

A reading of general literature concerning congressional informa-

tion sources together with statements of members suggests that the use of

various sources may be related to certain member background character-

istics. As Ornstein has written, "Legislative information is not a

monolithic entity. Different legislators, at different times, will have

very different information requirements before being able to cast votes." 4 2

Several of the participants in the study noted that seniority

strongly affects the member's use of information sources. As one ex-

pressed,

The first term you're here, you must rely on the legislative
system-I mean you must turn to other members and something
like DSG. After that, you develop a familiarity with the stuff
that cnes through--you know, these routine authorizations and
appropr;iations. You get to know what they are.

Other more senior members, expeclally those on Ways and Means and

Appropriations, noted that senior members usually do not have time to

keep up with thq flow of information. As a senior Democrat on Ways and

-Means emphasize, "I'm too busy to read the Report, DSG, and Whip Advis-

ories. I rely on my own network and my past experience."

To examine the relationship between source and seniority and

other possible relationships with. other background variables, cross-

tabulations were run between selected sources and selected background

characteristics. Only a few significant relationships were discovered.

- /
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Table 5.5 displays the ,:,eaningful relationships between use

of source and memfer's backgrou,.1 factors. Those data show- that back-

ground controls do account for variation. although slight, in

m•mbers' use of sources. 'South.-i Democrats and Republicans tend to

rely on Whip Notices more than Northern Democrats. Freshmen use Whip

Notices at a rate twice as highi 7; J.elr more senior counterparts. It

is interesting that those with 21low average party support scores mention

party whip notices at a slightl:, Mv1'"r rate than those with higher

scores. Those with above avereei ADA scores mention DSG at a rate twice

as high as those with below avcrai,' scores. Junior members reference

committee reports slightly more frequently than more senior representa-

tives. Finally, those with above average presidential support scores for

the 95th Congress are slightly more likely to mention the White House as

an information source than those with scores below average.

In addition to background controls, it was thought that input

from individual actors and force field volume may provide alternatiye

explanations to variable use of information sources. Specifically, it

was felt that, with regard to individual sources, if an actor was per-

ceived by the member to be making a decision input, the actor would be

more likely to be mentioned by the member as an information source.

Also, with regard to force field volume, it was felt that a low volume

of communications would likely be associated with normal information

sources while a high volume would be associated with atypical ones.

Tables 5.6 and 5.7 display sources with control by force field

input and force field volume. As will be recalled from Chapter IV,

force field is a concept used by John Kingdon to identify all the relevant

communications a member recalls concerning a partiqular decision. Generally
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Table 5.5

Meaningful Relationships betwc:n U:e of Information Sources and
Member~s Background Characteristics: the Percentage of

Interviews in which Members Mentioned Different
Information Sources Under Various

Control -.-°-,ries

"Party
Northern Southern

% Mentioning Democrats Democrats Republicans
. . .. -Use of

Whip Notice 18% 21% 31%

Length of Service

% Mentioning Fresh. 2-5 years 6-11 years 12+ years
Use of

Whip Notice 31% 24% 18% 16%

Party Unity 214

% Mentioning Below Average Above Average
Use of

Whip Notice 27% 20%

ADA Scores

% Mentioning Below Average Above Average
Use of

DSG 19% 37%.

Length of Service,

% Mentioning Fresh. 2-5 years 6-11 years 12+ years
Use of

S................... . .. -- -the Report 16. ..%....%.12. . .

Presidential Support Scope 95th Congress

% Mentioning Below Average Above Average
Use of

White House 8% 14%

4
*1.. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .

• ! d
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Tabli 5.6

Information Sources Controlled F,' rorce Field Sources: the Percentage of
Interviews in which Members v..'-:-)ned an Information Source After

Mentioning Source as a Force Field Input

.. .. Mention of Chairman as Input

Mention of Chairman No Yes
as Information Source

Mention of Committee Member as Input

Mention of Committee Member No Yes
as Information Source

Mention of State Delegation as Input

Mention of State Delegation No Yes
as Information Source 7%

Mention of Party Leader as Input

Mention of Party Leader No Yes
as Information Source iT7

Mention of Other Members as Input

Mention of Other Members No Yes
as Information Source -"%

Mention of Personal Staff as Input

Mention of Personal Staff No ('Yes
as Information Source 15% W

Mention of Constituents as Input

Mention of Constituents No Yes
as Information Source 7 TM

Mention of Private Groups as Input

Mention of Private Groups No Yes
as Information Source T

Mention of White House as Input

Mention of the White House No Yes
as Information Source T-

V **.~~~........... . .. . ..-.-----
j'
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Table 5.7

Information Sources Controlled by Force Field Volume: the Percentage of
Interviews in which Members Mentioned Different Information Sources

when Force Field Volume is Below and Above Average

Force Field Volume

Below Average Above Average

Whip Notice 23% \ 22%
DSG 27 32
Report 17 11
Personal Staff 29 . 39
Committee Members 11 16

White House 9% 21%

Constituents 3 9
Interest Groups 3 7

41,
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*the data tn Table 5.5 support the supposition that a rmeqber's Information

source-s are related to who he hears from and from how many he hears..

Tab~le 5.6 clearly shows that the i, L -aflity that an actor will be men-

tioned as an Information source is significantly increased if that

/ .. member is first mentioned as an 1j~put.

Table 5.7 displays information sources as controlled-fr ~

force field volume. It supports two conclusions. First, al.l of the

atypi.al sources are more likely to Be an information source when force

field volume is above average. Secondly, normal sources seem to be

~ relatively unaffected by force field volume. Only personal staff seems

to be appreciably mentioned more when force field volume is above

average. Conimittee i-sports and Whip Notices are mentioned more, however,

when force field volume is below average. tn sum, Congressmen pay-

attention to normal information sources when the commuunications volume

is lower. When the volume is higher, certain atypical sources are more

likely to be mentioned along with normal sources,whlle cotmmittee report

is not likely to be as important.

Conclusion to Proposition 6

To conclude the discussion of proposition 6, tests by vote reveal

that members mention different-infonnationrsources-on-different- pieces of - -

-legislation. Evidently, different issues pose different information needs

for the member that cannot be satisfied by consistently referencing a

single source or a set of sources. Its most Instances, normal information

channels suffice. Under several noted special circumstances, however,

members turn to atypical sources. Although there are slight relationships

between member background and information sources and Between force field

. . . . . . .
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characteristics and information sources, the relationship between source

and type of vote seems independent of them. Few relationships exist

between source and issue characteristics.
./

8. PROPOSITION 7: The Volume (How Many Sources) of Information A
Congressman Refers to Varies According to the Kind .of issue Involved

A major conclusion in Kingdon is that "... Congressmen confine

their'searches for information only to the most routine and easily avail-

Able sources." 4 3 Applying the theories of "problemistic search" and

"satisfycing" to the.legislative information network, Kingdon concludes

that most Congressmen "... engage in an extended search for information

only rare'ly . ."44 In other words, most members use the same search

procedures on most issues.

In desrribing their own information procedures, several members

corroborated the notion '.f a single process. When asked "From where did,

you oboain information," several answered, "the usual process" or "the

normal procedure." 'The following quotes are examples of members' des-

criptions of standardized procedures for all decisions:

If I do anything, I take a passing look at DSG.

For most votes, you know all you have to to make a yea or nay decision.
There is no need for extended research. " .

I rely totally on DSG, Library of Congress stuff and Ways and Means staff.

I read the Whip Advisory on everything and get it all from there.

The conditional approach implies a process that is much more variable.

It is infered that low grade issues involve no more than perfunctory search,

but hot issues witness an extraordinary, broader search for information. Kingdon

accepts the notion of a variable search process. In his words, "There is more
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reading, talking, and seeking out of information during consideration of

the highest-salience issues than with other issues..' 4 5. But, this occurs

only rarely for the member "... only when confronted with some unusual

problems .46

Several members spoke of c x:'onounced variation in information

scan, as shown by the following statements:

To inform myself, I merely go to two or three on each side and hear
what they have to say. If I'm confused, I go to two or three more.

Intense conflict clearly raises a different perspective. Routine
matters involve different information gathering procedures than
those not so routine. On those not so routine you must visit
with other members.

For every vote you try to get all the facts. Sometimes you e•n do
this by Just going to DSG publications. At other times, especially
when the vote is controversial and my constituency is involved or
affected, I go to committee members, state delegation members, and,
if I have to, to debate.

What is a routine information procedure on one issue may not be
routine for another. What's routine for one member may not be
routine to another because of interest and involvement.

To test proposition 7 and to address the disparity between the

routine and variable perspectives, two tests were made.

First, the number of information sources cited In each interview

session were counted and categorized as being above or below the mean

number of contacts (the average for all respondents was approximately two

"information sources for vote). The distribution of above and below mean

sources were then cross-tabulated by vote and issue characteristics'

indicators. It was felt that if proposition 7 is correct, the number of

members having above mean sources should vary from issue to issue, with

hot issues involving a preponderance of above mean sources.

The second test involves inspection of the responses of all

members for whom four or more questionnaires are available. It was felt

that if proposition 7 is valid, the responses of those who were interviewed
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numerous times should evince diversified search procedures, 'as seen in

-the mention of different sources on different votes.

Tabile 5.8 displays a general frequency distribution of all members

for all Issues. Overall, most members relied on only one or two sources

when making a decision, giving superficial support to the perfunctory -

scan generalization. It is int.:--tng th t for seven percent of the

decisions, no information source was mentioned. In these cases, members

acknowledged that -"There wasn't much on it. "

SCross-habulations by both votes anc by issue characteristics

reveal meaningful variation in information search.

Table 5.9 shows that. how many info ation sources members refer

to. depends on the vote at hand. The percent of members with above mean

information sources varies from vote to vote, from a high of eighty per-

cent on Clean Air to a low of thirteen percent on the FAA vote. For

eight of the votes studied--including some of the more controversial ones

such as the Arab Boycott, Energy Departnent, Clean Air, Hyde, Hatch, and

Water Projects--more than half of those interviewed had above mean in-

formation soukces. In contrast, for twelv• votes, less than thirty per-

cent of the interviewees had above mean Information sources. The

-twelve are basically of three types: 1) low grade votes -(FAA, House

Assassinations, NASA, Romanian Earthquake, Public Works, and HUD),.

2) votes with short parliamentary suspenses (CNuclear Navy, Snow Removal,

and Saccharin), and 31 hot votes for which the member is usually already

fairly well informed (Pay Raise, Ethics, anid the Budget).

Tables 5.10 to 5.12 show significant variation in the information

Svolume by issue characteristics. Fifty percent of the distributions involve

variation in ibove mean information sources in excess of nine percent.

II
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Table 5.8

frequency Distribution of Information Sources: the Percentage of
Interviews In which Members Mentioned Various Numbers

of Information Sources

Number of Sources Percent of Total

0 7%
1 29
2 26
3 23
4 10
5 5
6

.

¶4........................ .....
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Table 5.12

nformation Volume by SubJective Issue Characteristics: the Percentageof ]rnter'views in which Members Cited an Above Average Number of

Information Sources (i.e., Three or more Sources) under
... Various Conditions of Perceptual Indicators . . . . . ..

Newness Specificity Change
Above Mean

Number of No Yes No Yes No Yes
Sources

39% 38% 39% 37% (31% 43%)

. ) - Variation of ten percent or more among categories

I
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A higher volume of information svirc.s is associated with. yotes considered

complex, technical, conflictual, major, and tough, and those involving

wail, an open rule, above average adoption of the rule, an amendment over

coIittee objection, a minority report, Waft to' Pst Hm- Score,

Congress as initiator and modifier, above average policy time frame,

Steering and PolicyCommittee policy endorsements, and above average

force field volume. Most of the correlates of high volume information

are hot characteristics. Exceptions are those votes defined as complex

and technical... Aleays.,by these characteristics reveal that extended

search occurs on both hot and low profile issues. Although one member

insisted that "On old issues, there just isn't an information need,"

this study shows no difference in terms of information volume between

old and new policy questions.

The second test-inspection of information processes of the

fifty-one members for which there are four or more questionnaires-reveals

that eighty percent of the interviewed legislators evince what might be

described as a diversified information process. They mention different

sources and have a different information volume on different pieces of

*J legislation. For only twenty percent of the legislators for whom four

or more questionnaires were collected was there anything resembling a

routine search procedure--i.e., use of the same sourcd~s and the same

Information scan in most cases.

Control s

Interviews suggested that there may be relationships between

information volume and whether a member voted yea or nay, a member's

election status, and length of service. With regard to yea or nay, a
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'wenber a. ued that "If you're for it, there is no need to get into a vote.

"You tend sluff off." With regard to election status, several members

"noted thit those who areý electorally insecure "need to get into it more

5ecause t ramifications of theIr octions are more awesome." Finally,

numerous egislators contended Vh3t junior members, in comparison to

those mor senior, have information needs that require extensive search.

Tible 5.13 exhibits information volume as controlled by these

variables These data show that there are meaningful differences in

the volumD of Information a member references and these variables. Those

who vote e not nay as the member insisted), are electorally marginal,

* from a sw tck district, more junior,* and have a higher volume of Infonna-

tion.

Conclusion to Proposition 7

To conclude the discussion of proposition 7, on some issues,

members make a perfunctory scan, and on others they engage in extra-

ordinary ;earch. These variations do not neatly coincide according to

a hot/low profile distir.tion. Instead, search seems to vary more by

complexity/technical-l*y, parliamentary suspense, as well as by hot/low

profile status. High volume search is associated with hot issues that

do not personally affect the member, votes without short parliamentary

suspense, and low profile votes that are complex and technical, On these

kind of v)tes, members are likely to refer to many sources of information.

I-i
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Table 5.13

Relationships Between Number of Infor,,,Ion Sources Cited and Certain
Background Characteristics of Members: the Percentage of Inter-
views in which Members Mentioned Above Average Information

Sources (Three or More Sources) under Various
Control Categories

Percent with an Above Average
Information Volume Controls.

Yes/No Vote

Member Voted Member Voted
.Yes .No

34% 41%

Election Results

Members from
Close Marginal Safe
Seats Seats Seats/

15% 44% 39%

District Party Control Switch Status
Members from Members not from
Switch District Switch District

52% 38%

s -Length of Service
Freshmen 2-5 years 6-11 years 12+ years

48% 42% 34% '25%

/Classification by election results are based on 1976 election results
according to the following categories:

Close = 50% to 52% of the vote;
Marginal is from 52% to 55%; and
Safe is 55% plus.

II

/
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C. PROPOSITION 8: .TI w", b~r Perceptitoni.of theAdegu.cy
"* of. nformation*VAies A.r.rording to the, K f n §fssu-e at Hand

-General

Althiwgh, as noted at t;c Leginning of this chapter, lack of

. . .-. tnfonution is considered a characteristic-of the congressional informa-
tion process, tn only eleven percent of the interviews did members note

that they felt inadequately Informed.

Table 5.14 gives the distribution of responses to the question:

'How infOrmed did you feel on this decision?" It shows that most

classify their level of information in the "moderate" or "somewhat"

category and the "very well" category. Table 5.15 presents a list of

4 verbal descriptibns that members offered for each of the response categories

available to them for the level of information question, It shows that

those classifying their information level as "not much" do not feel in-

formed on the Issue and feel their knowledge is below average. Conversely,

those classifying their information as "very well" consider themselves

to be above average in knowledge, due to qither committee responsibilities

*• . or intimate involvement. Those classifyiW thqir information level as

"somewhat" fall somewhere in between. The feel they have enough in-

----. _formationto .adequately or .comfortably mak a yea/nay vote.

Level by Vote

The distribution of responses to the questior, on level of informa-

tion by vote reveals that. a member's level of information varies from vote

to votz. Table 5,16 presents this distribution, "Not much" responses

vary from a high of sixty percent mention on the FAA vote to a low of no

xx L- - - - -
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Table 5.14

Distributfon of Respons•_ to the Question: "How
rnfonmed Did You Feel on This Decision?"

.Level of .nfo.mation--.. ..

Not Much 11%

Somewhat 46%

Very Well 43%

N - 351

-

S- ............. .... . .... . . . . ... .......... ............... ...... .. .. . ..
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mention on Ethics and several other votes. "Very well" responses vary

from ninety-four percent on the pay raise to no mention on the FAA vote.

Low profile votes such as NASA, rFM, and Romanian Earthquake are associ-

ated with above average "rTot much" responses and below average responses

in the "somewhat" and "very well" categories. Hot votes such as Ethics,

Rhodesian Chrome, Common Situs, Energy Department, the second Budget,

Hyde Amendment and Pay Raise are associated with Inordinately high "very

well" responses and zero percent in the "not much" category. Low profile'

or short suspense bills such as Nuclear Navy, Goldwater Amendment,

Marine Manmal, EPA, and Arab Boycott and complex/technical/specialized

votes such as Tax and Clean Air are associated with below average "very

well" responses.

The reasons for these variations are best provided in members'

words. One member noted,

We are usually prepared on major bills and significant amendments
to them. Divisions in committee which occur on important votes
provide safeguards by communicating to the member that there will
be a fight, and be better inform himself. On things not so
important, you fly, by the seat of your pants.

Another argued that iP

"The' more controversy, the more you'll know about it. If you are
to e respected by your colleagues, you should be able to talk the
pro and cons on an issue. When there is less controversy and....... ...... emo Ionand morecomplexlty a member is not likely to know.

Another noted that

On major bills you get stuff from the Library of Congress,
Congressional Research Organization, and party and factional
groups. There is usually an abundance of information that
allows you to get familiar with basic issues. On minor issues
you just don't get much information. You often have to guess.
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-Level 5y Issue Chaiact0rt&ttcs

The.arrayof level of information by various indicators of issue

characteristics reveals that there are meaningful differences in perceived

level of information among various values of issue characteristics. The

arrays are presented in Appendix G, with significant differences specially

marked.More than sixty-flve percent of these distributions involve meaning-

ful differences Cin excess of nine percent variationi among values of

issue characteristics.

The issue characteristics'correlates of information level provide

overwhelming support for the directional relationships predicted by pro-

position 6. These correlates, based on variations of nine percent or

more, are exhibited in Table 5.17. "Not much" responses are associated

with only low profile values. All of the correlates of "very well"

responses are, with only one exception, hot values. Correlates of "some-

what" responses are, with a few exceptions, low profile values.

Controls

Several members suggested that a member's perception of his level

of information may be a function of seniority. The newer members, due

to the lack of seniority,-the reasoning went, would be more likely than .

more senior members to classify their decision as involving "not much"

information, A cross-tabulation of level of information and length of

service, however, revealed no meaningful differences.

Conclusions to Propositiorr8

Congressmen view their level of information in varying degrees

depending on the kind of issue involved. On hot issues they feel relatively
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Table 5.17

Values of Issue Characteristics Associated with Mention of Different

Levels of Information

Oriese correlations are based on variations of nine percent or more)

Not Much Somewhat Very Well

No conflict (JYP) Complex (LPJ Not complex (H)
Constituency No conflict (LP) Not technical (H)

not aware (LP) Not major (LP) Conflict (H)"
No mail (LP) Constituency not Major (H)
Routine (LP) aware (IP) Salient (H)
No thought (LP)" No mail (LP. Constituency aware (H)i
Modified open rule (LP) No renomination Mail (H)
Comfortable margin effects (LP)" Renomination effects (H)"

of passage (LP) No reelection Reelection effects (H)"
No CQ story LP) effects (LP)' Not routine (H)"
No Washington Post Routine (LP) Feeling (H)"

story 'LP' No strong feelings (LP)' Thought (H)"
Congress r.atifies (LP) Above average rule Closed rule (H)
Above.average mnrgin (LP)" Below average rule

Democratic party Close final passage (H) margin (H)*
unity (LP) Cormittee dissensus (H) Final passage defeated (H)'.,

No minority report '(LP) Minority report (H)
No Washington Post CO story (H)"

box score (LP) Washington Post box
No Republican party score (H)

endorsement (LP) Washington Post
Presidential story (H)

"involvement (H) Congress initiates (H)
Below Democratic party

unity (H)
nlý• Below average likeness (H)

Democratic 'party endorse-
ment (H)

__ -' -- ____Republican~ party endorvse-
ment (H)

Above average money (H)
No presidential involve-

ment (LP)'
H - Presumed hot value
LP- Presumed low profile value

-Variation of twenty percent or more
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well informed. On low-grade votes, perhaps due to the lack of incentives

0 and interest, they percei've their information to be relatively scant.

0. Summary and Conclusions

Students of Congress have formulated three major general izations

concerning congressional information: (1) Kovenock's finding that other

members are the main source of a Congressman's information, (2) Kingdon's,

conclusion that Congressmen confine their information searches to routine

sources and "only rarely" go beyond them, and (3) Davidson et al .'s con-

clusion that most members perceive an information deficiency when voting.

This chapter has examined the contextual nature of ~congressional

information and has revealed a process much more variable than implied by

previous research. An examination of three aspects of congressional

information from the perspective of the member--sources, volume, and

adequacy--has revealed that the sources members utilize, their search

procedures, and their perceptions of their own level of information vary

according to different kinds of votes. Thus, for the congressional

scholar, descriptions of congressional information seem better captured

by the identification of contexts than by single models.

This chapter has revealed that members rely on many different

sources of information. These sources are of both a personal and an

impersonal nature and are disseminated both proximate to and antecedent

from the vote. The most frequently mentioned sources are personal staff

and vartmas in-house publications and not other members as Kovenock has

suggested. Use of information sources is variable. Normal sources (those

most frequently mentioned such as personal staff, DSG publications, party
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mterials, and the committee report) satisfy uzual information needs,

Normal sources are supplemented by other actors and sources, however,

under special circumstances. Variation in sources is not strongly re-

lated to either issue characteristics or to hot/low profile distinctions.

Instead, variable use of information st,,irces seems to be a function of

member knowledge and need. If a menmber is unfamiliar with a vote, but

it Is somewhat important to him, he will consult with normal source. such

as staff and congressional publications. Special contextual circumstances

cause him to turn to other sources for various reasons. For example,

committee members provide Information when they are combatants. Debate

Is an information source when bills are handled on short suspense.

The search procedures of Congressmen are highly variable. The

number of sources a member refers to prior to a floor vote varies from

only a few on some votes to many on others. These variations are related

to different values of issue characteristics but not solely in the direction

of a hot/low profile distinction. Members search for more information

when the issue is hot, when there is not parliamentary suspense, and when

there are certain low grade issues that are hard to understand. Combining

these findings with an inspection of questionnaires from menbers from whom

four or more Interviews yere conpleted reveals a search process more

varied than Kingdon's notion that members only occasionally deviate from

routines.

How informed a member feels when casting a vote is also highly

variable, and these variations do conform to the distinctions between hot

and low grade issues. In contrast to Davidson, et al., neibers feel at

least adequately prepared to cast a vote. On low profile votes, however,

a disproportionate number admit to knowing "not much" on an issue. On
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hot votes a disproportionate number perceive that they know an issue

"yery Well." There is a very high Csixty-five percentl variation among

different values of issue characteristics. These variations conform to

a hot/low profile distinction, with hot characteristics associated with

a higher level of perceived information and low profile characteristics

associated with, a lower level.

A major research question not examined in this chapter involves

the actual sources from which congressional puBlications, and personal

staff receive the information that they forward to members. As Schneier

notes, "There is a two-step flow of information within the legislature." 4 8

Yet, the initial source of information was not studied. Statements from

various members and interviews with'party and group information systems,

however, do suggest that most of the information-distributed by these

Ssources is based on committee sources. This seems to corroborate Schneier's

notion of "functional fragmentation"--i.e., that the information process

in Congress is fragmented into policy subsystems. 49 The problem with

this kind of system is that, in Schneier's words, "There are few general

sources . . . of information." 50  If information is based on the committee

system, there is no guarantee that multiple, competing points of view are

being heard. Instead, if the committee is the major information source,

flo':r information may be based on a homogeneous group of Congressmen.

Committee recruitment patterns are such that members are attracted to a

committee primarily because of constituency interests and case work responsi-

bilities. In other words, most committee members are motivated by a sense

of service to affected interest groups rather than to service to the public

interest. If, then, committees are the major source of floor information,
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an effort should be made to insure broad based representation on the

• ccmmittees of Congress.5.

Members provided a number of insights concerning problems of

the congressional information process. These perspectives are proyided

"in Appendix H.

I
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CHAPTER VI I

THE CONDITIONAL NATURE OF DECISION DETERMINANTS

The most important component of the legislative decision-

making map Is, of course, the Basis on which the member actually ma .s

the decision. In the parlance of decision theorists, it is referr to

as the "normative premise."

To explain why Congressmen vot~ as they do, political scien ists

Shave focused on two major concepts: dt1rminants and roles. Decisi n

determinant refers to the determinative cause of a Congressman's floor

vote. 1  Role is the basic orientation with which the legislator approaches,

his decision responsibilities. In employing both concepts, analysts have

assumed that a Congressman's decision-making is'generally dominated ýy a'

single determinant and a single role. This chapter will investigate the

variability of decision determinants. TPhe next will examine role vaNi-

ability.

The enormous research efforts undertaken by political scientists

to uncover why legislators vote as the4 do have identified a plethorl of

forces, factors, and actors that correlate with, cause, or explain t e

vote. These various dete minants can be classified according to four

categories, depending on how proximate they are to the vote and whet~ier

they are internal or external to the legislature or legislator. Table

6.1 classifies the major, identified causes according to four possibl e

categories.

Actors internal to or within the legislature and proximate to the

vote that have been identified as influential in congressional voting are

252
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the committee system, 2 fellow members, 3 party leaders, 4 and a member's

personal staff. 5

Internal forces somewhat remote from the vote are party, 6 ideology, 7

legislator's demography, 8 legislW-";c procedures, 9 and norms/folkways, 1 0

External actors proximate to the vote are constituents, 1 1 the

President, 1 2 bureaucrats,13 and lobbyists.14.

Factors external to the legislature and antecedent to the vote

are constituency characteristics,l 5 media, 16 electoral outcomes, 17 and

public opinion. 18  -- ..----

Many of those who identify these actors, forces, and factors'

presume that the determinant which they pinpoint determines most legis-

lative voting. For example, for Turner ". . . party continues to be more

closely associated with-congressional voting behavior than any other dis-

cernible factor." For Matthews and Stimson, as the subtitle. of their

work states, cue-taking is the "normal" decision-making procedure in the

House. For Clausen, most decisions are made-on the basis of policy

dimensions. In his words,

.legislators reduce the time and energy requirements of policy
decision-making by (1) sorting specific policy proposals into a
limited number of general policy content categories and by (2)
establishing a policy position for each general category of policy
content, one that can be used to make decisions on each of the
specific proposals assigned to that category. 2 1

Kingdon fosters a consensus mode theory. To him,

Congressmen begin their consideration of a given bill or amendment
with one overriding question: Is it controversial? ... when there
is no controversy in the Congressman'-s environment at all, his
decision rule is simple: vote with the herd. . . If the Con-
gressman does see some conflict in his total environment, , he
proceeds. . .to the next step in the decisional flow chart, 2 2

E-ich cf these authors fa-lss to emphasize that different legislators may be

influenced by different determinants or that legislators may be alternately

affected b,: various factors, depending on the decision situation.

,/ / -
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In contrast, Lowi, Ripley and Franklin, and Price stress the

contextual applicability of different decision referents. Lowi, and

Ripley and Franklin, for example, argue that different forces are influ-

(/ ential on different kinds of decisions. Although they do not specifically

address determinants of decision-raking from the perspective of the

member's cognitive map, these authors imply that on distributive issues

members will engage in cue-taking from committee members, on regulatory

Issues they will make ideological decisions, and on redistributive issues

they will ratify compromises hammered out among prominent political

elites.
2 3

This chapter will test a proposition concerning determinants that

seems to be a logical deduction from the conditional model. It is:

Proposition 9: The basis on which a representative casts a vote varies

by kind of issue. On low key issues, members will be more likely to

engage in cue-taking (i.e., leaning on, looking to, taking bearings from

other actors), while on hot issues members are more likely to make an

ideological (or what Clausen calls a policy) vote.

p.' The rationale for this proposition stems from theories of

economic incentives. On those issues considered to be low profile and

relatively unimportant, members will lack-incentive to become involved.

Due to lack of interest in the question, they will be willing to defer to

the judgments of others. On hot issues that are perceived to be important,

members will be sufficiently motivated to develop policy commitments.

". 4 . ° ' ,.
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PROPOSITION 9: The Basis on Which a Representative
Casts a Vote Varies by Kind of Issue

Distinctions

The study of. congressional decision-making has spawned a veritable

"lexicon of terminology used to describe various aspects of the decision

process. Terms such as referent, determinant, correlate, and decision

rule have been used to illustrate various scholarly concepts concerning

decision-making. A ;*ecise definition of each will clarify the ensuing

discussion.

A decision referent is an actor, force, or factor ttat the

Congressman feels is important in shaping his decision.

A decision determinant is the actor, force, or factor that the

Congressman cites as being most influential in his decision.

A correlate is an actor, force, or factor discovered to be

associated with patterned voting among roll call data. Thus, the major

difference between a correlate and a determinant is the method used to

identify them. C',rrelates are discovered through roll-call analysis,

~ while determinants are Identified through interviewing.

A decision rule is a patterned, shortcut process through which a

decision determinant is routinely Influential.� For example, continued$

routine reliance on a committee member as a determinant by a member would

point to the decision rule of "cue-taking." 'Similarly, continued use of

ideology would involve the decision rule of policy voting.

The conditional approach to legislative behavior argues that the

decisions of each Congressman are determined by different determinants

depending on the issue at hand. Congressmen employ not one decision rule

but different rules on different kinds of issues.
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Generalizations

To obtain data on decisi n determinants, the question "Why did

you decide as you did--i.e., on what did you base the decision?" was

asked, Responses support five g-neral statements: (i) members acknowl-

edge decision shortcuts, (21 memners will frequently cite several deter-

minants for each decision, (3) tiere ure a multitude of possible determin-

ants, (4) an overwhelming maJori y of decisions are determined by ideo-

logical considerations, and (5) here are seven discernable decision-

mod~s in congressional voting.

"(1) Members Acknowledge Decision Shortcuts

Several' members offered the insight that shor':cuts are a neces-

sary and rational approach to legislative dicision-making. As one member

said, "Shortcuts must be develop d. It reduces decision-making to a

e routine."

(2) Members Frequently ite Several Determinants for each

Decision

I' Although members were askod to identify the single factor that

was most influential in their delision, an average of two determinants

were mentioned by each member fo each decision. Table 6.2 displays a

frequency distoilbution of the number of determinants cited, As can be

seen there, many members mentioned two or three factors and some mentioned

as many as four and five. Evidently, in many instances, members felt that

their decision was the result of several co-weighted determinants rather

than any one cause.

SI3 There are 'a MUltttude of PossibleDetermit'nats

Table 6.3 provides a frequency distribntion of determinants. It

shcws th-it members identified no less than fourteen different, maJor

decision determinants throughoutithe course of this study. In addition,
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A Table 6.2

Distribution of Number of Cited Determinants: the Percentage of Interviews-
in which Members Mentioned Different Numbers of Determinants

Number of
Determinants Number of
'Cited Congressmen %

0 4 1

1 149 41

2 139 39

3 53 15

4 14 4

5 2 1

N a 361 101%

,ý
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Table 6.3

Frequency Distribution of Determinants: the Percentage of Interviews in
which Various Decision Determinants were Mentioned

Committee Chairman 6%

Committee Members 10

State Delegation 3
---,----Party Leader ..- -- ------ 2

Other Congressmen 4
Personal Staff 4

White House 6

Constituency 13
Compromise 7
Consistency 7

.Consensus 7
Philosophical Convictions 11

Poli cy'Assessments (Ideology) 65

Campaign Promises 3

Miscellaneous:
Testimony Before Commiittee I
Bureaucrats 2,
Media/Reading 1
Rule 1

-- - -- - --- No--Choice 2.. . . ... .. .. ...
Family/Friends 1
Personal Experience 2

P Conmiittee 7

Other Items 1
Protect the Process 2

Prioritization 2

s-' I
I..+

S ' -1
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many miscellaneous determinants were brought to light. The following

-narrative summarizes members' use of the various determinants,

Chairmen

Chairmen were mentioned as a decision determinant In the context

that the member was following the lead of the chairman. Examples are

statements such as "I followed Obey on Ethics," "I went with Jack Brooks

on Government Reorganization," "I stuck with Mahon on Snow Removal,"

"I'm sticking with Conte on the Water Projects vote," or "I'm following

Gonzales on the Assassinations Committee vote." In each case the member.

looked to the chairman's position for guidance. As one member noted with

regard to Marine Mammal Protection, "I looked to see if the chairman

appeared personally satisfied with the tuna/porpoise quotas. After

finding out that he was, there was no problem for me."

Committee Members

Committee members were mentioned as decision determinants in two

i •,ways: 1) individLal members were identified by other members as cue-

givers and 2) the committee's position on legislation as put forth in the

committee report was mentioned as akind of collective decision determinant. ------------

Use of committee mem.bers as cue-givers takes the form of following
Sa member on comm ittee and mentioning that member's position as the decision

determlnant. Examples are "I relied on Rodgers' judgment on that," "I

watched Beonet and did as he did," "I was persuaded by Frenzells explana-

tion," "I ga\ve my vote to McCloskey on Marine Mammal," "I always follow

the California Democrat on the committee," and "Pattison convinced me that

Debt Collection reforms was the way to go."t

)
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Members justified cue-taking from committee members on grounds of

time constraints and the necessity to specialize within the legislature.

One member stated, "Congressmen must be encyclopedic, but we don't have

time. We must rely on what others say on the floor during debate." An-

other stated that "Members need to concentrate-on those things that they

can have an impact on. To have the time to be effective you must defer to

the judgment of others in their area of expertise." Another stated that

Everyone must pick an area of expertise. You can't know everything.
Sometimes you must know legislative histories going back thirty
years. The only way to logically do it is to rely on committee
members.

Members emphasized that cue-taking is not a random matter but

involves a relationship of friendship, trust, propinquity, constituency

similarity, and ideological compatibility. "There's enormous expertise

on committees," a member noted, "and the wisest thing a guy can do here

is to energize his trusted friends to help him develop a position." Another

noted that

Members get to know where their colleagues are coming from. A
major problem of the congressional decision process is that you
aren't always familiar with all questions. A key factor must be
cue-taking.

The mediums for cue-taking often are informal conversations on the way to

o r on- th efloor r--id information swapping across committees -by friendship, .

class, state delegation, and ideological cliques. As a member noted,

"Most members check out each other on a day to day basis and become famil-

iar with different positions being taken in committee." Many members were

emphatic in arguing that aversion to a member is also a factor in cue-

taking. One member stated firmly that "Anything Bob. Goldwater proposes,

I automatically oppose." Another argued that "Mho speaks on the floor,
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who is a sponsor, who presents' a report makes a difference. Often, how

I go on a bill depends on who makes the recommendations."

Many members commented that cue-taking from committee members is

highly situational, reserved primarily for "technical things, like
amendments" and "esoteric matters." As one member stated. "Relying on

someone on the committee is the only way I know how to rationally handle

minor, non-controversial votes." Another emphasized the importance of

committee members on amendments.

You don't always know what amendments will be up on the floor--
especially amendments-to-amendments. On these kinds of things
you have to make up your mind on the spot. I always look to
som.eone on the committee for my stand.'

Another felt that much of the cue-taking within the Congress was

a takeoff from institutionalized party screening of the private, consent,

and suspension calendars. On these, parties appoint a committee of

4A "objectors" to study supposedly non-controversial bills. Members normally

will defer to the judgment of their party's objectors. "We are encouraged

to follow them and for most things, due to the lack of information, there

is no alternative."

Finally with regard to cue-taking, several members mentioned that

deference to committee members has become more subtle over the years.

"rhere's little blatant deference these days," a Democrat with moderateI seniority noted. He went on to say that

Things have really changed here. When I first arrived, members
on the floor would say to committee members, 'What's our vote?'
Now a days they say, 'What's the issue?' But I suspect the
effect is still the same.

The second use of committee members pertains more to the committee

system than to individual members, It involves "following committee."

t Examples are *I followed the committee on the HUD vote," "I supported

4
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the committee on Clean Air," "I supported the committee report on the

FAM, and "I followed Ways and Means on tax changes." Also illustrative

are the statements of several Republicans that they followed minority

and dissenting views.

Members defend reliance on committee reports on the grounds that

panels are partisan and heterogeneous and "... provide the possibility

to raise red lights."

The reputation of various committees seems to affect the willing-

ness to defer. As one member noted, "I'll go along with Ways and Means.

They have it all together. But, that turbulence on the Select Committee

on Assassinations led me to conclude that expenditures are not warranted."

Several members expressed fear of going against the-Public Works Committee

in its opposition to the President on the Water Projects issue. As one

member stated, "There is a tradition in the House that you don't disagree

with the Public Works Committee or you'll regret it. You'll be on their

blacklist."

State Delegation

Members of state delegation were mentioned as a decision determinant

in the same context as committee members. --Often, when committee members

were cited as a decision cue, the interviewee added that the cor.1mittee

member was also a member of his state delegation. This corroborates

traditional conceptions of cue-taking which argue that cue-givers are

usually members of bbth the parent committee and the cue-taker's state

State delegations were also-mentioned as a collective determinant.

In several instances members stated that their vote was decided by a
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common commitmeint by members of the state delegation. The most Interesting

example Is a statement by a member of the Washington state delegation con-

cerning his decision on the Clean Air Bill:

We caucused and Foley (Rep. Thomas Foley, state delegation dean) .
stated that he wanted us to come in together on this one. I was
prepared to vote against it if it were not for this push for
delegation unanimity.

Finally, colleagues from state delegations were cited by a

limited number of members as a decision deteminant on the basis of

recognized, but not committee-related, expertise. For example, 'several

members of the Wisconsin delegation noted that they followed Rep. Aspin

on the Nuclear Navy vote. Although Aspin is not a member of the Budget

Caonittee that had parent jurisdiction over the vote, members of the

delegation turned to him on the' basis of 'his expertise in defense matters.

Party Leaders

Many members acknowledged that party leaders often determined

votes, expecially budget and appropriations measures. "These are party

votes," one member emphasized. Also, members will follow leaders on

those 'Votes an which leadership has staked their prestige. The stateents

that "I followed the will of leadership on Ethics" and "I gave O'Neill

my vote on the Pay Raise" provide examples of this.

The mediums for party cues are party publications and endorsements.

As a senior Republican emphasized, "The Republican Committee staff is good.

Their pu!hlication helps us make up cur minds." .Others noted that they

". .. got the position from party publications.*
All emphasized the relative light-handedness of leadership pressure.

One member stressed that "Leader'.ip is restrained by a very strong ethic

around here--follow your district first.* Leaders do appear to have some

leverage on procedural votes. 2 5  The following recollection by a Democratic
a
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freshman serves to illuztrate how leaders can manipulate the vote up to-

the point of final passage:

I opposed Common Situs and leadership knew it. Though I was
a crucial vote, they did not pressure me. They knew I had made
up my mind and was voting nay for reasons of both philosophy and

. constituency-. I met with both a sponsor and a whip and both
said "I won't twist arms, but let us have our bill. Support
our amendments so that we have our bill for the.straight up
or down vote on final passage.'

Other Members

Members noton the committee of origin or in the state delegation

were frequently cited as a determinant. Examples are "I followed Dingell

and Moss on Energy," "I supported Conte," "I turned tO Jeffords on Strip

Mining, especially on all those darn amendments," "I followed Goldwater

on Housing since it was a political vote," "I was persuaded by Goldwater's

requests," "I followed the rebuttal to Goldwater on the floor," and "I

decided to give in to peer pressure and support those with Water Projects."

Other members likely to provide a cue are a) those involved

(witness Rep. Goldwater providing cues on his amendment)., b) social and

ideological comrades, c) those who are trusted ("You're influenced by

members you have confidence in"), and d) those with similar constituencies

('I always- h-eck-t6 see -hcw __.______.. votes- si nce we have the same kind

of district. If I feel he knows more about it than I, I'll follow him").

Personal Staff

Some members cited personal staff as the determinant of a decision.

Examples are "I followed the recommendations of staff on the tax vote,"

"Staff gave me my vote," "Staff looked into the question of the formula

(HIUD votel and I took my vote from them," "Detailed staff study
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convinced me that the committee had put together a good compromise on the

"tunatporpolse question." "I delegated that matter to my staff,' and "Staff

determined ry posi:.,•n on that housing bill."

Ag3il, as with both decision inputs and information, influence

. . by stafl' ibcis tt t', a function of idiosyncratic staff organization. Those

members ment.eiing .taff as a decision determinant spoke of "elaborate

staff setups" -nd "-_,ular issue meetings." They acknowledged that they

"-."put staff to ,.4-rk on obscure votes" and would usually defer to them.

Others argued that they "don't lean on or turn to staff." "I know what I

want* a member emphasized. "I use staff to answer questions, to try to

find out policy and political impacts, to weigh the pros and cons." Another

noted 'that staff input was restricted to a "once a year meeting on the

major issues likely to crop up that session."

White House

Many noted that they followed the President's judgment on selected

issues. Examples of the Presid, znt as a decision determinant are: "I

followed Carter on the Water Pr) ects," "The President's position that, 4

'The Arab Boycott is not good p~ icy' convinced me," "I was persuaded by

.......... arterthatwe don't have to ha another super aircraft carrier," "I

supportG.overnmental Reorganization Authority because It is a primary

objecti'e of the President," "I gave my vote to Carter on Reorganization,"

and "I followed the White House on the Nuclear Navy yote.'

71 -citation of the President in interview sessions seemed affected

by twc.' zonditions. The first is the desire of many members to give support

t V'- President during the so called honeymoon period, Along these lines

S..1
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a member raid his vote on the Energy Department was based on his ".

desire to give the President a chance." One of the more senior Republi-

cans noted that though he would usually oppose the tax bill, he " ....

gave the President his way. I want to avoid obstructionalism during

these early days of the new administration." 2 6  ..

The. second condition, although somewhat peculiar, merits inclu-

sion. All four Georgians interviewed stated their firm support for the

Georgian President. All mentioned their fervid desire and sense of

obligation to support the President's position on all issues.

Constituency

Many decisions were determined by constituency. As a decision

determinant, constituency is influential in four-ways.

First, members relate that they are responding to pressures and

communications from individual constituents. Examples are:

I didn't have a choice on Saccharin if I read our letters.

I followed the strong expression of opposition In my district concerning
Common Situs.

I know the desires of people on Strip Mining and I followed them.

The constituency desires Reorganization.

That bill is just not what my constituents wanted.

That position was the consensus in the district.

People in my district are against the Assassination investigations.

I'm responding to the widespread concern in my district for neighborhood
revitalization.

Sr.cond, members vote on the basis of their perceptions of con-

stituency interests. Examples are the following statements:

* . ** P . . •* ~ . A
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I'm a populist--I voted the district.

I did what was best for my state on the KUD formula vote,

I voted yes on the Budget--it will help unemployment in my region.

Countercyclical Aid is good for my district.

Public Works is important to my district.

Water is the future of our state, there'fore, I supported the Water Projects.
Projects.

School Lunch is popular at home--it~s good for farm interests.

Constituency interests as a decision rationale often lead to peculiar

reasoning.. For example, a southern representative from a tobacco district

noted that he voted for the Byrd Amendment on Rhodesian Chrome because

"1 don't want them to expand their tobacco crop in competition with us in

order to compensate for the commercial losses from chrome." Another rural

representative, taking a most provincial view, stated that he opposed the

Clean Air Act because "Pollution is not a problem in my district. There

is a need for regulat 4on in big cities but not with us."

The third way constituency becomes a determinant is through fear

of political backlbsh. Examples are "I voted 'no' on the Pay Raise because

I'm fearful of constituency reaction," "I'm afraid of the electorate's

response on the Pay Raise vote--*How can I explain the fact that-I-voted - -

myself a raise that itself is in excess of what most people in the district

earn," and "I normally vote against raids on the U.S. Treasury such as

Snow Removal Aid, but since it benefits my state and people expect me to

support it, I will. God help me if I didn't." One member eloquently

summed up the preemptive and directive influences of constituency as

carried by the anticipatory political reasoning of representatives:

You must pay attention to constituency on local issues and wAien
you hear from them in volume, 'Under these conditions, if you
desire political survival you have no recourse but to follow,
Up here, I hiear so infrequently from people. When I do--and I'm

* / .... .. . /".:
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not referring to that post card Junk--like or, Common Situs, Clean
Air, and Saccharin--I've got no choice but to go with them. I'd
be dead if I didn't.'

The fourth use of constituency is in a very narrow sense. Members
//

sometimes base their decisions on the desires of only a segment of the

constituency. Examples are "My local public officials preferred thai

formula alternative for Countercyclical Aid," "Postal employee complaints

about the ambiguity of the implementation of the Hatch Act convinced me

of the need for change," and "I acceded to demands of government workers

in my district for repeal of the Hatch Act."

Compromise

The perception tha, the vote under consideration strikes a proper

balance was used by many members as a justification for their decision.

Citing the determining factor of a vote to be the fact that a bill

"seens to be a reasonable compromise" stems from a brokerage conception

of the Congress. As one member pointed out, "In Congrass you need to

find happy mediums and half way (maybe assed) mediums in public policy.

The nature of yea and nay, up and down voting requires it." Another added

"that "It's our job to weigh positions and to forge compromises among com-

peting interests."

Tbe following statements provide examples of how compromise is ci ted

as a decisi-' determinant:

I voted for Marine Manmal Protection because it is a balance between environ-
mental protection and the needs of tuna fishermen.

The tuna bill seems to strike a bargain between the needs of the industry
and the needs of the environment.

The McCloskey Amendment to Marine Mamnal is a good compromise.
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I voted for the Ethics package-it may not be the total solution, but tt 's
the only one we'll get.

The Clean Air Amendments by Dingell offer a b.3lance between clean air,
energy and Jobs--Dlngell's version avoids gol:ig too far too fast,

The revised budget (second budget vote) is a goed compromise between
economic reality and an Instrumental position.

The loss of Jobs and inflationary pressures that would likely ensue, on
balance, outweigh the immediate implementation of the Clean Air Act--delay
it.

I voted for final passage on Governmental Reorganization Authority because
it seemed to be acceptable to both Brooks and Carter--good compromise.

Additionally, three votes--Arab Boycott, Strip Mining and Rhodesian Chrome-

were rationalized by some as ratifications of good compromise because af-

fected industries seemed to put aside their initial objections.

In elaborating on compromise voting, several noted that a member's

perception of the degree to whicn the membership of a parent committee or,

4..in the case of a conference report, a conference commiittee is balanced

would affect his perceptions of how good a bargain had be3n struck. For

example, bills reported by Ways and Means were judged "good compromises

because it has a good mix." On the other hand, one member felt that the

Budget Committee was composed of "too many pro spunders who are usually

out of step with most members--I vote against that bunch."

Consistency

?!'ny defined thbtr vote as an attempt to get In line with a past

position. In these cases, the desire to be ccnsistent was identified as

the determing factor.

Examples of consistency voting are:

Revision of the Hatch Act is consistent with the reform image I desire.



My vote on the Pay Raise is an attemipt to be consistent with the Ethics
hill to give us a more reformed Congress;

I am a strong supporter of labor legislation, and Common Situs Picketing
Is just a logical extension of m~y position,

The Hyde Amendment is the same thing we had last time-~I voted the same
as before--we had an election since and r was reelected so obviously

_-people .aren' t-objecting. - --- _

I'm always for those kinds of programs--I voted that way last time.

I voted yes on final passage because I favor extension of those on.-goi~ng
programs.

Th e Arab Boycott bill_-is the same-bill we had before--I have -no reason-
-to change.

The mechanics of consistency voting were detailed by several inter-

viewees. "With so many decisions around here~all you can do is stick to

your guns and do what you did the last time,, unless you have reason to

swit~h." Another noted that

There are a lot of repetitive Issue't around here. Every year you
see the same policies and hear similar issues and arguments. You

-' notice that things fall into categories and you find yourself re-
ferring back to how you voted before. You feel the pressure and
need for consistency.

Consensus

Many bills are acted upon within the House wi unanimity or

vrulunanimity.__Many members acknowledged that a ýrceived consensus

on a bill is often the grounds for a decision.

Examples of consensus voting are:

I went that way because there was a mountain factor--thi~ngs were snowballing.

There was no way to oppose if you desire the basic program.

There was no controversy on It,

The tide was running toward it.

It was inevitabl~e.
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Everybody realized that the alternative of a.nay vote was bleak--the

program would die.

There was a consensus on Ethics--I Just followed the herd.

I was assured that the Tax bill would pass, so I just went along with
everyone else.

On FAA, there was no reason to do otherwise-there was no conflict out of
committee.

It was kind of a contagious situation.

I had no reason to vote no.

There was no opposition, no one objecting, a quiet bill in every respect-
no one In leadership was against.

The committee system,.the political liabilities associated with

minority status, and the handling of routine business in a consensus,

fashion were identified as miajor factors encouraging the use of consensus

voting.

The committee system is thought to provide a good ad hoc adversary

system for screening legislation. As one member emphasized, "We have a

good rumor network here. Unless 1 hear strong rumblings, unless someone

is objecting, I support. My law is--if no conflict, appropriate."

Members confess that they will often go with a big majority to
avoid the stigma and repercussions of lone dissent. In the words of one

member,

You need a strong reason to be in a minority of thirty or less.
They'll target your ass. Unless it's something to do with my
district and I have the overwhelming approval of my constituents,
when they have 300 plus they have me.

Suspensions, unanimous consent matters and the private calendar

are handled in a consensus fashion. As one member noted "on these kinds

of things, if no one objects and the tide is running in their directionj

they will pass." Many offered the opinion that many members take the
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same approach to all but the most coitroversial of bills.

Recognition of the importance of consensus voting is found in the

commonly adopted strategy of, as one member describes it, "Let's all vote

early." If Polsby and Wildavsky are correct in assuming that "Watching

strategies'helps us to learn how political leaders use the constraints

and opportunities of their environment to achieve their goals"2 4 then the

"vote early* strategy testifies to the importance and pervasiveness of

consensus voting.

Philosophical Convictions

Often, the decisions of members will invoke moral Judgments and

strong personel beliefs. According to one member, decisions of this kind

"involve the member's assessment of right and wrong." In the words of

another, "These are things you can't compromise. I won't change my mind.

I will get defeated first." Another stated,

Sometimes your own philosophy intrudes-things that stem from your
learning and experience.. It boils down to how you feel about it,
rather than a question of facts like with the Water Projects vote.
It's almost an unconscious process.

Examples of votes that involve personal philosophy are:

I'm against abortion on religious grounds and would never vote yea'.

. ... . Debt collection involves a basic question concerning our form of _govern-,...
ment--I'm intuitively opposed.

My vote on Common Situs is the result of jy strong philosophical view.

My life's experiences led me to that vote.

The Arab. Boycott vote in.olves basic questions of rights and constitu-
tional bellefs---the 18 year old vote is the same thing because basic
rights are Involved.

Abortion is a different kind of decision than authorizations and appro-
priations-it is a miral issue.

I based my decision on the Arab Boycott on the basis of fairness, equity,
and compassion.

4
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I have moral doubt that abortion is right.

I'm morally opposed to abortion-this is unique for me since usually
I'll bargain.

The government has no damn business getting into the abortion business--
that's a question for the woman to decide--this isn't the USSR.

Rhodesian Chrome gets into broad philosophical questions.

Although, as a Republican, I wanted to vote against Ca, ter's Reorganiza-
tion Authority (the Democrats voted against Nixon's), I didn't--reorganiza-
tion authority for the President is part of my philosoohy of government and
I can't play politics with it.

I voted against Romanian Earthquake Relief as a matt.r of principle. I
think it is wrong to give aid to a Communist nation.

Strip Mining is bad legislation-it is overly restrictive.

Policy Assessments

As a determinant of congressional voting, policy assessments in-

volve the use of ideology and policy objectives as the basis of congressional

voting.

Interviews with members indicate that policy assessments as a

decision determinant take three forms: endorsement for or opposition to

0 a specific bill, support for or cppositinn to the prlicy appro-ch of a

particular program, and assessments that a specifis vote is in jr out of

line with certain narrow policy objectives of the member. Although each

way may seem to present a distinctive determinant, all are similar in that

they involve the citation, by 6he member, of policy reasons os the basis

for the decision.

Endorsement of or opeositi•,,r to the bili In rue-s•on involves

assessments that the content of a bill is "gnod l•gisllt.ng," "good argu-

ments,* "a good bill," "a bad bill* or 'l 1iusy Viil , The following are

examplesi
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Strip Mini.ng is bad legislation-it is overly restrictive

IHyde is a bad bill-there should be exceptions to the abortion ban.

That bill is not needed at this time.

The arguments of the bill are compelling.

I don't like the bill.

Dingell Is a good amendment--It provides flexibility. A;

We need the Romanian Relief bill--it's a humanitarian thing.

I want the Common Situs bill.

Support of opposition to a basic policy approach is a commonly

cited policy-oriented determinant. It entails a member~'s position that

the program at hand is good or bad public policy. Indicative of a policy

approach are Judgments by members that a program is "not justifiable,"

"absurd," not a proper approach," "a step in the right direction," "a

good concept," "a good approach," and "a correct policy."

Many members described the-mechanics of a policy approach, They

note that representatives identify various categories of public policy

and then formulate general, preconceived positions for or against the

policies and programs within each category. In the words of one member,

"These positions become standing and automatic.. They involve an almost

knee jerk reaction." Specific examples of this kind of voting are pre-

" sented in Table 6.4.- .

The third and final category of policy assessments are those that

involve a member ts limited policy objectives. Unlike the first two, this

kind does not involve support for or aversion to a specific bill or basic

policy approach. Instead, the member makes reference to a narrow, more.

limited, situational rationale that, more than less, e.atails policy objec.

tives, Votes are said to be deterriIned not by standing commitments for
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Table 6.4

Specific Examples of Policy Voting (i.e. A Vote .Cast on the basis of
A Member's Idcalogical Support for or Opposition to a Basic

Policy on Program Approach)

"I'm opposed to deficit spending."
"I vote yes on social issues."
"I'm opposed to increases in military spending."*
"I opposed Debt Collection Practices because I'm for state rights*"
"I don't like the pork barrel system."

.*"The Pay Raise is bad policy-we ought not to vote on a raise which
affects us."

"I'm against NASA funding--let's get our society in shape.",
"We need more regulation of debt collection practices."
"I'm against Countercyclical Aid because it is an inappropriate policy."
"I have a bias toward simplification of the tax system."
"It's poor policy to get the federal government involved in abortion

when so many oppose."
"We need economic stimuli."
"The Hatch Act has served us well."
"Keep Strip Mining and all other forms of regulation in the hands of

the state if at all possible."
"School Lunch programs are the kinds of things I support,"
"Revenue Sharing is fiscally unsound."
"Deficit spending iS not justifiable."
"I support the concept of aid to localities incurring excessive costs

due to natural calamities."
"I'm an environmentalist and for strip mining control."
"Housing programs are good programs,"
"I'm for labor legislation--it's a policy thing with me."
"I'm for governmental activism as epitomized in the Jobs bill." '
"The targeting strategy in the Jobs bill is good."
"We should not send relief to Communist nations."
"Governmental employees should have political rights."
"The way to get good people in government is to pay them well."
"Don't ban anything unless you know for sure."
"The govermnent should stop international boycotts."
"I'm generally against foreign aid--too much waste."
"We need to reorganize the federal bureaucracy."
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or against programs but by such considerations as spinoffs, tImpacts,

Sconsequences, sunk costs, and instrumental goals. Examples of this kind

of policy assessment are presented in Table 6.5. Voting on the basis of

limited policy objectives dramatizes the importance of what Keefe and

Ogul refer to as "sweetener amendments." 28 Astute floor managers will

-permit moderate changes in a bill In an effort to put together a majority

coalition. These interviews confirm the validity of this strategy by

"revealing that in many instances members do make up their minds on the

---.-..-basis of limited, situational, instrumental criteria.

Campaign Promises

Several reconstructed decisions, pointed to a campaign promise as

the major determinant. Examples are:

I had made a campaign commitment to support reorganization.

I'm on record promising to reduce deficit expenditures.

I ran against the Pay Raise.

During the campaign' abortion was the issue and I even received primary
opposition on it--I didn't have to agonize on Hyde since it's politically
essential not to go back on my word.

I campaigned on the new budget process and thus will support any congres-
sional budget resolution.
Since the Pay Raise came up during the campaign, I voted my position.

In the campaign I was asked about the Arab Boycott and it was tbere that
I committed myself to strong support of Israel.

Miscellaneous

Interviews also revealed a spate of what might be classified as

miscellaneous determinants--i.e., those that are not frequently cited.

At the very least, these are interesting because they indicate the multi-

plicity of determinants uncovered in this study.

p .
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Table 6.5

Specific Examples of Policy Assessments that Involve
A Menber's Limited Policy Objectives

"I supported that housing bill because of the economic stimulus it will. have on building."
*I don't think there is any reason to delay on Clean Air."
"The case is not~proven against-saccharin."....'...
"The Second Budget resolution is a step in the right direction,"
"The proposed distributions of funds under that formula are Inequitable--the

alternative is preferable."
"We need to cut back, so we might as well start with these water projects."
"I voted no on the carrier because I was convinced they would be sittingS . .. . .. .. . .. ... . . . . . . d u c k s . * . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . . . . . .. . .

"Congress is not an investigative body and any investigation of the
assassinations should be made by the Justice Department."

"After they made those changes, it was acceptable to me."
"Snow Removal is a rip off."
"It's unfair to boycott Rhodesia."
"It's too late to pick up the trail in the assassinations probe."
"A brief delay in Clean Air regulations is necessary."
"We need a central place to handle energy programs."
"Strip Mining Regulation will hurt those on fixed incomes."
"Environmentally, these water projects don't seem to be supported."
"I think we should protect the porpoise."
"I didn't vote for the Dingell Amendment for fear it would make the Clean

Air Bill mare palatable, and it would make it on final passage."
"I voted 'yes' on the Energy bill because of the weakening amendments."

i
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Logrolling was mentioned in several instances, A member of the

New York City delegation supported Snow Removal out of a desire "to

build bridges foe the city's ,'iscal plight." Another sided with the

Public Works Committee because "I have a bill coming up in front of that

coamittee."

Interest groups were mentioned as a decision determinant In only

a few instances. Generally, the lack of opposition to a bill by an

affected group is cited as the specific interest group determinant.

Examples are:

I went with Rhodesian Chrome because the affected industries weren't
complaining.

The fact that the Pavy didn't seem tobe pushing the super carrier seemed
to me to indicate'they really didn't need'it--if they don't act like they
need it, whw am. I to Insist that they do.

Labor and business usually are on the opposite side of any Issue--that's
why when I saw them both calling for a delay on the Clean Air Regulations
I was persuaded that it must be a sound course of action.

Involvement with a bill, especially at the committee stage, was

offered as a determinant. One member noted that he supported Rhodesian

Chrome because "I was involved with it." Another cited committee service

with a bill as the reason for decision: "I supported my comittee."

Others cited testimtny before committee as the decision determinant.

Obviously, when a member votes on the floor on a bill that comes out of

one o,.' his assigned committees, his decision process Involves many more

considerations than on a regular bill,

Aversion to threat was listed by some as the source of their

decisions. One mentioned that he opposed the Marine Mammal comproml'se.

due to the ", ... high handed tactics of the tuna people," Another

OR stated that "Whenever people get tough around here you naturally take

an '1'11 show them approach'."
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The personal experience of the legisla tor was cited in several

instances. A freshman stated that he voted for Debt Collection Reform

because he ... felt the need due to law practice." Ancther noted that

his support for the Nuclear Navy was based on "... my experience as a

sailor-because of it, I usually support the Navy."

Several members indicated the attraction of a "Christmas tree"

or omnibus bill. Illustrative are the remarks of one member that "Although

I generally oppose the concept of revenue sharing, I voted for the HUD bill

because of other items in it." %;-other added that the upor down vote on

the Water Projects determined his vote, "Because they didn't split it up,

I voted for them because there are some good ones there. But that's a

strategy up here--in numbers there is strength."

"The line of least resistance" was cited in two decision cases.

G A member expounded-"On Clean Air I just went the way of the littlest

trouble--and that is with the Dingell bill."

Bureaucrats were mentioned on some votes. Several members indicated

the importance of agency reputation. 29 This is especially true of the

Army Corps of Engineers, whose support of the Water Projects was flaunted

by proponents.

Some votes were Justified on the grounds that they were 'politically

necessary but with !,ttle impact.•_•Several "games" were uncovered through-

out the course of the interviews. One is the situation where a member

actually is opposed to a bill but votes for it for political reasons, while

feeling confident that "It will have little impact anMwaif" The second is

where a member supports a bill but votes against it, because %It was going

to pass anyway." In bth cases, members can accomplish programmatic pur-

poses without taking political risks.

I
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Protest was a determinant on several votes, A member from a

western state confided that he voted "present* on one vote just to protest

to the President the lack of a national energy policy.

Committee staff was cited in several decision cases. One member

stated that he relied solely on coninittee staff when deciding on FAA. A

Republican said that he based his decision on Snow Removal on the advice-

of the minority staff of the Appropriations Committee.

"Support of the process" was listed as a determinarnt, especially

on the Snow Removal, the Budget and Water Projects votes. "We must preserve

..t"e appropriation process" was the way this .determinant was expressed.

Wife and family were cited on a few votes, mainly Ethics and Pay

Raise, that were relevant to the families of members.

The legislative process as structured by a closed rule was cited

by two members--one on the Ethics vote and one on the Tax vote. In both

decision cases, members argued that the closed rule shaped the decision

by boxing them in so that a yes vote was the only way they could go.

The press was identified as the determinant in several cases. On

the Pay Raise, the media was identified as the major decision factor,

because "They were putting the heat on." In several instances, editorials

appearing In the Washington newspapers were said to have tilted the member

toward the decision.

The Supreme Court, described by one text as an "intermittent pres-

sure" on Congress, 30 was mentioned by only one member as a determinant,

The decsdon involved the Common Sytus vote and the member cited a Supreme

Court case which purportedly intimated that governmental authorization of

secondary boycotts is unconstitutional,



Several members mentioned what might best be categorized as a "get

on with it mentality.' As one member pointed out "The fight's over, the

outcome's Inevitable--it's just best to move on and get to some other

business."

Finally, "keeping the respect of colleagues and supporters" was

ifentified as a basis for decision. "I voted the way I did on Ethics,

first and foremost, so that I wouldn't violate and lose the respect of

others."

In sum., Congressmen are apt to base their decisions on one of

what seems to be an infinite, almost bewildering, number of determinants.

(4) The Primacy of Policy (Ideological) Voting

A re-examination of Table 6.3 reveals that, by far, the major

determinant of congressional voting, as perceived by members, is Ideology

as expressed through a policy assessment. In sixty-five percent of the

interviews, a policy assessment was mentioned as the basis of the decision.

The next most frequently mentioned determinant is cinnstituency, fcllowed

by philosophical convictions and committee members, Each of these were

mentioned in only approximately ten percent of the interviews.

For two reasons, the actual percentage of decisions attributable

to policy voting may be somewhat larger than is shown In Table 6.3,

First, many of the other determinants do involve policy considera-

tions--e.g., compromise, campaign promises, consistency, consensus, some

of the miscellaneous category, and even possibly philosophical convictions--

and, when combined with policy assessments, drive the total frequency of

policy voting up to almost one-hundred percebt.

Second, many of the instances where a member lists multiple

determinants involve a mix of actors and situational concerns with policy

assessments. The following answiers to the question "Why did you vote as

you did?" reveal a policy-oriented blend of determinants:
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(re Ethicsl I voted that way because I'm for reform
and change, It is consistent with my
position on reform. It would really
disappoint my close supporters, if I
didn't.

(re Nuclear Navy) I think we need to reorder priorities
and spend less on the military, The

__.............President is in the best position to
--know on this. I checked It out with

Tom Downey and he said it was ok.

(re Countercyclical) My state would lose money if I voted,,no'. I voted the same as last year.
It's. still a good idea,

Also, as both Norpoth and Macarthey have argued reliance on other actors
often involves policy (ideological3 voting. 3 following quotations

reveal how cue-taking Involves policy assessments:

(re a chairmani I'm for Udall on Strip Mining. He has
a practical, balanced environmentalist
position.

Cre committee members) I turn to to find out what the
damn thing does. I follow him on the
policy implications.

(re other members) When I use a mennber as a short cut, It
is intertwined with philosophical con-
siderations.

I followed H"ne. I support his amendment
in concept.

I followed Delaney on Nuclear Navy. Liker
me, he is for redressing the budget so we
can allocate more to social programs.

Ned Patterson made up my mind. He ex-
pressed my views on Debt Collection.

(re party leadern Staff gives me a synopsis and makes a
recommeindation. They know my philosophy,

"Staff talks to people for-me. They are
an extension of me. They know what I
want,

On the Housing vote, I voted my own
position plus staff's. I Believe there
Its a need for 'housing, and staff deter-
mined what my position would be on that
"one.

*1
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(re constituency) My positicn was set by the outpouring of
letters on Saccharin plus my personal
belief that government agencies ought not
to have that kind of authority.

Cre the White House) I followed the President, because he has
a more national view, and because we must
start to cut back.

I took my vote from the President, because
I'm for fiscal responsibility

Many factors account for the predominance of policy voting. Fore-

most is the perceived need by members for an explanation (rationale) for

their votes. As one member stated,

You must worry about how things will appear. You must be able to
explain. If you can give the reasons for your vote in philosophical
terms, you can defend your self against the critics.

A policy assessment seems to provide such an explanation.

Another factor encouraging policy voting is the nature of the

committee system and legislative procedure. "When it comes to the floor,

it is open or shut--up or down, nay or yea. This kind of decision-

making requires that you have a set position that enables you to know

where you stand."

A third factor is the issue content of congressional campaigns at

the level of attentive and affected publics. As one member noted, "You

develop positions during the campaign and they stay with you. People

ask for your views and you must comment.". .-As another added, .......

You get looked at on your views pertaining to hot and emotional
issues. Due to the campaign, you get positions on the major issues
and they' stick. The only issue that I've changed my position on
since before my election is Vietnam.

A fourth stems from the need to simplify. "Bills of national

significance require a member to have a point of view even if not on the

committee," one *member pointed out. Another discussed in detail the

v$1
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utility and need for policy positions:

You need to have a value system to know where you are coming from.
You need to decide what to do and this boils down to a policy
approach. After a couple of years, you get a strong position
on basic issues and it guides you.

Finally, the day-to-day operation of Congress encourages policy

...-voting. The whip packets of both parties stress the policy goals and___ ____

implications of bills. Bills are frequently discussed by members on a

day-to-.day basis in terms of what they do. The Democratic whip organi-

zation prepares recess briefing packages designed to aid members as they

answer questions back in the district. These strongly emphasize explana-

tions. The voting records of members are scrutinized by. various interest

groups who search voting habits for signs of consistency and support. All

of this weighs heavily toward policy voting.

The importance of policy voting seems to be confirmed by an inter-

'est group strategy identified by several members. In the words of one

member,

If they want to Influence me, they have to give me a solid reason why
I should vote that way. They know that I can't vote on the basis of
friendship. That's why they provide reasons that can be used to
explain and defend. They help you out by casting things in philo'
pphpicil terms and telling you why it would be good and popular to

vote that way.

(5) There are Seven Different Decision Modes in Congressional

Voting- -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Although policy assessment is the most frequently cited decision

determinant in congressional voting, It would be simplistic to conclude

that policy voting is the only important mode of decisioo,.making. ,Rather.

the interviews undertaken here suggest that there are at least seven dis-

tinct modes of congressional voting: cue-taking, policy assessment,

philosophical convictions, consensus, campaign promise, compromise, and
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constituency representation. Although policy assessment is the most

prevalent mode and although all of the others involve, to some extent,

members' policy goals, 32 each mode involves a different decision rule,

or different approach to issues and,thus, a different way of making

decisions.

Cue-taking is a decision mode whereby the decision is made------

primarily on the basis of the counsel or position of other actors.

Although Matthews and Stimson contend that committee members and those

in the state delegation are the most likely cue.givers, 3 3 Kingdon34 and

this study reveal that members also take positions from staff and the

White House. This kind of decision Is not devoid of policy content.

Rather, cue-taking should be viewed as voting based on policy positions.

that are obtained as the result of deference to another actor.

Policy assessment is a standing ideological predisposition to

vote for or against certain programs. It involves the persistent employ-

ment of a general decision rule to support or not to support some action

of government. Policy assessments are fairly automatic, although various

actors do provide information so that the member can place the vote in 3

the context of his policy predispositions. The basis of decision is a

policy objective and the desire for consistency, not another actor's 3

position. The difference between policy assessment and cue-taking is

that cue-taking reflects the human side of Congress. Decisions are made

on the basis of trust and friendship. Policy voting is based on a desire

to achieve a record. Referring to his policy objectives concerning a bill,

a member emphasized that "on votes like that I'm not here to make friends."

Philosophical conviction is a mode of reaching a decision By

relying on deep-seated, strongly-felt positions. It is an automatic mode
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in which other actors are relied on primarily for information, When making

decisions based on philosophical convictions, a member sinply applies a

standing commitment that was most likely developed long before he entered

Congress.

The consensus mode, best described by Kingdon, 3 5 involves decision-

making by herd instinct. Yea votes are cast because everything is pointing

that way. There is no reason to vote'•no! Opposition is minimal or non-

existant. Conflict exists neither in the House nor in the member's

force field. .

The campaign promise mode bases decisions on policy commitments

made during the campaign. The rationale for the vote is more the cam-

paign commitnent than the policy assessment.

The compromise mode involves an assessment on the member's part

j that a bill constitutes a balanced or unbalanced approach. The member

decides to either ratify or reject a compromise forged either in committee

or on the floor. The appropriateness of the compromise is the focus of

the decision.

Constituency representation is decision-making on the basis of

the member's assessment of what is best for constituency interests. In

some rare instances where there is an outpouring of sentiment from the

...-. .....---district concerning a bill, constituency- representation as a decision------------

mode will involve the member attempting to get his position in line with

constituency demands.

Thus, decisions may be the result of the application of an ab-

straction (policy assessment, philosophical conviction, campaign promise),

the use of cue-iaking, an act of representation, or a perception of
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situational factors (compromise, consensus). It is not that cue-taking

or situational voting are devoid of ideology. On the contrary,,as

Norpoth, 3 5 Kingdon, 37 and Matthews and Stimson3 8 argue, cue-taking does

invoke an ideological context. In fact, the data here indicate that when

members mention an actor or situational factor as a determinant, they will

relate it to a policy assessment. The difference between cue-taking or

situational voting and voting in a policy or philosophical mode 'is that,

in the latter, decisions are made solely on the basis of an abstract

doctrine, while, for the former, a trusted actor or a perception of the

situation becomes the shortcut and is cited in the interview as the

voting determinant, perhaps in addition to a pblicy assessment. Most

voting Involves a "policy goal" of some sort. As Kingdon argues, under

certain circumstances members must rely on various means (colleagues,

staff, perception-of constituency interests, perception of balance and

compromise, etc.) to realize their goals. 39  Here it has been shown that

members will cite the "means" as well as the "goals" as the determining,

factor. Clearly, the difference reflects different decision-making modes.

Citing "goals only" is policy or philosophical voting; citing means and

goals involves other modes.

In conclusion, the interviews confirm the existence of the various

congressional decision modes described in both Jackson 4 0 and Matthews and

Stimson. 4 1 The task at hand is to test the conditional theory of legis-

lative decision-making. If the positions of Lowi, Price, and Cobb and

* Elder are correct, no one model should completely describe the decision-

making of an individual member. The remainder of this chapter will test

proposition 9 by examining the variability of decision rules across

votes, issue characteristics, and actor responses. To confirm the
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-contextual theory, data should reveal a) that members are likely to cite

certain determinants under certain circumstances and different deter-

minants under others and b) that each member employs various modes de-

pending on varicus circumstances. These variations, moreover, should

occur in a patterned fashion according to a hot/low profile distinction.

By Vote

Table 6.6--a display of decision by vote--does reveal variable

citation of decision determinants. For example, policy assessments, the

most frequently cited determinant overall, are mentioned by one-hundred

percent of the interviewees on the foreign aid vote, while no interviewee

mentioned policy reasons on the FAA vote. Committee members are mentioned

by no interviewees on Rhodesian Chrome but by forty-two percent on the

Marine Mammal vote. Mention of philosophical convictions ranged from no

mention on NASA and FAA to mention by fifty percent on the Hyde Amendment.

Members tend to mention certain determinants more often than others

on different types of bills.

Policy assessments were mentioned most as a determinant on some of

the hottest issues--Rhodesian Chrome, Common titus, Strip Mining, Energy

Department, the Pay Raise, and Saccharin--and on several non-controversial

-............--_-votes---House Assassinations, Romanian Earthquake, Foreign Aid,.and School.

Lunch. Policy assessments were infrequently mentioned on Ethics, Gold-

water Amendment, Government Reorganization, FAA, EPA, Arab Boycott,

Public Works, and Marine Mammal. On these votes, situatioia-i-consid- -

erations seemed to eclipse pure policy voting. Cue-taking and philosophi-

cal convictions also prevailed on these votes.
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Chairmen were cited most on Government Reorganization, Strip

Minitng, and Tax: votes where the chairman played a highly visible role

and became associated with a particular position.

Committee members were mentioned by over twenty-five percent on

votes that. were minor (FAA), constituency relevant (HUD), complex (Tax

and Debt Collection), and that involved a committee fight (Marine Mnmmal

and Nuclear Navy). Committee members were not mentioned at all on marl

of the major policy questions: Rhodesian Chrome, Arab Boycott, Energy

Department, Budget, Foreign Aid, the Hyde Amendment, Hatch, and Saccharin.

Constituency was cited most on three votes: Common Situs which

was very controversial, Countercyclical Aid which was perceived to be

important to constituency, and Saccharin which was the subject of much

constituency mail. Constituency as a determinant was not cited on minor

or non-visible votes (Nuclear Navy, FAA, Romanian Earthquake, EPA, Debt

Collection, Marine Mammal, and Foreign Aid) nor on the Hyde Amendment on

abortion, on which members had presumably already staked a position.

The White House was mentioned as a voting determinant on the

four votes on which it was a comnbat3nt: Nuclear Navy, Tax, Government

Reorganization, and the Water Projects.

Compromise was cited at a significantly high rate on Arab Boycott,

and Marine Mammnal Protection, two bills that were considered to be com-

promises.

Consensus decision.-aking was prevalent on Romanian Earthquake,

the HUD vote, and School Lunch--bills that passed by. high margins.

Philosophical convictions were most prevalent on votes that', in-

vok.ed questions of human rights--Rhodesian Chrome, Arab Boycott, Hyde,

Hatch-and the Nuclear Navy vote that invoked national defense concerns.
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Consist ncy was cited most on three votes that had loomed as

major matters in the preceding Congress--Strir Mining and the Hyde

Amendment--and :he Public Works bill, which was a conference report and

presumably invo ved members' attempts to be consistent with their posi-

tion on House e grossment cf the bill.

Persona staff was a perceived determinant on two votes: EPA

and Countercycl cal. The EPA vote involve a routine authorization and

Smay have been a delegated decision for many members. Countercyclical

involved extens ve staff work to ascertain impacts on constituency.

Several members deferred to that staff work.

Non-co mittee members were used as a decision determinant on two

votes where tho e not on the committee attempted to amend a bill over the

committee's obJ tion: Nuclear Navy and Goldwater. On more than two-

thirds of the sam pled votes, no interviewee mentioned other 'members as a

determinant.

State delegation was mentioned by a significant proportion on only

the Debt Collection Practices vote.

Party ltaders received noteworthy mention (fourteen percent) on

only the Ethics vote--a vote on which the Democratic leadership had staked

its prestige. ignificantly, no member listed leaders as a determinant

of the Pay Raise vote, although this is another instance of where leaders

had invested their reputation.

Campai promises were listed as a determinant by a sizable pro-

portion only on the Hyde Amendment. The significance of this .seems to

lie in the success with which a single issue interest group Is able to

obtain legislative support through campaign commitments.
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These findings indicate that on different kinds of votes, members'

decisions will likely be based more on certain determinants than on others.

In a general sense, the findings confirm the suppositions of the conditional

authors. On many hot votes--Tax, Rhodeslan Chrome, Common Situs, Strip

Mining, Energy Department, the Budget, Clean Air, Iyde, Hatch, Saccharin,

Water Projects, and the Pay Raise--decisions were based on policy assess-

ments and philosophical convictions. Evidently, these issues appeared to

be important enough for members to develop a policy or philosophical

position. Certain low grade votes such as the Nuclear Navy, Goldwater

Amendment, FAA, EPA, Public Works, and Marine Mammal involved fewer policy

assessments and more cue-taking from other actors.. Four qualifications

to the conditional theory of decision-making emerge, however, from the

data in Table 6.4. First,, certain minor votes also involve policy voting

AO (House Assassinations, NASA, Snow Removal, Foreign Aid). This indicates

that low grade votes often are policy votes, as menbers attempt to cope by

placing routine votes in the context of ideological predispositions. Second,

low profile votes are based on situational consideratioiis such as assess-

ments of compromise and consensus as well as cue-taking. ,Third, a hot

vote such as Government Reorganization can witness small margins of policy

voting and, in fact, can be determined on the'basis of cue-taking and/or

situational concerns. Fourth, certain hut votes are based cin constituency

as well as policy assessments.

By Issue Characteristics

Arraying decision determinants by issue characteristics reveals

only some variation in determinants. Appendix I displays determinants by

issue characteristics. Overall, these tables present 504 distributions.
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Of these, only fifty-four (eleven percent) evince meaningful variation,

1ie., variation of nine percent or more.

In comparison to perceptual and subjective indicators, objective

Indicators are associated with the greatest number of significant varia-

tions. Thirteen percent of the distributionsby objective indicators are . .

meaningf'ul, while only nine percent of the perceptual distributions and

five percent of the subjective distributions are significant. Some

specific indicators are associated with more variation than others.

Thought, policy role and presidential involvement are the incdicators
4 according to which there is the highest level of variation in the mention

of determinants. It is interesting that conflict, which according to

Kingdon's consensus model is a major cone'tioning force in congressional

voting,42 is associated with only one of fourteen possible significant

variations. Also associated with few variations in determinants are

index of likeness, margin of committee vote, existance of a minority

report, Washington Post box score, amendment over committee objection,

Republican party endorsements, and newness.

The few significant variations do )ermit the specification of

some issue characteristic correlates for 0ch determinant. These are

presented in-Table 6.7. In general, these distributions, although few

in number, do conform to the expectations of proposition 9. Cue-taking

from other members and from staff usually occurs under low profile condi-

tions. Members engage in policy and philosophical voting under mostly hot,

controversial conditions, when they have strong feelings and employ a lot

of thought. Evidently, on low profile votes, members will use the posi-I

ri tion of others as a decision shortcut. On high profile votes, due to
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campaign considerations and issue visibility, members will stake out an

ideological or philosophical position. In addition, various situational

forces shape member reliance on certain decision rules. For example,

both the White House and constituents are mentioned more when they are

involved in the legislative process. Consensus decision-making takes

place under relatively non-controversial circumstances. Campaign promises

are a policy determinant when the issue is salient to constituents and

members perceive that constituents are aware of it.

Further situational effects are illustrated by tables 6.8 and 6.9..

Table 6.8 tests a commonly heard congressional axion that "People

influence the legislator simply by their involvement." A corollary to

this is that "If you're not involved, you won't influence." In the table,

determinants are arrayed by presence in the force field and by mention as

an information source. It clearly shows that an actor's involvement in

the force field or as an ti.formation source is associated with a much

higher rate of mention as a determinant. Evidently, if, for example, com-

mittee members are heard from and if they are utilized for information,

they are much more likely to be relied on (at a rate of forty-seven percent

to four percent) than if they are not involved.

Table 6.9 affords a test of the notion that the more people a

S----member hears from, the more likely the decisions would be based on anr

assessment of the adequacy of compromise, and the less likely the decision

would be based on the consensus mode. The Table shows a slight tendency

in this direction. For most determinants, meaningful variation does not

exist. Consensus decision-making, however, is slightly more likely to

occur when the volume of force field is below average. Compromise is

cited more when information volume is above average. It is interesting
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Table 6.8

Meaningful Distributions of Determinants by Force Field and Information
Input: the Percentage of Interviews in which Various Determinants were

Significantly Mentioned under Different Control Conditions

Present in Mention as

Actor Force Field Information Source

No Yes No Yes

Chairman 2% 21% 4% 47%

Commnittee Members 7 16 8 26

f State Delegation 2 6 2 29

Other Members 2 8 2. 21
4 Personal Staff 2 7 0 12

Individual Constituents 7 24 -- ---

Inspired Mail 12 24 --

Group Constituents 9 25 - --

Constituency --- 12 26

Interest Groups 0 3 1 0

White House 2 36 7 10

Zo

=

S. . . o
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Table 6.9

Meaningful Distributions of Determinants by Force Field and Information
Volume: the Percentage of Interviews in which Members Significantly

Mentioned Different Information Sources when- Force Field Vol-
ume and Information Volume are Above and Below Average

Force Field Volume

Below Average Above Average

Force Field Volume Force Field Volume

Constituency 10% 19%
"White House 5 9
Consensus 9 5

Information Volume

Below Average Above Average
Information Volume Information Volume

Compromise 5% 11%

Z
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that constituency Is cited more when force field volume is above average.

If constituency makes an input along with many others, there Is a tendency

for the member to defer to constituency.

By Actor

Final tests of proposition 9 are afforded by both the general . ...

remarks of members concerning decision approaches and by decision patterns

of those members for whom multiple decision cases are available. Both

tests support proposition 9.

Many interviewees were ...... to describe how they generally- made

decisions. Although these general responses were not systematically

collected but, instead, obtained as time allowed, they provide evidence

of both contextual decision-making and a single process orientation among

members.

Among those having a single process orientation, some stressed cue-

taking, others policy assessments, some consensus rule, some compromise,

some represehtation, while yet others' described an idiosyncratic Itocess.

Examples of how members describe universal process with various

forms of cue-taking (deference to others) are the following statements:

I always follow the advice of my elaborate staff network.

It's an invariant process for me--I look at how others. are voting and
who is saying what.

My rule is look at who supports it.

If Wt's not on your committee, then go to your friends and follow their
Judgment.

I vote for or against the committee on the basis of who said what.

I usually go with the committee report, The cornittee system is the
way we work here. There are adversary groups that must compromise.
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I vote to ratify the committee. I listen to those who serve on the
comni ttee.

Examples of universal constituency representation are:

I used the same procedure: how will it affect my district?

I vote the image of my district--what people are saying and feeling back
home.

I ask--does it help or hurt my ::-stttuency? I base my votes on the
constituent principle. I won't run a risk. I'll vote to satisfy con-
stituents.

How will it 'affect my constituency? How will constituents interpret,
feel, reflect on it? It's cold and calculating. I look at everything.

. from the point of view of the district. ... ..

Examples of universal policy assessments are:

I always try to understand what the bill proports to do--in other words,
where does it fit in?-and, then I vote by concept.

Reflective of general consensus voting is the statement: "Every

member is affected by colleagues, supporters, constituents, and self.

When they are lined up, it is easy. When there is conflict, you must

acconmodate and compromise."

Compromise, as a total approach, Is captured by the following:

As LBJ said, 'Politics is the art of the possible.' You have to settle
for the best y•u can get. I use the fifty-one percent rule. Vote
for bills as "long as you oppose no more than forty-nine percent of It.

Some members described general decision processes that are hard

to classify. One southern conservative reconstructed a multi-dimensional

process:

First, 'What is the issue?' Then, 'Is there a position? Who put
it up? Who is voting yea and nay? How is my state voting? What
is best for my constituincy? What hive I done on it before?'"

A Rept, blican conservative also provided a detailed process that

he claimed universally guided all of his decisions,

I vote against anything in excess of a balanced budget, anything
inflationary, and anything local government can handle. I'm for
anything furthering balanced budgets, national security, personal
freedoms, and free markets.
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A liberal Republican described a multiple entree formula; "I

always think of three things--What's the impact on my state? What

priorities are served? and, Is there controversy?"

Most members, however, acknowledged the variability of decision-

making. They state that they make up their minds in different ways,

depending on the circumstances !-xclved. Examples of conditional voting

are:

Unless it is controversial, or district relevant, I follow the California
Democrat on the committee.

I vote the district unless the party has a strong position.

If there is not a lot of mail, my own past record is the determining
factor.

I vote my convictions if they apply and then my colleagues. If there is
conflict, I follow staff.

On major matters, I follow constituency. On esoteric issues I follow
AM members I trust.

I know what I want. If I'm confused, I put staff to work and get my vote
from them.

I follow my Democratic President and Democratic party leaders, unless my",

own convictions or district interests get in the way.

Unless I'm on the committee or it is a very important thing, I'll go to
commit e members to find out how to vote the district.

If it' not controversial, I go with the herd, the party, the sponsor or I,,
the s te delegation.

I usual y follow my convictions, my basic thrust. But there are different
.dynami. There are committee and party votes; there is cue-taking on
obscure things; and then there are the unanimous things.

I always ask--'What will it do for my district?' If it doesn't affect
the district, I base the decision on ideology. If it does apply, I base
the decision on staff research and the sentiment in the state'delegation.

If there is strong opinion in the district, I follow that. If not I go
with DSG, the committee, or the state delegation.

I usually base decisions on my beliefs. If I'm in the dark, I go to a
sponsor or a committee member and rely on them.

BI
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In addition to showing a rich diversity of contextual approaches, the

above statements reveal that many members recognize that they often rely

on different decision modes.

An inspection of the questionnaires of the fifty-one respondents

for whom four or more decision cases are available also supports a con-

textual model. Forty-two (eight,'-t!o• percent) cited different determinants

and manifested different decision modes on the various bills for which

interviews were obtained. Only nine members (eighteen percent) appeared

to have employed the same decision process in each decision case.

Controls

Various control variables were employed to determine if they exerted

independent influence on the citation of determinants. Although many inter-

esting relationships were uncovered, these controls indicate that most

variation in decision determinants occurs according to vote and not back-

ground factors.

Table 6.10 presents the more meaningful control results when deter-

minants are arrayed by length of service, election results, switch status,

and yea or nay vote.

Several members speculated that more Junior members, who have not

had the opportunity to develop policy positions on all major issues, may

engage in cue-taking more frequently than their senior counterparts. One

very senior member pointed out that by virtue of seniority he no longer

has to agonize as he once did: "Unlike the early days, I know where I'm

coming from. Most senior guys call them as they see them.. You don't need

IL ,*•"anybody's help." The control by length of service, as seen in Table 6.10a,

only partially validates the supposition. Those with twelve or more years

|.
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Table 6.10'

Meaningful Background Controls of Determinants: the Percentage of
Interviews in which Different Determinants were Significantly

Mentioned Under Various Control Categories

a) Length of Service

Freshmen 2-5 years 6-11 years '12+ years

Chairman 3% 6% 2% 16%

Personal Staff 7 5 2 2

Constituency 13 13 17 . 8 -

Interest Groups 3 1 0 0

White House 12 4 7 10

Compromise 12 7 6 6

Policy Assestments 64 63 64 76

Campaign Promise 16 1 0. 0

Consensus 10 6 5 12.

Philosophical Convictions 5 10 22 2

b) Election Results
Members from Members from Members from
Close Districts* Marginal Districts' Safe Disticts+

Chairman 10% 3% 6%

Commiittee Members 5 8 11

IK:rsonal Staff 0 8 4

Constituency 0 14 14

White House 15 3 7

Policy Assessments 85 53 65

Campaign Promise T0 3 3

Consensus 10 17 6

Philosophical Convictions 15 7 11

Consistency 0 6 7

* 50.1% to 51.9%
/ 52% to 55.9%
+ 56% to 98%
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Table 6.1 0--Continuee,

c) District Party Switch Status

- I•e-ber from Member not from
SwitchtDistrict Switch DitStrict

Chairman 0% -6%
Committee Members 5 ..
Personal Staff 10 4
Policy Assessments 57 65
Campaign Promi.ses .14 3

SConsensus 97

d) Yes or No Vote

Members Voting Members Votlin
No. Yes

Actors
Chairman 4% 73
Other Members 6 3C Personal Staff 1 6

White .House 3 9
Compromise - -11
Policy Assessments 75 59
Campaign Promise 9 5
Consensus 2 10
Philosophical.,Convictions 16 9
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of service cite policy assessments as a determinant more frequently than

those in more junior categories. But, the more senior members, perhaps

on the basls of friendship and House power relationships, are also more

likely to base a decision on a committee chairman's position. There is

no difference in the mention of committee members among seniority cate-

gories. Junior members rely mo, e on personal staff, constituency, com-

promise, and campaign promises 4Ln more experienced legislators. Other

interesting findings are: a) legislators with six to eleven years of

seniority are more likely, by a wide margin, to mention philosophical

convictions than any other cate& -.Y, b) the White House and consensus are

mentioned most by those with the least and with the most experience, and

c) no legislator with experience exceeding six years mentioned interest

groups as a decision determinant.

The relationship between election results and constituency influ-

ences in congressional decision-making has long been the subject of debate

43
among students of the legislative process. As Jeweil and Patterson

note, "The most comnuon theory advanced by political scientists about elect-

oral margins has been that members representing marginal seats have to be

very sensitive to demands of constituents .4. ."4 Empirical research,

however, has failed to show this. Studies by Huntington45 and Miller 46

argue that, in Miller's words,

congressmen from marginal districts are more likely to
translate their policy preferences into roll call behivior than
are congressmen from safe districts. . . Legislative acts of
Congressmen from competititve districts are associated almost ex-
clusively with their own policy preferences rather than their
perceptions of district preferences. 4 7

The findings here, as found in Table 6.10b and c corrmorate Miller's

findings. Those from safe districts are less likely to cite policy assess-

ments and philosophical convictions and more likely to mention constituency
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than those elected by a close m1:'g:n. Those with close results are more

Sllikely to mention the chairman, the White House, and campaign promises an

less likely to mention consistency, personal staff, and committee members

Likewise switch of party control cf the district (an additicnai indicator

of electoral insecurity) is re~.;:z- to slightly less policy voting and

more mention of consensus, camp,, 4?n promises, and personal staff as deter.

minants.

A reasonable supposition is that yea or nay voting may be associ-

ated with different decision rules.. The dati in Table 6.8d show some

slight variation. Itis nteresting that a y vote Is associated with

policy assessment, philosophical convictions campaign promises and cue-

taking from members not on the committee. Yea voting is correlated with

mention of the chairman, staff, the White House, compromise, and

consensus voting.

Summary and Conclusions

As is the case with all decision-makers who function in an enviror

"ment of complexity and high volume decision-making, the legislator devises

strategic shortcuts that reduce decision task to a routine.

Many of the major studies of congressional decision-making employ

a holistic view of congressional decision routines. It is presumed that

Congressmen reduce floor voting to a single routine; therefore, decision-

making is best understood as the result of a single determinant or normal

process such as party or cue-taking or consensus mode.

This chapter has demonstrated that Congressmen rely not on a

single decision routine but on various routines. Thus, attempts to

describe congressional decision-making by referring to a single
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determinant; in the manner of ... ;, famous research projects in legislative

behavior, greatly oversimplify a highly variable and contextual process.

Although policy voting is the determinant most conmonly cited by members

(thus reaffirming Clausen and countering Matthews and Stimson), inter-

views reveal that various decision modes are utilized. Congressmen arrive

at decisions in various ways. Specifically, seven different ways of

making floor voting decisions -'-r! identified: cue-taking, policy assess-'

ments, philosophical convictions, consensus, campaign promise, compromise,

and constituency representation; Each constitutes a very different

decision'mode or shortcut.

The determinants that members mention vary greatly by kind

of vote. In general conversations, many members stated that they used

a conditional approach to decision-making. They stated that under certain

conditions they made a decision in one way, and under other conditions

they employed different decision rules. Of the fifty-one respondents

from whom four or more questionnaires were obtained, eighty-two percent

cited different determinants on the various bills for which questions

were asked. When determinants were displayed by vote, it was revealed

that certain determinants were more likely to be mentioned on certain

kinds of votes than on others. Some votes were predominantly policy votes,

while others were dominated by cue-taking, philosophical convictions,

constituency representation, or by situational considerations. The dis-

tributions of determinants by Issue characteristics, although not re-

vealing as much variation as distributions by vote, provide support for

the contextual theory. One out of ten distributions involve meaningful

variations in the mention of determinants. Although there is some re-

lationship between control variables and determinants, the relationship

between vote and determinants is strong and independent.
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The variation of determinants conforms to the configurations

"I" predicted by the corditional theory. On many hot, visible bills and under

some controversial conditions, members base decisions on policy assessments

and philosophical convictions. Evidently, these issues provide sufficient

political incentives for members to develop an abstract position to guide

their decisions. On low grade issues and under non-visible, non-contro-

versial, low profile conditions, members (not feeling compelled to develop

personal stands)'base their decisions on the position of other members or

staff.

Several qualifications to the conditional theory appear warranted

by these findings. First, some minor votes, as well as major questions,

invoke policy voting. Evidently, on recurring, non-visible votes (especially
/

/ j those considered not tough and those not involving the President), members

stake out a position that they consistently adopt. These predispositions

serve as categories within which members can place a vote and easily reach

a decision based on policy assessments and consistency with past positions.

Second, a high profile vote can be based on something other than policy

positions or convictions. Sometimes, due to the involvement of prominent

participants, positions become personalized. Members, in siding with a

participant, make a dvcision in a cue-taking mode or base a decision on

their assessment of the adequacy of the compromise hammered out by the

participants. Third, under conditions indicating extreme political heat

and visibility, members will attempt to vote their perceptions of constit-

uency sentiment or interests. Fourth, under low grade conditions, members

will base decisions on assessments of consensus or compromise as well as

cue-taking. Finally, congressional decision-making is shaped by situ-

ational factors pertaining to actor involvement and the

configuration of interests on any given issue. Actors who are in

Kra *.!I 1
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the menber's force field on an issue or provide information are more

likely to be mentioned as a determinant. Multiple, above average informa-

tion volume is associated with compromise voting, while low force field

volume is associated with consensus decision-making.

The predominance of policy voting raises two concluding questions.

. First, although the interviews reveal minimal--influence on the

"part of party leaders, party as an operational concept may make a viable

contribution to congressional decision-making in the form of policy

assessments. Froman concluded that each party controls districts which

are distinctive in terms of social and economic characteristics and that

these distinctions are related to different positions on the issues.4

If these conclusions still hold true, constituency differences between

the parties may provide the basis for very real differences in policy

voting. In other words, Democrats, responding to very different constit-

uency pressures than Republicans, have policy positions quite different

49
from those of Republicans. Hence, since members often base thir positions

on party affiliation, policy assessments may be a latent form of the party

voting suggested by Turner's study.

Second, although policy voting predominates, and relatively few

mention other members, cue-taking may be much stronger, in an indirect

sense, than the data indicate. As noted above, the mechanisms of policy--------

voting are ideological predispositions that members develop concerning

various categories of public policy. The immediate problem a member in

a policy voting mode faces, however, is an informational one: What

policy category does it fit into?" "What normative premise applies?"

Sources which provide this information--commilttee and state delegation

NIV
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wembers, party leaders, and party publications--may exert considerable

influence on the decision, although the member may conclude that his

decision was primarily based on ideology. By defining the issue one

way rather than another, information sources may determine not only the

cognitive category in which a member places a vote, but also, ultimately,

how the member votes. 50

This chapter focused solely on determinants. Members were asked

to identify the major force, factor, or actor that determined their vote.

Due to the constraint of time in the interview setting, members were not

asked to reconstruct the total decision process nor to make a relative

rank ordering of influences. Conclusions concerning decision modes, thus,

are based solely on extrapolations from citations of determinants. Future

congressional research on the determinant stage of member floor voting

should attempt to obtain member reconstruction of all cognitive procedures

leading up to the decision. Such in-depth probing would provide a more

comprehensive view of decision-making.

Jr n n nr, n .ee... .. . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.. . . . . -.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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CHAPTER VII

THE CONDITIONAL NATURE OF ROLE ORIENTATIONS;
THE CONDITIONAL NATURE OF TIME OF DECISION

Role orientations are very broad perspectives with which legis-

lators view their job. They refer to the member's definition of his task

as a legislator as he engages in the act of decision-making. As such,

-role is the most basic of the decision components.

Role studies by Wahlke, Eulau, and Davidson and others have

provided valuable insights into legislative decision-making. They have

identified various categories of orientations--e.g., representative, pur-

posive, group focus--and formulated taxonomies corresponding to various

expressions of role that are manifested with regard to each orientation.

They have demonstrated that representative role orientations invol,,e two

distinct concepts: styles of representation (different ways of reaching

a decision such as through a delegate, trustee, or broker mode) and repre-

sentative foci (nation, district, or nation-district orientation).

As with the literature's treatment of determinants, research con-

cerning role orientations has presumed that a legislator's conception of

role will dominate all of his decisions. Jewell and Patterson state,

a specific role orientation means a predisposition or inclination
to act in a particular way. . . .with enough information about the
legislator's role orientations, it should be possible to predict
more accurately how he will respond. 2

Role orientations have been researched in two ways. Both reflect

a static conception of legislative behavior.

One way involves questions that ask alegislators to choose an

orientation--trustee (self-referrent), delegate (district referrent) or

314
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"politico (both) that, in the abstract, best summarizes his overall

approach. An example of this approach is Davidson's procedure of having

members indicate their degree of agreement with a series of statements

that reflect different orientations. 3

The second involves open ended questions that ask legislators to

define their style of representation. An example of this is Wahlke et al.'s

question: "First of all, how would you describe the Job of being a legis-

lator--What are the most important things you should do here?"4 Responses

to this question are coded in such a way that members are typed as

fallingin one category. As Wahlke et al. write,

Each legislator has some purposive or factional conception of the
ultimate aim of his activities which will be embodied in certain
types of norms for his relagions with his fellows in the day-to-
day legislative operations.

In their study, members are classified on the basis of what the-memberconsiders

to be his ultimate aim.

The politico orientation allows for contextual behavior, but role

researchers d& not stress this aspect. In describing the politico role,

Wahlke et al. state,

In particular, it would seem to be possible for a representative to
act in line with both criteria. For roles and role orientations need
not be mutually exclusive. Depending on circumstances, a representa-

I tive may hold the role orientation of trustee at one time, and the
role orientation of delegate at another time. Or he might even seek

---- ------- to reconcile both orientations in terms of a third. 6- - - - - -

Davidson also acknowledges a mixture of pure styles. As one of the members

in his sample stated, "By and large, principle is the criterion. On minor

votes I can go along with the constituency." 7 But, as Davidson emphasizes,

contextual role playing is only one of many "varied permutations" of the

politico role. 8 To both Wahlke et al. and Davidson, the essence of the

politico role is balance between constituency and independent judgment.

I
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SDavidson states that "many congre smen observe that their problem is one

of balancing. . .one role against the other."g As Davidson stresses with

a quote from a member,

the Congressman must also vatý as he reasonably sees fit on an
issue. There is a balan e which each Congressman works out
between two factors. .O

Members who exhibited this conception are typed as politicos, but no effort

is made to determine the conditio s under which they stress different ori-

entations.

J. n sum, role research des gns assume that role conceptions do not

vary)alcross different types of issues. Most role researchers emphasize,

as Davidson states, that role is n ". . .expected pattern of behaviors

associated with an actor. Role researchers have not attempted to

systematically study the ccnditiols under which members exhibit different

behaviors. 1 2  Throughout all role research is the presumption'that for the

individual legislator the chosen conception of role persists regardless of

the i~sue involved.

The conditional theory, however, posits an opposite notion. From

13the writings of conditional theorists, especially Miller and Stokes,

one jets the impression that the style and fpcus a Congressman employs

has a variable rather than a persistent quality--i.e., role conceptions

vary according to different kinds f vote.- Low key decisions, which lack-

electoral incentives and political' pressure, will involve a vague national

focus and a trustee style. Hot Issues, which entail political pressure

and have potential electoral conse uences, will reflect both a local and a

national orientation as well as a Jelegate style.

This chapter will explore for conditional ro'.e orientations.

Specifically, the folikwing propos ition, derived from the conditional

I-- - I , ----. - - -
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theory, will be tested: Proposition 10: The role orientations of a

member vary according to the kind of issue at hand. On low-grade issues,

he tends to have a national focus and a trustee style. On hot issues,

due to political relevance, he tends to have a local focus and a delegate

style.

-- Aditonalyinterviews revealed that many members view the actual

time of decision as crucial to the decision process. For this reason, a

second proposition will be included 1if this chapter. It is as follows:'

Proosiion11: The time at which a member makes up h's mind varies

according to the kind of issue at hand. On low-grade issues, members will

make a late decision. On high profile issues, commiltments will be made

far In advance.. The rationale for this proposition is derived from eco-

nomic investment theory. On low-grade issues, due to the lack of both

general public and member concern, decisions will be made late. On hot

issues, decisions will be made relatively early, reflecting the reinber's

concern and eagerness to develop a commitment on a publicly visible issue.

PROPOSITION 10: The Representative Role Orientations of Members

Vary Accordi-ng to the Kind of Issue at Hand.

Generalizations

This studjy asked members two questions concerning role conceptions.

The first concerned style: "What did you rely-on when making this decision-.- -..

constituency, your self, both?" The second pertained to focus: "What wasIyour focus--national, local, or both?" Initially, a question concerning

purposive roles (a member's view of which aspects of the legislative job

were involved in the decision) was asked. It was subsequently dropped,

however, when answers seemed to be redundant to those obtained with the

question on determinants.
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The responses to the questions on role conceptions support several

generalizations concerning style and focus.

Style

Three major generalizations concerning style are warranted by the

interviews: (1) members articulate the same philosophical dichotomy . . -_.

identified by Edmund Burke, (2) members cite styles other than the two

pure types identified by Burke, and (3) Congressmen couch most decisions

In terms of a trustee orientation or a combination of a trustee/delegate

role and only rarely reflect a pure delegate role.

(1) Members articulate the Same Philosophical Dichotomy of Representation

that Burke identified.

In his famous "Speech to the Electors of Bristol" Edmund Burke

Identified two distinctive styles of representation: (.11 the trustee

style of basing decisions on the representative's Judgment and (2) the

delegate style of basing decisions on the position of constituents. Burke,

of course, preferred the first style. Both found expression in the inter-

views.

The trustee orientation is represented with the following atements:

I follow Edmund Burke-I vote for what I think is best.

I am a Burkean--I don't read my_maiL_. .

We are sent here to use our judgment.

I'm elected to vote.

I don't take a poll--the people elect me.

You must use your own judgment. There are too many special interest
groups pushing selfish programs;

Rx I vote my convictions.

I relied on my deep convictions.

I
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I voted the merits of the issue.

I basedthe decision on my'education and experience.

I voted on the basis of the information provided and my research and
personal study.

I was voting my expertise and direct knowledge.

The essence of the trustee position is thatwhen a conflict

develops between constituency and the representative's judgment, the

member's Judgment will prevail. Indicative are the following statements:

I vote for the House Assassinations Committee, though. my constituents
oppose it-I always follow my own judgment.

I'll not budge on abortion, gun control. I'll take a position against
the district if necessary. The scae with Rhodesian Chrome and the Panama
Canal.

I vote against my constituency if my convictions lean me that way. For
example, I voted against the Nuclear Navy though my district is defense
oriented.

I don't like deficit spending. It's inflationary. I vote against these
pump priming things even though my district has high unemployment.

The constituency is opposed to Common Situs Picketing, but I'm going
against them. I'm for Common Situs Picketing.

"Many of those who subscribed to a trustee model emphasized the

Jn% futility of relying on constituency opinion:

Most people don't have an opinion on the issues.

People don't usually have feelings when it doesn't affect them.

There is no way to know what people want. You can only guess.
An election doesn't tell you much.

You just have to rely on your own judgment. What can you do If you don't
hear from anyone?

No more than thirty percent are ever interested. What do you do about
those you don't hear from. What if the thirty percent are equally divided?

The delegate model was also reflected in the interviews. Ex-

amples are;
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House members are expected to be district representatives.

I'm the only voice my constituents have in Washington.

I try to respond to the desires of my constituents.

Ilm the only person the people in my district can rely on to vote their
Interests.

The House Is the people's place--I vote the district.

I speak my constituency.'

The constituency tempers my opinion--constituents shape my decision-making.

Mly decision is the result of my interpretation of constituency wishes.

Basically, constituency and constituents become a decision referent

in four ways: (1) response to (even solicitation of) constituency senti-

ment, (2) role playing and empathy with constituents, (3) anticipation of

constituency reaction, and (4) perceptions of constituency interests.

Examples of the first-active response to constituency sentinments--are:

A" 1 base my decision-making on the majority of correspondence from the

district* and "I usually defer to constituents--My sentiment is that's

"what I'm here for. That's my job isn't it?" Examples of the second--

eempathetic role playing--are:, "I always try to do what they would do

if they were me," "I vote the same way I think the folks back home would

if they had the same information," and

You have to know your district and the people's feelings and
the way they think. Put yourself in their position. What would
be in their best interests. What would I want my Congressman to
do if I was back there. ....-----

The third--anticipation of constituency reaction--is illt.strated by the

following: "You must consider district interests-it's unpopular and

unwise to vote against," "It's a sorry way to legislate if you can't

explain your vote to your constituents and get their support," and

"Constituents always enter into your decisions even if you don't hear

/
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fro them, because you anticipate how they will receive it." The fourth--

pereption of constituency Interests-is illustrated by the following:

"I serve a rural district--I'm here to articulate the farmer's point of

via and to serve dairy interests" and

My job is to look out for the constituency. On this energy Issue--out here
gasoline is a necessity not a luxury. We need gas for tractors.
Hell, there isn't a busline in the state. . . .. /

The essence of the delegate model is preference for constituency

Inp t over the representative's position when there is conflict between

the two. Examples are:

I dfer to pressure on things like tariffs, though I believe they're bad.

I v~ted for Common Situs, not for me, but for constituents. To survive
politically, you must follow the constituency on this and things such
as lean Air or Saccharin.

People delegate to you. If there Is conflict between you and them,
fo1 ow them.

I wll not go against the district if the vote is controversial and
important to the district--no quicker way to get targeted than that.

(2) Members Cite Styles Other than the Two Pure Types Identified by Burke.

In many instances, when members were asked to identify the role

con• eption that guided their decision, they would cite several factors

oth r than those identified by Burke. This contradicts Burke's notion

that members choose from between &wo pure role types: self and constituency.

Somw of the other factors mentioned are: supporters, expertise, the

Pre ident, staff, and pressure. Typically, when a member would identify

anoiher factor, he/she would simply state, "I based my decision neither

on yself nor on my constituency." Instead, the member would argue that

he elied on a colleague's expertise, on the presidency, or on one of the

other factors.
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Hore important, many members maintained that they relied on both

constituency and self. Those who claimed that both were involved noted

that philosophy and constituency "often coincided" and that their deci-

sion was a combination of both. A common response was "Both were a

factor," "It was my own opinion as reinforced by my constituency." or

"my position plus support of my constituency." Several attempted to

account for the reasons why members frequently experienced convergence

of-personal position and constituency position. Some argued that campaign

promises bymembers account for the absence of perceived conflict. If a

Smember took a stand on an issue and was elected or reelected, he might

conclude that there is accord between himself and his constituents.

Others emphasized that the widespread practice of polling the district

contributed to a convergence of member and district opinion by showing

the member where most constituents stand on the major bills of the session.

(3) Congressmen Couch Most Decisions in Terms of a Trustee Orientation or

a Combination of a Trustee/Delegate (the Politico) Role.

Table 7.1 displays major responses to the question concerning

styles of representation. As can be seen there, most members took a

trustee role. The next most frequent orientation was that of politico,

which combines the trustee and delegate roles. It is surprising that only

two percent cited a pure delegate orientation. Constituency was cited as

the base of a role orientation as infrequently as several of the additional

factors. These findings are fairly well in likie with Davidson who found

that most members choose a trustee orientation rather than that of a

delegate. The only difference is that Davidson found the politico or

combination orientation to be the most frequently cited, while here it

was found to be the second most frequent. 14
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Table 7.1

frequency Distribution of Role Conceptions in Response to the Question,
"On What Did You Base Your Decision: 'Constituency, Self,

A Combination of Both?"

Constituency (Delegate) 2%

Self (Trustee) 74%

Both Self and Constituents (Politico) 19%

President, 2%

-Staff 1%

N4 352
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Focus

Responses to the question concerning foci of representation support

one major generalization: For most of the decisions covered by this study,

members had a national focus. Table 7.2 displays a frequency distribu-

tion of the foci of representation. 'It shows that a. national focus was

employed at a rate of more than three to one over the next most frequently

cited focus: a combination of national and local orientation. It is

surprising that in only six percent of the cases was a purely local focus.

employed. This Is in contrast to Davidson's findings that most members

fcs15have a district-dominant focus. Perhaps the generic questions employed

by Davidson are more likely to tap a district orientation than the issue-

by-issue questioning employed here.

,. •Examples of a national focus are: 1. haye a .water project in the

district, -but we need to cut back national spending" and "I voted for

that version of the grant formula, though my district will receive slightly

less--I believe we should target those areas in need.*

Illustrative of a local orientation are the following: "I always

ask, 'What's the impact on the district?', "It's one of those provincial

political things," and "It's a parochial issue--you must ask, how will my

decision affect me politically?"

A focus involving both foci is illustrated by the following state-

ment: "You can't separate national from local considerations. You must

look at not only how it affects your district, but also what it does in

a policy sense."

A final generalization supported by the role questions corroborates

the Eulau-Wahlke contention that a distinction can be made between focus

and style of representation.lO Table 7.3 shows the interrelationship of
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Table 7.2

Frequency Distributions of Foci of Representation In Response to the
Question, "What was Your Focus: Nation, Local Constituency, or Both?"

Focus .

National 59%

Local 6%

-Both ---18-

N 210

11

~ ' N~ %i)~9 ~'',L '.~ R~W r.~ W
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style and focus. It shows that, contrary to Burke's inferences, there

are not strong relationships between delegate style and district focus

nor between trustee style and national focus.

By Vote

To search. for variation in role conceptions, role is arrayed by

vote, by issue characteristics, and by actor. All three strongly support

the conditional appoach.

Table 7.4 arrays style by vote. It clearly shows that on certain

votes members ire more likely to take a trustee role, while on other
A

votes a combinatt':n role is more prevalent. Mention of a trustee style

varied from ment,:,. by as few as thirty-six percent of the interviewees

on Saccharin to meotion by as many as one-hundred percent on School

Lunch. Mention of a politico style varied from no mention on FAA and

other votes to mention by sixty-four percent of the interviewees on the

Saccharin Vote.

Only one vote--the pork barr'.l Snow Removal vote--associated with

any meaningful mention of constituency. Although most votes involved a

trustee role, two types of votes are most associated with self referent

voting: hot votes (Rhodesian Chrome, Government Reorganization, Arab

Bo)cott, Strip Mining, the Energy Department, the Hyde Amendment, and the

Water Projects) and votes that are relatively low profile (the Nuclear

Navy, FAA, House Assassinations, Romanian Earthquake, Debt Collection,

Snow Removal, Foreign Aid, and School Lunch). Evidently, members define

their role in trustee terms on both the big issues and on many of the

votes thought to constitute the routine business of the House. Votes
J''

"receiving the fewest mention of the trustee role are: (a) those associated

L i VS lrS tW ~ .W, i . ..*. 95 eVn'-m -zr. ,t el m la.n,.i n - - - . . -
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with significant constituency pressure (Ethics, Common Situs, Saccharin),

(bj those grant programs perceived as involving constituency interests

(Public Works, Countercyclical, HLUD), and (c) votes that involved reliance

on staff (EPAl.

A combination of the delegate/trustee model (politico role),

where the decision is held to rest on both self and constituency, Is most

prevalently mentioned on (a) those votes that involved considerable corres-

pondence from the constituency (Conmnon Situs and Saccharin) and (b) the

. second Budget resolution that raised the symbolic issue of government-

spending. Two types of issues were associated with infrequent mention of

a politico orientation: certain hot issues (Government Reorganization,

Arab Boycott, Energy Department, and Hyde) and routine, low profile votes

(Nuclear Navy,. FAA, House Assassinations, Romanian Earthquake, Debt Col-

lection, Snow Removal, Marine Mammal, Foreign Aid, and School Lunch).

Both of these, as already mentioned, involved mostly trustee decision-

ma.king.

Although the focus question was not asked until the last half of

" •the study and thus covers only half as many votes as the style question,

it also reveals variation in role conception among various votes, Table

7.5 shows that the areal focus of members varies according to issues. On

-------- --- -votes such: as Marine Mamm at, Budget I, Foreign Aid, Hyde,- and Hatch, . -

members reveal a preponderantly high percentage of national oriented

votes. Conversely, grant votes (Public Works, Countercyclical, HUD), pet

projects (Snow Removal) and hot votes involving constituency comimunica-

tions (Clean Air, Saccharin) are associated with lower than average

national focus. Snow Removal involves a predominantly local focus. Votes
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involving frequent mention of both national and local criteria are the

grant programs (Public Works, Countercyclical, and HUD) and votes thought

to be locally visible (Clean Air, Saccharin, Budget 11). Foreinn policy

votes (Arab Boycott and Foreign Aid) involve little local or mixed focus.

The discussion of style and focus by vote only partially confirms

~proposition 10. Although there is variatioIn, i .t -does -not occur solely- -in

the direction predicted by proposition 10. Basically, in accordance with

the prediction, low, profile votes do involve a trustee role, while votes"

that entail considerable constituency pressure are made with a delegate

style. The distribution of focus also conforms to the prediction. Con-

trary to prediction, however, is the fact that many of the hot votes, on

which there is minimal constituency input, produce a trustee model of

decision-making. Moreover, the data do provide one qiualification of pro-

position 10: Grant programs as well as locally important hot issues

involve delegate decision-making and a local/national focus.

By Issue Characteristics

* The distribution of role orientations by issue cbaracteristics

reveals much variation in the mention of styles and foci. Appendix J

-'displaysrole orientations by indicators of issue characteristics. Of

-,the 216 distributions, thirty-three percent involve variations of nine-

percent or more fromi one value of an indicator to another.

Thirty-three percent of the perceptual indicators are associated

with meaningful variation, while thirty-five percent of the objective

indicator distributions and twenty-two percent of the subjective distribu-

tions are significant. The specific indicators associated with the most

variation are technicality, salience, type of rule, party endorsements,
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amount of money involved, presidential involvement, and the policy role -I

of Congress. The indicators associated with the least amount of'varia-

tion are conflict, renomination and reelection effects, routineness,

toughness, thought, Republican party unity, index of likeness amend-

ment over committee objection, mention in the polls, margin of coimnittee

vote, CO box score and story, Washington Post box score, policy time, and---7.... .

newness.

The array of role by. issue characteristics permits the identifi-

cation of issue characteristic correlates of various role conceptions, as-...........

seen in Table 7.6. By and large, these correlates support the directional

predictions of proposition 10. A trustee role and a national orientation

are associated with characteristics that indicate a lack of political

heat from the district but sufficient controversy within Congress. A

politico role (which allows for a delegate factor) and a national/local

focus are correlated with polictical salience. On votes that offer the

prospects of political heat in the district, the member will use a dele-

gate style and have a local focus more often than if this were not the

case. On votes where no heat is likely, members will play the role of

a trustee and have a national focus. It should be emphasized, however,

that all orientations were associated with both hot and low profile

characteristics.
By Interviews

Many members expressly addressed contextual role taking. Many

acknowledged that they play one role under certain conditions and another

role under other conditions:

When constituents have strong opinions, they must be in your
equation. That's the job of a representative, However, when
they don't have an opinion, you rely on yourself, That's what
you must do.
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Table 7.6

Values of Issue Characteristics Associated with Mention of Different
Areal Foci (Correlates are Based on Variation of Nine

Percent or more)

National Local - Both

Non-technical (H) Salience (H) Complexity (LP)
Conflict (H) Open and modified Technicality (LP)
"Not major (LP) rule (LP) Major status (H)
Not salient (LP)" No Democratic Salience (H)"

'Constituency not endorsements (LP) No strong feeling (LP)
aware (LP) No Washington Post Closed rule (H)

Feeling(H) story (LP) Above average rule
Below average Congress ratifies (LP) margin (LP)'

rule margin (H) Specificity (LP) Wide margin of final
Defeated (H) No change (LP) passage (LP)
"Belcw average Above average

Democratic Democratic unity (LP)
unity (H) Above average

Above average likeness (LP)
Republican Democratic
unity (LP) endorsement (H)

Amendment over Republican endorse-
committee ment (H)
objection (H) Mention in rolls (H)

Republican Above average money (H)
endorsement (H) Presidential

Below average involvement (H)
money (LP) Minority report (H)'

No presidential Congress ratifies (LP)'
involvement (LP)" No change (LP)

No minority
report (LP)

Washington Post
' ; story (H)

-Congress --------
initiates (H)

Non-specific (H)
"Change (H)'

r , T
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Table 7.6--Continued

Values of Issue Characteristics Associated with Mention of Different
Representative Role Orientations (Correlates are based or,

Variations of Nine Percent or More)

Delegate Trustee Politico

No Correlates Non-complex (H) Complex (LF)
noted Non-technical (H) Technical (LP)

Not major (LP) Salient (2)
Not salient (LP) Constituency aware (H)
Constituency not Mail (h)

"aware (LP)" Thought (H)
No mail (LP) Closed rule (H)
No renomination Democratic endorsement (H)

effects (LP) Republican endorsnent(
No reelection Above average money (H)

effects (LD) Minority rreport (H)
Open rule (LP) CO story (H)
Above average 'Congress modifies (H)

"rule margin (LP)
No Democratic

endorsement (LP)
No Republican

endorsement (LP)"
S... Below average

money (LP)
Presidential

involvement (H)
No Washington Post

box (LP)
Congress ratifies (LP)

H u Presumed Hot value
LP- Presumed Low Profile value

m Variation of twenty percent or more
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I usually yote my own opinion, but I can get my mind chang by
constituents.

I'll go against my own Judgment only if it's something on wIhchc
I don't have strong feelings--like daylight savings time. Folks
back home want it, but my own Judgment leads me to oppose "I-t
But I gave in. I would never vote the popular way against fe.yra
convictions. On major things, constituents are only one of severalfactors.

___A vote should be compatible w`%h the district. A representa tlve
must adapt to the prevailing philosophy in the district. E ery
member should have a general idea of where his district stan is.
I know what I can and can't explain. I'll deviate from the
district only on moral issues such as civil rights. For exa nle,
I followed constituency sentin~en' on Conson Situs. People int
to have that right. I personally believe it will cause unemployment
and inflation.V

I vote my persomal judgment on {Ithe majority of issues. In a few
instances, I'll go with the con'stituency, but it has to involve a
vast majority. In the main, you have a tougher time trying to find
out what people want than in trying to get them to understand. You're
better off taking a stand and supporting it.

I always try to do what constituents would do. I want to re flect the
views of the people. I deviate from this process only about ten per-
cent of the time.

Others, however, insisted that they persistently played the same role.

Examples: 'I'm a Burkean through ano through" and "I always reference

constituency views and interests.*

An examination of the role responses of the fifty-one interviewees

for whom there are four or more quStionnaires supports the con -extual

model. With regards to the style question, thirty (sixty percen ) of these

S. . .respondents empfoyeddifferentrole orientations on different vote -. Almost

all shift focus. Significantly, though, as many as twenty (fortf percent)

use the same style orientation for all of their decisions. Fvid;ntly,

some members use different orientations in different contexts, wlile

others use the same one. The important point to bare in mind, h4 wever,

is that to capture the contextual role playing displayed by a mal ority

~~ I_
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of the respondents, one must utilize a conditional model and not one that

classifies legislators as falling under one or the other of the styles.

Controls

Davidson suggests some very rich hypotheses linking role orienta-

tions and various background variables. 17 They are of interest here in

that they constitute potential alternative explanations.

Tables 7.7 and 7.8 exhibit the more meaningful cross-tabulations

of role orientations and background variables. Some very interesting

Srelationships do occur, many not in conformity with Davidson's findings.

In the main, relationships between vote and role and issue characteristics

and role are more important than those between role and background factors.

Length of service is related to role in that junior members have

e heir ears to the district more than others. Freshmen and those with 2-5

years of seniority mention "self" less and "both" more than more senior

representatives do. Also, freshmen mention a national/local focus more

than more experienced members. It is surprising that fewer freshmen have

a purely local focus than those in other categories, although the percent-

ages are too low to discern any pattern.

Relationships between eleciion results and role are completely

opposite to those found In Davidson. Davidson found that members from

marginal districts subscribed to the delegate model and had a district

orientation, while those from safe districts tended to be trustees and to

have a national focus. 18  The findings of this study are in sharp contrast.

Those members from "close" districts have a higher oroportion of "self"

responses and more of a national focus. Those from ;afe districts define

their role as combination trustee/delegate at a higher rate than those

- - --- - -- - - - -~- --- - - --
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Table 7.7

Meaningful Distributions of Role Controlled by Background Factors: the
Percentage of Members Having Different Role Orientations Under

Various Control Conditions

Role Orientation Length of Service

Freshmen . 2-5 years 6-11 years--i12+ years

Trustee 69% .70% 82% 82%
Politico 20 21 16 .14

Election Results/

Members frem Members from Members from
Close Districts Marginal Districts Safe Districts

Trustee 85% 69% 74%
Politico 10 14 20

Switch Status

Members-from Members not from
Switch District Switch Districts

Trustee 62% 75%

Force Field Volume

Members with Members with
Below Average Above Average
Force Field Force Field

Trustee 80% 67%
Politico 12 27

/ Computed on the basis of 1976 Election Returns and based on the following
divisions: Clnse = 50% to 52%

M;,.ginal = 53% to 55%
S '? = 55%+
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Tabl e 7.8

Meaningful Distributions of Focus Controlled by Background Factors: the
Percentage of Members -Having Different Foci Under

Various Control Conditions

Length of Service

Focus Freshmen --2-5 years 6-11 years . 12+ years

Nation 50% 64% 55% 57%
Local 6 11 14 0
BoLh 44 24 29 33

Election -Results/

Meib*rs from Mewbers frlm Members from
Close Districts Marginal Districts Safe Districts

Nation 85% 63% 57%
Local 0 11 10
Both 15 21 32

Information Volume

Memhers with Members with
Below Average Information Above Average Infor.,ation

Local 13% 5%
Both 25 36

Force Field Volume

Members with Members with
Below Average Force Field Above Average Force Field

Local -13% 6%

Computed on the basis of 1976 Election Returns and based on the following
Divisions: Close a 50% to 52%

Marginal ! 53% to 55%
Safe - 55%+

7F,
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from marginal or close districts. Also, those from safe districts cite

both a national/local focus at a higher rate, indicating heightened

sensitivity to constituency. The only confirmation for Davidson is the

relationship between role and district switch status. Those from a dis-

trict that did not switch rely on self more than the switchers. The

switchers, however, do not have a higher rate of either "both" or
"constituency" responses.

In addition to the background varlaLles suggested by Davidson,,

controls were employed for force field and information volume, detenmi-

00 nants, and ideological views. A reasonable hypothesis seems to be that

a trustee style and a national focus would most likely be mentioned when

the volume of comnunications and information is low, when policy assess-

nments'and other non cue-taking determinants are cited, and when the
/AS legislator is above average in ideological avidness.

There are sone relationships between role and both volume of

force field and volume of information. When the member's force field is

below average, he is more likely to rely on "self," and less likely to

•; consider "both.' Seemingly contradictory, however, those with below

average force field have a local orientation.
Ij

There are also interrelationships between role conceptions and

determinants as presented in Table 7.9. Those having a delegate orienta-

tion are mre likely to cite as determinants staff, constituency, and
compromise. A trustee orientation is associated with comittee members,

/

policy assessments, consensus, philosophical convictions, and consistency.

A national focus is associated with the determinants of conmmittee members,

compromise, policy assessments, and philosophical convictions. A local

orientation is associated with constituency and consistency.

~r ~ i sr e s nr l~lrP R .C At ' i r.t.UtXt~. lV' W~ J r ~ P ... .tL -r a .. s.wc- Wt: l y e y N -
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Table 7.9

Interrelationships Between Role/Focus and Determinants: the Percentage of
Members with Different Role Orientations and Foci Citing

Different Decision Determinants

Role
D.... ecision Determinant Delegate Trustee Politico

Chairman 0% 5% 5%
Commiittee Members 0 11 3
Other Members 0 5 3
Personal Staff 13 4 5

Constituency 50 7 38
* White House 0 7 3

Compromise 25 7 5
Policy Assessments 50 69 64
Consensus 0 8 3
Philosophical Convictions 0 13 3

Consistency 0 7 5

Is-----I:
~i

I

7/
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Table 7.9--Continued

Focus

Decision' Determinant Nation Local Both

Chairman 2% 0% 8%
Committee Members 9 5 3
Personal Staff 2 5 6
Constituency 6 55 21
White House 6 0 3
Compromise 13 5 8
Policy Assessment; 75 35 68Campaign Promises 0 3 6

Consensus 4 0 8
Philosophical Convictions 14 5 3
Consistency 7 10 3
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Relationships be ween ideological avidness and role are scant.

Members were classified Is falling above or below the mean on ADA, ACA,

CORE, CCUS,.party unity, and Conservative Coalition ratings. Table 7.10

presents the few meaning ul relationships. In some instances, they sup-

port the original suppos tion. Some contradict it (e.g., a national

orientation associated with below mean scores.. The low number of re-

lationships, however, rules out an ideological control factor.

to Proposition 10

A member's representative role orientation is a highly variable

construct. As the array of role by vote, issue characteristics, and

actor conclusively show, most members do not choose one orientation and

then consistently apply It to all decisions. One role is more prevalently

mentioned on certain votes, while on other votes another role is cited

more frequently. Numerous variations occur with regard to issue charac-

teristics. Most members for whom multiple decision cases (four) are

available exhibit variabl. role orientations. More variations occur

across votes and issue characteristics than according to background factors.

I,• Inthe main, proposition I1 is confirmed. There is meaningful variation,

and it does conform to the hot/low profile distinction. Hot yotes are

associated with a delegate role and a local orientation. On low profile

decisions, a perceived trustee role and national orientation dominate.

The exception is that sevi ral hot votes also involve a perceived pure trustee

role. In sum, it seems th at constituency heat and constituency relevance

may be the dividing line ietween a member's use of a trustee or delegate

style. When input is received from constituents (Common Situs, Saccharin)

V0 or constituency interests are on the line (grant programs), the legislator
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Tabl- 7,10

Meaningful Relationships Between Role Conception and Voting Scores: the
Percentage of Members Mentioning Different Roles and Foci

Under Various Control Conditions

Role

Party Unity

Members with Members with
"Orientation Below Mean Party Unity Above Mean Party Unity

Self 68% 78%

Focus

Members with Members with
Orientation Ratý Below Mean Above Mean

Nation ACA 65% 55%
IiNation CCUS 67 53

Both CCUs 25 35
Nation Party Unity 47 67
Both Party Unity 37 26
Nation Conservative Coalition 67 55
Both Conservative Coalition 24 34

¢ . . .. . . . .. . ..... . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . ... .. . ... . ... . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . ... . . . .
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is more apt to be a delegate. When these factors are absent for the

individual member--even though there may be controversy within the Con-

gress--there is-a greater likelihood that the member will be a trustee.

PROPOSITION 11: The Time at which a Member Makes Up His

SM Varies According to Different Kinds of Issues ___

Members often mentioned time of decision as an important variable

for understanding the dynamics of congressional decision-making. At the

-suggestion of several members, a "time of decision" question was employed . ..

late in the study, rendering a total of only 141 responses.

Generalizations

Table 7.11 lists the various times of decision mentioned by

members. Two generalizations are supported by these data: (1) members

mention various decision times and (2) the most frequently mentioned

times are "on the floor" and "last time the bill was up."

(1) Members Mention Various Decision Times

The time at which a member makes a decision on a floor vote can

occur at any of several points in the legislative process, In all. twelve

different temporal decision points were noted. They rang In time from

when the member first entered politics to "very late," qu, epossibly right

up to the time for casting the vote.

Some of the decision times listed in Table 7.11 require further

elaboration. An automatic decision is one that was made, in the words of

a member, "when I first heard about." Some decisions were said to be

made as a result of the committee service of members: "I made up my mind

when it cleared Our committee." Some stated that they decided when they
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Table 7.11

Frequency Distribution of Responses to the Question:
"When Did You Reach a Decision on This Vote?"

When Decided Percent

When Member First Entered Politics 7%

Last Time Vote Was Up 18
During Campaign 9
Automatic (When Heard It Was Up) 6
On Committee 5
Week Before 3

Day Before 3

When Read About It 6

When Heard From Constituents 4

On the Floor 25

C When Change Was Made 5
Late 9

fN - 141

•'\•. i~/
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heard from constituents on a bill or "realized the constituency's interests were

involved.* Finally, many decisions were made on the floor. In some

cases, these were acknowledged to be snap decisions. Amendments, especially,

fit in this category. In the words of a member, "Hell, in the committee

of the whole, you only have 10 minutes of debate to make up your mind. If

It's an amendment to an amendment, chances are it hasn't been published

yet.1 Others are not snap judgments but, instead, are settledon the

basis of debate or amendments. For example, many muebers noted that on

the Budget resolution they ". . . wanted to hear the final arguments and

see the finished product:" One member hedged on the Hyde AmencLnent "...

to see if it became workable as a result of the amendment process."

(2) The Most Frequently Mentioned Times of Decision Are'30n the

Floor' and tast Time the Bill was up.'

Sf Table 7.11 reveals that most members stated that they made up

their minds on the floor. The next most frequently mentioned time, re-

inforcing the Sundquist/Polsby concept of policy incubation, 20 is "last

time up," followed by "during the campaign" and "late."

By Vote

To test for variations, time of decision is arrayed by vote and

by issue characteristics. Due to the limited number of responses to the

question, there is no array by interviewees.

Table 7.12 displays time of decision by vote. Complete data was

available on only twelve votes. These data, as incomplete as they are,

show considerable variaticn in the time of decision. Although "on the

floor" is, generally, the most frequently mentioned decision time

(overall a twenty-five percent mentionj no interviewee mentioned it on

f -.
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the EPA, Snow Removal, and 3udget II votes and less than ten percent

cited it on the Hyde Amendment, v•iile sixty percent classified the Budget

resolution as an "on the floor" dazzsion.

Many interesting patterns are reflected in Table 7.12. Signifi-

cant proportions cited "when first entered politics" on Budget II and the

LideAmendment. Last time -up- -w- th-de61s o-tsime-most-mentioned on......

Strip Mining and Clean Air. "The campaign" was most frequently mentioned

on the Budget vote. *A week before" was most prevalently mentioned on

-Strip Mining. "When read about-it (heard it was coming up)* was mentioned

by a significant proportion on the EPA vote. "When heard from constitu-

ency" was mentioned most on Snow Removal. Floor decisions were likely to

occur most on two kinds of votes: (a) routine votes (NASA, Debt Collec"

tion) when the member first realized on the floor that the vote was up and

(b) important decisions (Arab Boycott, Budget 11 where many members hedged

pending the vote on several amendments. "When change made" was mentioned

most on Budget I1. Late decisions were most recorded on Budget I, Clean

Air, and NASA. In sum, the various decision times are mentioned with

more and less frequency acro different votes..

The array of decisioa times by vote does not confirm the directions

of proposition 11. True to i pectations, some hot issues Cesjptially votes

Ttke-Com•mon-Situs and Strip ning which had been up before) are decided

well before the vote. But, other hot votes (Budget, Arab Boycott) are

-decided on the floor. Some low profile votes (Debt Collection, NASA) are

determined at the last moment, but others (EPA,. Public Works) are resolved

automatically or on the basis of the member's past experience, Evidently,

hot issues are resolved depending on situational considerations--e.g.,

amnendments. If important amendments loom, members will await the outcome
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before deciding. The time of decision on low profile Issues depends on

when the member receives information that the issues are coming up. If

the member knows a routine issue is coming up a week or day before, he

has an opportunity, based on past positions, to make a decision auto-

matically. If he does not hear about It until he reaches the floor, the

decision may not be made until late. It should be added that the precise

time when a member learns that a low profile vote Is coming up seems to

be a function of the information systems of individual members. Members

who are briefed far in advance of a vote or th1 read the schedule a week

ahead are probably more likely to make an earlier decision than those who

play it day-by.day or hour-by-hour.A

By Issue Characteristics

There are significant variations in the mention of the different

decision points according to issue characteristics. Appendix K displays

time of decision by issue characteristics indicators. Of the 432 dis-

tributions contained within these tables, ninety (twenty-one percent)

* involve meaningful variation across categories of issue characteristics

indicators.

The various categories of indicators exhibit relatively uniform

. .,-....-...,,--variation. Twenty-onepercent of the perceptual distributions, twenty .

percent of the objective distributions, and twenty-two percent of the

subjective distributions are significant. The specific indicators most

associated with variation are feelings, renomination and reelection

effects, margin of passage, C_ story, and presidential involvement. The

least amount of variation is associated with technicality, constituency

awareness, margin of the conmmittee vote, Republican endorsements, amount
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of money, and specificity. These variables do not distinguish between

different decision times.

The variations do provide a list of correlates for most decision

times. These are displayed in Table 7.13.

The correlates offer mixed support for proposition 11, Decisions

made "when fir:t in politics,* "automatically," *the last time up," and

"during the campaign" are associated with hot characteristics. Decisions

made "when read about it" are associated with mostly low profile character-

istics. But, decislons made "on the floor" and "late" involve both low-

profile and hot characteristics. Evidently, in line with arrays by vote,

qualifications to proposition 11 are in order. Decisions on hot issues

are made both early and late. Decisions on low profile issues are made

both early and late.

Controls

Time of decision was correlated with six variables in an effort

to uncover alternative relationships. They are: nay/yea vote, election

results, seniority, fore field and information volume, ideological

scores, and determinants.

Overall, there are few meaningful relationships between time of

decision and control variables. Table 7.14 presents the few meaningful

results produced by cross-tabulation.

With regard to nay/yea voting, it ws hypothesized that a late

vote is associated with nay voting. Table 7.14 shows a slight trend in

this direction. Also, automatic ("knee jerk") voting is slightly more

associated with a yea position.

10ý Election results were expected to be related to decision time,

with close votes associated with constituency-oriented decisions, and

•) I " " l
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Table 7.14

Meaningful Distributions of ,"hen Decided" Controlled by Background
Factors: the Percentage of MenbersCiting Different

Decision Times Under Various Control Conditions .

a) No/Yes Vote

Members Voting Nembers Voting
Time of Decision No Yes

Automatic 2% 9%
Late 19 4

b) Election Results/

Close Marginal Safe

When First Entered Polit~cs 20% 7% 6%
Automatic 0 13 6
When Read 0 13 6
Change Made 10 0 5

c) Senfority

Freshmen 2-5 years 6-11 years 12+ years

When First Entered Politics 7% 2% 17% 0%
Last Time 0 17 31 29
Campaign 33 3 0 0
Automatic 7 2 11 7
On Comm ittee. 10 . 3 6 0
When Read 7 2 17 0
On Floor 20 34 22 7
Late 3 14 3 21
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Table 7.14--Continued

d) 'Force Field and Information Volume

Force Field Volume

Members with Members with
Below Average Above Average

When Read 9% 1%

Information Volume

-Members with Members with
-,Below Ayerage Above Average

0 Last Time 15% 22%

el Ideological Scores

Members with Members with
Rating Below Average Above Average

Campaign ADA 1% 12%

Last Time ACA 23 14
Campaign ACA 5 11
When Read ACA 3 9

Last Time CORE 23 14
Campaign CORE 2 13
Automatic CORE 4 8
When Read CORE 9 5

Campaign CCUS 5 12
When Read CCUS 3 9
Automatic Party Unity 2 9
First In Politics Cons. Coal. 94th 10 5
Last Time Cons. Coal. 94th 23 14
Campaign Cons. Coal. 94th 5 11
When Read Cons. Coal. 94th 3 9
Campaign Cons. Coal. 95th 11 5
Day Before Cons. Coal. 95th 0 7
When Read Cons. Coal. 95th 3 12
On Floor Cons. Coal. 95th 29 20

Campaigning Party Unity 95th 2 14
When Read Party Unity 95th 13 1
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safe votes associated with decisions made "automatically" and "when first

entered politics." Table 7.14b does not support this. Contrary to the

hypothesis, close results are associated with a "when first entered poli-

tics" decision time. Electorally secure legislators, however, tend to

---make automatic decisions.-

Seniority was expected to relate to time of decision, with freshmen

more sensitive to electoral inputs and senior legislators making more

"automatic" decisions. Several relationships in Table 7.14c confirm this.

Freshmen cite the campaign as the time of decision at a rate of ten to one

times greater than more senior members. "The last time it was up" is cited

at a much higher rate by more senior representatives. Many relationships,

however, are not linear. Although there are differences among the cate-

gories of seniority, they do' not occur in'one direction.

It was felt that force field and information volume were related

-in that the more actors a legislator hears from and the more information

he consulted, the more likely he is to make a late decision. Table 7.14d

does not support this. No significant relationships exist in this direc-

tion. Below average contacts (force field volume) is associated with

"when read about it" responses. Above average information volume is

associated only with "last time up" responses. --

It was hypothesized that there might be a tendency for ideological

extremity and early or automatic decision-making to be related. Table

7.14e shows some tendency in this direction. Above the mean scores are

associated with campaign, automatic, and day before decision-making. Below

average scores are related to "on the floor" decisions. Contrary to the

O"M expectations, below average scores are also related to "last time" and

"when first entered politics" responses. For some scores (ACA, CCUS,

Conservative Coalition 94th and 95th) above average scores are related

- / • , .
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to "when read about it" responses. For other scores (CORE, party unity

for the first session of the 95th Congress) below average scores are

related to "when read about it" time of decision,

Determinants, it was felt, might be related to time of decision

with policy assessments, and philosophical convictions associated with-----_

early decisions, and cue-taking associated with late decisions. Table

7.14f shows such a tendency.- Committee members tend to be mentioned

most when the decision is "on the floor" and "late." The times at which

staff is cited most correspond to the occasions at which they are most

likely to have an input: "day before" (staff briefing), "when read about

it" (staff summary sheets), and "when heard from constituents" (member

directed staff work). Policy assessments are mentioned most on "last,

time" and "automatic" responses. Philosophical convictions are mentioned

most for "when first entered politics" and "automatic" decisions. Cam-

paign promises as'a decision rule tend to be associated with decisions

* / made during the campaign. Consensus decisions are "late" ones.

Conclusions to Proposition 11

Members may reach a decision at any number of times in the legis-

..lative process. Although the most frequently mentioned decision times . .. .

are "on the floor" and "the last time the bill was up," the time at which

a member makes up his mind varies greatly from vote-to-vote and under

various issue characteristics. Moreover, the configurations by issue

characteristics conform to proposition 11. Decisions made "when first

entered politics" and "during the campaign" or which are "automatic" or

based on "the last time up" tend to be hot. Declsionr made on the floor

tend to be low profile and non-controversial. Several qualifications are

. ./ -.. ,
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warranted, Some low profile decisions are made at a time when the

member "first read about It." Some hot characteristics are associated

with late decisions. The distributions of time of decision by vote and

"is t sue characteristics reveal that both hot and low profile votes are

. ,associated with both early and late decision-making. .

In sum, the interviews support the notion that time of decision

/,is a highly variable phenomenon. Associations between decision time and

vote and decision time and issue characteristics are stronger than rela-

tionships between decision time and the control variables. But, only

partial support is provided for the expectation that hot decisions are

made early, while low profile decisions are made late. The findings

here argue that decisions on some hot bills get made early as a result

of past legislative experience or campaign activity. Other hot decisions

are made as members await the oLtcome of the amending process. Many low

profile decisions are associated with floor and late voting, perhaps re-

flecting members' lTck of concern and information. Other low profile votes

are handled routinely, with the time of decision hinging on precisely

when the member hears that the bill is coming up. Proposition 11 is thus

"accepted with the qualification that major variations in decision times

are governed by parliamentary events and floor wrangling and the member's

own information system.

Summary and Conclusions

This chapter has identified two additional benctharks at which

variations in legislative decision behavior can be observed; role ori-

•'. entations and time of decision,
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Contrary to the assumptions that underlie role research designs,

the evidence of this study argues that the role conception with which a

member approaches decision-making varies among different kinds of votes

and under various issue characteristics.

Time of decision, a component of voting held to be important by

many interviewees, also reveals vote-by-vote, issue-by-issue variation.

The results reported here thus argue for a contextual theory

with which to grasp the dynamics of decision-making.

Several afterthoughts concerning the generalizations offered here

provide an appropriate way to conclude this chapter.

First, when members cite a delegate or politico style and a local

or national/local mixture, they. often hold a segmental view of constituency

interests., Subsequent questioning of several members revealed that on

decisions such as the Hatch Act revis47ns and Clean Air, "the constituency"

was defined solely in terms of who the member heard from back in the dis-

trict: postal employees or auto dealers. The problem, of course, is

that members might not give consideration to the latent, unmobilized

groups. Decisions made as a delegate and with a local focus might be

responses to the claims of very narrow, particularistic interests that,

in themselves, are detrimental to commonweal concerns or to the district's

interests broadly construed. This of course raises a central dilemma of

representation: does the legislator place more emphasis on the interests

of intense minorities--interests that though narrow are politically

strong--or should he show favor to an amorphous general interest--a

broader but politically passive interest. In other words, does the

member vote the constituents he hears from or his perception of broad

constituency interests?
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Second, conversations with several members ind cate that a heter-

ogeneous district facilitates a trustee style. In the wrds of one of the

most articulate members, "You have a lot of leeway on vote if your dis-

trict is heterogeneous. You can mobilize different groups to compensate

for a loss of support by others. This situation really reinforces your

independence." In contrast, members from homogeneous Istricts do not

enjoy such latitude. They lack the ability to play on group against

another or to build a coaiition out of a diversity of nterest.

Finally, the find ngs that most members are tr istees and that

they usually reserve Judglnent until the floor stage ma be the result of

interviewee attempts to cater to their perceptions of esearchers' ex-

pectations. There are expectations in some quarters t at members should

utilize independent judgment and should suspend judgment until all the

facts are in. The possibility looms that members' rep ies to questionsLl
pertaining to these topics may be more of an effort to conform to these

expectations, and less of an attempt to validly recons ruct the decision

process. It will be argued in the next chapter that sl ch a risk, however,

is one of the tradeoffs df the interviewing approach t, congressional

decision-making.

V -
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CHAPTER VIII

CONCLUSIONS

"The major conclusion of this research is that Congressmen.do not

make up their minds in a set way or in the same fashion on each and every

floor vote. Their decision behavior is highly variable. Who Congressmen

hear from, where' they get their information and how and when they make a

.• decision vary from vote-to-vote and according to issue characteristics.

These variations are patterned in that differences in legislative behavior

are associated with different kinds of votes. How members behave and

reach decisions clearly depends on the type of vote at hand.

Although contextual decision-making seems obvious, it has neither

P been systematically examined nor emphasized in major studies of legisla-

tive behavior. Typically, research has sought to formulate general pro-

positions and models with which to understand legislative decision-

making. This has resulted in a number of conflictiri, interpretations.

This study has revealed that no one model provides an adequate explanation.

The findings do not call for the rejection of a number of interpretations

. -in favor of one interpretation. Instead, major generalizations and models_....

are shown to have partial, contextual applicability.

Specifically, this study tested eleven previously unsubstantiated

propositions derived from the literature of the conditional school of

legislative behavior. The first three are implied corollaries of the

contextual approach concerning members' views of issue characteristics.

The remaining eleven are reasonable, substantive deductions from the

363
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writings of Lowt,1 Ripley and Franklin,2 Price3 and others who stress a

. variable, dynamic model. These propositions pertain to variatk•ns in

legislative behavior-with regard to four components of members' decision-

making map: (a) force field inputs.and communications, (b) information

sources, (c) determinants and decision-rUlesi-and-(d)-Poles-Y-Inaddftion. .

"time of decision" was studied. The eleven propositions are:

Proposition 1: Legislators perceive different kinds of decisions;

---Proposition 2: Legislators perceive different kinds of decisions
similarly;

"Proposition 3: Issue characteristics factor together along a hot/
low profile dimension;

Proposition 4: The volume of communications a member receives
7 varies according to the kind of issue at hand;

Proposition 5: The-actors from whom a member hears vary according
to the kind of decision at hand;

Proposition 6: Information sources vary according to the kind of
issue at hand;

S.. Proposition 7: The volume of information a Congressman consults (How.
many sources) varies accordfng to the kind of issue involved;

Proposition 8: The member's perception of the adequacy of his In-
formation varies according to the kind of issue at'hand;

Proposition 9: The basis on which a representative casts a vote
varies according to the kind of issue at hand;

-. ...... Proposi ti - 0-The role -ort entations--of-a-member--vary-according- to -- -----

• he kind of issue at hand;

Proposltion 11: The time at which a member makes up his mind varies
according to the kind of issue at hand.

With the exception of proposition 3, the data strongly verify all

propositions. As noted in chapter 3, lack of support for propositicn 3

does not detract from the conditional theme. Its rejection merely means

; N' •-that each of the issue characteristics studied here must be considered

,7.: - o
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independently. Issue characteristics do not neatly factor together along

the lines of a hot/low profile continuum.

The validation of propositions 1 and 2, and 4 through 11 provides

the first systematic verification among members themselves for the basic

..-metronomic design that underlies the works of Lowi, 4 Ripley and Franklin, 5

and Price. 6 These results demonstrate that, in line with these authors,

decision-making is highly variable and dynamic; it varies according to

kinds of votes in a patterned way. Moreover, these results support their

argument that to study and grasp the essence of contextual variability,

congressional scholars should shun single, static models in favor of an

approach that features multiple, contextual models.

The research described here permits additional generalizations

and conclusions. For clarity's sake, they will be presented according

•\ t to the following sub-topics: conditional theory, issue characteristics,

actors involved in legislative decision-making, components of cognitive

map, floor voting, decision settings, interviewing legislators, and

legislative decision-making and democracy. Finally, a number of pres-

criptions will be offered on the basis of this research.

Conclusions Concerning the Conditional Theory

The works of Lowi,7 Ripley and Franklin, 8 Price, 9 Cobb and

Elder, and others postulate that distinctions in legislative behavior

do not occur randomly. Instead, it is argued that major differences in

the decision behavior of members occur on the basis of a distinction

between "hot" (visible, controversial, major) votes and "low profile"

(non-visible, non-controversial, majcr, complex, technical) votes. It

SX C
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is expected that low profile votes will be associated with few lobbying

attempts, input from only those affected, narrow information sources,

perfunctory scan, low levels of information, cue-taking decision-making,

a nationalltrustee role orientation, and a *late* decision. Hot votes

are expected to involve many lobbying attempts, broad input, multiple

information sources, extraordinary scan, adequate levels of information,

policy and philosophical voting, a local/delegate role conception, and

"relatively "early" decision-making. The rationale for these patterns is

an investment theory of incentives. Hot issues involve sufficient re-

sources and political stakes to provide the member with incentives for

greater interest and involvement. Low profile votes, .lacking intense

lobbying and competing information sources, do not comparably motivate

the member. Members make decisions withuut an extended search and by

defering to others.

In the main, this research substantiates these postulations.

Generally, communication inputs, volume of input, search processes,

adequacy of information, decision rules, role orientations, and time of

decision conform to these expectations. Volume of input (arrayed by

vote), information search, information adequacy, and time of decision

"best conform. Only information sources seem to significantly stray from

the expectations of the conditional authcrs. Thus, although there are

deviations and exceptions, the hot/low profile distinction does seem to

accurately capture major behavioral differentials in congressional voting.

More important, the hot/low profile distinction provides a base-

line on which to build subsequent refinements. The study here of each of

the major components of member decision-making revealed a number of

.. /.,,.-, - -- 7 -
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exceptions to the theory of the conditional actors. When these excep-

tions are closely oxamined, they often suggest patterns that add to or

modify the original conditional theory. In other words, the hot!low pro-

file distribution is not the only dividing line in legislative behavior.

It is not the only force driving variations in legislative decision-

making.

For example, sources of congressional input vary not Just ac-

cording to hot and low profile votes but along the following lines: routine

votes, grant bills, hot votes, and specialized, hot bills. When members

Sconfront a routine issue, they rely primarily on staff and committee input.

Grant programs and public works programs involve staff and state delega-

tion input. Grant programs and public works programs involve staff and

state delegation input, plus contacts with specific clientele within the
"district. Hot issues involve communications from a variety of forces in-

cluding private interest groups, constituents, party leaders, and the White

House. Specialized hot issues are complex or technical as well as con-

troversial. They usually affect a specific constituency. They.involve

expanded input and communications from committee members and constituent

groups.

Use of information sources varies more by the member's knowledge

and information needs. If a member is unfamiliar with A vote, but it is

important to him, he will consult normal sources such as staff and congres-

sional publications. Special contextual circumstances cause him to turn

to other sources for various reasons.

Information volume (an indicator of search procedures) varies

according to complexity and technicality, parliamentary suspense, and a

hot/low profile distinction. Members search for more information when

the issue is hot, when there is not a short parliamentary suspense, and

• - / . , . . " .. , ' " ,.,r . . . ., ... .. . " -, • . . . , , - '

" " • - , ..... . .........i•. .... .• ' " • ' " /
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when there are low grade issues that are hard to understand.

Decision rules were found to vary in such a way that hot votes

involve situational considerations (such as assessments of the

adequacy of d compromise) as well as policy assessments, philosophical

convictions, and constituency representation. Low profile votes

involve policy assessments,as well as cue-taking, and compromise and

consensus voting.

Variations in -ole seem to be best captured by the following

distinctions: hot, hot with no constituency relevance, grant programs,

and low profile decisions. Hot decisions with constituency relevance

are made primarily with a delegate style and a district orientation.

Hot votes that lack constituency relevance are made primarily as a

nationally oriented trustee. Grant programs are also handled with a

1*delegate style. Low profile votes are handled primarily on a nation-

trustee basis.

In addition to a hot/low profile-distinction, variations in "when

decided".are best captured by the following variables: parliamentary

S'K suspense, floor wrangling, and members' information sources. A relatively

early decision is made when there is ample scheduling notice that the vote

is coming up, when floor controversy Is minimal, and when the vote involves

a major issue. Late decision occurs when the vote is low profile, when

there is little advanced scheduling, and when there is doubt concerning

the outcome of the amending process. Throughout, these distinctions are

affected by the idiosyncratic nature of each member's own information system.

The point to be emphasized is that the original basic hot/low

profile distinction, although overly simplistic, affords the opportunity

for these refinements. At the very least, the metronomic theory of Lowi

points the way to further elaborations of a conditional model.
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Conclusions Concerning Issue Characteristics

A major feature of his research was the use of the nomothetic

issue characteristics of Co b and Elder, 12 Price, 1 3 and Froman and

Ripley14 as independent var ables, in a test for variations in legislative

behavior.

Overall, the use of issue characteristics met with mixed results.

1 There appear to be four adv ntages to using issue characteristics.

First, issue characleristics reveal variations in legislative

behavior. Many variations Iccur across different values of issue charac-

teristics. By way of summany, Table 8.1 displays the percent of meaningful

variations associated with Issue characteristics for each. of the components

of the member's cognitive map. As seen there, issue characteristics are

associated with numerous variations of nine percent or more in the mention

".,of actors, sources, decision rules, role orientations, or time of decision.

Second, issue chara:teristics permit the identification of the

correlates of various decision-making forces and factors--i.,e,, the issue

liconditions under which a decision force or factor is more likely to be

mentioned.

Third, issuecharac eristics allow the identification of the major

indicators of legislative d namism. The array of-decision factors by

issue characteristics revea s that some characteristics are associated

with more variation than ot! ers. Such characteristics are the best indi-

cators of legislative dynam sm, for they are the conditions most associated

with variation. Table 8.2 presents the issue characteristics most associ-

ated with variations in different aspects of cognitive map. Specifically,

the table shows that the roie of Congress on a particular bill and
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presidential involvement are the two indicators most associated with

variation in congressional input. When Congress ratifies or modifies a

policy and the President is not involved, the issue tends to be quiet,

and members hear from relatively few. When Congress initiates and when

the President is involved, conmmunications to members are more numerous

and diverse. rnformation sources are most affected by presidential in-

volvement and type of rule. When a bill is debated unoer a closed rule

(i.e., no amendments are allowed) and the White House is involved in the

issue, members are more likely to refer to atypical information sources.

* When the rule is open and the White House is not involved, normal sources

are consulted. The indicator most associated with variation in determi-

nants is thought. Those votes that entail member thought are usually

based-on constituency, conviction and policy assessment, Votes lacking

thought are more likely tobe settled on the basis of cue-taking and with

the consensus and compromise modes. The time of decision varies most by

intensity of member feelings and margin of passage. Decisions concerning

votes that are eventually defeated are made late, usually on the floor.

Decisions concerning bills passed by a comfortable margin are made com-

paratively earlier. Members usually make early decisions on bills that

involve their personal feel!ngs. Decisions on bills that do not involve

intense feelings are made late.

As seen in Table 8.1, the category of indicator associated with

the highest percentage of correlates varies. F'r force field source,

decision determinant, and role orientations, objective characteristics

have a higher percentage of variation. For information source, and

time of decision, perceptual indicators have a higher percentage of vari-
ao

.• ation.

,41
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A fourth benefit stemming from the use of issue characteristics

is that they constitute a method of studying variations in legislative

behavior that is less cumbersome than working with Individual votes.

Both votes and issue characteristics were used here as independent vari-

ables affecting legislative behavior. The use of votes tended to be

anecdotal and unsystematic. In contrast, issue characteristics proved

to be more general, direct, and concise and less unwieldly. Unlike votes

that involve multiple issues and facets, issue characteristics afforded

the opportunity for simplified, single dimensional analysis.

Despite these advantages, three factors greatly detract from

the utility of issue characteristics.

First, as the rejection of proposition 3 emphasizes, the various

indicators of issue characteristics do not neatly cluster together along

the lines of a hot/low profile continuum. There is a lack of synoptic

indicators. Each issue characteristic must be treated separately. Al-

though issue characteristics are more general than votes and do permit

the discussion of variation without reference to individual cases, the

use of thirty-six different indicators still proved confusing and unwieldy.

Second, meaningful variation is frequently concluded on the basis

of small numbers. The criteria used here of nine percent, although com-
9 monly used in many empirical studies, frequently leads to the identifica-

tion of correlates on the basis of small figures and differences.

Third, the breakdown of responses by issue characteristics does

not reveal legislative behavior variations as impressively as a breakdown

of responses by interviewee. Another look at Table 8.1 (especially the

column on the far right) shows that the variations observed in the

responses of interviewees (for whom four or more questionnaires are
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ayailable)are considerably more supportive of a contaxtual model than

arrays by Issue characteristics. Fully eighty percent of those for whom

such multiple interviews exist indicate varying force fields, information

sources, search procedures, and decision rules.

Issue characteristics are thus helpful, but limited, conceptsfor/
exploring for legislative behavior variations. Although they do not

indicate variation as directly as multiple responses from the same actor,

they are more general and less cumbersome than a vote-by-vote study. Most

relevant here is the fact that issue characteristics permit the besttest

of the directional, hot/low profile hypothesis of conditional theory.

Conclusions Concerning Actor
Involvement and Influence

The involvement and influence of various actors within the legis-

lative process varies by a) type of vote, b) conditions of-issue character-

Istics, and c) component of cognitive map. This can be seen in Tables 8.3a

through I which present a summary of the vote and issue characteristics

correlates of each of the major actors involved in legislative decision-

making, as arrayed by component of cognitive map. These tables show that,

in contrast to Kingdon's model, the contributions of major actors is best

presented with a conditional rather than a general format. Committee

chairmen contribute most as an input when they are a visible competitor,

i.e., when one of the major parties in a floor fight is the chairman.

Connittee members contribute as input, information source, and determinant

"under a variety of conditions that are both hot and low profile. State

delegation primarily serves as an input on hot and local oriented votes.

[>I • Other members primarily make input on hot votes. Party leaders provide a
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small amount of input, primarily on those votes on which the majority

party stakes its prestige. The President is mentioned most as an input

primarily on those votes on which he stakes his prestige. Staff consti-

tutes both a factor "paid attention to" and an information source when

the vGte is politically relevant but hardto understand. Evidently,----

members feel a need for additional staff investigation and briefing

on votes that are not open and shut for them. Constituents are mentioned.

both as an input and a determinant under hot conditions. Interest groups

contribute to menmers' decision-making processes as an input factor when

the vote is hot or constituency relevant.

Due perhaps to the predominance of policy assessments as a voting

determinant, four major actors commonly presumed to be combatants in the

legislative process--coninittee chairmen, party leaders, the Administration,

and interest groups--were not frequently mentioned as the basis of decisi.on-

making by interviewees. It would be erroneous, however, to conclude that

they are inconsequential. It may be argued that each has an impact in

ways not likely to register in the cognitive map of members.

Chairmen

Although their powers have been substantially reduced in recent

years,16 contemporary chairmen still retain awesome influence over the

future of bills that emo,,ate from their conmittees.

The chairman is a major hurdle that must be cleared if a bill is

to receive a hearing on the committee's agenda. As the presiding

officer and, frequently, the broker of his panel, the chairman often

structures debate, thus having enormous influence on the
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accommodative language that constitutes the language of the law. If

legislation is the result of bargains struck in the legislative arena,

it is more often than not the chairmen who strikes the bargain. Also,

as a member with obvious expertise and prestige, the chairman will be a

major input in bill drafting. At the floor stage, it is the chairman who

serves as floor manager and tactician. He selects speakers anJ tends to

the problems of coalition-building.

The chairman's avid support may not be critical to the life and

death of a bill, but it is imperative that he not he opposed to it.

Moreover, it is extremely helpful if he is at least a tacit supporter.

Thus, although members may not see the chairman as a cue-giver, he has

influence over legislative outcomes if for no other reason than

tarthproponents of legislation will attempt to anticipate his reaction,

solicit his support, and avoid his wrath.

For all of the sampled bills, interviews with informed committee

staffers indicated the importance of the chairmen in initiating the issue,

securing hearings, presiding over hearings, calling witnesses, structuring

markup, scheduling the legislation on the floor, managing debate, and

negotiating with the Senate. Specifically mentioned for their significant

contributions were Clement Zablocki, chairman of the House International

Relations Committee,on Rhodesian Chrome; Jack Brooks, Chairman of Government

Operations, on Countercyclical Aid, the Energy Department, and Govern-

ment Reorganization Authority; Al Ullman, chairman of Ways and Means, on

the Tax bill; Robert Giaimo, chairman of the House Budget Committee, on

the Budget resolutions; Henry Reuss, chairman of Banking, Housing, and

Urban Affairs, on Supplemental Housing; and Olin Teague, chairman of

Science and Technology, on EPA, NASA, and FAA.
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Party Leaders

Party leaders contribute most to legislative decision-making in

ways' that are indirect, latent, and not easily recognized.

The formal and informal powers of party floor leaders have been

well documented. 17  It is obvious that, due to these powers, leaders hold

sway over the flow of legislation. Because of their centrality in the

legislative process, leaders can have a detrimental effect on legislation

they oppose, providing their position Is supported by a procedural major-

Ity. 18  The tacit approval of leaders, In addition, is necessary for

"greasing the skids" in the legislative process. This study provides

specul'kclon that party ieaders also influence legislative decision

making through the dissemination' of information and the activation of

party-associated policy positions. By defining an issue in a certain

way In the Whip Notice or in policy committee pronouncements, party

leaders may be able to deliver blocs of support, particularly if the

issue Is defined in such a way as to raise the core policy differences

between the parties. Such iadirect influences are not recorded in the

members' cognitive map.

The Administration

In both this and Kingdon's study, 19 the President and his admin-

istration only infrequently were singled out by members as a decision

factor. This finding may reveal a declining White House influence in

Congress. Or, it may reflect an atypical time period during which both

researches were undertaken. This research began in 1977 at the beginning

of the Carter administration. Kingdon began his research in 1969 during the

early years of the Nixon administration. It is quite possible that in both
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__periods the new President's legislative liaison machinery had not Jelled.

As a key Democratic le3der stated during the early days of the Carter

administration,

The President Is Just getting started. It's early in the game for
him. That's also the. case with our new party leaders. We've got a
new Speaker and floor leader and they are Just getting organized.
Both the President and leadership have complicated constituencies
that have yet to jell together. They have to pay attention to what
the demands are in the Congressmen's districts. Nobody of their
party really wants to displease any of them. Yet, this Is the most
independent lot I've seen up here, especially since the 93rd and 94th
Congresses and their confrontations with Nixon and Ford, the reform
movement, and the anti-war thing.

When a President has been on the Joh for awhile and has an es-

tablished whip system, he likely will be a formidable contestant in

legislative affairs. The thesis of Chamberlain 20 and others argues that,

in fact, the Presidency has come to dominate the Congress. Certainly,

M all can agree that, although the President may not be prominent as a

decision premise in the cognitive map of members, he is influential in

initiating issues, bargaining with committee leaders, aiding supportive

congressional leaders in the construction of coalitions, providing in-

formation, working key bloc leaders, and exercising the veto power.

The President's involvement and influence, of course, vary ac-

cording to contexts. Generally, involvement is the greatest when key

elements of the President's program are at stake. His influence is

likely to be the greatest when, as Ripley shows, a majoritarian align-

ment 2 l is present and when the President enjoys (a) at least modest suc-

22cess in accomplishing his objectives and (b) continued popular support

after a sizable victory at the polls.23 Under these conditions and once

the President's liaison has developed, it seems reasonable to expect that

the President will be mentioned more by members as an input, information

source, and decision determinant.
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Background interviews revealed many instances whe e the President

was a Behind-the-scenes contributor. White House'involvenent was noted

on major bills that the President featured as part of his program and on

the Nuclear Navy vote and vote's on the Arab Boycott, Housing and Com-

munity Development, the Supplemental Appropriation for Ho sing, and

Rhodesian Chrome. For each, the Administration was identified as a major

driving force behind the legislation.

Interviews with committee staffers provide anecdo al support for

Wildaysky's "Two Presidenci• Theory." Wildavsky argue that the

President's involvement andtccess in Congres s much higher in foreign

affairs than in domestic affairs. In domestic affairs, tie President is

constrained by many competitors. In foreign affairs, the President has

a relatively free hand due to his information, centrality and leadership.

Although the contemporary Congress has shown that it is n t willing to

defer carte blanche to the President, it appears that issyes in Congress

concerning foreign affairs and defense policy still automn tically involve

the President. In contrast, presidential participation i domestic issues

before Congress is not a certainty.

Interest Groups

Interest groups and their lobbyists normally pursue low key

strategies that often are not apparent to the ordinary flior-voting member.

Among these strategies are the following: providing information to com-,

'4 mittee, working members' districts, obtaining campaign pledges and commit-

ments, focusing on commnittee members and other key legislators, focusing

on the committee stage of decision-making, focusing on the uncommitted and

wavering, intensifying lobbying efforts on close votes aný on technical

"private regarding" amendments, using a member of the Congressman's
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25"personal" constituency as a link to the member, and, infrequently,

employing "classical" 2 6 techniques such as hosting banquets to gain access

to members. 2 6  In the latter case, there is a possibility that lobbyists

may "pull a fast ona." According to a concerned staffer, "The problem

Is that most of these receptions revolve around a very specific bill or

highly technical amendment on which there may not be any significant

countervailing opposition." The problem is compounded, the staffer

noted, when, as commonly occurs, members either send or allow staffers

to be their replacements at these banquets. If' amember defers to staff

on low grade issues, there is a possibility that these decisions will be

based not on an assessment of an issue but on staff's gratitude to a

hospitable group.

Interest group activity and influence are minimal in floor voting

Sin any of three situations: (a) when issues are initiated/dominated by

the President (e.g., Presidential Reorganization Authority and the crea-

tion of the Department of Energy), (b) when issues are viewed as internal

congressional matters (e.g., the Pay Raise and the Budget Resolution),

and (c) when there is an ideological vote that pits Republican against

Democrat, majority against minority, and liberal against conservative.

For other, more specific votes, private interests may be important parti-.

,:ipants at low level., strategic points, significantly structuring conflict

and limiting the range of alternatives.

Thus, various actors make various contributions to legislative

decision-making but not all actors are involved on each. issue. As

Eidenberg and Morey note, "Only those individuals and groups that have

fundamental interests or associated interests in particular issues will

attempt to gain access to influence legislative decisions." 27 Although
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several prominent actors tchairmen, party leaders, the President, and

interest groups) are not significantly mentioned as decision determinants

relative to policy (ideological) voting, they may nonetheless be influen-

tial in non-visible and less direct ways. At a minimum, all are important

powers, withi whom all advocates of legislation-must-cortendgS2 -This- is

well illustrated by the background interviews on the Arab Boycott vote.

Although these prominent actors were not mentioned frequently by members,

.committee'staffers argued that the bill was-thrashed out behind the

scenes by the Administraticn, Chairman Zablocki, various Interest groups

(pro and coni, and floor leaders. Also, it may be the case that the

influence of these prominent actors is "carried" into the legislative

arena. For instance, the chairman's influence may be carried by the

committee report while the position of interest groups may be communicated

through party publications.

Conclusions Concerning the Four Components
of Member's Cognitive Map

This study was predicated on the assumption that p-evious studies,

too often, erroneously have confused different aspects of the micro

S ......... .ecision process.--Congressional -input,-information sourcesrdec4sion....-...

rules, and roles are not equivalent considerations. Each refers to dif-

ferent activities of decision behavior that are best captured by, four dif-

ferent concepts: force field (relevant inputs and communications),

information search, decision determinants and role orientations.

This study has demonstrated that there are indeed different com-

ponents of a member's decision-making behavior. Not only does each

component reveal a different side of decision-making, but each is

/
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associated with. different inputs and influences. As seen in Table 8.3

and throughout the analysis chapters, the influences that are most

prominently mentioned by members vary considerably among the components.

With regard to comunlcations, staff and constituents are most frequently

mentioned. With regard to information sources, DSG, Whip materials, staff

and committee reports are most prominent. The most frequently mentioned

determinants are policy assessments, philosophical conviction, and con-

stituency.

The relationship between the various components seems best captured

by a simple three-step, conflict-based model of successive decision stages,

as depicted in-Table 8.4. Force field inputs initiate the decision process.

They are comprised of all communications, pressures, and attempts to

influence that a member receives and pays attention to on a scheduled bill.

Through inputs, the member learns that a bill is coming up for a vote.

The extent of conflict in the force field Affects the members' search for

information. If there is no conflict among the various inputs and if the

vote is not defined as hot, normal sources and a perfunctory scan are

utilized. If, however, conflict is present and the issue is perceived as

hot, abnormal sources and extraordinary search procedures are employed.

Under conditions of conflict and controversy, voting can be based on any

of the following decision rules: assessment of compromise, policy voting,

constituency representation, philosophical convictions, or cue-taking.

Under low prof!le conditions, decisions usually are made on the basis of con-

sensus, constituency, ideology,or cue-taking. Which decision rule a member

employs seems as much a function of his basic role orientat'on as it does

the situation. If a representative is primarily a trustee, he is more

likely to employ policy positions or philosophy. If he is a delegate, he

I - n ,
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Table 8.5

Concentric Circles Model of Narrowing Influences
in Micro Congressional Decision-Making
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Sis probably more likely to represent constituents or at least base his

decision on his perception of constituency interests. Moreover, a congress-

man's view of his staff will affect his propensity to defer to staff input. (
Although policy voting is the major mode of congressional decision-..

making, various actors are mentioned in the cue-taking mode and their in-

fluence is best reconstructed by a model of cognitive components based on

concentric circles. As Tables 6.8 and 8.3 show, an actor's mention as a

determinant of'a member's decision is contingent upon that actor's presence

in the force field and use as an information source. In other words, the

probability that an actor will be cited as a decision determinant is

greatly increased if that actor is mentioned in the force field of influences

and/or as an information source. Few actors are mentioned as a determinant

if they are not present in the force field. Table 8.5 illustrates this

model of narrowing influences.

Lastly, determinants are not the only forces that are decisive in

decision-making, especially in those instances of policy voting. As argued

in chapter six, policy voting occurs when the member views an issue in

ideological terms. The process requires two ingredients: (1) an ideol-

ogical predisposition and (2) an information source that defines the issue

in terms of ideology so that the decision-maker knows which predisposition

applies. Under conditions of pure policy voting, it seems reasonable to

conclude that information sources are extremely influential in shaping the

decision.

The four components of this study are by no means exhaustive. Sub-

"sequent studies may add to this list, especially by differentiating among

inputs on the basis of whether they were solicited by the member or passively

received by him and whether they were relevant to his decision or simply

ignored.
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jConclusions Concerning Floor Voting

Nearly ,500 times a session the House bells sound twice for a

recorded vote. On the basis of a sample of House votes, this study has

sketched a prof le of'floor voting that features a great variety of

decision contex s that shape legislators' behavior.

As the ember goes to the floor, he faces an infinite variety of

issues: hot vo es, low profile votes, grant programs, routine and recur-

ring votes,esco eric votes, technical votes, insignificant votes, land-

mark votes, par y votes, and so on.

The time and place of decision vary considerably. For some votes,

a member has a long standing commitment--perhaps developed when he first

entered politics, when he first came to Congress, or when the issue was

last considered These usually are the important, milestone issues. For

others, members are prepared to cast the vote on the basis of the briefing

they receive fr m their information system. These tend to be the recurring

authorizations and appropriations. In such cases, decisions are made a

,week before, se eral days'before, or even the day of the vote, depending

on the time of he member's briefing. Finally, some decisions are made

late, perhaps o the floor, right up to the time of the vote. These tend

to be either lo -key, obscure votes that do not merit early attention or

hot votes that •re resolved only at the conclusion of the amendment process.

The vot that a member casts is frequently the object of intense

lobbying activity by actors both external and internal to the Congress,

Not all cormunications are relevant to the decision. When members pay

attention to them, they become decision inputs. Some inputs are received

at a time relatively distant from the vote, while others are more
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proximate.' Some issues are predominantly inside controversies; others

involve considerable pressure from outside Congress.

Congressmen receive and solicit information from numerous sources.

_-Information is provided by sources that are direct and personal and those

that are indirect and impersonal. Sources may be proximate or distal from

the vote. There are normal sources--DSG publications, the cormmittee rep3ort,?

whip advisories and staff--and atypical ones. Some decisions are based on

only normal sources. Others are based on a combination of normal and

atypical sources. On some votes, mainly high profile ones, members feel

* well informed. On others--usually the more obscure and routine-ones--

members are relatively uninformed and unfamiliar with the facts *of a bill.

The'decision Itself can be based on h"automatic" policy a ssessments

or philosophical convictions, on constituency representation, on situa-

tional considerations such as consensus or compromise, or on cue-taking.

These latter modes constitute rational shortcuts that are empl oyed when

the member, for various reasons, lacks a policy position. The forces

that determine a vote can be either proximate or antecedent to the vote

or internal or external to the legislature.

- The role orientation that a member employs can involve a trustee-

(self referent) style or a delegate (constituency referent) style or a

combination of both (politico style). Focus can be either national, local

In sum, floor voting is best thought of, not as a uniform activity,

but,as a multiole-patterned phenomenon. The best, most accurate and most

applicable description of legislative behavior comes not from the mean nor

mode but from, the identification of different patterns. The most accurate

answer to the question "How do Congressmen decide?" quite clearly is "it

depends." It depends upon the situation and circumstances within which
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Conclusions Concerning Decision Settings

Thus. far in reporting the results of this research, legislators have

been portrayed as passive decision-makers--i.e., they have been depicted

as actors merely responding to stimuli. There seems to be some utility,

however, in emphasizing the legislator as an-active'-decision-maker--i-.e., .

as a decision-maker who actively confronts different decision settings.

Although there was no attempt here to formally interrelate different

patterns of behavior with regard to the various components of cognitive map,

this research provides the opportunity to speculate about such relationships.

A summary of these.speculations is presented in Table 8.6, an informal

summary of the various decision settings in which each legislator can ex-

pect to find himself thro ughout a legislative session. There it can be

seen that members face at least five different, recurring decision settings on

the House floor: 1) non-visible bills (e.g., Romanian earthquake relief),

2) complicated bills (e.g., the Clean Air Act), 3) grant aid programs (e.g.,

public works, housing, and countercyclial aid bills), 4) routine bills (e.g.,

NASA, FAA, EPA) and 5) hot bills (the Hyde Anti-Abortion and pay raise votes).

The behavior of members is not universal in all set ngs. Rather, differences

in decision setting drive differences in input pattý n, time of decision,

information search, information level, decision rul , and role orientations.

A member who finds himself in a hot setting will experience a demand pattern

much different from what he experiences in a complicated setting, Moreover,

the behavior of the member will be much different in a hot setting in contrast

to a complicated one: i.e., there will be differences in when he makes the

decision, how he acquires the information, how informed he is, which decision

rule he envokes, and which role he plays. The way a member behaves, the routines

he employs, and the shortcuts he follows vary in different decision settings.

Congressmen make up their minds in different ways on different kinds of issues.
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Conclusions Concerning Interviewing,

Data for this study have been obtained through the interviewing

procedures pilrieered by John Kingdon. This method of dtta gathering has shown

obvious stren ths and weaknesses.

The st.rengths of this method rest on its direct approach. Prior

to the use of interviewing, the major approach to the study of Legislative

behavior was roll-call analysis. As mapy analysts have argued, roll-call

analysis is based on long distance, secondhand supposition. Researchers

attempt to discern patterns among itnting data and then, in Peabody's

words,

turn to other independent variables--party, state delegation,
committee, characteristics of constituency, and so on--to try to
account for variation in the dependent variable, . . . the roll
call vote. 2 9

The approach, althnugh based on "hard data," does not "... get at moti-

vations behind voting . . .,3 The strength of interviewing as a source

of data collection is that it goes beyond supposition with a more direct

instrument. It provides reconstruction of the decision process in the

words of the decision-making actor. Decision-makers are afforded the

opportunity to state why they voted as they did. 31

The weaknesses and drawbacks to interviewing seem threefold:

First, therL is the problem of equivalence. Consider the question

concerning determinative factors. This question meant different things

to different members. For some members, the question "Why did you vote

as you did?" elicited a reconstruction of the decision process, For others,

it led to an ex post facto rationalization or a "campaign explanation,"

Although adequate pretesting for instrument reliability can minimize un-

equivalent meaning, the problem seems to be endemic to the interviewing

approach.
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Second, there is the problem of candor, Some respondents were

more candid than others. Some members obviously desired to portray the

image of a philosophical, public interest-oriented statesman who votes

on the basis of a careful assessment of thefacts. The member~s concern

for his image may have inflated the response rate for both policy voting

and the trustee role orientation. Other members, however, were extremely

candid, revealing such practices as cue-taking, herd instinct, vote

changing, "stying out late to observe the trend" before casting the vote,

voting "by the seat of the pants," watching the tally board, avoiding

membership in a small minority, and so on. Members who recounted their

decision in such terms were trying to give an accurate description of some

of the routines and shortcut practices that are natural to any large,

complex organization.

A third problem of the interviewing appi-oach is its limited

perspective. Interviewing does not readily reveal the behind the scenes

machinations that are crucial to shaping a bill ar,dmoving it through the

Congress. Obviously, not all tacit influence wielded in Congress meets

the eye. To focus exclusively on the member's perspectives on floor

voting necessarily ignores much relevant behavior.

* These limitations by no means rule out the use of interviewing.

The weaknesses of this approach seem offset by its strengths. What this

survey of limitations reveals is that, in Peabody's words, ". , , all

techniques have built-in limitations. Choosing interviewing over roll

calls or the case study method carries disadvantages as well as advantages.

Interviewing offers a method of data gathering that provides the

Interviewee's reconstruction, with varying degrees of candor, of his

"decision behavior. The data are his words--no more, no less, His memory
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and truthfulness are critical. To gain Information on the legislative

process that surrounds floor decision behavior on one bill, researchers

must supplement Interviews with macro case studies.

Conclusions Concerning the Democratic Process

A major question to be asked of this research is: How compatible,

are the findings with the tenets of democracy? To adequately answer we

should attempt to integrate these findings with previous efforts to assess

the democratic contributions of Congress.

Various works written frnm a party reform perspective have at-

tempted to specify the criteria by which Congress~can be judged as a

democratic institution. 33 Three'.conditions are identified: (1) that

there are meaningful choices in congressional elections, (2) that the

masses vote for the candidate who is closest to their preferences, and

(3) that those leaders elected will base their decisions and actions on

the positions they offered in the campaign.

SEveral research projects have been devoted to examining the

extent to which the current congressional system meets these conditions.

They find that conditions one and three, but not two, are generally met..

With regard to the first condition, Sullivan an!dO'Connor have

found that "... the electorate in the aggregate was offered a substan-

tially significant choice in the congressional election of 1966."34

Concerning the third condition, Sullivan and O'Connor contend:

winning candidates in that election generally voted as their pre-
election positions predicted, and. . .the Democratic candidates were
almost invariably more liberal than their intradistrict Republican
competitors 35
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Miller and Stokes argue that the position taken by Congressmen converges

wwith-nass preferences on'hot, visible issues (civil rights). 3 6

The second condition appears not to be met. Stokes and Miller

have shown that voters are not familiar with the positions and records

of either the parties or.of Andividual- congressional candidates. 37

Their findings have also recently been reconfirmed by Freedman.8 In

addition, recent findings of an "incumbency factor" in congressional

voting detract from a democratic image of Congress. 39  These argue "gue

that the electorate casts a vote for Congressmen on the basis of an

incumbent's efficiency, success, standing, rapport, and case work activi-

ties and not ideological record.

It can be argued that the conclusions of our research--especially

the finding that members base most decisions on policy assessments--provide

further evidence that the congressional system satifies the first and

, third criteria. (No data relevant to the second condition was collected.)

In his "The Role of the Campaign in Congressional Politics," Jones argues

that congressional •lections are not issue mandates but contests among

"issue-involved" car idates "... that provide clues as to what to expect

~40by way of policy-mak ng behavior from the Congressman." If our findings

_....... are correct concerni g the primacy of policy voting in Congress, a demo-.

cratic interpretation of the U.S. Congress seems to be warranted, since

voters are offered the opportunity in Congressional campaigns to choose

among broad approaches in public policy. Which approach people select does

make a difference in terms of the positions Congressmen will have on the is-

sues. The member's basic approach to public problems becomes manifest not

only in policy-voting but also in those cases in which he utilizes shortcut

strategies, such as cue-taking, consensus voting and compromise voting.,
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In cue-taking, as was seen, a member's deference to another is often based

on ideological agreement.

If policy voting is the norm, the masses are provided the oppor-

tunity to influence congressional decision-making through a massive defeat

-of incumbents. As several studies have argued, a massive turnover in

Congress can lead to major changes in the-direction of public policy. 71

Through congressional elections, the-masses can shape a broad course of

pelicy by putting into office new members with new positions..

Finally, the findings here of contextual decision-making argue

that, although highly particularistic interests can obtain favorable,

private-regarding concessions from Congress, through the potential of

issue expansion a broader perspective can result. Interest groups may

win significant, particularistic gains on low-key, non-visible bills,

when members, because of a lack of interest, information, and involve-

ment,defer to those involved. But this does not have to be the state of

affairs. As shown in Chapter VI, in those few cases where constituents

are aroused, most members will attempt to align their position with mass

preferences. If an issue develops, controversy erupts, and tho issue is

defined as conflictual, members have sufficient motivation to expand their

.. information search and to develop a defensible, political position. -The

result will almost always be a broader approach and a more balanced law.

In fact, just the very threat and anticipation of such dynamic escalation

may very well moderate and restrain excessive interest group demands.

Thus, our findings contribute to an interpretation of the U.S.

Congress that stresses Congress's contributions to a democratic process

in America. Contrary to these findings, however, are trends toward (a)

incumbent retention, (b) elections as referenda on incumbent case work
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skills and successes, and Cc) a self-serving sense of "shared fates"

among all incumbents that encourages institutionalized symbolism and

protectionalism. 4 2  Should these trends continue and accelerate, they

may undermine the potential for mass-elite linkage in the congressional

system.

Implications

The findings of this study contain a number of practical implica-

tions. They can be grouped as follows: (a) Implications for those

Sattempting to influence the legislative process (President, party leaders,

interest groups, other members), (b) implications for Congress as an

institution, and (c) implications for voters who participate in congres-

sional elections.

For those bent on influencing congressional outcomes, the results

of this research argue for the following strategies: (a) work the commit-

tee, the subcommittee, and key bloc leaders, (b) if the issue is relatively

low-key, an effort must be made to cultivate committee consensus since

floor voting usually serves to merely ratify committee consensus, Cc) if

.1* / ''the issue is comparably hot and high profile, still cultivate committee

. .....-....consensus (since the unconcerned will take cues) plus, anticipating

a floor fight, attempt to secure an ideological majority coalition on the.

floor, d) constantly strive to have the Issue defined in congressional

publications and on the congressional grapevine in such a way that the

preferred position is favored and supported by the prevailing ideological

majority. In the contemporary era, this most certainly would mean de-

fining desired goals as contributing to governmental economy, efficiency

"and streamlining.

1
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A recent text argues that Congress is in "crisis."4 3 The nature

of the crisis is one of public standing. People lack confidence, respect

and trust in the U.S. Congress. 4 4 Although they like their own Congress-

men, people doubt the integrity of the Congress and its ability to con-

tribute to the political system. 4 5 Some of the cynicism is no doubt the

result of recent scandals and, more important,.a general lack of apprecia-

*' tion by the public for Congress's role as a deliberative forum. But,

many of the difficulties of Congress's contemporary public image can be

attributed to Congress's failure to rectify many perceived shortcomings

of the congressional decision structure. Some strides have been made

recently, such as reducing the influence of obstructionalistic forces

on Capitol Hill--chairmen chosen on the basis of the seniority system,

the filibuster, the House Rules Committee, and an unaccountable Committee

of the Whole. However, many more improvements need to be made.

A specific suggestion is offered here in the spirit of the Whig

model 46 -- i.e., in an effort to strengthen Congress as an institution,

to improve its contribution to public policy, to add to its public

standing, and to strengthen its position vis-a-vis the presidency. Fol-

lowing Froman, 4 7 and Davidson4 8 it is: diversify committees and sub-

committees to a maximum extent in an effort to promote i scheme of

countervailing interests. This does not have to be accomplished through

rotating committee assignments with maximum time limits for service on

any one committee. In fact, because of resulting reduction in committee

expertise and experience, such rotations would probably weaken Congress

by impairing its ability to oversee the executive. Rather, the proposal

* *J•, here for diversifying committees would best be implemented as a goal to

be pursued by party leaders when they make committee assignments and fill

committee vacancies.

/

*/"\
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Diversification would better equip Congress to serve as a represent-

ative assembly. It would also insure that multiple policy approaches are

at the very least raised and considered en most issues. This would provide

some guarantee within the Congress for a "multiple advocacy network," a

reform strongly urged by decision theorists for avoiding policy fiascos.48

Although multiple advocacy is usually recommended for the presidency,

Congress can benefit from it in a policy and public image sense.

Obviously, such a change will not occur until members, and leaders

in particular, understand that a good balance on committee will lead to

"good public policy and this, in turn, will enhance thE image of Congress.

Another recommendation applies to individual members. Given the

crucial significance of is.ue definition, each member should periodically

evaluate his/her information network to ascertain what distortion and

Sbiases might exist, whether it be a committee, a member, staff, or party

or ideological bloc publications.

Finally, all constituents who want to have an impact stiould

carefully examine the policy predispositions of c.ongressional candidates.

Basic to a member's behavior is his liberalism or conservatism. Better

than any other factor, these positions provide a guide to how a successful

candidate will vote on major and recurring policy questions and to whom he

turns to for counsel on other votes.

Concluding Observations

This study has provided the first systematic, empirical evidence

of contextual behavior in Congress. It has demonstrated conclusively

that legislative behavior is best captured by a metronomic rather than

a static construct. Although one model (e.g., limited scan or ideological
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voting) may provide a better explanation of congressional decision

Sbehavior than others, this research argues that there is no one best

model. A sophisticated description of legislative behavior requires

the use of several models and generalizations and knowledge of the con-

texts in wtich each is likely to apply.

It should be acknowledged that the findings may be time bound

and skewed by an unrepresentative selection of issues. Subsequent

studies may find different patterns and configurations; but, all in

depth studies will surely encounter contextual patterns of behavior and

de-ision-making,

This work has benefited immensely from the seminal contributions

of both Lowi and Kingdon. Lowi alerts all legislative scholars to the

fact that they need several models, not one, to understand the business

N of Congress. K-ngdon provides us with a method of data collection that

renders a rich source of interview data. Although this study offers

refinements in the conclusions of both Lowi and Kingdon, it owes 7n

enormous debt of gratitude to their pioneering efforts.

Finally, this work provides strong verification of Roland Young's

"sagacious writing of decades ago: "Legislative theories do not develop

by themselves, as if wishing would make them so. . . Unfortunately for

those who want a general or easy answer, the dynamics of the legislative

process do not relinquish their secrets readily," 50
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DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLE ON ETHICS VOTE

Northern Democrat 5outhern Democrat Republican

1-5 43% 14%0

4J 6-11 14% 7% 7%

12+ 7% 7% N 14

DISNRITheN OF SAMPLE )N NUCLEAR NAVY VOTE

Northern Democrat Southern Democrat Republican

1-5 36% 9%

6-11 18% 9% 9%

4J 12+, 9% 9%

-J N 11

DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLE ON TAX VOTE

Northern Democrat Southern Democrat Republican

50% 20%.

6-11 10%

N--
. . .. • .. . . ... .1 2 + .. . .. .. 1 0 % •. . . ... . . . . .1 % . . . . . . . . . . .

.J N,- 10
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DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLE ON SUPPLEMENTAL
HOUSING (GOLDWATER AMENDMENT) VOTE

Northern Democrat Southern Democrat Republican

1-5 50% 20%

6-11 10%

12+ 10% 10%

N-10

DISTRIBUTIuiO OF SAMPLE ON RHODESIAN CHROME VOTE

,Northern Democrat Southern Democrat Republican

1-5 45% 9% 9%(U

- 6-11 9% 9% 9%

12+ 9%
j'i'RN 11I

DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLE ON NASA VOTE

Northern Democrat Southern Democrat Republican

1-5 50% 10%

6-11 10% 10% 10%

- 12+ 10%

-imN 10
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DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLE ON FAA VOTE

ii • Northern Democrat Southern Democrat Republican

" 1-5 10% 10%
U ) -------- --- --

6-11 10% 20% 10%C
".-, 12+ 30% 10%

N *10

DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLE ON COMMON SITUS VOTE

u Northern Democrat Southern Democrat Republican

1-5 18% 9% 9%

6-11 9% 9% 18%

12+ 18% 9%

-IN-11

DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLE ON GOVERNMENT.
REORGANIZATION VOTE

Northern Democrat Southern Democrat Republican

1-5 38% 8% 15%

6-11 8% 8% 8%

4- 12+ 15%

N 13
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DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLE ON HOUSE
ASSASSINATION COMMITTEE

Northern Democrat Southern Democrat RepublicanU

1-5 38% 8% 15%

4- 6-11 8% 8% 8%0

S12+ 15%

N =13

DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLE ON
ROrt4I IAN EARTHQUAKE

Northern Democrat Southern Democrat Republican

1-5 33% 22%
4-

6-11 !1% 11%
4J
S12+ 11% 11%
e-

N =9

DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLE ON THE EPA VOTE

Northern Democrat Southern Democrat Republican

1-5 50% 33%

6-11 16%

12+

N=6

t
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-DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLE ON DEBT
COLLECTION PRACTICES VOTE

Northern Democrat Southern Democrat Republican
1-5 36% . 271'

6-11 9% 9%

S12+ 9% 9%

DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLE ON
ARAB BOYCOTT VOTE

Northern Democrat Southern Democrat Republican

1-5 20% 10% 10%

6-11 10lo 10% 30%

12+ 10%c

N ~10

DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLE ON
STRIP MINING VOTE

u Northern Democrat Southern Democrat -Republican

1-5 31% 8% 8%

6-11 8% 15%

12+ 15% 15%

N 13
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DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLE ON
ENERGY DEPARTMENT VOTE

Northern Democrat Southern Democrat Republican

1-5 19% 13% 31%

6-11 ,6% 6% 13%

i2+ 13%C
a,I

N T=16%

DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLE ON
SNCG1 REMOVAL VOTE

U Northern Democrat Southern Democrat Republican

1-5 64% 18%

6-11 9% 9%

12+
di

N 11

DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLE ON PUBLIC
WORKS CONFERENCE VOTE

w No,'thern Democrat Southern Democrat RepublicanU

1-5 44% 11%

6-11 11% 22%

12+ 11%

•- N=9
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DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLE ON
COUNTERCYCLICALVOTE

Northern Democrat Southern Democrat Republican

1-5 33% -8% 17%

,- 6-11 8% 8% 8%

"12+ 8% 8%.

"N -13

DISTRIBUTICIn OF SAMPLE ON HUD VOTE

a Northern Democrat Southern Democrat. Republican

1 I-5 25% 8% i7%U')

6-11 8%, 8% 8%

12+ 8% 8% 8%

N -12

DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLE ON MARINE
MAMMAL PROTECTION VOTE

Northern Democrat Southern Democrat -Repiublican

a, 1-5 17% 17% 11%

- 6-11 9% 9% 9%

4J) 12+ 9%

N =12
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DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLE ON BUDGET
RESOLUTION (1st VOTE)

Northern Democrat Southern Democrat Republican

1-5 33% 8% 17%

6-11 8% 17%

12+ 8% 8%

N 12

DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLE ON BUDGET
RESOLIITION (2nd VOTE)

Northern Democrat Southern Democrat Republican

1 1-5 43% 14%

6-11 14%

12+ •29%

N-7.

DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLE ON FOREIGN
AID (MILLER AMENDMENT) VOTE

, Northern Democrat Southern Democrat Republican

1-5 36% 9% 27%

6-11 9%
46-1

12+ 18%

N =11

- N ,. I
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DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLE ON
CLEAN AIR ACT VOTE

U Northern Democrat Southern Democrat Republican

S1-5 67% 13%$A

o 6-11 7% 7%

* 12+ 7%C

N - 15

DISTR!BUTION OF SAMPLE ON
HYOL 4.ikNDMENT VOTE

u Northern Democrat Southern Democrat Republican

1-5 50% 7% 29%

6-11 14%

SC 12+
V

SN 14

DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLE ON DEHATCHING VOTE

V Northern Democrat Southern Democrat RepublicanU .... .. . .. .. . . . .. ..... . . . . . .. . ... . . .. ... . . .. .

1-5 25% 8%

6-11 17* 8% 33%

12+ 8%
N 12

I • ." .* • .?. . <1'/
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DISTRIBUTION OF, SAMPLE ON
SCHOOL LUNCH VOTE

' Northern Democrat Southern Democrat Republican

1-5 66% 22%

6-11 1I%

4J 12+

N 9

DISTR19UTION OF SAMPLE ON
SACCHARIN VOTE

Northern Democrat Southern Democrat Republican

1-5 25% 8% 25%

6-11 8% 25% 8%

12+

N -12

DISTRIBUTION SAMPLE ON WATER
PROJECTS (CONt 'AMENDMENT) VOTE

Northern Democra Southern Democrat Republican

1-5 44% 13% 25%

o 6-11 6% 6% 6%

12+

N 16

<7
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DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLE ON
K *AY PRICE VOTE

Northern Democrat Southern Democrat Republican

U1535% 6% 24%

112

012+ 18%

N =18

One is unknown
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Basically, perceptual issue dimensions can be divided ,into three

-broad groups: a) dimensions pertaining to the members' general perceptions

of the issue as a bill before the legislature--e.g., complexity, techni-

cality, controversiality and major status; b) dimensions that relate to

.presumed political salience and "heat"--e.g., mail, constituency impor-

tance, constituency awareness, renomination and re-election eifects; and

c) dimensions concerning how the member himself processes and reacts to

the-bill--e.g., member feelings, rou t ineness, toughness and thought.

What follows is a dimension by dimension presentation of the meanings

various members imputed to each dimension.

Dimensions Concerning General Perceptions
of the Issue as a Bill.Before theLegislature

a. Complexity

Of those members who responded to the question on complexity,

only thirty-seven percent felt that the decision on which they were

interviewed was complex.

A review of.comments made during interview sessions reveals that

a "complex" vote is one tht is considered "complicated," "hard to zero

in on," "multifacete'," "not clear," "hard to handle," "not easily under-

stood," and "hard to come to grips with." Conversely, a non-complex

issue is one which is "clear" and "simple." Votes that, members felt

to be extremely complex are: the Dingell Amendment ( that, as one member

noted, involved eight or nine issues), the Budget, Snow Removal (which a
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member pointed to as the kind of amendment that complicates the appro-

priation process), and Water Projects ("too many individual projects

that you can't separate in your own mind," one member noted).

Most of those interviewed alluded to some procedure they had

devised for coming to grips with a "complex" issue. In most cases, this

involved some sort of ideological reductionalism. As one Southern

Democrat with a moderate length of service noted with regard to the

NASA vote, "Honestly, very few issues are complex for me. I make a snap

judgment. I get familiar with the basic issue and try to reduce it to

a philosophical question."

Another member echoed an ideological approach in his discussion

of his decision on Rhodesian Chrome: "My convictions simplify things. I

make a habit of learning about the bill and what it will do, etc., and

its key, root amendments, and then simplify it by making it a straight up

or down kind of decision." Perhaps this procedure is what leads members

to differentiate a complex vote from a "substantive" one: a complex vote

is perhaps one that cannot be neatly put into "substantive" categories.

Another "simplifying" aid that members mention is parliamentary

.process in the House. Such things as the rule under which a bill gets

debated and processed and the procedure of having a vote on final passage en-

courage, in the words of one member, "... things to get simplified." As

that member noted in reference to tax legislation, "These are complicated

issues, but the rule and vote simplify it. Complex issues become sim-

plified yea or nay votes."

Thus, according to those interviewed, the legislative process

and a member's philosophical or ideological inclinations help to counter-

act the complexity of issues. In fact, it is perhaps the case that
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members, devise these inclinations in response to the yes/no nature of

parliamentary decisions. Nevertheless, two-thirds of the decisions

studied here are considered non-complex. There are problems with this

simplification however. As one Republican member noted,

There is a feeling around here that any bill can become too
complex if you let it. 1 As a result things often get over-
simplified. Legislation gets handled by the average floor
member in a very superficial way.

Or as another member noted, "They all are complex and if you do your

homework they should be."

Finally, several members mentioned the complex potential of all

bills. "They can start off simple," he noted, "and end up terribly

complex."

b. Technicality

The contemporary era is~often referred to as a "technological,"

one. Several major works have called attention to the threats technology

and the increasing technicality of policy pose to democratic political

Sproesses and governmental responsiveness. 2 They warn of a coming teFh-

no acy of experts and specialists who feel politically accountable to

. . no e. Given this emphasis, it is somewhat surprising to discover that

only thirty-seven percent of the decisions were defined as technical.

At first, taking the lead of Cobb and Elder, 3 technicality and

complexity were considered synonymous in this study and were used together

in one question. After several interview sessions, however, it became

obvious that these terms had separate meanings for most members and

should be considered different dimensions.

Technical decisions are, in the words of members, "unanderstand-

"A" able," "confusing," "detailed," "difficult," "jargon laddened," and
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"unclear." This is in contrast to the "complicated," "multifaceted"

nature of "complexity." Examples of technical matters highlighted by

members are: votes such as HUD and Countercyclical Aid that involve

formulae, quotas on the Neighborhood Councils abolished by the Goldwater

Amendment, Alluvial Valleys section of the Strip Mining Bill, the Hyde

"Anti-abortion" Amendment, all fiscal matters, the "Miller Amendment"

reducing foreign aid ("it was not understood by everyone--too technical"),

the Hatch Act revisions and its amendment process, and the Water Projects

fight that involved "detailed cost/benefit analysis and zero based

e,1 budgeting." All in all, members consider "amendments" to involve more

technical considerations than "U.;J passage." Conversely, "up or down

votes" like the Pay Raise are considered "not technical" because they

are "clear cut."

Again as with complexity, members have invented means for coping

with legislation perceived to be technical, the most common means being

ideological reduction. Members constantly note that the degree to which

a vote is considered technical depends on how much time the member wants

to devote to it. As a member noted with regard to the Tax Vote, "It

F wasn't technical for me. I didn't get into it." As one extremely artic-

ulate New York Republican stated, "We-all develop approaches to issues."

(Withi regard to the Saccharin issue), "If I want to get into it I could,

but I keep them basic. For instance, in general the energy issue is

extremely technical, but the vote on the Energy Department isn't."

Another member concurs, "All votes can be technical. I don't let them

with my method. I just need to know the implications of my choice.

Then, I reduce them. Take the Saccharin issue, if it's not supported,

don't Jump." Finally, a member who was explaining his vote on the Water

'1
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Projects and Dams acknowledges that he did not and could not vote on

the merits. "Too technical--I voted my hunches. On this kind of thing

you must rely on your general impressions."

Another simplifying factor -that members allude to is the repet-

Itive neture of policy questions. As one member stated in a discussion

of the Dingell Amendment to the Clean Air Act,

The first time you confront this kind of stuff, it does seem
awfully technical. But after you've seen it a few times, it
becomes familiar. So maybe to outsiders the stuff is technical,
but not here. Almost everything we do has been seen by almost
everyone as either a past vote or campaign issue. After awhile
the technicality doesn't bother you.

One member noted a fin.l source of simplification, at least with

regard to tax legislation. "If you don't simplify it, the constituents

will."

Members detect at least two problems with highly technical legis-

lation. First, as the Saccharin'issue dramatizes, there often is a short- -

age of or incornclusiveness of evidence and understanding. As a freshman

Democrat noted, "you just wish someone would get the facts straight."

The other problem is a carryover from complexity. It pertains to the

superficiality of the legislative process. As one perceptive member

sta ted , -.... . . . ..... . . ....

Sometimes I swear as few .ds ten members know what the hell is
going on. The Budget is a good example. It is highly technical.
But most take the approach that all I need to understand is what
they are trying to do. Nonsense. In this era of limitations we
must pay close attention. That's why I hate to see a breakdown
in the appropriations process. There are a lot of people with
opinions and positions, but few with real understanding.

In sum, technical and complex decisions are those that members

feel are "hard to understand."
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c. Conflict

"Conflict," as a political concept, has received considerable

attention by political analysts. James Coleman has attempted to identify

the sources of political conflict. 4  Kingdon argues that the amount of

conflict an issue entails will be decisive in determining how the issue

is handled in Congress, how individual Congressmen respond to it, and

how they reach a decision on it. 5

Students of Congress have long maintained that roll call votes

are "conflictual" because they a) are not passed by the voice vote, the

procedure used for widely supported legislation, b) involve disagreement suf-

ficient to the point that the Constitutionally prescribed 20 percent

request a recorded vote and c) are highly visible, public records. There-

fore, it is surprising to discover that of all the interviews conducted,

only fifty-three percent felt that the decision at hand was one that in-

volved significant "conflict."

Although one Congressman did state that all issues involve conflict

and "If there is no controversy, you have a non-issue," the overwhelming

majority were able to differentiate a normal situation from one involving

, an intense amount of conflict. As another member elucidated, "All surely

do have conflict to some degree, but some bills--such as the HUD vote

this time--have more than usual." A highly conflictual issue is defined

by members as one'that is "hot," "extremely hot," "hard to handle,"

"emotional," "close," "controversial," "heavily and heatedly discussed,'

"not anywhere near unanimously supported," and "hard fought." Although

some members were confused as to whether the decision was controversial

for them or with their constituents, most viewed a conflictual issue as

1,• one involving "lots of heat," "extreme positions," "deeply felt sentiments,"

"lots.of discussion," "major, often regional, divisions," "determined
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lobbying," and "personal attacks and animosity." Conversely, a.non-

conflictual decision was seen as "ordinary" (involving the "usual hawk

vs. dove, liberal vs. conservative divisions"), "'old ones' like

Rhodesian Chrome that are not as emotional as race and abortion because

they get old," and those "not hot." Also listed as non-conflictual were

"those involving nominal ideological conflict such as School Lunch,"

"those that everybody is for," "those not heavily discussed," and "those

involving only little groups" or "small elements" or "few advocates" such

as Marine Mammal Protection that many perceived to be a contest between

only those affected by and proximate to the policy. Examples of votes

considered to be highly conflictual are: Tax bills, Dehatching, Regional

Allocation Formulae, Clean Air ( that. saw "heavy pressure on Congressmen

through auto dealers out in the district"), social programs, "anything

involving the regulatory, police or welfare functions of government," the

Budget "where everything came to a head," and the Hyde Amendment of which

one member said: "few are that emotional."

Many members alerted us to the contextual nature of legislative

conflict. Basically, what members contend is that controversy can be

defused from committee to floor and vice versa, that conflict often

becomes very specific, and that there is less conflict on recurring

issues that become more familiar.

It was pointed out that many highly controversial issues become

defused at the time of voting as the result of compromises in comittee.

Examples covered by this study are Government Reorganization Authority,

and the Arab Boycott and HUD votes. With regard to the Arab Boycott

vote, one member-pointed out that although there was a lot of publicity

the bill was actually ". not controversial on the floor. It was
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neither :s hot -,(r as politically dangerous as before because they worked

it out." !n tle same vein, the HUD vote was described as involving sharp

regional divisions ":• committee but only mild divisions on the floor.

Conversuly, hills I! .School Lunch illustrate that questions get raised

on the 'f io, ibout u.t: a bill is written. As one member noted, "If there

are no amena1en:•ts i 's a 'committee bill'. If a sizable portion of the

membership ýJesu'" ilke the bill, there will be intense conflict on the

floor." A goo,-. example of this phenomenon occurred on the Budget votes.

As one member noted, 'At first there was controversy. But, we sent it

back to committee; they improved it, and the second time out things

weren't nearly as hot."

It was also pointed out that only parts of a bill generate con-

flict. In a member's words, "Some sections are controversial and some

aren't." Illustrative of this notion that conflict tends to center on

specific sections are: a. freshman Congressman's statement that only the

part of the NASA authorization involving SST funding was controvers 4il;

a member mentioning that only the sunset portion of the Energy Department

Authorization and several other amendments were controversial; and the

comment that "the only real item of conflict in Marine Mammal Protection

concerned the fine on tuna men who caught porpoise."

Many members emphasized that the degree of an issue's controver-

slality is- a function of its recurringness. Members noted that Conmnon

Situs Picketing, which had been before the Congress on several occasions,

was not r.. -" as c,.rtroversial as before. One member said of the Strip

Mining b-i1: "There is far less controversy on it now than when it first

came ' Concerning Dehatching, a member felt there was comparatively

little conflict because prior attemnpts provided a "cutting edge." Perhaps
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this is a reflection of the Polsby maxim that significant, new policy

overtures go through an incubation period. Past conflict may indicate

unsuccessful attempts to build a majority coalition while low conflict

on a subsequent try may indicate a "ripe policy climate." 6 Perhaps, too,

the recurring cleavages come to be viewed by members as normal. As one

very senior Republican member noted, in reflecting Wildavsky's notion of

patterned role playing,7 "Certain kinds of bills require a fight. The

School Lunch bill will always involve strife between those who see them

as giveaways and those who favor human policies." This kind'of contro-

versy may be perceived by members as usual. Regardless of the explanation,

though, there seems to be strong concurrence among interviewees that the

more times an issue comes 'up, the less "hot" it is.

Although not receiving quite the emphasis of the three preceding

qualifications pertaining to legislative conflict, two other situational

relationships alluded to by members should be mentioned. First, echoing

Polsby, the honeymoon period of a new President and new Congress was

thought to be relatively free of intense conflict. 8 Second, the time

frame within which an issue develops is alleged to affect the amount of

controversy surrounding it. As one member noted, "If it comes up quick,

-------- as an amendment can, there isn't enough time for it to become extremely .....

controversial.'

As with complexity and technicality, members claim that they have

* devised strategies for dealing with supposedly "controversial" votes. As

one member put it, "Few pose conflict .' me. I'm no agonizer. I know

where I want to go and what I want to do and do it."

Finally, members call attention to the fact that serious policy

disagreements may exist among members but not in the general public.

.. , , * • -. ,.. .//"• .,
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This is indicated by the following quote: "The Budget its a hot-one among

the membership, but this does not seem to be the case am~ong the general

public. They don't know or understand it."

d. Major Status

Throughout early interviews, members constantly differe tiated

among "major" or "minor" votes. Therefore, on the presumption that this

is a meaningful distinction that 1 gislators themselves employ, it was

included in subsequent questionnaias as an issue dimension.

As seen in Table 3.2, fully sixty-seven percent of the ecisions

studied were considered "major." Members define a "major" bill or vote

as one that. entails "new directions," "new concepts," "great ir portance,"
"comprehensiveness," and "significant ramifications." Also considered

major are bills that involve "substantial sums of money," or "affect a

sizable segment of society" or can,4e considered "part of the President's

legislative package."

Although a memLer said that "all recorded votes are major," votes
i

that some members singled out as s gnificantly major are: the ater

.p Project question (it involved.a "test of the Administration" an was a

"tug of war between the public interest and the politics of pork"); the

Hatch Act Repeal ("because of the emphasis.of the President"); the Sac-

charin vote (because "people don't want the Delaney Amendment but instead

favor repeal of the ban"); the Dingell Amendment (defined as a w tershed

conflict between energy. needs, environment, and jobs); and the ay

Raise ("due to its political heat, this vote will separate the men from

the boys").

k.
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As with all dimensions, however, there is some disareement

among members concerning the actual classification of issue-, as major.

For instance, some members did contend that neither Saccharin nor De-

hatching were major in that the Saccharin vote "signifies growing

rese!ntment but not bold policy overtures," while Hatch Act Revisions

"don't hit everyone." But, in the main, members seem to acknowledge

that votes such as the HUD authorizations and Marine Mammal Protection

are not major. The HUD vote was considered not major (but certainly not

"minur"), because it did not involve a "new direction" but merely "refine-

nments" of exihting policy. Marine Mammal was viewed as "material only

to those in California."

Finally, members "lude to the dynamics of issue expansion in

their discussions of "major status." As one Congressman noted, "A non-

major bill can become major due to amendments that are tacked on." He

went on to argue that it is very hard LO predict what will be a major

vote in a policy or political :-nse. "Many are sleepers and they give

you fits subsequently."

In sum, those votes .which are classified by members as major seem

to acquire that status from policy, rather than political, considerations.

A bill achieves major status either from its policy change, innovativeness-..........

and costs, or from Presidential involvement.

Dimensions Concerning Perceived Political Salience and "Heat"

e. Importance

When members were asked if they felt the decision in question was

"important" to their constituents, their responses varied evenly. In

fifty percent of the interviews they said yes, while in fifty percent

they said no.
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An issue is usually considered "important" to constituents if

it "affects" them. Generally, this means, as one Representative empha-

sized. "anytime money that might be put to use in the constituency--like

grants--is involved." Ccnversely, members seem to reply in the negative

to the question on importance when it is felt that constituents are "not

directly affected," "only indirectly impacted on," or if the coastituency's

interests are "not relevant tn the question."

Members make three main points when discussing "constituency

salience."

First, most votes are usually important tc some but not all con-

stituents.

Second, few votes are directly important to constituents. Some

are important "in general" such as the Ethics vote. Most frequently,

however, votes are important only in an indirect fashion. For example,
LV

members from non-coal mining districts define Strip N'7ning legislation

as important to their constituents as "an energy matter." The NASA vote

is seen as important perhaps as an issue of "national pride, leadership,

and technological superiority." The Budget is seen to be important as

"an issue of fiscal responsibility." Likewise, members feel that the EPA

vote could be important to constituents "as part of the environmental

debate;" the Energy Department vote could be a vote "against red tape,

duplication, and bureaucratic overlap;" and the Public Works vote relates

to issues of "unemployment." The implication of this form of generalized

issue definition--where specific questions of limited importance to con-

stituents are perceived by members -s indirectly relevant to salient

ccncerns--is that members make an attempt to relate specific, seemingly

unimportant matters to matters of general concern to their constituents.
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querries were made, inuibers did r-. foel there was constituency awareness,

The reasons for this, many members contend, Is that constituents don't

follow most issues and therefore don't know when most votes are up (OWy

people aren't aware of the Rhodesian Chrome vote because they never knew

it was up*). Also, as Interviews on the Budget reveal, Congressmen feel

that many issues are not understood by the general public. As one

Congressman noted with regard to constituency awareness of the Budget,

"Maniy things up here aren't actu~al Issues in the public. Only we are

aware of theol

Yet,, on forty-three percz4~ of the decisions there %as a percep-

tion of constituency awareness. As one member noted with regard to the

Clean Air Act Amendiment, "OLhen they are affected, when It affects the way

people live, they will be aware." As another acknowledged on Govermnent

Reorganization, "Folks are generally aware of this vote because they are

hot on efficiency and frugality In goveriunt." Still some did allow

that even when constituents are "stirred up" and *affected," they often

do not realize that the vote at hand Is pertinent to their concerns.

Meibers make three points concerning constituency awareness.

First, it is very difficult to predict constituency awareness.

"Sometimes they'll corpletely surprise you by getting Interested and

inrvolved in the darndest things."

Second, the media plays a crucial role In determfining constituency

awareness. As a member noted, "It's difficult to say about awareness

It cempletely depends on news coverage." Others felt that constituents

would be aware'"if the papers plky it up," "if any vote Is publicized as

well as recorded," and 'if tiere is plenty in the newspape." In a
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derogatory fashion, one mmber stated with regard to the Pay Raise, "If

they aren't aware now, the Press ;1lI make them so.'

Finally, and most Important, Congressmen acknowledge that often

only those affected are aware. In recording answers to the awareness

------ ... question, .affected only" responses _were coded. Although the result Is

that on only 4% of all decisions "affected only' were felt to be aware,

lmembers in their conversations do emphasize the awareness on those on

whom the policy will impact. On the Clean Air Amendme.ns, it was reported

frequently that "only affected groups" were aware. As one member stressed,

On wst Issues most individuals aren't aware. Only some Individuals
are, and they usually have a stake in the outcome. This is especially
true on grant programs where all you hear from are public officials
from affected Jurisdictions.

Others allow, however, that there are interested voters who are aware but

not affected. In sum, what these cowents reflect is an acknowledgement

on the part of m ers that there are at least three levels of political

strata in the American public: mass, attentive,.and affected. On most

Issues, only attentive and affected publics evince awareness. 1 0

OLr1

The mail th ýmembers receive from constituents has received

....--........ ntinuing attenti0 by political analysts. -Studies have emphasized

.kinds, contents, processing, Influence, member reactions, 1 2 and member

perceptions and distortions.13

) Although several studies have emphasized the heavy volw*e of mail

14
rembers receive from constituents, and the fact that legislative matters

"... make up the largest volurre of requests s15 it is surprising

to note in Table 3.2 that on only thirteen percent of the cases did members,
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receive heavy nail. Perhaps typifying most mesters is a statement by a

senior, Southern Democrat: 'On most issues my constituents tend to reain

si lent.

For m rs, Ma lot of mail' on a given vote means that they

received a "heavy," 'high volume,' "significant" or 'substantial" amount

or volume as opposed to a Plight' or "small' mail.

Idith regard to the mail, meiters made three important points.

First, there Is little of what r.'' te called 'average citizen mail.'

Most is either from other public officials or In the form of what mamrs

alternatively call 'generated," 'concerted," "inspired,* 'instigated,"

"synthetic," or "organized" mail. Second, and this coincides with meier

perceptions on awareness, constituents link specific Issues to general

policy concerns. As amember pointed out with regard to the vote on

Presidential Reorganization Authority, "The content of most letters on

this did not relate to the specifics of the issue but were in the for.

of a general reaction to government inefficiency.' Third, certain issues

generate a very high volume of mail. A freshman legislator acknowledged

that the Saccharin Issue and the.Common Situs vote were associated with
°A

an inordinately large volme of rail.

h. Renomination Effects

To ascertain political "heat," members were asked If they thought

the issue at hand could affect their renomination or reelection. With

regard to renomination, on only twenty-four percent of the decisions was

there a belief that the vote would be of consequence. !4any felt that

many bills could have a 'ninor impact," but most agreed that few single

4 votes could significantly affect a member's chances for nomination.
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This corraborates the c only a- .ý. propositit j that Incubents are

fairly cznfident concerning the p, .,pec•ts for renomination. 1 6

Members perceive two ways in which a vote could affect renomina-

tion. First, a vote could affect renomination by provoking and supporting a

primary challenge. As a freshman Democrat confided abtat his decision

concerning the Hatch Act Revisions, "My vote could very -*ell be a factor

in labor's support for a candidate against me In a prima; ." The second

way in which members perceived a renomination effect wo. in 'the positive.'

The vote itself will probably not cause renomination problems but could

have, had the member voted the other way. As a member noted, OThis could

have caused w severe problems if I went the other way. As It stands now,

It Is a plus vote.' The point to be emphasized is that both conceptions

do tap a perceived political effect in the renu.Jnation arena. Making

the "right vote" in a political sense or worrying about one that was made

shows political salience.

An Important finding with regard to renominttio: effects is a

reaffirmation of Fenno's notion that 'In tninking about their political

condition, House members make distinctions within their reelection con-

stituency . . .l7 Several members noted that if the., would vote In a

certain way on votes like Cannon Situs Picketing or the Ethi:s vcte, it

would .really disappoint those-close-supporters and foIronersittn the

party who have been with us since the beginningg."

I. Reelection

A recent emphasis in le•i:latlie behavl#. lttret'jr••: concerns the

-' power of incurbency as a reele-tion factr•. P-efectlye of this emphasis

"are Cover and Mayhew's "Congressional Elections a.n4 .;he Decline of

i
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Competitive Elections,"18 Robert Erickson's "The Advantage of Incumbency

Sin Congressional Elections," 1 9 M.rr-. Kostroski's nParty and Incubency

in Postwar Senate Elections," 20 and Yayhe4's "Congressional Elections:

The Case of the Vanishing Marginals.21 Against this backdrop, It is not

surprising to find that nc Pore than twenty-five percent of the inter-

viweees felt that the Issue at hz, I -cxuld affect their reelection fortunes.

Obviously, this seems to Indicate that imst incumbents feel rather secure

In an electoral sense..

Examples of the kinds of decisions mmbers perceived as having a

reelection impact are those considered to be "politically dangerous,"

"emotional--not your usual nuts and bIlts Issue-,* and "real issues--like

Hyde.0

As with renomination effects, when mbers respond in the affirmm-

Stive concerning reelection effects, they do so in both a negative and

positive fashion.

The negative conception usually refers to an advantage that can

be used by an opponent. Reflective of this are statements that "Yes, It

could very well defeat me,' "The Public WorLs bill can be seized on by

an opponent to show I'm a big spender," and "The Budget is a possible

election issue If It's linked to deficit spending and inflation." Specific

examples of situations where meters did allow a negative reelection effect

are a Doecratic freshman legislator's fear that his vote against Coimn

Situs Picketing could be a big reelection factor because *it shows my

independemce from unions," a merter's concern about 'going against the

state delegation on. a 'pork' vote," a Congres.,•,wan's apprehension that

her vote on the Hyde Amen&ent "might jeopardize the passage of the HEW

Appropriation triggering opposition from all quarters," and the relief
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of a member that the Saccharin Ban vote was not recorded-'Since I favor

Sthe ban, if It had been recorded I'd have been in trouble.'

The positive connotation of reelection effects Is reflected in

the statments "That vote will help,' Olt will affect favorably," and Oa

definite plus factor."

Conversely, the many Votes considered not to entail reelection

consequences are described as Ounlikely Influence,* and *inconceivable

effects." Examples singled out wire the Hatch Act Revisions ('They have
too little impact to be a reelection issue') and the Dingell Amendment

. ('No, it's not the kind of thing that catches on'). Another interesting

statement reveals the highly individualized setting o! reelection effects.

As a mer noted concerning the Water Projects vote: "This will not be

a reelection issue with me because I had nothing on the President's hit

list.'

In discussing reelection effects, mers stress the extreme

uncertainty Involved in predicting the electoral consequences of a given

vote. Again and again coments were made to the effect that many one

vote can," "you can't tell," and 'more people have been surprised by what

votes pop up in a campaign.' One prominent Republican elaborated on the

Dingell Arenduent: 'Who knows. Normally something like this doesn't,

but there -is no guarantee.- That vote =y have campaign repercussions.--....

It certainly will if It helps you make the 'dirty dozen' [a blacklisting

by Environmentalists of members perceived to be hostile o' Or as a

Southerner mentiored in discussing the Energy Departwt Act,

Whether or not this becomes an issue for me depends on what the
new agency will do. If its performance is bad, I'll take my
lumps for the-vote. That's what happened to me on OSHA. It's
a vote that got played up after OSI*A's activities received negative
publicity.
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Finally, the uncertainty of reelection issues was illustrated with one

member's anecdote concerning another Congressman: * of Texas

agonized over Clean Air, but now he tells me it's the Hatch vote that's

"giving him fits back home. You just can never tell."

Members also Insist that it Is very unlikely that one issue will

..affect-the-actual outcom of a reelection campaign. In language remarkably

similar to I+terviews gathered by Clapp in his pioneering work,2 mmbers

note'that 'rarely can a single it:ue tube you," "It's hard to Imagine any

one bill getting you beatO and 'evern a big vote'won't do it. 0 -•What will

affect a reelection effort, many note, 4 language

that strongly corroborates Kingdon's notion of 'A String of Votes, a

mer stressed that "lto one vote will affect a reelection, but in concert,

several will Jeopardize." What happens, in the absence of Issue mandates

from constituents, is that, as one senior Docrat described, '"Mbers
create an image and hold it. One issue can't do it to you. An opponent

must attack an 'area of votes' In order to muster any kind. of support."

Finally, with regard to reelection, a emers relate the importance

of being able to 'explain" a vote that may potentially be a reelection

issue. In the words of one wevter, 'Issues are not and di not become

significant If you can maKe a gocd argument. You're In trouble if you

can't.'

Thus, in confirmation of ErIcksor's "The Electoral Impact of

.24
Congressional Roll-Call Voting, roll call votes are perceived as having

an iri,-,t *;n electoral outccxes, but the precise nature and extent of this

influence remains vague.
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Dimensions Concernin How the *re
Himself Processes and Reacts toFl

J.Feelings
As the interviews progressed, it was noticed that memers would

constantly differentiate legislation on the basis of whether or not a bill

elicited strong feelings on their part. After about one-fifth of the

Interviews were completed, the Ofeelings" question was included In the

study.

Of the decisions examined, forty-seven percent were perceived as

0 involving the strong, personal feelings ef e fers. An Issue Involving

strong feelings was defined as wanything that goes to the heart of a

basic'philosophy, strong cowuitueents, or our personal morality and beliefs,*

issues involving Ostrong advocacy* or 'strong convictions.o and Issues

that elicit Ointense involvement by a vmberbe, Examples of votes described

in Interview sessions as involving 'strong feelings" are the EPA vote

because the EPA is 0. . . wrapped up in scme severe Issues in my state,"

parochial or pork Issues ("I always have strong feelings over anything

~ that involves my statem), portions of the School Lunch Program. that a

freshman Cemocrat felt obliged to "really get into,w the Budget that, one

Pepublican said *waves the flag at all of us concerned about over-spending,"

and Saccharin that'- one -censervative oweter noted "dramatized the--danger

of goverue nt regulation without a factual base."- Several noted, though,

that few current issues cculd rival the Southeast Asian votes during the

'7iet Raw. War. As one junior Democrat noted, OFrow what they tell x* and

frcrii what I personally saw, there were scme physical altercations during

* ~sore of those late night sessions."
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Issues thought not to involve strong, personal feelings were

described as "low attention," 'low advocacy," or low emotion" ones.

Constantly, when members replied in the negative, they would say that,

although they were concerned with a vote, they "did not have convictions

at stake." Examples cited were School Lunch ("For -m and most colleagues,

it's Just not that kind of issue) and all "routine appropriations and

authorizations." With regard to this latter category, one member noted:

"These things don't usually incite personal feelings. If you aren't a

big advocate and funds wouldn't cone to a halt and if the vote's not close,- ..---..

you are asked to be kind of a machfn;': either accept or reject."

A point that one member mentioned concerning personal feelings

deserves a closing comment. He noted that "strong feelings can change.'

He pointed out that he felt strongly that the Congress should reinvestigate

Av the Kennedy and King assassinations, "But when the committee screwed it.
up, I backed away."

k. RcutIneress

In Chapter 11, it was mentioned that a prevalent notion anong

4.- social scientists Is that all decision-making actors develop decision

"short cuts," "rules," "aids," and "routines" in order to cope with a

complex, high volume decision nill ei--Given this-i-it cemes -as-no surprise

that in only thirty-one percent of the studied decislonsdid legislators

define the issue at hand as "not routine." In other words, for sixty-nine

percent of the decisions, "routiteness" was perceived. This finding re-

flects the belief of rembers that rcst issues, especially most of the ones

studied, are routine and can be programmed by them.

I/
I<
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Moers considter a routi" e as something that Is Otypical'

and involves the "same basic process' and Othe normal way of doing things".

It Is referred to cmmonly as 'no big deal," "not politically charged,"

"not a real issue,' and "not earthshaking." Although some mbers con-

sidered groutineness" to be a characteristic of the way the bill was

handled by the House, most used It to refer to their own basic decision -..--- ..

process. Accordingly, routine decisions are, in the words of one eloquent
mmber, 'decisions made within the framework you develop. A decision made

in this way Is 'routine' for me. In that manner, I feel my decision on

Strip Mining was 'routine'." Examples of routine decisions are what

mers consider *comttee decisions," where the House floor ratifies

decisions "ironed out' in coimmttee. Specifics cited as routine are the

Him vote ('This is no big issue back home') and the Hyde Aendment (I've

L voted on this dam thing three times now.').

",Ion-routlne' decisions are called 'atypical' and 'extraordinary.'

The situations mos' ,ikely to be associated with non-routineness are those

where, for the memr, Omore time was taken" in making the decision and

there was a lot of work, where the bill 'was studied more,' where there

was "real involvement and preparation,o and where there were "strong coa-

utiaents,o perhpps involving 'campaign promises you can't compromise."

"Cited examples of non-routine votes are: the Water Projects Issue (=It.

took a lot of time for me'), the Public Works Conference ('Although I

norrally don't do it, here I looked at the conference information'), the
House Assassinations Cemittee ("This wras anything but routine"), the HUD

vote ("This affected cur state and I therefore put more into it and paid

more attention to It'), the Hatch Act ('It was of higher priority and

concerned rany peoplem) and the Saccharin vote ('I took a lot of time

I:
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because of the obvious divergence of facts'). One member's disquisition

on non-routineness is helpful here:

There are about ten bills a year that generate interest beyond
relevant publics. This time they are Right to Work, Situs
Picketing, Farm Legislation, EPA, OSHA, Trade, and Water and
Land Use. These must be considered non-routine because they
generate concern across the beard.

Thus, it segs that a "non-routine' decision is one that- involves "a

highly serious matter," exceptional .amber investments, and 'substantial

public attention."

Md beers make several other points concerning routineness that

should be mentioned. First, the lead time available for a vote affects

the routineness with which mmbers handle the bill. Short time frames,

for exaqle, do not allow issues to be handled routinely, while issues

can'be processed normally by uembersas long as enough time exists."

Second, a er's standing in the legislature and hisinvolvinnt In

the legislative process will condition his view of an issue's routineness.

For instance, several freshmen noted that 'hardly anything is routine,"

but a senior Republican stressed that *the longer you've been around here

the care they are routine and the more you react to them routinely.'

Likewise, several Congressmen emphasized that issues are not routine If

a meber is a sponsor of a bill or on the commttee that handled It. In

those cases a member is *better- inforned and more involved than most.0 .... .

Finally, members call attention to the fact, and perhaps the danger, that

many votes presumed to be routine end up being handled non-routinely by

Congress and hale non-rautine Impacts. One memer singled out the Debt

Collection Practices bill as exemplary of this. 'I thought it would be

routine, but lock at the closeness of the vote.' A staff member of the

House Inter-ational Relations Cctmittee focused on the dangers in
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discussing Romanian Earthquake Peller. 'That was on the suspension

calendar that is reserved for rather routine, non-controversial legis-

lation. Yet it Is anything but routine. It marks the first time in

history that we've given aid to a Communist block nation. That wasn't

even brought up.

1. Thought

As the study progressed, it was noticed that mmbers would frn-

quently differentiate Issues on the basis of how such thought the put

into then. Unfortunately, the question was not inserted in the study

until very late. Thus, for only eghty-four interviews is there available

data. Still, the question seews to provide a meaningful categorization

of issues.

Of the small nuiber who were asked the question on "thought,"

forty-four percent acknowledged that, for the issue at hand, they "had

put a lot of thought into it." A vote that was given a lot of thought

was said to involve 'a little extra emphasis," 'close study,' *In depth

study,* and a consideration of "how will It affect m state.` As one

ID, extrevely articulate northern Republican noted, 'For me. a vote w.ich

involves a lot of thought Is one that Is not snap, knee Jerk, hip shooting,

gut reaction, off-the-cuff, or flying by the seat of my pants. It's one

onwhich I feel most confortable."

m. Tcug-•ness

This last issue chtaracteristic for which a question was asked

concerned the wtoug Ness" of the decision.
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Less than twenty-five percent of the Interview sessions yielded

a response concerning *toughness.' A tough decision is one considered

to be "very difficult,' 'more difficult than most," 'not easy,' and "a

very close call" where the member feels 'uneasy,' 'uncertain,' "sitting

on the fence,' and "with mixed emotions, tearing in two directions."

Although several lip ers noted that all decisions can be tough, especially

In trying to second guess the folks back home, votes specified as tough

were the Pay Raise ('m. affected by It'), Abortion ('They 'don't come

any tougher--you must commit yourself'), Hitch De.egulation ('I can fore-

see abuse'), and the Water Projects vote ('I had to vote against the

state delegation* arxd 'Thesa things have been funded for many years and

I hate to say no to others' demands on pork because maybe someday I'll

need something').

A non-tough decision is described as "uncomplicated," "easy,"
"no trouble," and 'no decision." A decision Is considered non-tough when

a member 'knows where he stands," ('I already knew'), when it "does not

Involve much time or agonizing nor much time self Justifying,' and when

It does Involve 'basic convictions and comnitments' that allow you "to

walk in and walk out.'

. .. . . M•nMbers ephasized that "The more you see them, the less tough

""they are.' One member stressed that nothing is tough 'the second time

through.' Another stated that he faced real tough decisions 'only in

my early days here.'

, .
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The use of objective and subjective issue characteristic Indicators

required eleborate coding procedures. The following shows the coded entries

/ " for each of the thirty-one sampled votes. The twenty objective Indicators

wer coded on the basis of date obtained from government publications. The,

three subjective indicators--newess, specificity, and change-were coded

on the basis of this researcher's subjective Judgpnt after Interviews

with comittee staff.

Rule, status, and role of Congress involve multiple responses and

their coding Is not self-explanatory. Rule ins coded as either open (un-

"restricted amencdmnts), closed (no azendmkents) or modified open (amendment

by coemittee menbers and/or amenduent by title only).' Status was coded as

bill, House resolution, amecent, and conference report. Role of Congress

was coded as Congress as ratifier, Congress as modifier, and Congress as

initiator.

The procedures with which party unity and Index of difference

scores were computed are detailed In Footnotes #2 and 4 In Appendix 0.
"Hot" values for all variables are as follows: rule i closed;

rule margin, margin of passage, Democratic unity, Republican unity, com-

mittee vote, Index of likeness, time frame, and money z below the mean;

minority report, .C box score, C story, Washington Post box score, ..

Washington Post story, presidential involvenent, Steering and Policy

endorsement, Republican Policy endorsement, standing in polls - yes;

change - yes; specificity no; and newness - yes.
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aJOGET I

Rule -, Closed

Phrgin of•Rale - 98%

Status - Resolution

Heargin of Passage -- 21%

Democratic Party Unity - .38

Republican Party Unity - .98

Index of.Likenes - .70

Aw ,ment over Committee Objection - Yes

Margin of Committee Passage -- 62%

Minority Report - Yes

Visibility:

Cg Box Score N- o

Stry -- Yes

Washington Post Box Score -- Yes

iashington Post Story .- Yes

Role of Congress - Initiator

.A)mount of Money 398.1 billion

Time Frame - 1 year

Specificity N- Mo

Presidentlal Involvenent - Yes

Cha-e - Yes

Republican Policy Endorsement - Yes

Democratic SteerfngaPn Pol icy Endorsenent -Yes
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-UCwr.r Ii

'Role--Closed

Margin of Rule 9- %

Status - Iesolution

Margin of Passage -- 54%

Dcwratic Party Unity - .56

Remblican Party Un -- .90

Ineof Likeness + 27
S, t ei over Comittee o0jectiton - No

Naixtouef couitt4eý Passage - N/A

HipritzRprt - Yes

Visibility:

cQ &o score -no

C Ca Story - Yes

Iashi gton post Box Score - Yes

WIashington Story - Yes

Role of Congress -- Initiator

A) mount of Money - 398 billion

Time Frame - I yea-

New~ness -No

Specificity - No

Presidential Involvyent Yes
Change -- No

Republican PolIcy E orseaent - Yes

Democratic Steerln and Policy Endorsevent - Yes

"VlI
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ARA BOYCOTT

"Rule -Jodifted open

Margin of Rule - 98%

'Status- Final passage

Margin of Passage -- 89%

Democratic Party Unity - .88

Republican Party Unity - .60

andex of Likeness -- .86

SAencZit over CoMnttee Objection Yes

Flargin of CoiIttee Passage 98%-

Minority Report-- go

Visibility:

CO Box Score-No

C CQ Story-- No

Ikshbnqton Post Box Score- No

,lashlngton Post Story -N o

Role of Conqress - Initiator

SPAount of Money - $15 million

fTme Frame -- N/A

Newness - No

Specificity - Yes

Presidential Involvement-- Yes

Change - No

Reubl •can Polcyv Endorswerjt -- No

Democratic Steering and Policy EndaOr~m t - No

//
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Rule, Modfied open

Margin of Rule -" 98
• Status Aendment

MPatrn of Passage - 65_

Democratic Party UnIt --. 12

RM&ubIcar Party Uni•t - .66

Index of Likeness -.. 73

Amen&hent over Comnittee Objection - Yes

"irgin of Coumittee Passage - N/A

Minority Report - Yes

Visibillity

CQ Box Score - Yes

SStory- Yes

Washington Past BN Score Yes

Washington Post Story - Yes

Role of Congress - Initiator

untof Money - N/A

Time Frime - 6 years

•. Newiess -n•o

SPecificity - Yes

Presidential Involvement - Yes

Chag - Yes

Republican Policy Endorsement Yes

Democratic Steering and Policy Endorseuent - o
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!.•~CIYOMM SM•S PICKXETING

Rule_-- Modified open
Margin of Role -- 73%

Status - Final passae
Vargn of 49%

Dinraw ttc Parjt Unity - .36

Re'PUblican Party Unity - .80

Inde of Likeness - .41

Sicnt over Cmittee Objection - Yes

Pbrgin of Cimittee passage - 65%

!i)fnot Report - Yes

Visibility:

BO fox Score - Yes

S- Q Story -- Yes

lashington Post Box Score - Yes

akshington Post Story - Yes

Role of Congrss-- Initiator

SAmount of Mon y- N/A
Time Frw -- N/A

Newness-No

Specificity - No

Presidential Involveunt - Yes

Change - Yes

Republican Policy Endorserent - Yes

Democratic Steering and Policy Endorse"ent - Yes.
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C0IJNTERCYC!L1CAL

ftrgtn of-Rule 98

:sftats Final Passage

Nargin of assage -72%

Doattc: Party Uitjy - .70

Republican Party Mnix - .06

Index of Li kees - .62

Aendeent orier Comittee jecio - No

Narqin of Comttee Parsage - 55%

Ninri-y eprt- Yes

Visibility,

CQBox% SCo"e-No

i CQ stry. - Yes

vuhinqtonPost. Box Sccre - Yes

Ashington Post Story - Yes

Role of Conresms - Initiator

Amount of Nomey - $2 billion

Time Fri.. -1I year

Natness -No-

Seificitl - Yes

Presidential Involvenent - Yes

ReulcnPlc Endorsement No -N

0eo tcSfrn n Plc )dsst-N
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OW COLLE.CTMO PRACTICES

RuleOpen

Margin of Rle - 89%

Status - Final passage

emcratic rty Unity - .20

Republican Party Unity - .38

Index of Li keness - .71

Sni ftot over ComIttee ObJectlon - No

Margin of C*Wttee Passage - 81%

fnority Report - Yes

Visibility:

cO Box score - No

SCQ Stor-- Yes

IVshington Post Box Score - No

Vashlnqton Post Story - No

Role of Congress - Initiator

S Aount of Money - N/A

Tim Frame -N /A

-Nowess m 0

Specificity- No

Presidential Involveremt - Yes

Chage-No

Ipblican Policy Endrseent -- No

Democratic Steerfin and Policy E.d•rserent - No

V1
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SRule_ Oe

SHrgin, of, Rule -- 85%

Status - Final passage

Muarin of Passace - 60%

Dincratic Party Unlty - .66

RepublIcan Party Unity - .68

index of Likeness - .33

eAmendent over Comittee 05Je~tion - Yes

Iargin of Cirlttee Passage - 72

Minority Report - No

Visibility:

CQ Box Score -No
!:. (:Q story-- Yes

Washington Post Box Score - Yes

Washington Post Story - Yes

Role of Congress - Initiator

SPAmount of Money - NA

Time Frame - N/A

Newness,- Yes

Specificity-- Yes -

Presidential Involvement - Yes

Chnge -Y

Republican Policy Endorseventt - Yes

Democratc Steering and Policy Endorsement - Yes

Vyf@
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WADERTIiW OF SEN YAD
S......Rule -- Open

Marg!nof'RIt1e - 8

Status - Final passage

NPargn of Passage - 94%

Docratic Party Unity -. 96'

Remb"lican Party. Unity - .72

Indexc of Likeness - .88

Invkaent ove-r C .ttee Objection - Yes

Pkrgqin of C,,,•ee Passage - 95:

Mnrt Report-- No

"Visibility:

CQ, SRU -Yes

Ihshington Post Box Scorpe - Yes

ll.shlngton Post Story - Yes.

Role of Coness -- tdififer

hwunt of Ibtey - [W/A

Tiuie Frme - 5 years

Newmess -Yes

Speciffcity - Yes

Presdential Involveire•t - Yes

Chame- Yes

Republican Policy Eneorsewnt - Yes

Dencratle Steerlhpi and Po7Ic-'',Sr& eit '
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EPA

Rule- Modii'ied open

Nargin-of Rule - N/A

. tatus-- Final passage

Margin of Passage -- 92%

Democratic Party Unlty -. 90

Republican Party Unity --. 74

Index1 of Likeness .92

A. W ,ent over C,,.Itte, Objection - No

Margin of Comutt*e Passage - 98%

Mnority Report.- No

Visibti itr:

Washinaton Post Box Score - Yes

WashlnAton Post Story - No

Role of'Congress - Initiator

Mnount of Money - $313 millIon

Time Frame - 1'year

Newness - no

Specificity - No

Presidential Involvement - Yes

Change - No

Repiubican Policy Endorsement -- go

Democratic Steering and PolicyEndorsement, -No
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ETHICS

Rule Modified ope

Margin of Rule -- 64%

Status -- Resolution

.. Marn of Committee Passage--95%

Dqocratic Party Unity - .98

Aqp.blicsn. Paty, Unity - .74

Index of Likeness .88

Aiendment over Committee Objection - No
• Committee Vote -- N/A

Minority Report - Yes

Visibility:

, Box. Score - Yes

CzMt=- Yes

Wasir~onPost Box Score -Yes

Washington Post $tor -- Yes

Role of Coneress - Initiator

Amountiý )f Money - N/A

TimeF we- 2years

S..... . .specificity- No

Presidential Involvement -- Yes

Chane -- Yes

Republican Policy Endorsement -- Yes

Democratic Steering and Policy Endorsiemnt -- Yes

//

/
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FM

-Rl Plodified open

Xamin of' ale -- /A

Status - Final passage

Mlargin of Passage -- 9•%

Socratic Party Unity - .97

Republican Party Unity .98

Index of Likeness - .28

Menj Pmit over Comittee OM.ectton Yes

""lrgin of Com ittee Passage - 98%

iNori~ty Report - No

Visibility:

CQ O Score-Noo
CO Story - No

Vashlngton Post Box Score -- No

Washington Post Story - No

Role of Congress - Initiator

Amount of ,oney - $85 million

Tim. Fraue - I year

Specificity - No

Presidential rnvolvemet Yes
"Change - No . .

Republlcan Policy Endorseent - No

Debocra-ic Steerlng and Policy Endorsement - No
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FOREIGN AID

&I* Modified open

Margin of* Rle - 89%

Status -- Amendment

Naroin of Passage - 56%

DInocratic Party Onity - .20

Rmblilcan Party Unityr- .76

Index of Likeness - .52

hmI 'hept over CoIittee ObJection Yes

Mhrgin of Comittee Passage - NIA

Mnority Report - Yes

Visibility:

CQ Box Score -No

oCQ Sim - Yes

Washlngton Post Box Score - No

vashington Post Story - Yes

Role of Congress - Initiator
S"•nmt of Money -- $35 milli1on

Time Fr - 1 year

Newness -- No . ... . .

Specificity - Yes

Presidential Involvenent - o

Change -- Yes

Republican Policy Endcrse'ent - No

Dmocratic Sieerlnq and Policy E"doteftnt - No
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.OVERNPWT REORGNlZATION

Rule -Open

ftmainef Rofl e-N/A

Status Final passage,

.aroin of Passase - S.%

Docratlc Party Unity - .92

Republican Party Unft -- .84

Index of Llkeness - .96

A Puioft over Comuttee ObJection - No

Naroln of Cwmfttee Passage - 98%

Minority Report - No

Visibility:

Co 9ox Score Yes

CO Story-Yes
Iashington Post Box Score - Yes

•lshington Post Story -- Yes

Role of Congress - Ratifier

Awunt of ftm - N/A

Time Frame - 3 years

Specificity - Yes
SProsidential Involves et .- Yes

Change - Yes

Rep•blican Policy Endorsement - No

/Demcratlc Steering and Polircy Endortenent - No
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S S ASSASSINATION CHITTEE

Rule -Open

O:r"in of Rule - 70%

Status -- Resolution

Magn of Passage - 56%

Demcratic Party Unity - .32

Repulican Party Unity - .08

Index of Likeness - .80

Aundment over Cweittee ObJection - Yes

Nargin of Cowittee Passage - 7C.•

01"nority Report - No

Visibilty:

.�C Box Score- No
'CQ story-- Yes

Washington Post Sax Score - Yes

Mashington Post Story - Yes

Role of oro S - Initiator

"unt of Money -- /A

Time Frame-- 1 year

..... Newess -- No . • - -........ . ........

Specificity - Yes

Presidential Involvement - Yes

Change ______________ - No

Republican Po1,cy Endorsement -- o

DemocratIc. Steeringj and Policy'Enddrsement -- No
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XarginofRule -- 98%

"Status - Final passage

Hargin of Passage -95%

.DincratiC Party Unity - .96
'-/

ROIeblican Party Unity - .76

. ..... Index of Likeness - .90

Avmlndet over Coindttee 05ection - Yes

10argin of Cmittee Paswae

Minority Re t - Yes

Visibilitr:

Box Score - No

astry- Yes

Unfilngton Post Box Score - Yes

Washington Post Story - Yes

Role of Congress - Modifier

"Amunt of'Mone -- $14 billion

Time e- 3 )years

Newness-No

Specificity - Yes

Presidential Involvment- Yes

Change - No

Republican Policy Endorseoment - No

Danocratic Steering and PolIcy Endotsenent - Yes

SI
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WDE NWCENT

Rule -- No rule

Margn of'Rle -- 98%

Status -- , fnment

M argin of Passage -56%

rDmocratic Party Unity - .14

Republican Party Unity - .64

Index of Likeness .39

e mndmnt over Cwittee 01ectlon - Yes

Margin of Cowittee Passage - N/A

inority Report Yes

Visibility:

cQo & score -no
G CO Story. -Yes

Uashington Post Box Score - Yes

Mashinaton Post Story - Yes

Role of Concmes - Initiator

SAmount of Money - N/A

Time Frume - N/A

. Newness - No

Specificity - Yes

Presidential Involvement - Yes

Chage -- Yes

Republican Policy Endorsement - No

Democratfc Steering and Policy EndorSewent-- No
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ARIJE PARW4K PROTECTION

Rule -Open

Margin of Rule -- /A

Status- Finml passage

- ar-ln of Passage - 94% -_

Douicrtic Party Unity - .86

Republican Party Unity - .92

Index of Likeness - .97

mendment over Comittee OMjecton - Yes

Magqmief Comittee Passage - N/A

minority iff-o -- NO

Visibility:

dC Box Score -Y es

faskington Post Box Secore - Yes

Whshingun Post Story - Yes

Role of Congress - Modifier

Amunt of oey$21 iEllio'1

Time Fram - 2 years

------- ..................... 
_..... 

n ss - ft

Specificity - No

Presidential Involvment - Yes

Chae- Yes

Republican Policy Endorsnen:t - No

Dowcratic Steering and Policy EndO&rSent - No

\,I



Rule - odfied open

bkrqin of 'Rule -28%

Status - Final passage

Pgrgin of Passage - 88%

Deocratic Party Unity - .68

Republican Party Unity - .22

Index of Likeness - .88

Avexiint over Coitt.e Objection - Yes

Margin-of Comittee Passage - 993

minorit Report - No

Visibility:

A Box Score - No

GCQ Story - Yes

Iftshinqton Post Box Score - Yes

iashbngton Post Story - No

Role of Congress -M odifier

SAmount of Money- $4 billion

T m - year

Newiess - No

Specificity - No

Presidential Involvemnt - Yes

Change - Yes

Republican Policy Endorsement - No

Dmocratic Steering and Policy Endorserent - No



MJCL=ANAVY 51

Rule - No rule

argn of Rule -- /A

status - ýne t
lkrgln of Passage -- 61%

imocratic Party-Unity .46

Republican PartI Unity .26

Index of Likmness - .64

Sendignt over Coiittee Objection - No

Margin of Cimmttee Passage - SM

Visibility:

CQ Box Score - No

Story -Yes

AsI ngton Post Box Score- No

Ikshington Post Story - Yes

Role of Congress - Ratifler

SAmount of Moey - $81 million

Time Frame - 1 year

NeWness-N
Specificity -Yes

Presidential Involvment - Yes

Change - Yes

Republ ican PoliciS Endorsemnt. - No

Democrtic Steering and Policy EndorSment - No
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(V DAY PAISE

Marvin of Rule - 67%

Status - Amendwnt

Margin of Passage -43% -

Dimcratic Party Unity - .36

Republican Party Unity - .28

Index of Likeness - .68

menf .n. over Cmuttee Ofdection - No

Margin of Coittee Passage - N/A

Mi wI ty Report - No

visibil ftz:
CQ BOX score -- NOC
CQ sto"y -- Yes

,ashinaton Post Box Score - Yes

> Vashington Post Story - Yes

Role of Congress - Initiator

munt of Money - $30 aIllion

Time Frame - 2 years

Newness - No

Specificity - Yes

Presidential Involvmnt - Yes

Change - No

Reuhblican Policy Enlorsaent - No

Dcratic Steering and Policy Endortent -g o



PRKIC WKiS CQNVtERDC

Rule- No rule

"inrqfa of Rule - N/A

status -Conferefce Report

I IAAirgqan of Passage - 81%

. .Docratic Part Unity - .92

RpIzblican arty Unity - .06

Index of Likeness - .57

.. nt over C .ttee O ,ection - No

Nare-in of co.?tte2 Passage- -

',nwt Report- yes
'Visibility:

OBox Score -- No

likshimtnq Post BOX Score - No

* BWshington Post Story - No

hmmm of oney- $4billion

Time Frme -- 1 year

SINemess -No

Specificity-- Yes

Presidential Involvement - Yes

Change -- No

Republican Policy Endorsewnt - No

Democratic Steering and Policy Endors&ent - Yes
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Role-Open

Margin of Rule -N/A

Status - Final Passage

Margin of Passage - 63%

Demcratic Party Unity -. 60

RmiilIcan Party Unity - .40

Inda of Likmness- .49

Am dim ,t g ,er Cittee -ection N- o

"knrgin of a ttee Passage - '

inity War -t Yes

Visibility:

e eL

Washington, Post Box Score -Yes

Ikbnqtng# Post Sto~y -Yes

Role of Congress - Modifier

SAmount of Money - N/A

Time Fr)• NIA

Nemness- No

Specificity - Yes

Presidential Involvment - Yes

;ha(,. -- Yes

Republican Polic Endorsamnt - No

Dnmcratic Steering and Policy ,Edorsa t - No
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R~NOW EARTHQAK~E

Rule -Suspension calendar

PMarin of Rule ~- N/A

stts- final passage

Margin of Passaae - 78%

Davocratic Party UmitY- .76

Republican Party Unity.- .18

lIndex of LI keftess --. 72 --- --. - j
~~Mwdwhet over Cowittet ObJection -No

Maroin of Cwmittee Passage 98

CO Bo Sc-ore n

WahigtnPost Bo Sre N o
wahigton Post StorL M

Rojle f Cngre~ss- Ratifier

Awntof Ll= -$20 *111lIon

* 71w, Fraxe -1I year

Newness - Yes --------~-- __ .~ - -- J

SpeIficity - Yes

PesIdential Involvement -Yes

Cha-me - No

Republican Policy Endorsement -No

Dewmoatic Steering and Polley~ Endorsermnt - No
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SACCHARIN

Rule -- oditled open

Margin of' Role - 9$

Status - Amdment
M~argin ,of Passaae -ý--56% . .......... . ... . .

Dioweratic Party Unity M/A

Republican Party Unity - N/A

Index of Likeness - N/A------

Mven*ent over Cwmuittee ObJection - Yes

Margin of Cemitttee Passage - NIA

Minority Report - No

Visibility:

CO Box Score - No

CQ Story - Yes

Washington Post Box Score - No

Washington Post Story - Yes

Role of Congress. -- Initiator )
Amount of Money - N/A

Time Frame - 2 years

SNewness --- Yes

Specificity - Yes

Presidential Involvement - Yes

Chang -Yes

Rgpublican Policy Endorsement - No

Democratic Steering and Poli•y"Endorsenent -- No
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• ~~SCM 3L RNK

We .odified open

Hergin of Rule.- 97%

Status - Final passage

Margin of Passage - 95% ---- - .

Omocrtic Party Unity .96

"Republican Party Unity - .78

Index of Likeness.- .9l

Mmenhsnt over Comrfttee 0bJectlon - No

Margin of Committee Passage 9- 3%

Visibility:

CO Box Score- No

Washington Post Box Score -- No

"Washington Post Story - No

Role of Congress - Initiator

Amount of Monea - $6W0 million

Time Frame - 2 ye rs

Nens No

Specificity - Yes

Presidential Inmilvemen -- Yes

Chane -No

Republican Policy Eadorsement - No

Democratic Steertng and Policy Endorserent - No



Soo

SNOW REOWAL

Rule -No rule

Mmi~n of Rule -N/A

Status -- •endnt

Margin of Passage - 31%

Dipocratic Party Unity - .26

Republican Party Unity - .62

Index of Likeness - .82

,nei ,ent ,over Coittee ObJection - No

Margin of Committee Passage -f il/

Minority Report -No

Cl ox Score -No

4' CQ story - No
Washf1nton Post Box Score - No

Washington Post Story - Yes

Role of Congress - Initiator

Amount of Money - $20 million

Time Frame - I year

Nwess -- No ..

"Specificity - Yes

Presidential Involvement - Yes
Chng - No
Republican Policy Endorsement -- No

Democratic Steering and Policy Endorsement - No



STRIP MIINING

'Role -Open

Mar•in 4f Rule - 85%

Status Final passage

M.. ar•in f Passage -- 79% -

DOsocrat ic Party Unity - .70

Republican Party Unity- .32

.Idex of Likeness- .81

Au u over Cofttee Objection - No

SMa rinof Cormittee Passage -77

-M-nor Yes
¥Vs31511 ty:

u SM. ,.score yes "•
Ca ta -yes

ýWaghlnqton Post Box Score - No

ashington Post Story - Yes

Role of Congress - Initiator

Amout of~j $543 million
Time r.e -5 iyears

SNewnes -No

Specifility-No
Pres.derttial Involvement - Yes

Change Yes

Republican Policy Endoreanent - No

Democratic Steering and Policy Endorsement - Yesii I

iII
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SUPPLDE TAL HOUSING
(GOLDPTER AMEVMENI

Rue Open

ftrgin of Rule- 98%

Status - AMm0APt

Margin of Passage -- 5•

Democratic Party Unity - .06

Republican Party Unity - .68

Index of Likeness - .63

... n..ent. over Comittee Objection - Yes

Margin of Cormttee Passage - 94%

mi-oity Report• -No

Visibiltry.

Box Score - No

Sstory-- Yes

Iashington Post Box Score - No

Mashing-ton Post Story - No

Role Of Congress - Modifier

Amunt of Money - 4 million

Time Frame - 6 years

Newness - No

Specificity - Yes

Presidential Involvement - Yes

Change -- No

Republican Policy Endorsement - No

Democratic Steering and Policy Endorsemnt. - No



-f~of

Rule ~-Modified open
-mi'n of' Rule, -- S4O

Status - Final Passage

Magnof Passage - 68% _ __________

Democratic Party Unity - .74

Republican Party Unity-- .36

Index of Likeness- .45AS

LMenemnt over Comittee ObJection - No

Margin of Coiittee Passage - 7S"

NPnority Report - Yes

, Visibility:

CO Box Score - Yes

CO Story - Yes

>askinoton Post Box Score - Yes

Vashington Post Story - Yes

Role of Congress - Modifier

. JAount of Money - $30 billion

Tiue Frme - 2 years

_____ Newness - Yes ,

Specificity -- No

Presidential Involveaent - Yes

Chai-e- Yes

Republican Pollcy Endorsement - Yes

Dewocratic Steering and Policy Endorseaent - Yes

I
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PTER PROJECTS

Margtn of Rule - N/A

Status - Ameneont

. .r..n of Passage - 47%

"LDeocratic Party Unity - .06

Republican Party Unity - .06

..!A2x of Likeness - 100

m endment over C=Mttee Objection -No

Margin of Coitttee Passage -98%

Minority Report - Yes

Vislbility:
:• cq Box Score, -- No

Co story - Yes

Washington Post Box Score - Yes

Washington Post Story - Yes

Role of Congress - Initiator

S1mtount of Money - $2.2 billion

Time Frame - I year

Newness-- No

Secificity - Yes

Presidential Involvement - Yes

Change-- Yes

Republican Policy Endorsement - No

Democratic Steering and PolIcy Endorsemtnt - No
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This appendix describes the procedures through which Issue charac-

teristics were intercorrelated In an effort to test the third proposition.

The appendix also displays the data resulting from this test.

Tables 0.1 through 0.6 present the correlations. Exhibited in

Table 0.1 are intercorrelations of the thirteen perceptual Indicators of

Issue characteristics based on the statistic Phi.1 Phi is most appropriate

here for tw reasons. First, it measures bivariate relationships among the

kind of data these variables constitute: dichotomous, nominal distributions.

SSecond, It primarily reflects "diagonal* rather than "curvilinear' associa-

tion-i.e., *yes" responses on one variable are correlated vith "yes" on

the other,

To prove the validity of proposition 3, the Phi in Table 0.1 should

j• be configured in such a way that a) answers "yes" to the presued low profile

questions of complexity, technicality, and routineness are highly Intercor-

related, b) the answers to the high profile questions are highly inter-

correlated, and c) coplexity, technicality and routineness are inversely

related to the "hot" characteristics. It should be emphasized that routine-

ness was coded as "routine" and "nonroutine" and watched diagonally In a

presumed hot/low profile direction. Thus, correlations were run with

routine against "yes" on comlex and technical and non-routine with "yes"

on salience.

Table D.2 presents the intercorrelations among objective indicators

based on a variety of coefficients. Because of the advantage of using a higher

level statistic whenever possible, relationships aong data in interval

form (e.g.: the margin of the rules adoption, the margin of a bill's

passage, the uiiit, of the Democratic Party, 2 the unity of the Republican
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34Party, the Index of likeness, the margin of a hill's passage in cmmittee,

the time frame in years encompassed by a bill, and the amount of money

involvedl were measured with Pearson's (r) product movement coefficient

of correlation. Association amng dichotomous, nomlnal variables, as in

the case of perceptual Indicators, were tapped with Phi. When comparing

interval level scores with nominal scores, interval level variables were

reduced to nominal data through mean-based dichotomization. In associating

these dichotmmizationswAth, noalml, variables, Phi was also used. There

.. re tw exceptions. First, type of rule mas coded according to the trichot-

Somus distinction used in Congress: closed (no imdegbts allowed),

modified open (only comittee nmeers can offer andments or only entire

sections, not provisions, can be substituted), and open (no restrictions

on source or object of anenxeent). Secondly, margin of passage was coded

AOL into three values: defeated (0-49% of the vote), close (SM to 61% of

the vote), and comfortable (69% plus). For correlations Involving these

trichotomizations matched with dichottmizations, the statistic Gama was

used. Gama was preferred over other coefficients because it d-es measure,

in a -1.00 to +1.00 scale, relationships a ang trichotomized data. 5  Its

only drawback, for our purposes, is that it is sensitive to curvilinear

association and thus the association it does measure my be exaggerated.

-------- __.. -In sum, Table 0.2 is cxqrised of three different, but appropriate, cor-

relations coefficients.

The expectation was that if the third proposition is valid there

will be strong intercorrelattons among the objective indicators Lin 0,2). The

conditional approach posits the notion ttat there are both "hot" and 'low

profile" decision tracks or decision arenas. If they are correct, a degree

of high visibility in an issue should be associated with high levels of



political heat. An issue covered inj -and the Washington Post and followed

Iin their respective *box scores, and listed in polls as a major problem

should be associated with political activity on the part of political

parties in Congress, and the Presidency. Also, It should involve a close

vote, rule adoption, and final passage margin, and a lot of money, and

cover an extended time period.

Categorizations of variables were correlated in such a way that the

coefficients were assessing the relationships aong the values presumed to

be "hot" for each variable. For example, a closed rule was presued to be

• related to low margin of passage, closewss of passage was presumed to be

related to visibility in the Washington Post. low party unity on close

votes, etc. Thus, coefficients should be in the positive direction if

proposition 3 is correct. Exceptions were correlations aman Interval

level scores which were computed linearly. These must be Interpreted

individually.

Correlations in Tables 0.3 to 0.6 were based on Phi and Gamma. Cor-

relations were computed in the same manner as those in Tables 6.DA and 0.2.

For each indicator, responses to the presumed hot category were matched

Sagainst the presumed hot category for all other indicators.
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NOM;S APPENDIX 0

1For a good discussion of Phi, see Norman nie et al.. -___ 2nd
ad. (leu York: MGraw-Hill, 1975). p. 224.

2To measure party unity the Rice Index of Cohesion was used. This
Is comued by subtracting the percent against a bill (or those In a
minority position) from the percent for a bill (or those in a majority
position). The higher the cohesion the highe the Index. See Lee F.
Anderson, Meredith H. Matts, Jr., and Allen R. Wilcox, Legislative Roll-
Call Ane!ysis (vanston, 111.: othustern, 1966), p. 33.

/ 3 Ibid.'-

4The Index of Party Likeness (or "Difference' as It Is comonly
called) Is coqpited by . . . calculating the percentage of mwlaers of each
group that voted in favor of tha measure, subtracting the smller percentage
tr= the larger, and subtracting the rmander that operation produces from
1W.0 This the higher the index the r.re the likeness, while the lower the
Index the more the difference, Anderson, et.al., Legislative Roll-Call
Analysis. p. 44.

SFor nore information about Gam see Nie, , p. 228.

--- -- --
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Table 0.5

Intercorlatlons Between "0bjectivd'and
*SubJectiye" Issue Characteristics as
" f P'. red !q Pht -Coefficients

Nenmess Specificity Change

Rule .20, .67, ........ 0*.

Rule Margin .16 .18 .07

R•tnin of Passage -. 49* -. 34* .11'

D0ocratic Unity -. 47 -. IS -. 05

Republican Unity -. 17 -. 15 -. 15

Index of Like zss -. 11 -. 10 -. 04

Andment over Corlttee .11 .03 .16

C0itt.. Vote -. 04 .25 .05

Nlnority Report -. 02 .09 .29

C &ox Score -. 23 .30 .51

CQ story .07 .23 .31

Washington Post Box -. 03 .00 .27

Washington Post Story .00 -. 25 .45

STime Frame -. 08 -. 09 .17

Money .20 -. 04 .26

Presidential Involvement .21 .11 -. 13

Steering and
Policy Endorsement .40 .34 .43

Republican Pollcy Endorsement .25 .34 .08

Polls .13 .03 .02

- Gma Coefficient

Urnarked - Phi

,..+
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APP EDIX E

CMMRESIQJ4AL CO ICATIONS ARRAYED
BY ISSUE COSATE ICS

(Abbreviations appering-in these tables
are explained In Table 3.6, Chapter IIII
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Several members brought attention to six separate prbblems 7f

the congressional information process. These problems provide an

interesting pespective on Congressional information.

First. In satisfying the search for informattontoo often

members show an unwillingness to consider new or additional information.

Several mers noted that "One my mind's made up, don't confuse me with

more facts. I don't need any more information. Another acknowledged

that *The shorter things are, the more they get read, Indicating a

preference for non-involved, perhaps superficial analyses.

A second problem is the relatively low priority treatment of

floor voting by some members. This frequently leads to a very casual

search process. One member described his low information investments:

"Normally, I spend only two hours a week thinking about all legislative

matters. For the real big ones, I'll spend only 20 minutes." Another

member expounded on how his feelings of helplessness and inefficacy lead

to casual search:

There often is no reason to get informed. Except o a few votes,
the fight's over. They are simply up or down matte . I can't
have an effect-. There is nothing left to do--no mor amendments,
no sending It back. It has sufficient support atA a proval.
There is no reason to get into it. The time to affe thas passed.

The potential problems raised by general unpreparedness are reflected upon

by another member:

There is a broad spectrum of interest and infomation on issues
here. We are required to vote on all kinds of issues. But,
generally, you find yourself delving into committee work and
major bills. Most of the time youlre lucky if you know what is
up. There is simply not enough time to get into it. I really
question our scheme of checks and balances.

•I,.
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A third problem is the Inforuation deficiencies of Congress in

camq sarsn with the President. As one me.ber emphasized, "In an informa-

tiosense, it is easier to be President than a uember. He has an ela-

borate staff set up. Ve don't. We must scrape. As a result, we find it

difficult to countervail.0

"A fourth problem Is the lack of tiue to grasp and to think about

avatlable Information. Many argued that the lack of Information Is not,

as comonly thought, the major problem of congressional Information

processes. What Is lacking is the capacity to synthesize and interpet it.

"3i "'Consistent with positions taken by W ldavsky,1  Peabody, 2  and Eulau,3

members emphasize the difficulty of assimilating and judging what is

presented to then on any given issue. As one umber noted, 'The only

time I really have to reflect and read is on flights back to the district,

and that's just not enough."

A fifth Is the relatively narrow circles of advocacy that exist

within the House. As a member described, "All you hear from usually are

those you already agree with. But, you.don't learn much from talking to

people who agree with you. You need everybody's view and that's tough

to get around here.'

A sixth Is the lack of information. One ininormation deficiency

pertains to policy consequences within the district. As a member argued,

"Ne aren't always well Informed on how things affect our jurisdictions.

And we should be. People expect us to know.' Another deficiency relates

to highly technical questions. Many members said that the Saccharin issue

posed a policy question for which there Is a lack of real Information,

knowledge, and understandinq within or outside of the Congress.

",.3,.,'
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These six problems Illustrate the quandary of the legislative

information process, for tU slve cne w!11 cmplicate Others. More

information will not solve the problem, for in many instances more

than enough information Is available. The problem is time and ability

to digest that which is available. The basic deficiencies In the con-

gressional information processes are ones of Incentives and investments.

But, changing them to make Cong-",- iare informed my overlook the fact

that Congresr T "does politics' 4 and that to do well its functions of

debate and deliberation it need not have a "rational" informatlon

system. In Polsby's words, "Technical competence and Intellectual

excellence. . .are not. . .strictly necessary for Congress to be

Important in the American system of goverinment."s

%/

/ '
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1Aaron Wildavsky, The Politics of the Budgetary Process, 2nd ed.
(Boston: Little, Brown, 1974), p. 231.

2/

2 Robert Peabody, "Organization Theory and Legislat ve Behavior:
BargainingHierarchy and Change In the U.S. House of Representatives,
paper delivered at.the annual mn.LI..ng of the American Political Science
Association, New York, Sept., 1963, p. 5 (quoted in Saloma, Congress,-
p. 217).

3HeinzEulau, "The Committees in a Revitalized Congress," in
Congress: The First Branch of Government, ed.,by C. Cotter (Washington
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